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Atjb'lKAUJ.'
This investigation £s concerned primarily with the volume and 
structural changes which arose from the CD-OO^ reduction of relatively 
pure hematite pellets to magnetite in the temperature range 350°C-1100°C. 
Hematites of natural and chemically prepared origins were involved in both 
single and sintered polycrystalline form.
The apparent volume expansion of a micaceous hematite as measured by 
mercury displacement, camera dilatometerrjand by micrometer was related to 
the observed reduction zone width, compact porosity, grain size and magnetite 
morphology. A macroscopic model of swelling was proposed which related the 
emergence of a cooling tower sample shape to the decrease in reduction zone 
width with rise in tanperature.
The variation in volume expansion with pellet porosity was attributed 
to the effects of a transition in the sintered pore structure.
-H^O reduction
compared with OO-OOg was related to the difference in reduction zone width 
and magnetite microstructure.
A detailed microstructural examination of fully and partially reduced 
micaceous sanples revealed a spectrum of magnetite morphologies. The 
morphologies included a low temperature porous multi-crystallite growth, 
an intermediate and high temperature lamellar growth and a high tenperature 
dense nodular growth. The surface relief, interphase boundary appearance 
and the growth characteristics of the various morphologies were shown to be 
in broad agreement with the precipitation behaviour in solid state metallic 
systems in particular the separation of o< - ferrite from Y - austenite in 
plain carbon steels.
The mechanisms of expansion and cracking were based upon the observed 
surface relief and the anticipated ionic movement associated with diffusional- 
shear and purely reconstructive transformations.
The foimation of porosity and fissures in magnetite was accounted for 
in terms of the cation vacancy diffusion gradient, the relative magnitude 
of the gas-phase boundary reaction rate, the cation vacancy diffusion rate 
and oxide plasticity.
The lower apparent volume expansion experienced for
calculations 01 tne relative volumes 01 nematite and magnetite taking 
into account the differences in thermal expansion and published deviations 
from stoichiometry of magnetite at tanperature suggested that the normally 
accepted theoretical volume contraction on reduction to magnetite may turn 
into a small expansion. This was particularly so for decomposition of hem­
atite above 1300°C. \
A single crystal X-ray diffraction study of natural and synthetic 
crystals confirmed the presence of the porous crystallite and lamellar 
morphologies for reduction at 550°C and 1000°C respectively and also the 
surface relief effects and associated cracking. In addition the conventional
(0001)TT // (111)., orientation relationships and habit was confiimed for the
Jti M
lamellar structure. No unique orientation was found for the low temperature 
porous crystallite morphology.
An X-ray line broadening investigation of the micaceous hematite 
reduced to magnetite was undertaken. The trends in particle size and 
strain broadening with reduction temperature was in agreement with the 
variation in magnetite microstructure as evaluated by conventional optical 
microscopy and S.E.M.
Similar growth behaviour was experienced for reduction of a spectro­
scopically- pure hematite and a laboratory grade hematite to magnetite.
The distinguishing feature was the appearance of a columnar grain magnetite 
structure above S50°C. which was related to the high solid solution purity 
and the associated stress relieving capability of the magnetites.
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THE VOLUME AND STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GASEOUS REDUCTION OF HEMATITE
1. INTRODUCTION
' *
The current investigation is concerned primarily viith the swelling
and microstructural changes which accompany the CO/OO2 reduction of
hanatite in the temperature range 400°C to 1050°C.
It is the physical disintegration of the ore caused by the primary 
hematite to magnetite reduction step which is examined in detail rather 
than the softening problems inherent in the reduction of the lower oxides 
particularly at higher temperatures.
This thesis is a sequel to the previous work carried out by Brill- 
Edwards (76) and Pepper (105) using Hg/HgO atmospheres to reduce natural 
ores. The objective is to gain a better understanding of the factors 
involved and the mechanisms responsible for the swelling and associated 
physical break-down of sintered polycrystalline hematite during gaseous 
reduction.
2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
A review of the relevant work concerned with the various structural 
transformations and associated physical changes during the gaseous 
reduction of iron oxides is presented below.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 deal in some detail with certain crystallographic 
and physical properties of the oxides since they feature later in the 
interpretation of possible reduction mechanisms.
2.1 Crystallographic Structures of Iron Oxides
The anhydrous iron oxides family comprises a structural trinity (1) 
MgOg-^MO.MgOg-^MO. The structures are linked by variations in the 
stacking sequence of the relatively close packed layers (2-8) which
act as the framework of the lattice and in the interstititial cations
x? 3+ . 2+Fe and Fe .
(a) Hematite
There are at least four crystallographic modifications of hematite 
prefixed oi , X , j^> & S (4).
c?C- FegOg the most stable sesquioxide is antiferromagnetic with a 
Neel temperature of 675°C (4, 5, 9, 10). This modification possesses the 
corundum structure, an obverse structural rhcmbohedral unit cell (7, 8) 
(aQ 5.4228 8, 55° 171) (11).
However, it is more readily interpreted as a distorted close-packed 
2-hexagonal lattice of 0 ions in which 2/3 of the available octahedral
34-sites are filled with Fe . The hexagonal unit cell (z'= 6) with its 
origin at an octahedral void is shown in figs. la + b (12, 13). (a^ = 
5.03178, Cg = 13.737 8) (11). The octahedral cations form a honeycomb 
sub-lattice sandwiched between each pair of 0^~ basal layers, fig. .2a.
2-A distinguishing feature cf the hexagonal lattice is that each 0
octahedron shares its top and bottom basal face with another octahedron
in the layer above and below to produce a continuous chimney or stack of 
2-0 octahedra lying parallel to the C-axis, fig. 2b.
The distortion in the structure, clearly visible in figs. la + b,
is considered to be due in part to covalency effects arising from relaxation 
  2-
around the unfilled 0 octahedra (8) and partially to the magnetic super­
exchange forces (12, 14).
Willis (15), psing a hot x-ray camera, found that the c/a ratio of 
natural and synthetic hematites decreased continuously from R.T. to 675°C, 
the Neel temperature, before levelling out. Clearly the repulsive forces 
directed along the triad axis diminish as the degree of magnetic order 
diminishes, allowing the axial ratio to decrease (15-17).
The - FegOg modification in the foim of lamellae was reported by 
Finch & Sinha (18) on heating single crystals of hematite at 500°C. Partial 
occupation of the normally empty tetrahedral sites was proposed but so far 
this has not been confirmed. The £ - Fe20g (19) has been tentatively 
established as hexagonal and is formed by oxidation and dehydration..
(b) The Spinel
(i) Magnetite FeQ0. according to Verwey and co-workers (20, 21) is a
■ 2-  2:3 inverse spinel in which the 0 ions have an F.C.C. close packing
arrangement, with an oxygen distortion parameter u = 0.379 and cell constant
aQ = 8.397 8 (4, 6).
2-At stoichiometry the unit cell consists of 32 0 ions with 8 out
3+of the available 64 tetrahedral A interstices filled by Fe ions and 16
1 3+ 2+out of the available 32 octahedral B sites filled by 8 Fe and 8 Fe
ions (12, 22, 23) . For ease of comparison with hematite the spinel structure
is illustrated here according to Gorter (12) as a hexagonal unit cell,
figs. 3 a - c.
A
The cations are located in two separate sub-lattices (2, 5, 24) known 
as the Kagome and the mixed trigonal lattices. These sub-lattices are 
interleaved alternately between the. (Ill) or (0001) close-packed layers 
of the 02~ lattice.
Four out of the 6 available nearest neighbour octahedral B sites within
'3+ 2+a (111) or (0001) layer are occupied by equal numbers of Fe and Fe ions 
to give rise to the two-dimensional Kagome net, fig. 4a.
The mixed trigonal sub-lattice (24), however, consists of a honeycomb
—  34-
network of tetrahedral A sites occupied by Fe ions in third nearest neigh­
bour configuration, with an occupied octahedral B site at the centre of each 
honeycomb segment, fig. 4b. At stoichiometry the ratio of tetrahedral A to 
octahedral B sites is 2:1 in the trigonal layer.
The mixed trigonal layer is puckered since the third nearest neighbour 
configuration produces an equal number of tetrahedral hill and dale sites.
The Kagome lattice, however, is coplanar and equivalent to a cation excess 
hematite sub-lattice.
In terms of the spinel cell the formula unit 8 Fe^O^ can be expressed :-
8 Fe3* : 2 Fe3+ + 2 Fe2+1 \i6 Fe3+ + 6 Fe2*j 1^32 8" 1
TBTA : OCT B OCT B
MIXED TRIGONAL : KAGOME : C.P.
Magnetite is ferrimagnetic (5, 12, 22, 23) with a Curie point at 
approximately 575°C.
(ii) Maghemite X  -  Fe^O^
Maghemite is ferrimagnetic and has a highly disordered inverse spinel- 
crystal structure (4) with a pseudo-cell constant of 8.338 8. The disorder 
arises from a cation deficit of 2 2/3 sites/unit cell (25). Mossbauer‘ i
spectroscopy has revealed that the vacancies are ordered and distributed 
exclusively on the octahedral sites (26). On the basis of the spinel 
lattice the unit cell foimula can be expressed (3):-
|^ 8 Fe3+ : 13 1/3 Fe3+ + 2 2/3 O J  : p32
TET A : (XT B : C.P.
y  - FegOg is regarded as meta-stable and is generally prepared by low 
temperature oxidation of magnetite at temperatures below about 400°C (28).
Above this temperature direct oxidation to c< - FegO^ occurs. Finch and 
Sinha (18), however, contrary to most other investigators (28), synthesized 
- Fe^Og via an intermediate p> - Fe^O^ by heating oC- FegO^ directly in 
air to 700°C.
(c) Wustite Fe^ 0 (3, 4)
Wustite has the interpenetrating F.C.C. rock salt structure comprising
2-a close-packed arrangement of 0 ions with cations in predominantly 
octahedral sites. Early work by Schenck (29), Jette & Foote' (30) and by 
Darken & Gurry (31) established that wustite was metal defficient with a 
single phase stability stretching over a relatively wide range of composition.
The deviation in stoichiometry y due in principle to the inclusion of - 
cation vacancies can, depending on temperature, vary from 0.05 at the iron/ 
wustite phase boundary to 0.15 at the wustite/magnetite phase boundary (32) 
with an associated decrease in lattice parameter (30, 33, 34) .
Wustite is unstable below 570°C, decomposing eutectoidally to cK - 
iron and magnetite.
2.2 Deviations from Stoichiometry
(a) Hematite
Hematite dissociates in air at 1385°C to form a cation deficient magnetite 
(35). The compound exhibits a slight deviation from stoichiometry (metal
excess) which has been variously reported (35-39).
Greig and co-workers (37) in 1935, measured a solubility of 1 mol.
% FeQ0. in, hematite at 1452°C. This agreed with Salmon (38) who reported
oa maximum solubility of approximately 2 mol. % at I486 C., An updated study
by Schmahl et al (39) in which crucible sample interactions were taken into
account yielded a solubility level of 3 - .1 mol. % a.t 1400°C. White has
also updated earlier work (36) by undertaking a fresh study involving
purer starting materials (35). The new solubility level of 8 mol. %
Feo0. at 1385°C is at variance with the other workers.3 4
The exact nature of the dominant defect, whether oxygen vacancies 
and/or interstitial iron, is as yet unsubstantiated (40, 41).
The results of oxidation studies of iron, (42,43) sintering of hematite 
(44, 45) and diffusion measurements (46-49) of either species are inconclusive 
It would appear that at least at high temperatures both Fe and 0-ions diffuse 
at approximately the same rate (49) but with Fe gaining the ascendancy below 
1100°C (47). Recent papers, however, by Holt (50) and Bruckman (51) using 
oxygen -18 and platinum marker techniques respectively, favour the growth 
of hematite during the oxidation of iron by the diffusion of the cation.
Reijnen (52) maintains from radius ratio considerations that the bulk 
diffusion of the smaller cation will be faster. Again for geometrical 
reasons, Stone et al (53) and Schmalzreid (54) propose a minimal movement
of the much larger anion during the decomposition of hematite by interaction
x V  •
of MO/FegOg diffusion couples to form a spinel. The bulk diffusion . .. 
necessary to effect compositional change is brought about exclusively by 
counter-current migration of the cations. Moreover, it is possible that 
an attractive cation vacancy diffusion path exists in the continuous chain 
of larger octahedral interstices which lie parallel to the c-axis in the 
corundum structure (55).
(b) Magnetite Feg_yO^
Magnetite melts at 1597°C under 1 atmosphere of oxygen (31). It is 
essentially stoichiometric at the wustite/magnetite phase boundary and 
becomes at temperatures above about 750°C, increasingly metal deficient 
with increasing partial pressure of oxygen and with temperature, up to the 
magnetite/hematite phase boundary.
Good agreement exists between various workers regarding the extent 
of the magnetite phase field. Salmon (38) has detected up to 40 mol. % 
FegOg in solid solution in magnetite at 1551°C (35-39, 56).
The metal deficit is manifested by the generation of cation vacancies
located predominantly on octahedral B sites (57), charge neutrality being
3+ 2+maintained by an increase in the 2:1 ratio of Fe : Fe . For a random 
distribution of defects over the sub-lattice, .the-defect equilibria can be 
expressed (58):-
8 Fe2++ 202 3 F e Q  + 8 Fe3+ + 402- (2.2.1)
Schmahl et al (39) report a remarkable hysterisis effect during 
isothermal oxidation of magnetite at temperatures of 1269°C and above where 
equilibrium would be expected to readily occur. Oxygen partial pressures 
in excess of equilibrium by as much as 150 torr were required to nucleate 
hematite. For example, at 1269°C a supersaturated solubility of 19 mol.
% Fe^Og in magnetite was measured prior to the nucleation event, compared 
with the equilibrium value of 12 mol. %; similarly at 1452°C the solubility 
rose to 40 mol. % Fe^Og compared with the equilibrium level of 25 mol. % 
an increase of 60%. Schmahl contends that this over-oxidised magnetite is 
in fact a crypto-chemical modification of the Y~  ^ e2°3’ Moreover, the 
possibility of producing Y - by high temperature direct oxidation
of magnetite is postulated.
These nucleation difficulties may offer an explanation for the author's 
experience of a relatively pure polycrystalline magnetite prepared by 
sintering in argon at 1360°C for 15 hours which subsequently remained 
unchanged by exposure to 1 atmosphere of oxygen at 750°C for periods up 
to 20 hours (59). X-ray powder measurements revealed only magnetite; no 
weight change had occurred. Salmon (21) has also considered Y  ~~ Fe2^3 
as a reaction partner during elevated temperature oxidation of magnetite.
Gallagher (60) and Feitkneckt (61) were able to oxidise particles of 
magnetite directly to Y ~  ^ e2®3 200-220°C provided the particle diameter
was below 3000 8. They proposed a continuous change in non-stoichiometry 
from FegO^ to Y  ~ Fe2°3 (57> 62> 63) (table 1>, X-ray powder patterns 
were identical to stoichiometric magnetite down to approximately 22% Fe^+
(=44 mol. % FegOg). Particles in excess of 3000 8 diameter oxidised 
directly to oC - FegOg. This occurence of Y ~  ^ e2^3 ^  331 intermediate 
state between magnetite and hematite was also found by Sewell et al (64). 
Volenik (65) during electron diffraction studies of thin oxide films formed 
on Fe and Fe-Si below 400°C. , I
\
Approximately 75% of the available intestitial sites in stoichiometric 
magnetite are vacant, which suggests that cation diffusion via normally un­
occupied sites should be relatively easy. This observation is supported by 
Edstrom (66) and more recently by Cox et al (67). Moreover, deviation from 
the predicted 0  ^partial pressure dependance for diffusion through the 
spinel assuming a simple cation vacancy mechanism has lead Schmalzried (58) 
to consider the possibility of diffusion via interstitials or interstitialcies.
Fe2+% Structure Formula ao (8) C (8)
33.3 
22.(1
f .c .c . ;
F.C.C. :
8Fe3+(8Fe3+8Fe2+) 3202" 
8Fe3+QOFe3+5Fe2++!Ih 3202"
8.396
8.370
-
9.0
Prim. Cub. 
Prim. Cub. 8Fe3+ri2Fe3+2Fe2+2D ) 3202" 8.350
0 Tetrag. • 8Fe3+(13 l/3Fe3+ 2 2/3 0 ) 32(
2-
) 8.338
(25)
25.014
Table 2.1.1 : Structure and Defect Concentration change at various stages 
during oxidation of magnetite to y  - Fe^O^ (61).
In contrast to the hexagonal lattice, diffusion of cations in the 
spinel lattice can only occur by consecutive octahedral to adjacent 
tetrahedral jumps (68-70). Diffusion from tetrahedral site to octahedral
hole back to tetrahedral site according to Stone (53) . would appear to be
\
a unique path offering minimum repulsion from other cations, the transition 
occurring across an open part of the structure. Again only possible if 
diffusion occurs by a vacancy or interstitialcy mechanism.
Summary
The preceding section has indicated in a general way:
(a) The complexity and the close inter-relationships between the component 
sub-lattices of the spinel and sesquioxide structures.
(b) The directional characteristics of the magnetic exchange forces 
which prevail.
(c) The probable ionic diffusion species and the nature of the bulk 
diffusion path through the oxide. ,
I
(d) The tendency towards non-stoichiometry with increase in temperature 
and the associated defect and defect equilibria of the oxides.
(e) The accepted occurrence of - Fe20g as a defect spinel solid 
solution at low temperatures and the postulated occurrence of a 
cryptochemical modification at high temperatures.
2.3.1The Structural Changes arising from the Gaseous Reduction of Hematite
In the ensuing paragraphs the relationship between the microstructure 
of the reduction product and the associated loss in structural integrity 
is examined. The review is confined to the gaseous reduction of hematite 
with the main emphasis placed on the primary hematite to magnetite reduction 
step. The subject matter is classified
* Reduction Interfaces
* Microporosity
* Cracking
* Volume Change
The application of metallography to the understanding of iron oxide 
reduction stems from the early classic researches of Bitzianes et al (74, 75) 
and Edstrom (66, 72, 73) on single crystals of hematite and magnetite carried 
out in the 1950’s.
Since then, numerous investigators have used conventional microscopy 
in a supporting role to substantiate reduction phenomena (76, 80-83, 100,
101, 103, 105, 106, 129).
Despite this, few researchers have used sufficiently skilled polishing 
techniques and magnifications high enough (y 1000 X) to enable detailed 
examination of interphase morphology and associated microstructural features.
The introduction of high voltage transmission electron microscopy T.E.M. 
(98, 99) and the scanning electron microscope (126-129) have proved 
particularly useful in interpreting the phase morphology and microtopology 
of fractured surfaces.
The subsequent sub-sections describe the macro- (<100 X) and micro- 
(> 500 X) reduction interfaces reported for partially reduced oxides.
(a) Macro Reduction Interfaces
The gaseous reduction of dense iron ores has been observed to occur 
by the progression of distinct macro-interfaces into the oxide to produce 
sequential layers of magnetite, wustite and iron which remain parallel to 
the external surface of the ore body.
This so-called topochemical reduction geometry was originally 
described by Wiberg (71), Edstrom (66, 72, 73) and Bitzianes (74, 75) for 
the reduction of both single and polycrystalline oxide and later confirmed 
by many other investigators (76-87).
However, according to Bitzianes et al (74, 75) the normal topochemical 
growth pattern can be disrupted in the temperature range 500 to 700°C by 
the occurrence of isolated random macro-cracks which allow magnetite to 
penetrate ahead of the main interface. This type of macro-reduction crack 
has also been reported by Edstrom (72) for the oo-reduction of natural 
single crystals of hematite at temperatures below 800°C and by Henderson 
(80) for the reduction of Yampi Blue natural hematite crystals and 
synthetic laboratory prepared crystals at 570°C. It should be noted that 
Henderson merely refers to magnetite penetration and does not describe 
a crack as such. None of these investigators offer an explanation for this
-HgO reduction
of laboratory grade hematite spheres illustrates a dramatic increase in 
reduction at the tip of a wide macro-crack which has penetrated through 
the dense iron outer-layer, again disrupting the shrinking core geometry.
According to Bitzianes (74) deviations from normal topochemical growth 
can also be attributed to high initial porosities in the ore body, to the 
presence of siliceous impurities which induce cracking and to the entrappment 
of a residual slow reducing phase notably wustite (78, 88) behind the 
advancing macro-interface.
phenomenon. Warner (77) in a study of the kinetics of Hg
Schenck and Schulz (79; nave suosequentiy ciassiiiea macro-reauction 
interfaces into three reaction categories which relate to the porosity, 
grain size and reducibility of the ore, (fig. 5).
Type (1) - Topochemical Reaction (72 , 74-82 , 84-87): This type of sharp
interface can arise when the ore body is dense (90) so that gas access 
ahead of the parent-product interface is physically blocked.
. Alternatively when the rate of reaction is rapid, gas impoverishment 
may produce a discrete interface at the point where the partial 
pressure of the reductant diminishes to zero.
Type (2) - Quazi-Topochemical Reaction: A finite reaction zone width can 
arise when the ore is porous of small grain size and easily reducible 
(84).so that the gas is able to penetrate ahead of the main interface.
Type (3) - Non-Topochemical Reaction (76, 81, 82, 84): A homogeneous 
reduction zone can arise when the agglomerate is slowly reducible 
and large in grain size, thus allowing the gas to maintain its 
reducing potential throughout the sample cross section.
Bogdandy et al (91, 92), from theoretical considerations which related 
to the rate controlling interplay between the phase-boundary reaction, gas 
flew and diffusion described additional variations in partial pressure 
gradients depending on ore size, porosity and reduction temperature. 
Nevertheless frcm-the practical standpoint the resultant reduction interface 
in every case fitted the Schenck.classification.
Transitions in interface type with rise in reduction temperature have 
been reported by several workers. Hansen et al (84) observed a non-topo- 
chemical reaction regime at 427°C during the reduction of hematite pellets 
to magnetite by CO/COg* The interface changed to a type (2) at 450°C and 
then to a macro-topochenical type (1) at 800°C. Similarly Matyas and Bradshaw 
(93), reported a diffuse reduction zone for the reduction of Carol Lake 
cannercial pellets to magnetite at 850°C and below. At 900°C, however,-(94), 
shrinking core behaviour emerged. Again, Trushenski and co-workers (95) 
for the reduction of green state hematite spheres observed a non-topochemical 
pattern between 600-900°C becoming nearly topochemical above this temperature.
The introduction of a mineralogical binder phase into a pure poly­
crystalline compact can induce alterations in interface type. Brill-Edwards 
(76, 82) for example, reported a uniform type (3) non-topochemical reaction 
behaviour for the reduction of pure polycrystalline micaceous hematite to 
magnetite throughout the temperature range 500°C to ,1100°C. On addition of 
15% wt. of calcium silicate as a g.b. network a sharp type (1) topochemical 
front resulted. The cementing action of the irreducible silicate prevented 
g.b. cracking and thus restricted gas access.
(b) Micro-Reduct ion Interfaces
This sub-section reviews the various hematite-magnetite interphase 
boundaries reported within individual iron oxide grains as a result of the 
partial reduction of both single crystals and polycrystalline pellets.
In general little attention has been given to reduction in the low 
temperature region below 700°C. Horeover, the majority of the studies 
involving metallography have used CO or rich atmospheres so that several 
complex interphase boundaries exist at any instant, each influencing the 
other. Brill-Edwards (76, 81) simplified the situation by conducting a 
series of step reductions at 
phase areas of the Wiberg diagram. This enabled a single interface to be 
examined over the tenperature range 500°C - 1100°C. This research carried 
out on sintered polycrystalline pellets of a Sierre Leone concentrate 
distinguished for the first time the diverse nature of the hematite-magnetite 
interface and highlighted the existence of two distinct magnetite morphologies 
above and below the tenperature range 600°C - 700°C.
Reduction below 700°C
At low reduction temperatures Brill-Edwards et al (76, 81) observed the 
magnetite to nucleate simultaneously and randomly at many points around 
the hematite grain periphery and then to propogate radially via a hemi­
spherical shaped interface in a distinctly non-topochemical fashion.
Although Brill-Edwards states that the nucleation was random, the photo­
micrographs (see figs. 5 & 9, ref. 81) indicate a preference for hematite- 
hematite boundaries and an apparent avoidance of the more accessible pore 
surface. Further reduction resulted in impingement of the magnetite growths.
-HgO reduction potentials within the single
Brill-Edwards maintained that below 600 C the porous magnetite exhibited no 
preferred growth plane or direction. This form of magnetite is similar to 
that illustrated much earlier by Bitzianes et al (74, 75) for the Hg reduction 
of hematite ores (see fig. 8D ref. 74) at 500°C and Edstrom (72) for the 
reduction of natural hematite single crystals at 600°C (see fig. 33 ref. 72).
. I
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Subsequently Offroy (83) during a study of the compression resistance 
of corimercial hematite pellets by CO-Ib, reduction in a counter-current 
retort confiimed the existence of the porous hemispherical magnetite in 
conditions simulating the blast furnace. The low temperature growth was 
evident in the outer layer of the pellets whilst the core showed a jagged 
magnetite morphology.
Bales (96) and Henderson et al (97) reduced micaceous Sierre Leone 
hematite in OO-GOg at 600°C as an adjunct to hot-briquetting and observed 
a g.b. nucleated magnetite growth similar in appearance to the Brill- 
Edwards mode but exhibiting a planar interface.
Recently Swann et al (98, 99) using high voltage T.E.M. have demonstrated 
that the porous hemispherical magnetite colonies forming below 650°C 
possessed incoherent interfaces. At the nucleation stage coherency strain 
fields were observed in the surrounding hematite. Where these fields over­
lapped, the nuclei grew faster. The morphology was considered to form by 
a cellular transformation in similar fashion to the discontinuous solid 
state precipitation of duplex eutectoid structures.
Reduction above 700°C
Edstrom was the first to report the apparently abnormal incidence of 
a jagged magnetite interphase boundary in single crystals of natural hematite 
which had been partially reduced by gaseous or solid reduct ant at 892°C 
and 1000°C (72, 66). As a rule, however, the hematite^nagnetite interface 
was reported as smooth. Edstrom did not conment on this anomaly, nor the 
simultaneous occurrence of both forms of interface lying perpendicular 
to one another in the same crystal reduced at 1000°C (66).
Subsequently Brill-Edwards (76, 81), as a result of a detailed micro­
scopic examination of partially reduced samples, revealed that for sintered 
polycrystalline micaceous hematite, the jagged interface was the rule 
rather than the exception for reduction temperatures above 700°C. The 
magnetite at 700°C grew as thin bunched unidirectional needles with the
needle interface described as conical, and tapering away from the tip to an 
eliptical base at the grain surface. As the tenperature was raised the 
aspect ratio of the cone and the axial ratio of the eliptical base increased 
such that at 1000°C singular coarse needles subsequently referred to as 
lamellae (82) traversed the grains. Unal (ICO), however, described the 
lamellae as wedge-shaped and not conical. \
Since the lamellae were always oriented in a single preferred direction 
within any grain, Brill-Edwards assumed correctly that this direction should 
correspond to the unique (0001) basal plane of the hematite crystal.
Subsequent work on ores (83, 98-104), synthetic polycrystalline oxides 
(79, 105), and natural single crystals (98-100, 106, 107) has substantiated 
Brill-Edwards findings and confirmed the normal existence of a lamellar 
magnetite morphology for gaseous reduction at elevated temperatures.
Occasionally lamellae were observed to extend across a g.b. from the 
parent hematite grain into an adjacent grain of different orientation (76 
82). The secondary growth front being unfavourably oriented with respect 
to the preferred basal growth plane in the second grain was unable to 
propogate in the lamellar mode but instead adopted a smooth, curved, 
presumably incoherent interface^
A similar reversion from a lamellar growth mode to a planar >on& 
developed on introduction of an intergranular slag bond which prevented 
grain boundary reduction cracking and effectively sealed the grain. Under 
these circumstances reduction was considered to proceed by confinement 
along the direction of mass flow (76, 82). Consequently, those grains with 
the hematite basal plane lying perpendicular to the direction of mass flow 
were considered to be unfavourably oriented for lamellar formation, whilst 
grains lying parallel assisted the lamellar growth. Thus the deciding 
factor dictating lamellar appearance was the emphatic angular relationship 
between the direction of mass flow and the basal plane orientation.
Walker et al (79) described an unusual situation whilst comparing the 
CO/OCL reduction to magnetite of relatively dense sintered polycrystalline 
laboratory grade hematite pellets <4.5-6% porosity) with porous pellets 
(28-34% porosity) of the same oxide. The porous pellets exhibited lamellae 
at all reduction temperatures employed, 840°C, 900°C, 960°C and 1020°C.
For the dense pellets, however, lamellae were absent at 1Q20°C having been 
present at the lower temperatures. Instead the growth front assumed a planar 
blocky appearance.
Walker (79) considered that the very rapid anisotropic growth of 
lamellae across the hematite grain at 1020 C exposed a greater surface 
area to gaseous attack by virtue of the associated extensive grain boundary 
failure. As a result, the number of effective nuclei for magnetite growth 
increased, so that individual grains were reduced more quickly. Consequently 
the likelihood of partially transformed grains revealing the magnetite 
growth mode decreased. This alternative contradicts the experience of 
Brill-Edwards (15; 123) who demonstrated a decrease in the number of nuclei 
as the tenperature increased, the lamellae becoming broader and fewer in 
number i.e., a smaller number of nuclei were needed to sustain the increasing 
reduction growth rate. Moreover, for the highly porous sample the area 
available for reduction is already much greater than the dense pellets but 
lamellae were observed at all tenperatures. _
Walker (79) also reported the presence of isolated fully reduced grains 
of magnetite located ahead of the main reduction front at all reduction 
temperatures.for the dense pellet. However, at 1020°C the population of 
isolated grains extended much further than at lower temperatures. There­
fore it was assumed that the presence of the isolated grains was connected 
with the disappearance of the lamellae.
It was suggested that the isolated growth was evidence of interconnected 
porosity in the original hematite which allowed gas to diffuse ahead of 
the main interface and reduce the pore walls. The layer of magnetite thus 
formed presents a barrier so that further reduction can only proceed by 
means of ionic diffusion.
However, it is unlikely that in a sound pellet of 4-6% porosity that 
the porosity is other than closed. Moreover, the microstructure of the 
laboratory grade pellet (see fig. 11 ref. 79) shows clear evidence of a 
triple comer g.b. mineral phase indicative of impurity assisted liquid 
phase sintering which would again stifle interconnected porosity. The 
rounded magnetite phase (as revealed in fig. 12. ref. 79) appears to grow 
non-topochemically inferring that pore wall coverage is not occurring.
Also this explanation does not account for the virtual absence of this type 
of growth in the highly porous sample at 1020°C. Clearly the disappearance 
of lamellae and the simultaneous increase in the round isolated magnetite 
growth mode requires further explanation. With regard to the formation of 
lamellae both Swann (99) and Unal (100) have suggested the involvement of 
shear processes to account, for the very rapid nucleation and early growth 
rates in a manner analogous to Widmanstatten precipitation in steels.
The fact that the growth rate of. individual plates irimediately after
nucleation was abnormally large indicated that the surrounding hematite
2+possessed a sufficient excess of Fe ions to maintain a high driving force 
for magnetite formation. However, the growth rate after the initial burst 
progressed at a substantially slower pace.
Swann, from in situ T.E.M. work, observed that the interface on one side 
of a growing plate was more mobile than the other side (98). The less 
mobile interface when intersecting the grain surface was associated with 
a groove or porous fracture. The enhanced lengthwise growth of the plate 
was attributed to a high matrix diffusion flux of both iron and oxygen ions 
to and from the tip (99). Unal (100), however, attributes formation to 
cation diffusion alone.
The blockv isolated magnetite grains reported by Walker (79) were also 
observed by Swann above 800°C but were apparently absent in the Brill-Edwards 
study, Swann (99) maintained that since the (0001) // (111) orientation 
relationship was not observed. the special low mobility basal plane inter­
face . cannot develop. Consequently, the blocky grains grew at similar 
rates in all directions.;
The temperature range 600°C to 700°C was considered, by Brill-Edwards 
(76, 81) to be a transition zone between the high and low temperature 
magnetite morphologies. Swann et al (98, 99) noted, a similar intermediate 
zone but in the range 650°C to 850°C. The intermediate magnetite 
morphology nucleated as plates which subsequently grew by the low temperature 
cellular mechanism. According to Porter & Swann (98) it was the reducing 
resistance to solid state diffusion as the temperature increased which 
caused the change from cellular to lenticular plate structures. Once again 
the intermediate structures described by Swann were not reported in the 
earlier work of Brill-Edwards (76) and Edstrom (72).
The interphase boundaries for the lower oxides wustite/magnetite 
and the subsequent morphology of the iron tend to be governed by the 
primary hematite to magnetite transformation and therefore will not be 
considered further. . ”
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2.3.2, 3 & 4 Microporosity, Cracking arid the associated 'Volume Changes
The reduction of hematite to the lower oxides may be accomplished by 
removal of oxygen or infusion of iron.
Fran a consideration of the relative volumes per gram of iron or 
oxygen (table 2.3.1) (108) it is apparent that a net contraction (72) or 
expansion (66) can be predicted during reduction depending on the route, 
(see table 2.3.2).
Superficially for the gaseous reduction or iron oxides, the reduction 
by oxygen removal is considered as .the reaction path. Thus, according to 
Edstrom (72), when oxides are reduced homogeneously the oxide grain should 
undergo either
i) An external volume contraction equivalent to the equilibrium 
contraction;
ii) Alternatively if no contraction occurs, then internal voidage must 
be created of the same magnetitude, i.e. microporosity.
For the important hematite to magnetite reduction step depending 
on the relative densities cited for the oxides, the calculated volume 
contraction can range from as little as 0.74% (72) to 4.9% (109). The 
majority of quoted densities and lattice parameters predict a value around 
2% (84, 108-113).
Density
, I Grms/cm3
Spec. . 
Vol.
. cm^ /Grm.
Vol./ . 
Grm. Fe
Vol. /Gm 
°2
Crystal
Structure
Fe2°3 5.24 0.191 : 0.272 0.635 Corundum
Fe3°4 5.21 0.192 0.266 : 0.696 Spinel
5.35 0.187 0.250 ■ 0.745 Rock Salt
5.71 0.175 0.228 : 0.755 Rock Salt
Fp 7.81 . . .0.128 . . .. 0.128. . . _ . B.C.C.
Table 2.3.1 (146)
Reduction Volume Change %
. Step 0g Removal Fe Injection
E —  M - r2.2% + :9.6%
H —  W (i) - 8.1% + 17.32%
H -^W (ii) - 16.18% + 18.90%
' H I - 52.94% : -
M W (i) - 6.02% : + 7.0%
M —  W (ii) - 14.29% + 8.48%
M I - 51.88% -
W —  I (ij - 48.8% —
W . I (ii) - 43.88% -
-ve. = contraction; +ve = expansion 
Table 2.3.2
2.3.2, The Generation of Micro-porosity
Edstrom (72. 73) reported extensive formation of parallel elongated 
internal pores and a breaking up of the structure of the hematite single 
crystal or ore at an early stage during the reduction in 00 or Hg atmospheres 
at 1000°C. The creation of long range gas pexmeable pores facilitated 
further reduction-by increasing the available surface area for reaction 
and by short-circuiting diffusion distances.
For reduction of natural single crystals of hematite to magnetite at 
1000°C in CD/COg atmospheres, Edstrom measured an internal porosity of 20%, 
much in excess of the theoretical value; the crystal had in fact expanded 
in size by 25 vol.%. Significantly up to 15 minutes of reduction the 
magnetite layer remained dense growing to a thickness of around 85 um.'t
Longer periods of exposure resulted in the initiation of parallel elongated 
pores. Edstrom offered no explanation for this behaviour.
Reduction by pure 00 or at 1000°C to produce a multi-layer reduction 
product invariably resulted in an .inner dense planar magnetite layer 22-28 um. 
thick, with an overlay of porous wustite and iron (72, 75, 90), and an 
inherently greater volume expansion.
Notably for the gaseous reduction of magnetite single crystals to 
wustite, little or no porosity was produced (72, 73). This reaction involves 
a transformation from the cubic spinel structure to the cubic NaCl structure, 
thus the oxygen close-packed framework undergoes little alteration. 
Consequently, Edstrom deduced that the extensive pore formation when 
reducing hematite was due largely to the generation of a siipersaturated 
concentration of lattice defects arising from the disruptive hexagonal to 
spinel structural transformation. The excess lattice defects combined with 
a selective Kirkendal diffusion effect stemming from the diffusional nature 
of the reduction pores and the intrinsic loss of mass produced conditions 
ripe for pore formation.
Brill-Edwards (76, 81) was in complete agreement with Edstrom concerning 
the important practical observation that extensive pore foimation, so 
essential to good reducibility, was fairly exclusively associated with the 
primary reduction of hematite and not magnetite.
Brill-Edwards' research related the location and propensity of pores 
to the reduction temperature and to the phase morphology. Reduction of
n
polycrystalline hematite to magnetite in H
and 600°C produced small spherical pore randomly distributed. As the 
reduction temperature increased to 700°C the pores became elongated and 
directional in the magnetite.
At 700°C the voids which were spherical or ovaloid in shape were 
aligned parallel to the magnetite growth plane and delineated the lamellae. 
Brill-Edwards maintained that the individual pores were located along most 
of the hemat itennagnet ite interface but this is not obvious from the 
micrographs (ref. 81, figs. 7 & 16).
As the reduction temperature was raised above 800°C the number of 
aligned pores decreased until at 1000°C the porosity had disappeared. 
Increasing the reduction rate drastically, however, succeeded in producing: 
elongated voids at 1000°C. These were limited in number and localised at 
the lamellae/g.b. surface. Even the most rapid rate failed to produce 
porous magnetite at 1100°C.
Based on Edstrom's (72) atomic rearrangement and ionic partial 
diffusivity explanation, Brill-Edwards accounted for the temperature and 
reduction rate dependance of pore foimation at high temperatures by
-1L0 atmospheres between 400 C
assuming that the rate of diffusion of vacancies to the grain surface and 
thus to anihilation is primarily governed by the reduction temperatures, 
whilst the rate of generation of defects is proportioned to the reduction 
rate. When the rate of vacancy generation by reduction exceeds the rate of 
vacancy anneal then vacancies will accumnulate and eventually condense to 
precipitate pores at the high energy magnetite lamellae boundary.
A greater accomodation .and a faster diffusion rate of vacancies in the 
magnetite lattice due to departure from stoichiometry were offered as reasons 
for the inability to induce pore formation at 1100°C (76, 81).
Walker et al (79, 114) although in accord with the concepts fonnulated 
above for the pore formation at elevated temperatures considered that mis­
match stresses accumulated during nucleation and growth of the lamellae 
would eventually lead to interphase boundary separation and internal porosity. 
Thaning (101) acknowledged the general theme of strain assisted pore 
condensation at the lamellar interface followed by coalescence to form 
extended fissures for the reduction of cold bonded hematite pellets. In 
agreement with Edstrom (76) a delay in the foimation of micro-pores during 
reduction to magnetite was a ccmnon occurrence so that partially reduced 
grains exhibited dense magnetite layers.
In those instances when the presence of a mineral or slag intergranular 
phase altered the magnetite interface structure the micro-porosity was also 
affected; for example when preferred growth via the basal plane was prevented 
by the mineral binder phase the elongated interlamellar porosity was displaced 
by spherical non-directional pores (76).
Below 600°C Brill-Edwards (76, 81) attributed the random pore distribution 
to the change in magnetite morphology from lamellar to hemispherical mounds 
and to the lack of ionic mobility.
Baro & co-workers (115, 116) studied the interface mis-match between 
various experimentally observed hematite-magnetite crystal orientations.
They postulated the existence of micropores arranged in a periodic fashion 
so as to delineate prism shaped, magnetite crystallites approximately 100 8 
in diameter. The mis-match calculation was based on the simple premise 
that a pore, should occur at the interface mis-match saddle-point.
Consequently, no consideration was given to the possibility of mis-match
dislocations being present at the interface. This model was deemed to
hold for gaseous reduction in the range 500-1100°C and for thermal decomposition
at 1200°C (115). Free access of the reducing gas to the henat it e-magnet it e
interface via the interconnected network of pores was offered as an
; ! 
explanation for the ease of reduction of hematite ores compared to magnetite.
Unfortunately, no supporting metallographic evidence was given.
Beaulieu et al (117) endeavoured to substantiate this theory by
(
B.E.T. and E.M. replica studies of platelets of a Lac Jean Fe^O^ concentrate 
reduced to magnetite by OO-OOg. At 800°C no evidence could be found of 
residual micro-porosity whereas at 375°C the B.E.T. indicated the presence 
of micro-pores in the range 50 to 200 8. E.M. replicas of certain cleaved 
facets revealed a curvilinear substructure of micro-fissures of the order 
of 1 to 2 urns. , much larger than predicted by Baro.
However, recently Swann et al (98, 99) using the T.E.M. technique have 
shown in basic agreement with Baro (115) and Beaulieu (117) that the low 
temperature magnetite morphology is composed of an arterial system of 
tunnel shaped pores ranging in diameter from 80 to 800 8. The pores which 
were aligned approximately perpendicular to the interface in a honeycomb 
pattern extended to the incoherent magnet it e-hematite interface. The 
reducing gas was therefore able to make direct contact with the hematite.
Unal (100),on the other hand, proposed a situation for the reduction of Carol 
Lake pellets in which the pores terminated close to but short of the inter­
face. Mercury porosimeter measurements (100) revealed that the magnetite 
micropore volume was independant of reduction rate but the pore diameter and 
spacing decreased with increase in reduction rate &nd with decrease in 
temperature. B.E.T. surface area measurements reflected this trend and 
were in agreement with the earlier work of Beaulieu (117).
Since the magnetite to wustite second stage reduction involves no major 
lattice reorientation then the fissuring and porosity generated by the prior 
reduction to magnetite by 00 or H^ atmospheres, is inherited and maintained 
by the wustite (72, 76, 78, 79, 81, 84, 114). The micro-porositv obeys 
the same temperature dependance (76, 79) but is apparently augmented at the 
wustite stage (76, 101). This is to be expected in view of the predicted 
volume contraction of 16% (table 2.3.2.). However Edstrom states that 
because of accompanying swelling during reduction to wustite the real porosity 
was about 38%. *
The proportions of the volume change assigned to microporosity in 
hematite reduced to wustite at elevated temperatures was reported to be 
dependant on the thickness of the wustite layer. It was assumed that the 
conditions which give rise to a supersaturated level of vacancies and hence
C , . :
pores by condensation, are fulfilled more readily if the wustite layer is 
thick. On the contrary, a thin wustite layer will facilitate vacancy 
diffusion to a free surface resulting in a denser wustite.
These observations lead Walker (79) to advance the hypothesis that 
the grain size or path length for vacancy diffusion determined the excess 
over the equilibrium number of vacancies. Furthermore the correlated 
effect of diffusion distance was considered to be consistent with the 
experiences of Brill-Edwards (76, 81) and Edstrom (72, 66), namely the 
tendency for an increase in the amount of microporosity with rise in 
reduction rate and the belated appearance of porosity after a certain 
thickness of magnetite had been formed.
Nevertheless, some inconsistencies do exist; despite the fact that 
the rate of reduction to wustite of a porous pellet was some three to four 
fold faster than for a correspondingly dense pellet, porous wustite was 
found at 840°C and dense wustite at 1020°C in either case (79). Moreover, 
this reduction rate was about 30 times faster than that used by Brill- 
Edwards (76) who found pores in wustite at both these temperatures.
For reduction of hematite to iron the. resultant phase morphology and 
porosity is usually dictated by the structural damage caused during the 
preceding reduction steps (72, 76, 101).
2.3.3 Cracking due to Gaseous Reduction
(a) Macro-Cracking
Strangway et al (118) related the nature of the macro-cracking, which 
occurred when reducing a right-angle cylindrical briquette of laboratory 
grade hematite, to the direction of applied pressure in the preparatory 
green-state compaction operation. Thus in the temperature range 500°C- 
1000°C he stated that it was not valid to assume that a cylindrical 
specimen would behave similarly to a spherical pellet in respect of 
cracking and expansion.
The cracking appears to be similar to that described by Pepper (105) 
for cylindrical sintered compacts of a Kiruna and Stripa ore reduced above 
750°C. Cracks occurred at the top and bottom of the cylindrical ends at 
the comer and penetrated into the pellet to form a cone at each end. A 
longitudinal surface macro-crack was Usually present. Since microscopic
I '
examination of the as sintered structure revealed no differences in porosity 
or grain size throughout the compact Pepper, in contrast to Strangway, 
attributed the cone cracking to stresses generated during reduction. No 
phenomenological explanation for this behaviour was offered moreover, the 
absence of this type of cracking below 750°C invoked no conment. It is 
notable that Brill-Edwards (76, 81) used right-angle cylinders of similar 
porosity but did not experience cone cracking.
Circumferential cracks in the vicinity of the H/M interface for 
laboratory grade spherical hematite pellets, were reported (79) for isothermal 
reduction in OOCO^ atmospheres at 900°C-960°C. The cracks were apparently 
absent at lower and higher temperatures namely 840 C and 1020 C respectively. 
Radial cracks in the outer reduced layer were observed at all temperatures 
the severity increasing with temperature. The progressive decrease in the 
specific volume of the reduced phases through the lower oxides to iron was 
offered to explain the existence of tensile forces which could cause radial 
cracking. It was supposed that the same forces would also exert a shearing 
effect at the H/M interface causing circumferential cracking. Intensification 
of these cracks with temperature was related simply to the increase in 
reduction rate and decrease in time available for stress relief. Walker 
(79) reasoned that the curious absence of circumferential cracking at 1Q20°C 
was due to a decrease in the interfacial stress possibly brought about by 
the appearance of isolated magnetite grains ahead of the main H/M interface 
and/or the occurrence of extensive g.b. failure at this temperature (section 
2.3.1., b)
An onion layer macro-crack pattern was described by Pepper (101) for 
the reduction of the alumina bearing Conackry hematite. The layered pattern 
was obvious from a longitudinal section and occurred during reduction to 
magnetite below 750°C with accompanying expansion. Reduction to wustite 
enhanced the cracking.
(b) Transgranular Micro-Cracking
Edstrom (72) reported the formation of random transgranular cracks in 
single crystals of natural hematite reduced by 00 at temperatures below
800°C. For Hg reduction these cracks were evident at 600°C and below.
The network of cracks lined with reduction product effectively divided 
the hematite into numerous sub-grains. Although not stated by Edstrom, 
examination of the photo micro-graphs (ref. 72, figs. 20, 32 , 35) suggests 
the intra-granular cracks follow distinct crystallographic directions.
A similar type of low temperature cracking has been observed by 
Bitzianes et al (75) and by Henderson (80, 119). Bitzianes described 
the appearance of stringers of magnetite following certain cracks which 
projected into the hematite grain during reduction in the temperature 
range 500°C-650°C, thus disrupting the normally topochemical advance of 
the interface.
Henderson (80) found a divergence in behaviour between various 
hematites on reduction below 570°C. For artificial hematite grains heated 
for 20 hours in prior to reduction and for natural Yampi Blue oxide 
crystals air dried at 110°C the magnetite apparently penetrated the hematite 
to foim smaller reacting cores. Henderson does not actually refer to this 
as a cracking phenomenon. For the same artificial hematite heated for only 
2 hours in air no such penetration occurred. Instead a micro-topochemical 
reduction front occurred. Although it was admitted (80) that hematites 
of different origin with apparently very similar physical properties 
could behave quite differently in the course of reduction, the reasons 
for these divergencies were not understood.
It is noteworthy that an extensive study of the cracking characteristics 
of pure polycrystalline hematite pellets reduced in H^ (76, 81, 82) did not 
reveal this type of transgranular penetration at low reduction temperatures. 
Instead at 500°C and 550°C transgranular fracture was confined to the growing 
magnetite phase, along the line of impingement of the hemispherical magnetite 
morphology so as to produce radial cracks. Brill-Edwards considered that the 
presence of random porosity in the magnetite in excess of the theoretical 
value of 4.9% coupled with an overall expansion inferred that the magnetite 
had dilated and thus set up a shear stress along the plane of contact . 
leading to cracking. The hematite core was considered to be under a 
compressive stress, hence the crack* would be arrested at the interphase 
boundary. Thaning (101, 103) reported fissures of a similar nature in the 
magnetite layer, during reduction in Hg., The radial fractures stopped at 
the hematite core but on complete reduction contributed to the break up of 
individual particles. The fissuring was absent for 00 reduction.
Thaning' s experiments were carried out between 800°C and 1100°C but
with no specific indication of the temperature at which radial cracking
occurred. Certainly the micrographs (ref. 101 figs. 15b, 19c) for
subsequent reduction to wustite show fissures which differ in detail from 
^ • ' 
those reported by Brill-Edwards (81). The cracks appear to coincide more
closely with Changes in grain contour and with the changes in the preferred
orientation of the magnetite or wustite.
At temperatures in excess of 700°C Brill-Edwards noted a marked 
transition in the mode of grain fracture in conjunction with a change in 
the magnetite morphology. The appearance of the lamellar morphology (76,
81) coincided with the formation of transgranular cracks in the hematite 
grain normal to the plane of the lamellae. This type of cracking within 
the hematite does not appear to be reported by other workers.
Bliefuss (107) reduced large single crystals of hematite (300-600 
micron) in OO/OOg at 1000°C and observed the development of what was 
described as internal parting plane cracks parallel to the magnetite 
lamellae and transverse cracks noimal to the magnetite. Both types of 
cracks were transgranular within the magnetite, with the parting plane 
cracks the most numerous and widest.
The interpretation of the parting plane .discontinuity appears to be
contentious. Edstrom’s classic work on reduction of 4 mn. cubes of natural
single crystals at 1000°C revealed similar discontinuities (ref. 72 fig. 25)* ' ■*; • • 
which were categorised as a form of elongated porosity not cracks.
Observations of pronounced interlamellar porosity at lower reduction
temperatures (81, 101) and incipient elongated porosity for fast reduction
rates at 1000°C in partially reduced grains concurred with Edstrom's view.
Bliefuss’ work (107) suffers because it is restricted to observations at
one temperature, 1000°C, the photomicrography being based on only partially
reduced grains at relatively low magnifications (X 200 and below).
Unal (100) on the other hand, observed no parting cracks for Carol 
Lake pellets of 200 um. grain size when partially reduced to magnetite at 
1000°C. Consequently the subsequent appearance of these cracks in the fully 
reduced grains was attributed to the ranoval of the wedge shaped residual 
hematite sandwiched between the lamellae.
In general on further reduction to wustite cracking is more pronounced 
but has its origin in the reduction to magnetite step.
(c) Intergranular Micro-Cracking
. i
According to Brill-Edwards (81)for both reduction to magnetite land 
wustite extensive intergranular cracking occurred. Below ~700°C the 
fracture occurred exclusively in the magnetite inferring that g.b. failure 
followed the formation and growth of magnetite at the grain boundary.
Above 700°C intergranular fracture occurred in the hematite, the 
magnetite lamelliae often maintained continuity across the g.b.
Malmberget magnetite pellets fully burned to hematite at 1300°C (104) 
developed lamellae on reduction at 1000°C, these lamellae apparently had 
their origin at cracks which formed along the hematite grain boundaries.
Walker and Carpenter (79) reported intergranular separation of 
hematite during reduction at 1Q20°C. This occurred in advance of the main 
interface and was associated with the presence of isolated areas of 
magnetite although the cracking did not take place through the magnetite.
The effect of grain boundary binding phases on cracking has already 
been discussed (section 2.3.3 c).
In summary, wholesale intergranular cracking appears to be a consistent 
feature of the reduction of polycrystalline hematite pellets at all *. 
temperatures. Transgranular cracking again occurs at all temperatures 
during reduction but is perhaps greatest in the low temperature region 
below 700°C and in particular at 5G0°C - 550°C where many reports of 
catastrophic disintegration have been cited (74 , 75 , 80, 102, 119^121).
2.3.4 Volume Changes
The precept that swelling and the associated cracking of oxides and 
ores during reduction is characteristic of hematite is widely acknowledged 
in the literature (72, 76, 122, 123).
Of the few examples where such bloating is normally absent magnetite 
pellets are involved (72, 76, 101, 123).
The swelling phenomenon is not confined solely to the process of 
reduction. Crouch and Pascoe (124) have reported that porous compacts of 
pure polycrystalline hematite are susceptible to swelling when heat-treated 
above 900°C in oxygen. The hot-pressed compact initially 95% theoretical 
density increased in volume at constant weight by some 15% simply by 
heating at 1200°C for a few hours. No mention was made of cracking, the 
swelling was considered to be due to the expansion of pores under the 
influence of a high internal gas pressure. Significant open porosity was 
generated at total pore volumes in excess of about 11-13%.
Fran the refractory material stand-point, Harbach and Ford (125) 
studied the dimensional changes brought about by thermal and atmosphere 
cycling of hematite through its decomposition point (1388°C in Air (35)).
The reduction to the spinel by decomposition at 1450°C produced approx­
imately 1.75 linear % expansion (5.25 vol. %) whilst re-oxidation on 
cooling elicited a contraction of about 0.75 linear %. The resultant growth, 
of the same order as that published by Richards and White (35), was 
ascribed to the generation of internal porosity which increased on further 
cycling. At sufficiently high temperatures shrinkage due to sintering 
predominated effectively neutralising the growth. Although initially 
a volume change was to be expected at the transition point no phenomenalogical 
explanation for the generation of porosity was offered.
Returning to gaseous reduction, Poos and Balon (126) have endeavoured 
to correlate the magnitude of pellet swelling obtained using laboratory
reduction rigs with actual performance in the blast furnace. They claimed:-
■ /
i) Pellets with laboratory swelling maxima less than 20 vol. % should 
show no difficulties even at high driving,rates.
ii) For expansions of 20-40% provided the pellets occupied less than 
65% of the total burden, performance was deemed satisfactory at 
medium driving rates.
iii) For swelling 40% difficulties are likely to arise even at low 
driving rates.
This scheme appears to contradict the experience of Chang and co-workers 
(127), who published the results of a swelling study representing the 
average of 17 different U.S.A. production pellets tested in blast furnaces
over a period ox ±z monxns. m e  swelling varied Dexween ft ana ftu/o dux 
showed no direction correlation with blast furnace performance.
Clearly other factors influenced the furnace performance (which were 
not measured by a static swelling test).
:
• I\
Edstrom (72) determined the volume expansion of single crystals of 
natural hematite produced by sequential reduction in CO-COg atmospheres 
at 1000°C. The results are shown in table 2.3.3, for comparison the volume 
change on: reduction of a polycrystalline ore and for magnetite single 
crystal is also included.
Edstrom drew sane general conclusions frcm this work:-
i) At 1000°C an apparent volume expansion occurred for all reduction 
steps.
ii) During stage by stage reduction or direct reduction to iron the most 
significant contribution to expansion stemmed from the hematite to 
magnetite reduction step.
This fact has since been substantiated by many workers (76, 81, 83,
101, 102, 104, 108. 123, 129, 131). For example, Imazume and co-workers 
whilst reducing self-fluxing sinter found a direct relationship between 
the degree of-oxidation of the sinter, i.e. the amount of hematite and 
the extent of degradation during reduction (120). Earlier work by 
Beeton (131) confirmed that the measured break-down or disintegration 
of ores and agglomerates was virtually complete at the magnetite stage 
(approximately 20% reduction).
iii) On reduction directly to iron inferring a much faster reduction rate 
through the intermediate oxide states a larger expansion was produced 
compared with step-wise reduction. Subsequent work has firmly 
established this direct relationship between reduction rate and 
volume expansion in agreement with Edstrom (76 , 79 , 81, 101, 105,
114,. 123); but it should be pointed out that little attempt has 
been made to relate this in a systematic way with the physical 
properties of the pellet and the reduction phase morphology.
Reduced 
Phase. .
Single Crystal Fe^O^ Fe3°4 Polycryst 
Fe„0.'2 3
Fe3°4 +25
Fe, 0
|
+32i-y • i
Fe +27
+25
+25
. ■' 
+38
+26 +48
1 ’ 
-2 
*
-4 -14
*
+60
Table 2.3.3 Apparent volume change % on reduction at 1000 C (72) 
* 600°C reduction.
iv) Edstrom (72) proposed that swelling during reduction was primarily 
associated with reduction steps involving solid state diffusion.
This observation was based on the fact that pellet swelling appeared 
to be confined to reduction up to the wustite stage. The formation 
of iron presumed to occur by a gas-solid reduction always resulted in 
a diminuition in swelling, (table 2.3.3)
Temp °C Fe3°4 Fe, 0i-y
840 +11.1 +16.1
900 +14.9 +20.9
960 +16.1 +22.1
.1020 . +20.& . +26.5
Table 2.3.4 Apparent volume change % on CO/COg reduction of synthetic 
polycrystalline FegOg pellets (114).
(a) The effect of Reduction Temperature
Later, Brill-Edwards (76, 81, 82) who explored the effect of temperature 
on the step-wise reduction of synthetic hematite pellets in E^-HgO atmospheres 
found a minimum in expansion at 800°C,(fig. 6). The expansion figures 
above 800°C apparently related closely to subsequent work carried out by 
Walker (79, 114) on porous pellets (28-34% porosity) reduced in CO-OO^ 
atmospheres (table 2.3.4) confirming the accepted principle that the H/M 
reduction step is the root cause of pellet swelling and break-down.
Further reduction to wustite merely accentuated the swelling.
Although Pepper (105) whilst reducing synthetic ore pellets in Eg-E^O 
atmospheres found minima in volume expansion versus temperature these were 
less pronounced compared with Brill-Edwards. Both authors however confirmed 
the general rule that pellet expansion or bloating is inversely proportional 
to the reduced pellet strength (132,333)This concurs with Beiman (121) who 
stated that the main disintegration of pellets occurred in the temperature 
range 550°C-700°C.
Two ores however exhibited a maximum in volume expansion. The first 
a Stripa hematite containing 23% SiOg showed a maximum volume expansion 
(3C%) at 750°C during reduction to magnetite. Pepper explained the maximum 
by relating in a general manner the variation in the binding effect of the 
intergranular siliceous slag with tenperature.
The second ore, a Conackry ore from West Africa which contained 11 wt. % 
alumina in solid solution in the hematite exhibited a broad maximum of 50% 
swelling in the temperature range 750°C-850°C. The significant point here 
was the fact that the major expansion, at a level much higher than that 
reported by Brill-Edwards for almost identical reducing conditions for 
pure hematite, had occurred not at the magnetite stage but at the subsequent 
wustite and iron stage. Pepper (105) intimated a connection between this 
dilatory catastrophic expansion at the wustite stage and the probable 
precipitation of hereynite during reduction. Eowever, no evidence was 
found to support this.
Wenzel et al (134) also observed a maximum in swelling of 134% at 
850oC-900°C on reducing a Venezualan hematite pellet in 00, as did Fuiwa 
and Banya (130, 135) for Marcona pellets at 900°C-1000°C. The H/M reduction 
was again the crucial stage.
With the exception of Brill-Edwards (76, 81, 83) little attempt has 
been made to correlate the shape of the expansion versus tenperature curve 
with a specific cracking mechanism.
(b) The Effect of the Degree of Reduction
Many tests have been developed to measure reducibility and expansion 
as a function of degree of reduction during direct reduction to iron 
usually in the tenperature range 800°C-1000°C (123, .126, 127, 136).
In brief, four distinct expansion curves have been reported which are 
characteristic of the ore and/or the reducing gas (fig. 7).
Curve (1) is typical of the Hg reduction of a high grade ore or 
pellets and is characterised by a rapid increase in volume at an 
early stage. A peak is reached at the wustite stage. Subsequent 
reduction to iron may even result in shrinkage due to sintering - 
typical expansions 15-25% (103, 137).
Curve (2) characterizes 00 reduction of high grade pellets and 
ores. This is distinguished by a continuous but diminishing 
rate of expansion through the wustite/iron stage - typical 
expansions 35-50% (101, 103, 104, 137).
Curve (3) has been associated with the presence of alkalis in 
the ore which effect the reduction to wustite and iron by inducing 
a non-topochemical growth pattern within the grains. Abnormal 
expansions from 100-300% are typical (104, 127, 137).
Curve (4) exhibits a break-away phenomenon at the start of the 
wustite to iron reduction stage. The iron reputedly forms a 
voluminous filiamentary non-topochemical growth giving rise to 
expansions of 100-300%. Again the mechanism has been related 
to the effect of foreign ions notably alkalis - on nucleation and 
growth of iron (104, 127, 130, 137, 138).
In the context of this thesis curves (1) and (2) are of more 
importance. Curves (3) and (4) fall into the category of ’’abnormal 
expansion” a phenomena associated with the growth of wustite and iron. 
Suitable heat-treatments or additions, of grain boundary mineral phases 
to the ores can virtually eliminate this enormous swelling effect.
(c) The Effect of Chemical Additives arid Grairi-bouridary Slag-Phases
Large volume expansions of the order of 60% were found to occur during 
the reduction of Malmberget pellets (139). Addition of various chemicals 
to these pellets resulted in both a decrease and an increase in swelling. 
Lime virtually eliminated swelling whilst sodium chloride additions raised 
the swelling into the abnormal range 110%. These differences in behaviour 
were acknowledged to be due to the formation of different compounds.
From the results of the addition of synthetic calcium silicate and 
ferrite minerals to polycrystalline hematite compacts Brill-Edwards (76, 83) 
concluded that depending on reduction tenperature and the amount of 
additive a beneficial decrease in swelling could occur
i) At low reduction temperatures below 750 C the more refractory 
slag binder provided a mechanically stronger grain boundary 
bond with the hematite which resisted the transformation stresses. 
Moreover, the binder was physically stronger than hematite at low 
temperatures. Specifically for 15% calcium silicate addition the * . 
volume expansion during the hematite to magnetite reduction step 
was decreased at 550°C from 25% to 10%. According to Brill-Edwards 
the slag phase binder confined the intergranular cracking to the 
slag network itself. The adherence of slag to grain surfaces 
reduced the number of . separate magnetite nuclei that grew into 
the hematite and thus produced less transgranular cracking.
ii) At elevated temperatures in excess of about 800°C the calcium 
ferrite slag (15 wt. %) possessed a modicum of plasticity which 
dissipated the H/M transformation strains resulting in negligible 
transgranular cracking, intergranular cracking, or micro-porosity 
and a low, temperature-independant expansion of 6.5%.
The brittle silicate slag was less effective in reducing cracking 
during reduction "above 800°C and ineffective at temperatures of 1000°C 
and above. Brill-Edwards ascribed this to the inherently lower strength 
of the silicate at these temperatures compared with hematite. However, 
this is not substantiated by the strength figures published (123).
Moreover Brill-Edwards reported a measurable apparent volume 
expansion (3.3%) of calcium silicate pellets exposed at 1000°C to an 
atmosphere capable of forming magnetite, whilst none occurred at 750°C. 
Clearly some chemical reduction of the silicate had occurred at 1000°C 
and it is thus possible that incipient reduction sufficient to influence 
the silicate-hematite bond strength is occurring at intermediate temperatures 
Significantly, no allowance was made for the large amount of slag present 
in directly comparing the slag bearing oxide with the pure oxide. It is 
argued that with as much as 18% slag by volume in the pellet the reduced 
quantity of hematite will intuitively give a lower expansion.
Applying a slag volume correction to the direct bonded hematite 
expansions values (76) for temperatures above 750°C would drop them below 
the silicate values implying that the silicate binder produces at best no 
change and at worst a detrimental effect on expansion.
2.4 Cracking - Swelling Theories - Particular Reference to the Hematite \
To Magnetite Transformation .
2.4.1 Edstrom's Diffusion-Lattice Transformation Theory
Edstrom (72) acknowledged that theoretically, the volume change to 
be expected during reduction of iron oxide depended on the mode of reduction.
If reduction occurred by injection of iron into the oxide lattice 
a volume expansion is predictable (111) - (see section 2.3.2 tables 1 & 2).
0*3 + 4 Fe203 3 Fe304 (2.4.1)
A V  + 10.4%
Eor specific gravities of 5.26 grms./cc and 5.18 grms./cc for FegO^ 
and Fe^O^ respectively the theoretical increase in volume is 10.4%.
For reduction by 0^ removal:-
6 Fe„0„ —  4 Fe 0 + (2;4.2)
* S J 4 ^ A V - 2 %
An approximately 2% volume contraction is predicted. Edstrom deduced
(a) Swelling and the associated porosity which occurs during reduction 
were closely related to those reactions of type (2.4.1) above involving 
solid state diffusion.
(b) Pore formation, during the reduction of single crystals of hematite, 
in excess of that predicted from the volume relationships between 
hematite and magnetite and thus contributing to expansion was 
attributed to the generation of lattice defects arising from the 
corundum to spinel structural change.
Ottow (106, 129) had equated the volume expansion during the H/M
2+reduction step with the infusion of Fe- ions into the hematite so as to 
produce a localized 11% by volume increase in the interface. The cations 
stripped of oxygen at the oxide gas interface migrate through the magnetite
layer into the hematite lattice.
1
t
4 Fe2°3 + Fe2+ + 2 e " >  3 Fe304 (2.4.3)
When applied to a topochemically reacting cube this scheme was 
interpreted (140) as a uniform physical dilation of 11% at the H/M interface, 
the lateral thrust producing a wedge-shaped crack at the cube comers (fig. 8) 
so that: ' V
S1 = 1.11 S (2.4.4)
where S was the reacted original hematite thickness and S4 the dilated 
magnetite layer thickness..
Equation (2.4.4) is numerically incorrect since an 11% volume 
expansion does not produce a linear 11% increase in thickness SF but closer 
to 3.5%.
The diffusion argument in isolation is inadequate in terms of providing 
an explanation for the magnetude of expansion. Since if the reduction of 
magnetite to wustite is considered the volume expansion due to the cation 
injection1 concept is approximately 7.5% compared with 11% for H to M 
change. However the reported actual polycrystalline swelling during 
reduction H to M is some 3 to 4 times larger than for M to W. For example, 
Brill-Edwards quotes a volume expansion of 18% for reduction of H to M but 
only 6% for M to W under identical reduction conditions.
Thaning (101) appears to make a concession for the magnetite to wustite 
reduction stage by acknowledging that a predictable localized expansion 
occurs at the M/W interface due to iron injection but that at the same 
time oxygen is being removed layer by layer at the wustite surface. The 
net result is that the 7.5% expansion is nullified and an overall 
contraction is produced.
The interesting fact is that this same concession is not applied to 
the hematite to magnetite reduction step.
2.4.2 Ottow — :Swelling-Cracking due to Anisotropy in the rate of reduction
Ottow (106, 129) found that on gaseous reduction of single crystals 
of hematite to magnetite the rate of reduction perpendicular to the trigonal 
axis [pOOl] was some 3 to 4 times greater than the growth parallel to that 
axis (fig. 9). \\
. The disintegration oi iron rich hematite pellets was attributed to the 
combined effect of the localized volume increase described above and the 
anisotropic nature of the rate of reduction. The differing extent of 
expansion in the two grains illustrated was envisaged to cause a shearing 
action along the grain boundary AB with concomitant cracking. For 
reduction of magnetite ores the former diffusion-expansion mechanism applied.
The anisotropy of the hematite lattice is further illustrated by 
Warren et al (141) who measured the rate of dissolution of sintered 
polycrystalline compacts and natural single crystals in acid solutions.
The exposed basal plane dissolved at a rate at least an order of magnitude 
greater than of any other surface. Warren has suggested that the anisotropic 
dissolution mechanism was similar to that observed by Ottow (129) for the 
CD reduction of hematite to magnetite. In fact the direction of rapid 
attack by the acid was perpendicular to that of gaseous reduction at elevated 
temperatures since the exposed basal plane would appear to be less reactive 
during reduction but very reactive during acid dissolution. This 
observation has been overlooked by Warren (141).
Similarly Baro (142) and subsequently Moineau et al (143) measured the 
rate of reduction of single crystals of hematite from Elba ( 95% FegOg)
and Mexico (sane SiOg impurity) by exposing individual facets to CO/GOg 
over the tenperature range 600°C to 1000°C. The various identified crystal 
planes reduced at markedly differing rates and revealed:-
(a) For the same crystal facet the rate of reduction can vary for 
crystals of different origin.
(b) Depending on the activation energy and rate constant the supremacy 
in the rate of reduction of a given plane over another may 
reverse with tenperature.
Beaulieu et al (117) have also demonstrated that during reduction of 
hematite to magnetite at 375°C certain unidentified crystal facets were 
largely unreduced after prolonged exposure whilst other facets reduced 
readily to produce a micro-fissured domain structure.
2.4.3. Brill-Edwards: Anisotropic Dilation Theory (76, 81)
This theory was based on the observed fact that the volume expansion 
and structural damage during reduction originates in the hematite to 
magnetite reduction step and that swelling is directly related to the 
anisotropic nature of the transformation frcm the corundum to spinel lattice.
(a) High Temperature Reduction Mode
Brill-Edwards demonstrated that on reduction of hematite to magnetite 
at elevated temperatures the lamellar magnetite. growth morphology can 
evidently extend beyond the parent grain boundary indicating a permanent 
dilation parallel to the lamellae axis. The lamellae were presumed to 
grow parallel to the matching (0001) H - (111) M planes and thus the 
longitudinal dilation was parallel to these planes (see sections 2.3.1 b 
and 2.3.2).
Since at 1000°C the magnetite was pore free Brill-Edwards deduced 
that a lateral contraction must physically occur to compensate for the • 
anisotropic dilation parallel to the basai plane and for the pre-requisite 
overall theoretical volume contraction for the reduction step.
Schematically, it was proposed that at 1000°C the longitudinal 
expansion of the lamellae resulted in grain boundary severance and 
transgranular cracking in the hematite normal to the lamella. Whilst 
compensatory lateral contraction induced tensile stresses perpendicular 
to the lamella which caused occasional parting plane cracks along the 
hematite-magnetite interface (fig. 10). The interplay between the dilation 
and the contraction within a grain (and the lamellae morphology) was used 
to account for the shape of the expansion vs. temperature characteristic. 
Brill-Edwards does not refine the argument in any way when confronted with 
the observed fine interlamellar porosity on reduction at lower temperatures 
e.g. 700°C. The same bodily displacements are presumed to occur (fig. 11).
To support this proposal Brill-Edwards calculated the inter-atomic 
oxygen spacing parallel and perpendicular to the matching (0001)-(111) 
planes for the lattice parameters of the sesquioxide aQ 5.04 2, Cq 13.72 2 
and the spinel aQ 8.30 2 (table 2.4.1).
\
These calculations revealed a 15.9% increase in oxygen spacing within 
the close-packed plane along a close packed direction compared with a much 
smaller increase in inter-planar oxygen spacing of 4.8% perpendicular to 
the (OOOl)-(lll) planes on transforming from hematite to magnetite. Thus 
the intrinsic crystallographic movements involved in the structural trans­
formation appeared to mirror the proposed anisotropic dimensional changes 
manifested by elongation of the magnetite parallel to the basal plane 
combined with a compensatory contraction perpendicular to this direction.
These calculations were based on the metallic H.G.P. unit cell. The 
hematite lattice however is an obverse rhombohedral structure which can be 
transformed to the structural hexagonal unit cell (see section 2.1. a) 
with the axis centred on a cation void. Corrected dimensional changes 
* are shown in table 2.4.1.
Fe2°3 
. A°...
Fe3°4
2 ..
% Increase
. . H .M . ■
Interatomic Oxygen 2.52 2.92 15.9
Spacing with C.P-.
(0001) & (111) Planes 2.91* 2.92 0.3*
Interplanar (0001)
& (111) Spacing 2.29 2.40 4.8
Table 2.4.1
To be precise, the oxygen spacing within the hematite basal plane 
actually varies due to distortion (5-8, 144) from 0.5196 aQ to 0.6082 aQ 
i.e. 2.62 to 3.07 2. However, assuming a distortion free parameter of 2.91 2 
the dilation predicted from the crystallographic anisotropy is perpendicular 
to that proposed by Brill-Edwards, the major expansion being parallel to 
the c-axis.
Although Brill-Edwards has provided microstructural evidence of 
dilation no attempt has been made to relate this to an atomistic mechanism' 
The phenomenological approach corrected as above predicts movement 
perpendicular to the observed dilation. Moreover, no consideration has 
been given to the contribution of the cation migration or oxygen removal 
reaction to the volume relationships.
Unal (100) subsequently accounted for the extended lamellae by proposing 
that in the early stages or reduction the cations freed by removal of 
oxygen at the hematite surface diffuse into the lamella to produce an 11% 
expansion. A cation injection mechanism of this type would be expected 
to show metallographic evidence of lamella extension for all sample cross- 
sections. However, this does not appear to be the case in practice.
(b) Low Tenperature Reduction Mode
A phenomenological explanation for the reduction cracking below 600°C 
was based upon a physical' dilation of the hemispherical porous magnetite 
growth centres (section 2.3.1; 2.3.2, fig. 12).
Brill-Edwards (76, 81) measured an internal micro-pore volume of 
5.8% which was deemed in excess of the theoretical contraction of 4.9% 
and therefore was. evidence of an overall expansion.
However, recent work on the reduction of Carol Lake pellets (100) 
and synthetic single crystals (98, 99) invoked Edstrom !s theory of cation 
influx into the hematite to produce the 11% volume expansion at the 
hemat it e-magnetite interface. The parallel oxygen removal reaction produced 
the network of pores of 11% pore volume within the magnetite. In practice 
a pore-volume of 8.8% was measured at 600°C which was considered to be in 
good agreement with the predicted value.
2.4.4 Bleifuss: Triad Distortion Theory (107)
In contradiction to Brill-Edwards, Bleifuss postulated that the major 
lattice dilation during the transition frcm hematite to magnetite was in 
fact perpendicular to the (0001) basal plane, the close-packed interplanar 
spacing increasing from 2.29 2 (hematite) to 2.42 2 (spinel), a 5.7% increase.
Three elements of volume change were considered to be contributory 
to expansion
i) A +5.7% expansion normal to the (0001)/(111) matching planes.
ii) A compensating 5.7% voidage to be generated to counteract the 
dilation.
iii) A further 4.9% compensating void space to satisfy the theoretical 
volume contraction for the hematite to magnetite change.
The total change in volume of 16.3% from the items (i) — *- (iii) 
was much less than the observed single crystal values of 25%, consequently 
some other agency must be sought.
If is is assumed that the above argument is correct, Bleifuss has
ignored the contribution of the basal plane oxygen spacing which increases
on transformation to the spinel. For hematite a = 5.04.8 and C 13.74 2^ o o
and the spinel a 8.396 8 (145) the oxygen spacing in the close packed plane 
will expand from 2.91 8 to 2.97 8, an increase of 2.11%. Applying this to 
the hexagonal cell which expands in height by 5.7% and in base by 2.11% 
the total volume dilation is 10.2%. The predicted volume change is then 
25.3% which now ties up with the observed value. This is fortuitous since 
Bleifuss appears to have confused volume change with volume expansion. The 
16.3% is a volume”change whereas the observed values of 25% refer to volume 
expansion. Thus the above reasoning is strictly incorrect.
Nevertheless Bleifuss utilised the Edstrom/Ottow cation infusion idea 
and the assumption that the predicted dilation should be perpendicular to 
the (0001) basal plane. It was proposed that any cation diffusing parallel to 
the habit plane from magnetite into hematite must squeeze through the 
oxygen triads which bound the faces of the octahedral and tetrahedral 
interstices of the C.P. oxide structure (see sections 2.1. a & b). In so 
doing a transient displacement of the triad was proposed (fig. 13).
Allowing for the inclination of the triad to the basal plane, Bleifuss 
resolved the asymmetrical and symmetrical distortions parallel to the C-axis 
and calculated displacements of 20-51% of sufficient magnitude to account 
for the 25% volume expansions quoted by Edstrom (72) for reduction of single 
crystals of hematite to magnetite.
crystals a superabundant and rapid flux of ferrous ions diffused through 
the overlay of magnetite parallel to the (111) plane and into the vacant 
octahedral sites in the hematite core of the crystal. This caused a 
transitory expansion noimal to the (0001) (fig. 14). On quenching from the 
reduction temperature the transient dilation was supposedly relaxed by 
equilibrium contraction to produce severe longitudinal parting plane cracks 
parallel to the basal plane. Normal crystallographic contraction of the 
magnetite was deemed responsible for the transverse cracks perpendicular to 
the (0001)jj - (lll)j^  planes as shown in (fig. 14). This type of growth 
morphology and cracking texture was observed for OO/CD^ reduction of very 
large specular grains of hematite at 1000°C (grain size 300-600 micron). 
Although Bleifuss acknowledged that a component of the triad strain was 
directed parallel to the basal plane, the magnitude and influence of it 
was ignored.
Using Fasiskas’ crystallographic data (6) which embraces the relevant 
geometrical distortions of the close-packed iron oxide lattices the saddle- 
point distortion for squeezing a ferric or ferrous ion through the octahedral 
or tetrahedral co-ordinated oxygen triads was calculated for hematite and 
magnetite (table 2.4.3). Ihe table lists the oxygen ion displacement resolved 
both perpendicular to the basal plane, i.e. the [OOOlJ and parallel to it along 
the close-packed [lOlO] hematite direction ( . jjLOlj magnetite) for asymmetric 
and symnetrical distortion. Calculations were based on a hard sphere model 
using the Goldschmidt radii Fe^+ 0.64 8, Fe^+ 0.83 8 and 0^- 1.32 2. These 
calculations revealed that using the Bleifuss concept, there would be a 
substantial strain parallel to the basal plane which was comparable to the 
displacement perpendicular to the basal plane. Thus the emphasis placed on 
the latter C-axis displacement alone appears to be unjustified.
This model ignores the fundamental re-structuring of the oxygen lattice 
from an ABAB to an ABCABC stacking sequence during the hexagonal to cubic 
transformation. Since this restacking must occur at the hematite-magnetite 
interface, the site of the cation injection process, it is suggested that 
the geometry of the oxygen triad will be altered, thus destroying the foun­
dation for calculating the distortion. Moreover, Bleifuss does not clarify 
in what way the cation migration via anion octahedra differs from normal 
interstitial bulk diffusion.
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2.4.5 Reduction Cracking due to Sintering near the Hematite 
Decomposition Point
Stone (146), on reducing sintered hematite ore briquettes to magnetite 
attempted to relate the degree of expansion and the extent of cracking with 
sintering temperature. '\
Stone maintained that although reduction cracking was linked with 
the hematite to magnetite reduction step, such cracking was principally 
due to prior sintering near the hematite decomposition point.
On examination of the results (see ref. 146, table 3, P. 9) for 
direct bonded relatively pure hematites, suggests that the correlation 
is very tenuous. Indeed there appears to be a closer relationship between 
the degree of consolidation of the briquette, i.e. the "as sintered” density, 
the amount of reduction and the extent of cracking. Thus the more dense 
the original briquette, i.e. the higher the sintering temperature and also 
the greater the degree of reduction, the more pronounced is the cracking.
The link between extensive cracking and high sintering temperatures 
near the hematite decomposition point (1457°C in pure oxygen) would appear 
to be overshadowed by the effect of "as sintered" density.
2.4.6 Carbon Deposition
Reversal of the Boudouard reaction (147) resulting in the deposition 
of carbon in the pores of an ore can simply by volume considerations 
exert an explosive action causing disintegration and a marked decrease 
in B.F. burden permeability (148, 149).
C + C02 2 00 (2.4.5)
Experience has shown that such deposition is unlikely in the blast 
furnace unless the ore is highly irreducible (150). Similarly Watanabe (102) 
demonstrated that during the reduction of sinter by 00, a minimum resistance 
to abrasion occurred at 500°C, the temperature where carbon deposits 
vigorously. However, varying the 00/00^ ratio from 1 to 4 within the 
deposition region had little effect on degradation. Thus it was concluded 
that C-deposition was not related to the degradation of sinter.
In the context of this thesis volume expansion and severe cracking 
occurred under reduction conditions where the OO/OO^ ratio pushes equation 
(2.4.5) to the right, i.e. where carbon is unstable and therefore absent.
2.4.7 Gas Pressure Cracking
i -  '
\  ■ .
Wiberg (71) and Edstrom (72) on reduction of magnetite at 1000°C 
observed the formation of a non-porous contiguous layer of iron on the 
oxide. Raising the reduction potential of the gas caused the layers to 
burst open. Edstrom offered the following explanation (191).
i) Carburisation of Fe:-
2 CO — ^  C (Fe]+ 0^ 2 (2.4.6)
ii) Diffusion of interstitial carbon through iron to wustite-iron 
boundary:-
C jFe-j+ Fe 0 —  Fe + CO (2.4.7)
iii) Accunmulation of 00 producing a bursting action.
The solubility of carbon in the oxides of iron is negligible (151), 
thus diffusion of H or C through the oxides is discounted and so this 
mechanism does not apply to cracking during reduction of a higher iron oxide 
to a lower oxide.
An earlier theory formulated by Wiberg (71) considered the formation 
of fine pores during the reduction process as acting as a: semi-permeable 
membrane. The smaller CO and molecules were able to diffuse in through 
the micro-pores whilst the much larger reaction products 00^ and H^O 
became trapped resulting in pressure.
This has since been discounted by Brill-Edwards (76) because the back 
pressure of the product gas would quickly stifle the forward reaction. 
Moreover during reduction of hematite to magnetite at high temperatures 
where cracking and expansion was pronounced, the magnetite lamellae were 
pore-free and the pellet itself freely peimeable to gas diffusion.
Despite these observations a recent paper by Vik et al (152) supported 
the membrane theory as a mechanism for cracking during magnetite roasting 
treatments; although no evidence was presented to support this assertion.
Sunroary
None of the models comprehensively account for the crack, pore- 
forming and volume expansion effects described in the previous sections.
l
There is a scarcity of direct metallographic evidence of a permanent 
‘ physical expansion of the reduction product. Few workers have attempted 
to relate the expansion versus temperature characteristics with the 
product morphology.
Earlier theories considered the movement of the cationic species 
only and therefore ignored the presence or absence of porosity as a factor 
in the overall explanation of expansion.
Recently the anion movement and material loss reaction have been 
related to pore foimation and location but in common with the other 
models no account is taken of the processes involved in restacking the large 
oxygen ion lattice.
2.5 Lattice Orientations
Since the lattice orientation between hematite and magnetite features 
in the interpretation of phase morphology and cracking mechanisms, the 
various reported relationships are collated in the table 2.5.1. The 
salient points are:-
i) All of the orientations reported represented matching situations 
where close-packing of the oxygen layers was maintained. Orientation 
A was an optimum fit resulting from a topochemical reaction which 
maintained the C.P. oxygen layers in the magnetite parallel to 
those in the hematite (153, 154). Orientation A also agreed with 
the preferred orientation in hematite formed by oxidation of 
magnetite (155).
ii) Keeling and Wick (154) considered orientation B to be derived from 
highly distorted versions of C.P. oxygen layers lying perpendicular 
to the jlOOO], (oiioj , and [ll20] directions in hematite. Thus 
orientation A and B glowing in the same crystal would constitute 
separate crystallites and contribute to grain refinement of the 
parent grain.
iii) Baro’s work (115, 116) indicated that'different orientations are
formed for different exposed crystal facets.
iv) Thermal dissociation and gaseous reduction produced similar 
. orientation relationships (115, 153, 154).
I
\
. \ -.v
None of the authors have related by experimental evidence the 
observed orientations,to interphase morphology, volume change or cracking. 
Baro has postulated micro-porosity as a result of pure interface mismatch 
strains. However, this was not considered in the context of any volume 
change (115).
On the subject of phase morphology, Brill-Edwards reported the drastic 
change in magnetite growth from a lamellar to hemispherical morphology at 
600°C-700°C. It was suggested that a possible crystallographic orientation 
difference existed between these two very different morphologies which may 
pertain to a change in reduction mechanism (76, 81).
Only Swann et al (98, 99) using the T.E.M. technique has investigated 
this possibility and confirmed orientation A for the lamellar morphology. 
The low temperature morphology grew via an incoherent interface.
Ref. Reduction
Mode
Temp. Exposed 
°C Face :
Orientation
(196) Thermal . 
Dissociation
700°C ' (0001) 
1100°C
(°0°1)h If (111),, 
[1100] [110]
A
(197)
Thermal
Dissociation
1200°C (0001) 11 11 A
co/co2 657°C (0001) (000Dh II (211>m
(0110] [ill]
B
(152,
153)
Thermal
Dissociation
& co/co2
1200°C (0112) 
" (0124) 
700 - (0001) 
1000°C
(1123)
A
A and B 
A and B
A and C
(1123)r II (111)M
. riiool fnol
C
L LM!
(98,99) co/po2 ^850°C (0001) Orientation A
Table 2.5.1 Orientation Relationships between Magnetite & Hematite
produced by partial reduction of c<^ - F° 0 single crystals.
2.6 Internal Strain and Lattice Disorder
Edstrom (72) related the formation of elongated porosity in reduced 
magnetite to the generation of lattice imperfections arising from the 
hexagonal to cubic transformation.
Despite the equalising effect of the available thermal energy at 
high reduction temperatures (1000°C) a small residual lattice disturbance 
was detected by x-ray broadening.
Toomver et al (156) who studied the effect of impurity additions on the 
magnetic remanence and eoercivity of reduced ores also measured the widths 
of the (220) and (400) diffraction peaks of magnetite at 50% maximum intensity. 
A gradual drop in peak width occurred with increase in reduction temperature 
over the range 500°C-1000°C.
The coercive force also decreased with increase in reduction temperature. 
According to Wohlforth (157) the higher the internal stress in a material, 
the larger will be the coercive force.
The remanence which was also reputedly affected by the structure of 
the magnetite increased rapidly with temperature above 500°C reaching a 
peak at about 600°C before falling away gradually at higher temperatures.
No explanation was offered for this behaviour (156).
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1 Review of Experimental Methods
This section contains a detailed account of the apparatus and 
experimental procedures relating to the present investigation into the 
volume, structural and morphological changes of hematite compacts during 
reduction in CO-COg atmospheres.
The study encompasses the effect of porosity and reduction rate on 
the expansion of a pure polycrystalline pellet and a. comparison of the 
morphological differences between natural and chemically prepared 
hematites during reduction to magnetite in the temperature range 550°C- 
1050°C. The bulk of the work was concerned with reduction by the 
commercially used CO-CCL system, however for comparitive purposes reduction
-HgO atmospheres.to magnetite was also , carried out in Hg
Uniform polycrystalline cylindrical specimens were produced by 
powder metallurgical techniques, thus peimitting close control of grain 
size, porosity and sample size.
In an endeavour to contribute to the understanding of the cracking and
• • • • \ . • • ; . 
expansion mechanisms associated with reduction, a variety of supporting
phenomena were invest igated:-
i) The generation of residual internal strain during reduction to 
magnetite.
ii) The determination of the hematite-magnetite crystallographic 
orientation using single crystals.
iii) The use of various dilatometers to measure the expansion of 
hematite during reduction and to measure the linear thermal 
expansion of the pure oxide.
iv) The measurement of the second order antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic 
transitions of hematite and magnetite respectively.
3.2 Raw Materials
(a) Materials for Preparing Pblycrystallirie Pellets
The natural ore used in the bulk of this investigation was a fairly 
pure hematite concentrate from Sierre Leone supplied by Messrs. Ferguson 
and Wild Limited (London), as a -150 micron black distinctly platy or 
micaceous powder. The chemical analysis of the ”as received” ore is 
quoted in table (3.2.1) and is identical to the ore used by two previous 
workers (76, 101).
As indicated previously, the reduction properties of hematite from 
various investigations appear to differ considerably from each other.
These divergencies in behaviour have been attributed rather vaguely to 
the differing origins of the ores, whether natural ore or synthetic oxide, 
and more specifically to differences in internal porosity and reduction 
conditions (76).
Consequently it was considered prudent to extend this research to 
encompass the natural micaceous ore and the extremes of chemically 
prepared hematites namely spectroscopically pure and laboratory grade medium 
pure hematites, table (3.2.2).
(b) Hematite Single Crystals
Three types of ©< - FegOg single crystal were examined, one synthetic 
and two natural varieties.
i) Rhdmbohedral Synthetic Crystals
Two single crystals of rhombohedral morphology were supplied by the 
Clarendon Laboratory (158) Oxford, from a batch of crystals grown 
by the flux method (159, 160). The flux was a Bi^O^, 10 wt. %
VgOg mixture held molten at 1200oC-1300°C before cooling at a very 
slow rate to produce crystals of o< - FegOg approximately 2-3 rims. - 
in size, containing less than 0.1 wt. % Bi and less than 1 wt. %
V in solid solution.
Micaceous Sierre
Leone Concentrate
wt. %
Fe2°3 98.95
Fe 69.30
0.20
Si02 0.30
li°2 ; 0.28
RinO 0.17
P2°5 0.011
N320 ; 0.080
- 0.01
BaO, CaO, PbO, NiO, 
CuO, MgO, ZnO, CoO, 
NIL . .
Table 3.2.1
. Oxide . . Purity....... . Pont .. . . ..
Spec. Pure Johnson 99.99% -350 Mesh
Fe«0« . .& .Matthey . Red Powder2 3
Lab. Grade B.D.H. 97% Fe20g -350 Mesh
Fe2°3 Ltd. Main Impurity Turkey Red
Ca, Si02 ... Powder..
Table.3.2.2
The crystals essentially cubic in external form were bounded by the 
{lOO^ planes of the rhombohedral face-centred morphological cell 
with one or two diagonally opposing corners truncated to expose 
the plane (basal plane) (fig. 15). Since these crystals
were the residue of a batch of larger crystals, at least one or 
two of the otherwise smooth. {iOO^ facets were deeply stepped 
with secondary facets resulting in a dendritic or skeletal 
appearance.
ii) Elba Crystals
A clutch of very irregular hematite crystals of unknown purity 
were received from Elba (161). These crystals were approximately 
10-12 runs, in size and cleaved readily along the *{100^  planes 
enabling this facet to be studied for a natural ore.
iii) Sierre Leone Concentrate
By screening of the coarse as received micaceous hematite concentrate, 
n several of the larger single plate-like grains approximately 1 irm. 
in diameterj but very thin, were separated out. The flat face of 
these grains were identified as the {ill} rhombohedral or (0001) 
basal piane of c< - FegOg.
3.'3 Powder Metallurgical Apparatus
(a) Powder Preparation
Particle size reduction by grinding was performed in a 110 mm. 
diameter cast iron planetary mill;.containing two 30 mn. diameter steel 
balls., each weighing 120 grms.
Separation of the ore into appropriate size fractions was carried 
out using a Pascal inclined sieve shaker. The sieves were made by 
Endicotts to BS 410:1969 mesh sizes.
Mixing of the various powder fractions was achieved using a Pascal . 
double-ended horizontal tumble blender. All powders were dry blended for 
at least 24 hours.
(b) Pressing
Green stafc e specimens of approximately 3 grms weight were compacted 
in a 9.6 nm. diameter hardened steel double-acting die using a manually 
operated 10 ton Apex press at 463 MPa.. No internal binder or lubricant 
was used, however stearic acid was used as a punch face and die-wall 
lubricant. The load indicater was calibrated against a standard proving 
ring and checked periodically.
f  .
(c) Sintering
All sintering and sane of the reduction experiments were carried 
out in a horizontal SiC heated tube furnace, A 100 nm. long hot zone 
varying by - 5°C at 1400°C. accomodated a recrystallized alumina boat 
containing 12 cylindrical green-state samples. The aluminous porcelain 
furnace tube 45 irm. in diameter and 750 mm. long was fitted with gas-tight 
seals to facilitate sintering and reduction under controlled atmospheres.
An alumina sheathed Pt - P-t 13% Rh thennocouple situated at the outside 
of the muffle tube acted as the control couple ^whilst the specimen 
temperature was recorded by a separate couple located inside the furnace tube 
and adjacent to the specimens. The heating rate was controlled to 10°C/ 
min. by manual adjustment of ah auto-transformer.
The majority of the sintering runs were carried out under a partial 
pressure of one atmosphere of cylinder oxygen with the exit gas being 
channeled through a silicone oil bubbler which acted as a gas seal 
preventing back diffusion of air. A flow rate of 30 cc./min. at N.T.P. 
was used.
The procedure for reduction runs in these furnaces was identical to 
that carried out using the thermal balances described later.
3.4 Measurement of Certain Physical Properties of the Sintered
Hematite Compacts
3.4.1 Specific Gravity Petermiriations
. 1' 
The specific gravity of the oxides was determined using the standard 1
s !g . bottle method.
/
The bottle containing an accurately weighed quantity of a minus 44 
micron fraction of the crushed oxide powder was evacuated to 0.01 torr 
prior to injection of the displacement fluid 1-2 dibrom o-ethane under 
vacuim. The bottle plus contents were then immersed in a Grant Instrument 
constant temperature bath and allowed to reach a temperature of 25°C 
- 0.25, before insertion of the glass stopper.
The S.G. was calculated from the mean of three separate determinations. 
Sintered compact porosity was then calculated from the measured apparent 
volume of the ground right-angle cylindrical sample and the S.G. value of 
the oxide. The percentage of closed pores was determined by the Archimedes 
displacement method using CCl^.
3.4.2 Characterization of the Microstructure of the As-Sintered 
Hematite Compacts
For comparison of the effects of porosity on the reduction of the 
various pure hematites it was considered necessary to characterise the 
microstructure of the as-sintered compacts,
Clearly the volume expansion of an intrinsically brittle polycrystalline 
aggregate will be influenced to some extent by the degree of grain to grain 
contact and by the available pore surface and geometry.
In consequence, the conventional point counting and linear intercept 
techniques (162) were applied to an enlarged photomicrograph of each of 
the sintered hematites. The microstructure was photographed under 
polarized light at a magnification of 224 times, the print subsequently 
being enlarged two-fold. '
(a) Pore Volume Fraction Y
A square grid of 1600 points marked out on a glass plate was placed 
on the photograph and the num ber of points P^ which fell on pores was 
counted. According to Hilliard (163) provided the microstructural features 
are': random then the following relationship holds.
Y  = Pj/1600 (3.4.1)
(b) Mean Pore arid Grriiri Size D ; D 
—  :------------ ---- P2— g.
For a randan line drawn through the microstructure, the mean intercept 
length L of the grains is given by the total length of the intercepted
O ’ - ’
grains divided by the number of grains intercepted N (164).
£
This can be expressed more expediently in terms of the pore volume 
fraction Y
L = (l-.y) _ 2/2 D
g — ----- - 7 g (3,4,2)
N 
. g
where is the total length of the intercept lines drawn on the photo­
micrograph . Between 500 to 1000 grains were counted per print from which
the mean grain size D could be calculated.g
The equation*“for mean pore size is:-
LP = Lf  K  = 2/3 Dp (3.4.3)
N
p
where is the mean pore intercept length, the number of pores intercepted
and D the mean pore size assuming spherical pore geometry (165), p
(C) Grairi BOuridary Contiguity C
Grain boundary contiguity is dependant on the degree of grain contact, 
the volume fraction of the grains and the grain shape (166). It was 
measured by a summation of the number of grains N and also the total number 
of pore-grain and grain-grain boundaries intercepted by the random line:- 
C = 2 - N+ , AT (3.4.4)
(d) Grain Boundary arid Pore Surface Area per Unit Volume
of 'Structure A and A 
— ---  g----
A = 2. C . N (3.4.5)
g g g '
I
Ap = 2 (Nt - Cg Ng) (3.4.6) V
• • *
Ag represents the surface area of the interface between contacting : 
grains per unit volume of the sintered structure, whilst Ap is the pore 
solid interfacial surface area per unit volume.
3.4.'3 Leitz-Wetzlar Universal Dilatometer
Since the relative volumes of the oxides at the reduction temperature 
must feature in the physical displacements which occur during the structural 
transformation it was considered appropriate to measure the linear thermal 
expansion of the sintered hematite and magnetite.
A Leitz-Wetzlar optical dilatometer was used to measure the lateral
expansion of a 45 rnn. long, 9 ran. diameter cylindrical sample. Using an
+instrument magnification of X800 and a resolution of - 0.25 rrms. a linear
-5expansion of 1.35 x 10 / unit length could be detected. This sensitivity 
was adequate for the purpose of the experiment.
A Stanton-Redcroft linear-variable programmer controlled the heating 
rate to a constant l°C/minute in the range R.T. to 1100°C. The tip of the 
recording thermocouple was wired to the centre of the oxide sample.
3,4.4 Differential Thermal Analysis
A Standata 6-25 D.T.A, instrument was used to measure the Neel and 
Curie temperatures of the various hematite and magnetite samples respectively,
The oxide in the form of a -350 mesh crushed powder was tamped into 
a thin walled plantinum crucible 6.25 mms. in diameter and 8 rrms. high.
The standard crucible contained a 1 micron c<- alumina powder which 
represented a stable compound similar in thermal propertj.es to the iron 
oxides.
A strictly linear heating rate of 10 C/min. was used in conjunction 
with a differential thermocouple voltage of 0.25 pV F.S.D. Thee*: - JB 
quartz inversion of 577°C was a convenient calibration point for the 
temperature range R.T. to 1100°C (167).
3.5 Apparatus and Procedure for BedUctioii of Oxides
3.5.1 Thermogravimetric Balance
The two thermogravimetric balances to be described, one for 00-00^
-HgO reduction, were used predominantly as a means of 
establishing the appropriate gas reduction potential to accomplish the 
desired reduction step in a pre-determined time. No attempt was made 
to study kinetics.
(a) OO-OOq Thermbgravimetric Balance
A Stanton automatic thermobalance (fig. 16) model H.T.-M. with a 
100 mg. full scale deflection and a taring capacity of - 1 grm. was used 
to monitor weight loss during step-wise reduction in OO-OOg atmospheres.
Both the terrperatures of the furnace and the change in specimen weight 
were recorded on a chart. A weight change of 0.0005 grm could readily 
be distinguished.
The sample was located on a slip of platinum foil placed on top of 
a recrystallized alumina platform which in turn rested on the upper end 
of a vertical twin bore support rod .(figs. 17 & 18). The latter was fixed 
at its lower end to the balance beam. A Pt - Pt 13% Rh thermocouple 
threaded up the twin bore support rod with the bead touching the platinum 
foil and thus affording an accurate measure of sample temperature ..
In the working position the specimen and support rod were surrounded 
by a vertical bifilar wound Pt- - Rh tube furnace with a uniform hotzone
+ oof 50 mm. length, with a temperature control capability of better than - 2 C 
at 1000°C.
The 37,5-nm. diameter.aluminous porcelain furnace tube with a side, 
aim at the top to allow gas to be passed down through the tube, had a plug 
of kaolin wool stuffed inside the upper end. The wool acted as a gas 
preheater and diffuser.
and the other for FL
To provide an effective gas seal at the lower end of the tube a water 
cooled cylindrical brass chamber was fitted as shown in (fig. 17 & 18).
With the furnace in the working position the chamber pressed firmly 
against a rubber 'O’ - ring seal resting on the upper baffle plate of the 
heat shield, (fig. 18). A cross-flow of 0^ - free nitrogen was passed 
through one of the chamber side inlets to act as an inert gas blanket and 
to deflect the descending stream of reducing gases into the diametrically 
opposing off-take which was attached to a small rotary vacunm pump. A 
constant suction of 4 litres/min. was maintained at this point, thus 
exhausting the noxious reducing gases to a nearby ventilator.
As a further aid in sealing; a small conical shroud of duralumin was 
affixed to the support rod just above the baffle plates. The shroud 
effectively ’blocked' the annular gap between the support rod and baffle 
plates:
Two mild steel horizontal plates (fig. 18) were attached to the base 
of the brass chamber. At the end of a reduction run these could be closed 
in a scissor like manner to pinch the support rod,-.thus closing the base 
of the chamber and permitting the furnace to be raised a few inches 
without fear of ingress of air. In this way, a faster cooling rate could 
be achieved.
Cylinder CO, CO^ and ’white spot were metered into, the furnace via 
calibrated rotameters. The dew point of the gases was maintained constant 
by passage through self vindicating silica gel and Linde 4A molecular sieve. 
In addition, the, CO was passed through soda asbestos towers to remove traces 
of C02.
‘.(b) H^vHqO TheimbgravimetriC Balance
This balance adhered to the conventional design for a semi-automatic 
suspension thermobalance (fig. 19). The sample was suspended by a fine 
PtvRh wire from the stirrup of an Oertling Analytical balance, and so 
arranged to hang freely and coaxially inside the;.inner, tube of a double 
muffled SiC fired vertical furnace. The balance was sensitive to t 0.01 
mgs. A nickrome wire cradle was used to secure the cylindrical sample to 
the suspension wire.
An Ether temperature controller coupled to a mercury switch controlled 
the power from an auto-variac; the sample tenperature was measured by a 
Pt-Pt 13% Rh. thermocouple situated between the inner and outer muffle tube 
and adjacent to the specimen.
A gas mixture of
furnace tube and allowed to escape at the top through a narrow construction 
between the suspension wire and a split brass cover plate.
Steam was generated in a copper boiler with an attached safety valve 
and passed through a brass superheater coil heated by a Meker burner. The 
steam was subsequently metered by a rotameter enclosed in an electrically 
heated pierrite box. The ■white spot hydrogen and nitrogen were also pre­
heated within the Pierrite enclosure before mixing with the steam. All 
gas-line connections and the flexible bellows connection to the furnace 
were of the metal-metal type and were heated by thermal tape, theimally 
lagged by Kaolin wool to avoid condensation pf steam.
Procedure
For either case that is CJO-COg or 
specimens approximately 3 gims in weight, 9.0 nm. diameter by 10 nm, long, 
were heated at approximately 10°C/min. to the reduction tenperature in 
air. Nitrogen was then introduced and a minimum period of 30 minutes was 
allowed to ensure complete tenperature uniformity.
For the reduction to magnetite a combined flow rate of and CO-CC^ 
of 2.0 litres/min, was maintained in the Stanton balance. This represented 
an effective linear gas velocity of 3 cm. /sec. at N.T.P. The same
-HgO balance and this conformed with 
the previous investigations (72, 101), For reduction to wustite and iron 
the combined flow was altered as required.
The Bauer-Glaessner diagram (168) for the equilibria of OO-OOg with 
iron and its oxides and Wibergs equilibria (169) for Hg 
select the appropriate gaseous reduction potentials for reduction of hematite 
to the various intermediate oxides and to iron in the range 350°C-1050°C.
By adjustment Of these gas ratios within the phase field limits in question, 
step-reduction to completion in a standardised period of 6 hours could readily 
be achieved (table 3,5.1).
t-ILO were used to
standard gas velocity was used in the lu
Hg-HgO, the cylindrical hematite
LH2° and Ng was introduced at the bottom of the
. .Reduction Step . 00 %. . . OOKDg ml/ntLn ;n2 ml/min
Magnetite 5 - 1 2 900 1100
YTustite 62 80 -. 220 1000
. .Iron . . ... . 87 95 . . .850 -1000; ;. .500 . ,.
Magnetite . H # h2 + h2° ; N2
. . 3 - 14 .215 mls/min . .1000 nO/miii
Table 3.5; 1 Gas compositions and flow rates for step reduction of 
iron oxides in 6 hours.
3.5.2 ' Measurement of Sample Volume '
In previous investigations (72, 101) total reliance was placed on 
micrometer measurement .of specimen dimensions for the purpose of calculating 
apparent volume.
In view of the often irregular nature of the cracked sample and the 
drastic shape change involved during reduction,;, a supplementary apparent 
volume measurement was made using the volume displacement technique.
Basically the volume displacement method depended on measurement of 
the upthrust according to Archimedes Principle exerted on a sample totally 
immersed in a suitable fluid.
Two liquids were chosen, mercury .and analar carbon tetrachloride.
The former with . its . low wettability was . ideal for conforming to the macro­
shape of the pellet whilst 0C|^ was capable of penetrating throughout the 
open internal surface of the pellet.
(a) Mercury Volume Displacement 'Technique
Boucrat (170) has described the variants of the mercury displacement 
technique currently used in the iron ore reduction field whilst Budworth (171) 
has Elaborated at length on the merits, advantages and accuracy of the 
method in relation to density determination in the field of ceramics.
Clark & White (172) in 1950, developed the upthrust method for volume 
measurement of ceramic materials. They acknowledged the convenience and 
rapidity of the method but enumerated several factors which contribute to 
a lowering of accuracy by about 0.5%. Further developments were suggested 
by Ashworth (173) and Stringer (174).
A frontal view of the apparatus is shown in (fig. 20).
The forked plunger and reference rod were made from polished silver 
steel and attached via a brass side aim to the barrel of the telescope of
A measurement was made by immersing the sample by vertical downward 
movement of the plunger into a beaker of mercury sitting on a single pan 
Mettler balance. The increase in weight due to the sanple and plunger 
upthrust, minus the displaced wieght of the empty plunger enabled the 
specimen volume to be calculated.
A reliable method, devoid of parallax errors, for ensuring a constant 
depth of immersion was devised by incorporating a 6V dry cell and light 
bulb in series with the plunger and reference rod. Electrical contact of 
the point of rod with the mercury completed the circuit.
The depth of immersion h was standardised at 40 ran. and the minimum 
crack diameter or width which could be penetrated was calculated from the 
following simple formula (175),
Preliminary trials with h at 110 nms, showed a slight decrease in 
measured volume for bloated cracked samples but no alteration in the trend 
of the results.
Errors due to air-^ -entrapment were minimised by gently oscillating the 
plunger A and specimen and revolving it whilst under .the mercury. Also, 
errors arising from temperature fluctuation and possible mercury contamination 
were virtually eliminated by referring the displaced volume of the pellets 
to that of a standard precision ground puf*e hematite sample which was 
measured each time.
a vertical travelling microscope. The latter was capable of coarse 
vertical movement as well as fine micrometer adjustment.
wherethe sur facie energy was taken as 480 dynes (cm. for mercury, the 
density 13.54 grms/ml. and the contact angleO  for oxide/mercury of 50(
The mercury was frequently cleaned by sprinkling through a 1000 nm. 
vertical column of 5% HNO^ (176), followed by rinsing in distilled water 
and finally drying in concentrated E^SO. in a separating funnel.
The mean value of a minimum of three determinations was taken as 
representative of the apparent volume of the sample. The displaced weight 
could be measured to 0.025 grm. enabling a volume change of 0.002 mis. to 
be detected. Since the volume of the pellets were generally 0.63 mis. or
i 4 .
above, this represented a detectable volume change of at least - 0.3%, a 
sensitivity adequate for this investigation.
'(b) Carbon Tetrachloride Volume Displacement Technique
The ability of carbon-tetrachloride to penetrate open micro-pores and 
micro-cracks has ensured its frequent use in quantifying open and closed 
porosity levels in sintered bodies (177).
For this investigation a simple glass container (fig. 21) was used 
to vacuum impregnate the specimen with Analar GCl^, density 1,593 grms/cc. 
The previously weighed, dessicated specimen and suspension wire were 
evacuated to 0.01 torr for at least 1 hour prior to impregnation. After 
impregnation, the totally immersed specimen and liquid OCl^ were allowed  ^
to reach ambient temperature before measuring the upthrust by the usual 
Archimedes Bridge and Suspension method (173).
Using an analytical balance weighing to i 0.05 mg. it was possible to 
detect on a sintered body an incremental change in porosity or volume of 
approximately 0.01% well within the desirable limit of 0.1% quoted by 
Budworth (171), '
"When dealing with bloated, friable samples,however, a risk of material 
loss was always present. ,Hence as a precautionary measure the CCl^ was 
evaporated from the sample at the termination of the measurement and the 
samplfe re-weighed.
This uncertainity, and the combined effects of slight temperature 
fluctuations, density variations due to non-stoichiometry and incomplete 
reduction decreased the accuracy to i 0.5%.
3.5.3 Camera Dilatometer
An optical dilatometer was constructed for the following reasons:-
(a) To continuously and quantitatively assess the linear change in pellet 
dimensions at the reduction temperature as reduction of the oxide 
progressed while at the same time imposing no restriction on gas access 
to the pellet surface.
(b) To provide a permanent record of the change in pellet shape and the 
extent and type of cracking.
The dilatometer shown in (fig. 22) and illustrated schematically in 
(fig. 23) was essentially a travelling microscope fitted with a Leitz 
retractable prism viewer and camera attachment. As a source of light a 
50W, 12V, quartz halogen bulb was situated co-axially within the furnace
tube in juxtaposition with the microscope so as to silhouette the specimen.
A ground glass diffuser placed in front of the bulb prevented halation 
whilst optical abberations were minimised by fitting the viewing end of 
the furnace tube with a gas-tight optical glass window.
Focussing was brought about by viewing through the prism viewer and 
adjusting the eye piece so that the image of a grid which was parafocal 
with the 35 nm. film was sharp and in a condition of no parallax. The 
specimen which was sitting on alumina beads in an alumina tray under the 
tube of a horizontal SiC heated furnace was then brought into focus by 
adjusting the focal point of the travelling microscope. The prism was 
then retracted to enable the image to impinge on the camera shutter.
A synchronized motor and cam arrangement enabled the shutter and film 
advance mechanism of the 35 nm. Leica camera to be automatically triggered. 
An interval between exposures of 1, 4, 8, 16 or 32 minutes could readily 
be selected by means of a gearbox which activated the shutter and film 
drive mechanism.
The 35 mm. image of the specimen was approximately life size and 
incorporated a set of cross-wires derived from a grid set at the focal 
point of the microscope. The grid acted as an internal standard for 
calibration of the magnification. Using a fine grained panochrcmatic micro­
negative film and projecting the developed film on to a calibrated screen 
a dimensional change of 0.5% could be resolved.
Step-rwise reduction was carried out under the same conditions of gas 
flow rate and composition as that derived from the primary thermobalance 
runs; by this means the degree of reduction previously measured using the 
thermobalances could be related to the volume expansion as a function of
time. 1 ,
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3.6 X-Ray Techniques
3.6.1 Lattice Parameter Measurements
A Philips Debye-Scherrer cylindrical X-ray powder camera (model 
PW1Q24, 11.48 cms. diameter) loaded according to the Straumanis technique 
(178) was used to measure lattice spacings and to identify the various 
oxides and reduction products.
Cobalt which is self-filtering with respect to iron was used as the 
radiation source with exposures in the region of 4 to 6 hours (35 KV,
13 mA, PW1008 Generator).
The film was read three times Using a/Vernier scale with a resolution 
of O.OQ25 cm. An accuracy of at least 0.001 8 in lattice parameter 
calculations was achieved by applying various correction functions.
For hematite Cohens least squares technique (179) was used to correct 
for systematic and random errors. Six KoC back reflections were measured 
for 0^ . 64° :- (1310), (048), (413), (140), (324), (232). The three noimal 
equations were solved using an I.C.L. 190/5 computer.
For the cubic oxides and for iron the cell constant a was calculatedo
for each measured high angle reflection using the Nelson-Riley correction 
function (180). A Monroe mini-computer was used to obtain a best straight 
line by a least squares analysis.
3.6.2 X-Ray Line Broadening
It was established from preliminary oxide evaluation that the high 
angle Debye-Scherrer X-ray diffraction lines of magnetites prepared by 
reduction of micaceous hematite broadened considerably at low reduction 
temperatures.
This fact was recognized by Edstrom (72) who tried to relate the 
broadening to lattice strains arising from the reduction process. Tocmver 
et al (156) drew a parallelism between line broadening due to strain and 
the magnetic properties of the magnetite namely coercivity and remanence. 
Apparently high remanence/coercivity/strain reputedly caused clustering of 
particles and thus a dirty concentrate during the magnetic separation process 
which is applied after a magnetising roast (i.e. conversion of ore to 
ferrimagnetic magnetite). Consequently the conditions which induce 
minimal clustering are of seme importance.
For these reasons it was appropriate to explore the broadening 
phenomenon further.
Apparatus -
A Siemans diffractometer with a collimated cobalt source was used. 
Samples of magnetite were prepared by gently crushing the cracked, swollen 
pellets produced by the reduction of hematite. The crushed powder was 
pressed into a 20 ran. x 10 ran. x 2 nm. rectangular cavity in a perspex 
holder, care being taken to obtain a smooth surface.
The profiles of 7 reflections were measured at a scanning speed of 
0.1° 2 9 per minute for a count rate of 1 x 10^  CPS, 100 mV and the slit 
combinations shown in table 3.6.1.
29'hkl
800 117
444
440
400
222
220
111
95
50
43
35
21
Table 3.6.1 Diffractometer angle and slit combinations for X-ray 
line broadening measurements.
Quadratic Integral Breadth Analysis of Broadening
Line broadening was analysed using the Wagner-Aqua (181) integral 
breadth function for the separation of crystallite size and microstrain 
contributions:-
where b is the line breadth, t the mean crystallite size, £  the strain,
A  the wave length and d* the reciprocal lattice spacing.
i - ■
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To achieve this the Kb^ component of the diffraction profile was 
separated from the Kbc, component by Rachingers graphical deconvolution 
method (182).
According to Laue (183) and Rachinger (182) the line breadth b in 
radians can be defined
b =  0.66 x combined peak area
max. peak height of Kb<^ , peak
The area under the diffraction peak was measured by square counting 
and by a planimeter.
Instrumental broadening was removed from equation 3.6.1 by utilising 
the Wagner-Aqua parabolic correction function for a focussing diffractometer 
with flat sample geometry.
P *  = P  + C^ SI)2 (3.6.2)
T
wtlere ^ 9 * is the corrected breadth, y3 j the instrumental broadening. The 
latter was obtained by measuring the line broadening of a strain free coarse 
grained magnetite foimed by reduction at 1050°C in CO-OOg and followed by 
annealing in argon at 1150°C.
2
(a *) = 1 +£2 ({J+)2 (3.6.'3)
t
From the slope and intercept of the above equation the strain S and 
the crystallite size t can be evaluated. Ibis was performed for various 
orders of reflection to enable the mean crystallite dimension and strain 
to be calculated along a particular crystal direction:-
Orders Directions
(400) '*)
(800) J <100>
(220)
(440) j <u°>
(111) I /  \
(222) J n J11/
Strain broadening due to micro-strains varies with the order of reflection 
whilst crystallite size broadening is independant.
For comparison a least squares analysis was applied to equation (3.6.3) 
for all the reflections at any given temperature to obtain an accurate 
average strain and crystallite size. Similarly for comparison with Tocmver 
the breadth at half the peak intensity was measured (156).
3.6.3 Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction
To establish the habit plane and orientation relationships between 
magnetite and hematite during reduction the standard Laue (178) X-ray back 
reflection method was utilised.
For this technique, a Unicam X-ray goniometer with flat film cassette 
(16.4 x 11.8 mn.) was used (186). This instrument contained a built-in 
telescope and collimator with eye-piece and cross-wire for optical 
allignment of the single crystals.
The telescope, which was positioned with its axis coincident with the 
specimen and a 0.5 mn. pin-hole collimator, was fitted with a 10X, 0.28 N.A. 
16 mn. lens for crystal edge alignment and microscopical observation and 
alignment. A collimated lamp positioned to beam on to the crystal provided 
an adequate dark-field image.
The film to specimen distance was 3 cms., the radiation unfiltered 
cobalt and the exposure up to 7 hours. For hematite single crystals patterns 
of distinct distortion-free Laue spots were produced. After projection on 
to a standard 12" stereogram using a Greninger chart and Wulf net the 
resulting pattern could readily be identified with a standard projection 
for the rhombohedral or hexagonal system and the crystal facet indexed.
■When dealing with partially reduced specimens the patterns consisted 
of portions of the Debye-Scherrer rings corresponding to magnetite 
superimposed on the hematite Laue spots. The non-uniformity in intensity 
represented by the Debye-Scherrer arcs is typically associated with 
preferred orientation. From an analysis of the intensity distribution 
within each of these arcs (187) as a function of the angle between the 
normal to the crystal facet and the direction of the incident X-ray beam 
a pole-figure could be plotted and related to standard pole-figures for cubic 
crystals (188). The projected angular coverage and thus the number of 
patterns measured were restricted to that necessary for recognition of the 
pole figure. This procedure was identical to that carried out in transmission 
Lane work on textures (178).
The Debye-Scherrer rings which were observed were mainly the 844^ ,
840^ , 7530(, 662^ reflections. These were identified from the A.S.T.M. 
data file No. 19-62.9 for magnetite. (189). Tables of interplanar angles 
for cubic crystals were taken from the data provided by Andrews et al (190). 
The 840^ and 662^ arcs were analysed as above for certain crystal facets 
to establish the orientation of the magnetite on hematite.
'3.7 ' Metallographic Techniques
(a) Mounting and Polishing
The sintered* compacts and the porous friable reduced samples were
-2impregnated under a vacuum of 10 nm. Hg. with a thermosetting araldite 
expoxy resin system at 90°C. The system consisted of appropriate mixtures 
of Araldite resin MY 750, hardener HY 905, flexibilizer DY 040 and 
accelerator DY 063. Sectioning of the impregnated specimen was performed 
. using a resin bonded diamond slitting wheel.
Rough polishing to ensure flatness was carried out on a soft lead lap 
loaded with a wet slurry of 0.5 microno( - alumina powder, and water. This 
was followed by polishing on a flat smooth pitch lap loaded once again with 
0.5 microncK- alumina. The final polish was achieved on a pitch lap using 
a milky emulsion of 0.05 micron y - alumina powder plus distilled water.
This sequence of impregnation and lapping minimized plucking of the grains 
and maximized grain edge retention.
(b) Photcmicroscopy
A Ziess Ultraphot mark III bench microscope incorporating facilities 
for polarized light and Nomarski interference microscopy was used for 
magnifications up to 1500X as well as for macro-photography. Grain contrast
t
for the hematites was readily achieved using partially crossed nicols j 
etching in a 90% HC1 solution distinguished the spinel and wustite phases.
Prepolished sintered compacts sections were photographed along a 
fiducial scratch on the specimen surface at magnifications of 80X using 
a Ziess microscope and a 35 nm. camera. A minimum of 200 grains were 
photographed before and then , after reduction to magnetite at 900°C in an 
effort to measure any peimanent dimensional alteration in grain size.
(c) S.E.M.
A Cambridge mark II scanning electron microscope was used, to study the 
fracture surfaces of reduced samples. No special techniques were employed.
4. THE PRODUCTION AND SUBSEQUENT EXAMINATION OF SINTERED POLYCKYgTALLINE
HEMATITE COMPACTS
The Sierre Leone micaceous concentrate was used as the standard
hematite from which a variety of sintered compacts of differing porosity
1
werb prepared.
4.1. Compact Production •
(a) Pure Micaceous Hematites
Preliminary work demonstrated that the platy nature of the "as received" 
ore introduced a preferred orientation into the sintered compact micro­
structure, the micaceous plates aligning themselves parallel to the 
compacting punch face. This effect has also been noticed by Bales during 
hot-cornpaction of micaceous ores (97).
The tendency for preferred orientation was removed by subjecting the 
loose powder to a preliminary sintering treatment at 1400°C in oxygen.
The sequence of preparation of the pure micaceous compacts was :-
i) The "as received" ore was ball-milled in 20 grm. lots for 10 minute 
intervals prior to sieving into two distinct fractions namely a 
(-200 +240) mesh coarse fraction and a -350 mesh fine fraction.
ii) The fine fraction was then subjected to a \ hr. milling treatment 
to conminute the fines to a constant particle size distribution.
iii) To remove the plate-like morphology of the ore, a 30% coarse -70% 
fine mixture was dry tumbled for 5 hours and then heated at 1400°C 
as a loose powder for 20 hours in a partial pressure of one atmosphere 
of oxygen.
iv) The sinter cake was crushed between steel platens and then in a 
steel mortar and pestle followed by screening into the coarse -200 
+240 mesh and -350 mesh fractions.1
v) The oversize was ball-milled in 20 grm. lots for 5 mins. duration and 
separated into the coarse and fine fractions. The -350 mesh portion 
was milled for a further 30 minutes to a constant particle size 
distribution.
blended for 20 hours.
vii) Compacts were prepared by cold-pressing at 463 MPa followed by 
sintering in a pressure of one atmosphere of cylinder oxygen.
\
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The sintered pore volume for the 3C% coarse 70% fine’and the 50% coarse
50% fine oxides was engineered to fall into the range 10-12% so that the two
could be compared with each other and the latter with the almost identical
oxide samples used by Brill-Edwards during the reduction of micaceous hematite
-HgO atmospheres (76). In accordance with that particular investigation,
no attempt was made to remove the platy characteristic of the ore, consequently
steps (ii) to (iv) were removed for the 50/50 oxide compacts.
The sintering temperatures and the ratio of coarse to fine fractions 
used to synthesize a range of porosities are listed in table (4.1.1).
(b) Spectroscopically Pure Hematite
Difficulties were experienced in producing a sound green-state 
specimen. The extreme fineness of the oxide (-400 mesh) resulted in pressing 
laminations. Attenpts to remove this defect by reducing the entrapped air 
through granulation or by slurry formation were partially successful. 
Consequently the sintered cylindrical compact had occasional macro-lamination 
cracks lying parallel to the punch face.
Sintering of the "as received" powder was performed at 1400°C for 
20 hours in oxygen (table 4.1.1).
(c) Laboratory Grade Hematite
Sintering of the very fine turkey red precipitate oxide at 1400°C 
led to bloating of the sanples. According to Stone (191) this was probably 
due to the presence of an impurity grain boundary liquid phase and to . evolution 
of entrapped gases at the sintering temperature. By lowering the sintering 
temperature to 1250°C bloating was removed and rapid densification achieved 
(table 4.1.1). The extreme fineness of the powder again induced the 
occasional macro-lamination defect.
(d) Micaceous Magnetite
A 3C% (-200 +240 mesh), 70% (-350 mesh) loose powder mix of micaceous 
hematite was reduced to magnetite at 1100°C.
Ihe pressed compacts were then sintered at 1370°C in an atmosphere 
of argon for 15 hours, and subsequently used to measure the linear theimal 
expansion of magnetite in the range Rt.to 1100°C.
Fe2°3
Powder Sintering Porosity
Coarse Fine
• •% ,
Time 
. Hrs.
Temp. 
. °C .
Total Closed
Micaceous 30 70 3 1250 23.0 0.50 :
n 50 50 40 1400 12.2 1.13
ii 30 70 15 1400 11.63 1.21 ;
it 20 80 40 1400 7.0 4.2
Spec. Pure -350 20 1400 11.3 1.02
MeSh
Lab. Grade ii 20 1250 5.0 4.8
Micaceous 30 70 15 1370 11.7 -
Fe3°4 Argon
Table 4.1.1 Sintering Conditions and Porosity for Micaceous Hematite 
Compacts;. Closed Porosity Measured by CCl^ Technique.
4.2 Examination of Sintered Compacts
Microscopic, powder X-ray, E.P.M.A. and D.T.A. techniques were used 
to examine the as-sintered polycrystalline hematite compacts.
Pure Hematite
(a) Micaceous Hematite
Microscopic examination of the micaceous hematites revealed a regular 
polycrystalline grain structure with an open intergranular network of pores, 
(figs. 24-27). At high magnifications occasional g.b. triple point nodes of
a phase of low reflectivity uniformly distributed throughout the sample 
were present. A previous investigation (76) identified this phase as the 
Impurity silica SiOg. In view of the relative inertness of SiOg with 
respect to hematite and magnetite and also the very small amount actually 
present, the effect of these isolated Silica areas was considered to be
negligible. 1\
Similarly the very small quantities of Ti, A1 and Mn ions ( 0.3%) 
which were identified in the original analysis (table 3.2.1) are readily 
soluble in Fe^O^ and were thus considered by Brill-Edwards as insignificant 
in the context of reduction behaviour and oxide strength. It should be 
borne in mind, however, that recent work has shown that concentrations in 
p.p.m. of interstitial impurity ions exert a strong influence on the 
strength and ductility of ceramics (192, 193) particularly magnetite (194).
The grain size, pore size and pore volume fraction for the various 
hematites measured by the point counting and intercept technique are listed 
in table (4.2.1), along with the stereological factors of grain contiguity; 
interfacial grain boundary and pore surface area. These entities are shown 
in fig. 28 and conform to the accepted trend for sintered bodies (195). It 
should be noted that the (50/50) 12.2% porous sample has been omitted from 
the graphs since the directionality of the pore and grain structure in (fig.
26)invalidates the technique.
(b) Spectroscopically Pure Honatite
No impurity phases were identified in the sintered oxide; grain structure 
was uniform and equi-axed (fig. 29). The presence of pressing defects 
distorted the measurement of true volume expansions during reduction. 
Consequently only a qualitative conparison of cracking and phase morphology 
was possible.
Hematite
X
Std.
Dev.
%
Std.
Err.
%
Trap0
Pores
%
D
g
pm
;D
P
pm
C
g
-1cm
V i
-1cm;
Por.
Cs.Q.)
. %
Pure
20/80
0.075 1.94 0.48 0.8 61.2 11.7 0.57 424 636 7.0
Pure
30/70
0.122 3.5 0.83 0.6. 43.8 12.98 0.5 ; 478 968 11.63
Pure
50/50
0.148 3.6 0.9 0.6 59.3 18.3 0.475 676 1492 12.2
Pure
30/70
0.194 4.6 1.06 0.4 32.0 14.6 0.39; 474 1488 23.0
Spec.
Pure
0.119 3.4 0.91 — - 36.0 11.0 - ' — -; 11.3
Lab.
Grade
0.05 2.0 0.63 — 22.0 5.5 - -; - ; ' 5.0
Table 4.2.1 Stereological Characteristics of the as-sintered Hematites
(c) Laboratory Grade Hematite
Metallographic examination of the lab. grade sintered compact revealed 
substantial amounts of a glassy looking phase resident at g.b. triple points 
(fig. 30). The rounded nature of the grain corners coupled with the very 
low dihedral angle (^90°) of the g.b. phase (fig. 31) was consistent with 
liquid phase sintering.
A qualitative electron probe micro-analysis of the glassy phase 
indicated the presence of mainly Si and Fe with a minor amount of Ca.
No silicon or calcium was detected in the hematite grains. These observations 
are in accord with the accepted nominal impurities present in an alkali 
precipitated laboratory grade oxide. . . .
Under the highly oxidising sintering conditions used, the cannon mineral 
phases such as Fayalite FegSiO^ and the calcium olivine family ^ ax?e2_x^^94 
(196) are unlikely to form. It is probable* however, that Wollastonite, a 
calcium iron silicate which forms an extensive series of solid solutions in 
the system CaSiO^-FeSiO^ (197) could be present. The compound as such was 
not identified by the simple Debye-Scherrer powder X-ray technique; the
extraneous lines listed below could not be correlated with a standard pattern:- 
'd' 8 = 2.83; 2.95; 3.1; 3.32; 3.48; 4.1
The reducibility of the calcium iron silicates is in general poor (198)
and so it is to be expected that this g.b. mineral phase will constitute a 
chemical as well as physical barrier to reduction of the hematite.
A direct quantitative comparison of the volume changes during reduction 
of the lab. oxide with the micaceous oxide was found to be impractical in 
view of the disturbing effects of the occasional pressing lamination and the 
tendency towards localised concentrations of the glassy phase in the 
sintered compact (fig. 30). Consequently the lab. grade oxide study was 
biased qualitatively towards the reduction phase morphology and the cracking 
behaviour.>
The calculated lattice parameters of the three pure hematites are
listed in table 4.2.2 with the appropriate d spacing and 2 0 values in
appendix (1.1). These values corresponded closely to the A.S.T.M. data 
file 13-534 by Aravindakshan et al (11) and the earlier data by Rooksby (4, 15).
The Neel temperature was also used to characterise the oxides since 
this was found to be particularly sensitive to small changes in the solid 
solution impurity content. Moreover as previously stated Brill-Edwards 
observed a distinct morphological change in the magnetite formed during 
reduction of hematite in the range 600°C-7CX)oC. Consequently the Neel 
temperature of pure hematites cited as 675°C represented a conveniently 
measurable yard-stick.
For the three pure oxides the Neel temperature fell gradually with 
the anticipated increase in solid solution impurities; the spec, pure T^ 
of 689°C corresponded almost exactly with that published by Lielmezs and 
and co-worker199) for the thermograms of Bakers C.P. and Johnson and Matthey 
o<. - Fe^Og oxides (690°C).
For convenience the curie point Tc of the pure oxides after reduction 
to ferrimagnetic magnetite are listed in table 4.2.3. Again these values 
reflect the impurity level in the respective hematites and correspond with 
reported temperatures.
Hem. : a o
(8)
Co
(8)
C/a T' N 
°C
V
°c
Micaceous 5.0384 13.738 2.727 681 575
Spec. Pure 5.0390 13.744 2.728 689 582
Lab. Grade 5.0410 13.753 2.728 686 578
Ref. (51) 5.0317 13.737 2.730 - -
Ref. (55) 5.0345 13.749 2.731 675 -
Table 4.2.2 Lattice Parameters and Neel temperatures for Hematite 
also Curie temperatures for the respective magnetites
5. RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION INTO THE REDUCTION PROPERTIES OF HEMATITE
Hie experimental results are presented under five main headings, 
dimensional and microstructural changes associated with reduction, the 
residual internal strain arising from reduction to magnetite, the single 
crystal hematite-magnetite orientation relationships, and finally the 
variation in linear thermal expansion of hematite and magnetite sintered 
oxides.
5.1 Dimensional Changes Occurring During Reduction
Apparent volume changes measured by the micrometer and the mercury . 
displacement technique are reported in this section for step reduction. 
Unless otherwise stated, the reduction time for completion of a reduction 
step corresponds to the standard 6 hours duration. Each quoted result is 
the mean of at least three measurements. Individual measurements are 
tabulated in appendix (2.0 ).
As a check for the phenomenon of swelling of sintered hematite 
described by Crouch and Pasco (124), samples of the sintered micaceous 
honatite of 11.6% porosity were heated for 6 hours in the temperature range 
900°C-1100°C in oxygen. No change in specimen dimensions or weight was 
recorded.
5^.1 < 1 ..Pure Polycrystalline Micaceous Hematite.
The bulk of the results in this sub-section deal with volume changes 
occurring on reduction of hematite to magnetite and the effects of such 
variables as the porosity of the sintered body, the reduction rate, and the 
gas atmosphere. The accessible volume of the reduced compact as measured by 
the CCl^  displacement method and used to calculate the extent of closed 
porosity is reported for all reduction steps, as is the camera dilatometer 
results of volume change versus time.
(a) Hematite to Magnetite Reduction
In every case the reduction of micaceous hematite to magnetite 
involved an expansion of the specimens.
For reduction of the standard 11.63% porosity 30/70 compacts in C0-C02 
atmospheres (fig. 32) an expansion maximum occurred between 900°C-950°C.
The 50/50 micaceous compacts with 12.2% porosity'produced an expansion profile 
similar in shape and magnitude to that of the 11.63% porous samples. The
50/50 samples were virtually identical in grain size and pore volume to
*
that reported by Brill-Edwards, the latters results for Hg-HgCi. reduction 
have been super-imposed (fig. 33).
The divergence in the apparent volumes measured by the micrometer and 
the mercury displacement technique as the reduction temperature increased 
highlighted the drastic change in specimen shape from the original cylindrical 
shape retained at low temperatures zo a cooling tower profile at elevated 
temperatures/(fig. - 34). At the peak expansion temperatures each end of the 
bloated cylinder foimed a distinct fracture cone whilst at least one gross 
longitudinal crack was apparent on the surface of the sample. The 50/50 
(12.2% porosity) samples retained the cylindrical sanple shape after reduction 
at both low and high temperatures, the latter in excess of 1000°C.
-HgO reduction system on the 11.63% 
porous samples produced once again an expansion peak, although less pronounced 
(fig. 35) and smaller in magnitude conpared with 00/00^ reduction (figs. 32, 33). 
Moreover, at temperatures of about 1000 C and above the cylindrical sample 
shape was retained.
In order to explore the effect of sintered porosity the expansion 
vs. temperature characteristics of 23% porous and 7.0% porous micaceous 
hematites were determined. The foimer (fig. 36) showed little dependance 
on reduction tenperature, a cylindrical sample shape being retained throughout. 
For the 7% porous compacts (fig. 37) a diminishing expansion - temperature 
curve materialised and despite the appearance of the cone fractures and 
cooling tower profile the expansion peak was absent. At low temperatures 
large random macro-cracks were evident.
The effect of porosity on the expansion at 550°C, 750°C and 900°C is 
sunmarized in (figs. 38 , 39). The apparent regular.increase in expansion 
with decrease in porosity which was prevalent at 550°C and 750°C undergoes 
an unusual reversal in trend between 7% to 11.63% porosity at 900°C.
Comparitive results for the
A series of green-state specimens pressed at 463 MPa and with 
approximately 21.6% pore volume were subjected to the standard 6 hours 
reduction to magnetite. In this manner the influence of sintered grain 
boundary bond strength was removed. As shown in (fig. 40) the expansion 
curve was similar to that generated by the 23% porous sintered compacts , 
(fig. 36).
In some subsidiary experiments aimed at gaining insight into the 
cracking mechanisms, two samples of the 23% porous sintered oxide were 
reduced to magnetite at a given temperature, cooled, carefully measured, 
reheated to the same temperature then re-oxidised to hematite. In a similar 
vein several green-state samples which were fully reduced to magnetite were 
subsequently gently crushed and repressed at 463 MPa, then reheated slowly 
to the original reduction temperature, slowly cooled and remeasured. Slight 
relaxation of the pressing strains were noticed; the samples were then 
reheated to the foimer reduction temperature and re-oxidised. The results 
tabulated below indicated a definite contraction of the magnetite on 
re-oxidation in every case (table 5.1.1).
By vai*ying the gas reduction potential within the magnetite stability 
zone the effect of reduction time, nominally reduction rate was explored.
Temp °C
% Volume Change AV Effective AV on 
Re-Oxidation %Primary Reduction Re-Qxidation
Micron Hg Microm Hg Microm Hg
606
755
+17
+20
Abe
+12.35 
+15.25 
)ve for 23
+10.6 
+14.1 
0% sintere
+10.5
+13.6
sd compac
-6.4
-5.9
t
-1.85
-1.65
550
750
900
+18.97 
+21.5 
+13.0 
Above j:or Green-15 
ifter crust
- 0.6
- 0.9
- 0.75 
State Pelle 
ling and re
it re-oxidized 
pressing
—
Table 5.1.1 Changes in volume after reduction and subsequent re-oxidation
At 550°C the swelling of the 11.63% porous hematite was found to be 
virtually independant of the reduction rate whilst at 950°C a distinct knee 
shaped curve for expansion vs. reduction time was evident (fig. 41). It 
was noticeable that at 950°C the mercury expansion values became independent
of reduction time for durations of 360 mins. or less, whilst the micrometer 
readings continued to rise but at a slower rate.
For reduction, by decomposition in nitrogen at temperatures between 
1200°C to 1400°C the cylindrical sample shape was maintained. Volume 
expansions fell into the range 5% to 10%. No corner bracking was observed.
(b) Reduction to Wustite and to Iron
The swelling curve for the reduction of the 11.63% porous hematite 
to wustite and to iron (fig. 42) followed closely that of the hematite to 
magnetite reduction step (fig. 32), the samples in every instance embodying 
the cooling tower shape.
For reduction to iron, however, at both 850°C and 1050°C net 
contractions were observed with a small expansion peak at 950°C.
(c) Closed Micro-porosity or Voidage
By use of the CCl^ displacement technique the apparent volume of the
reduced compacts Va was measured. The difference between this value and
the calculated theoretical volume for the reduced phase represented the
closed void space due to micro-porosity or fissures V . Table (5.1.2)c
includes the closed voidage Vc expressed as a percentage of the theoretical 
volume of the reduced phase:-
• 0-.V.KD (CX,
'  \
The theoretical densities used in the calculations of volume were 
derived from the following measured lattice parameters
Feo0o a 5.038, C 13.738 2 5.24 grms/cc2 3 o o
^e3^4 ao ? 5.20 giros/cc
Fe~ oo0 a 4.300 2 5.75 grms/cc0.93 o • '
Fe a -2.864..2 7.87 grms/cc
No marked temperature dependance was observed.
Temp. °G
% Closed Porosity V,
Fe3°4 FeO.930 Fe
' 550 1.7 — —
650 1.3 -
750 1.8 -
800 - - 3.0
850 1.5 2.8 2.8
900 - 1.5 -
950 1.2 3.2 5.3
1050 1.6 1.3 5.9
Table 5.1.2 % closed porosity Vc measured by OCl^ displacement in
reduced oxides.
(d) Expansion vs. Time (Camera Dilatometer)
In (fig. 43) the swelling of the standard 11.63% porous micaceous 
hematite compacts on reduction to magnetite is shown as a function of reduction 
time for a variety of temperatures. The teminal volume expansion measured 
photographically agreed fairly well with the micrometer reading and with 
the expansion figures produced by thermal balance reduction (fig. 32).
At 550°C the expansion-time curve reflected the sigmoidal characteristic 
of the % reduction-time plot shown in (fig. 44). Little expansion occurred 
during the last 10% of reduction. Similarly at 900°C the temperature of 
maximum expansion, a steady rate of swelling coincided with a slowly 
diminishing rate of reduction with virtually no added expansion after the 
85-90% reduction mark. The initiation of the familiar cooling tower profile 
was evident within minutes of the introduction of the reducing gas, as is 
shown in the sequence of photographs in (fig. 45). In general for reduction 
to magnetite at temperatures up to 900°C-950°C, the volume expansion increased 
uniformly with the degree of reduction, an expansion plateau being reached 
after 85-90% reduction. Above 1000°C signs of a decrease in expansion towards 
the completion of the reduction step became evident. Similar expansion 
characteristics were observed when step reducing to wustite; an example is 
shown in (fig. 46) for reduction at 800°C, the main difference being the 
much faster expansion rate commensurate with the increase in rate of 
oxygen removal.
In marked contrast, however, reduction to iron at 850°C and 1050°C 
produced a sharp increase in expansion reaching a peak at 35%-40% reduction 
followed by an abrupt decrease in swelling through to completion of the 
reaction (fig. 46).. At 1050°C this resulted in a net contraction occurring 
at the 85% reduction point and beyond.
\
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The Camera dilatometer results are tabulated in appendix (3.1 & 3.2).
5.2 Micrbstructiiral Changes Occurring during the Reduction of
Polycrystallirie Hematite
A preliminary microscopic examination of partially reduced samples 
at magnifications up to 1400 times revealed both subtle and dramatic 
transitions in reduction phase morphology, porosity and cracking throughout 
the temperature range 350°C-1100°C.
It was considered that these features were related to the mechanism 
of expansion during reduction. Consequently a detailed and comprehensive 
metallographic evaluation of reduction products was undertaken and is 
reported below.
Since the major swelling event occurred during the primary hematite 
to magnetite reduction step this transformation was examined in depth for 
the micaceous oxide and to a lesser extent for the spectroscopically pure 
and laboratory grade oxides;
In general the reduction microstructures produced by the two gas
-HgO and CO-COg were very similar. Consequently unless otherwise 
stated the subsequent photomicrographs correspond to CO-COg reduction.
5.2.1 Polycrystalline Micaceous Hematite
Sintered Structure
With the exception of the 12.2% porous samples the as-sintered structure, 
of the remaining three micaceous oxides of differing pore volumes was uniform 
in grain structure and pore distribution (figs. 24, 25, 27). The 12.2% 
porous oxide showed evidence of pore and grain alignment perpendicular to 
the direction of powder compaction (fig. 26).
5.2.2 Reduction to Magnetite
Although large differences in swelling behaviour were measured for the 
various compact porosities the microstructural aspects of reduction were 
very similar.
Moreover, the maximum pellet swelling on reduction to magnetite was 
associated with the 11%-12% porous compacts. Consequently, only this group 
of samples which also corresponded closely to those used by previous 
investigators (76, 101) is reported in detail.
5.2.2 (a) CieneraJL Description oi structural breakdown
Hie nature and the extent of the structured breakdown produced by 
the standard 6 hours reduction cycle was found to vary systematically with 
the reduction temperature in a manner similar to that displayed by the volume
expansion. This is best demonstrated by a comparison of the microstructures
> o
of samples fully reduced to magnetite in the tenperature range 350 C to
1100°C (figs. 47-55).
On reduction between 350°C to 500°C the sintered hematite suffered 
wholesale inter-granular cracking accompanied by intensive transgranular 
splitting of the magnetite grains (fig. 47) . From about 525°C to 575°C 
similar inter-granular failure but less splitting was observed (fig. 48).
In addition a speckled micro-porosity had appeared within the magnetite.
Above the magnetite Curie point of 575°C to about 625°C the grain 
surfaces began to show a cerrated geometry and the random micro-porosity 
appeared coarser (fig. 49). On raising the tenperature to 630°C discontinuous 
linear cracks or micro-pores were apparent within the magnetite. At 675°C 
the Neel tenperature of hematite, wider linear cracks appeared at the magnetite 
grain boundaries as shown in (figs. 51 & 52).
The inter-granular separation which was relatively constant below 700°C 
progressively increased above this temperature, reaching a maximum at about 
900°C. Examples of- the expanded structure and the much wider transgranular 
parting cracks are shown in (figs. 53 & 54). Notably, at 1000°C and above 
transgranular cracking and porosity were absent and grain separation had 
begun to diminish (fig. 55).
With this general appreciation of the structurally damaging effects 
of reduction swelling it is proposed in the. subsequent sections to reveal 
in detail the metallographic characteristics of the hematite to magnetite 
transformation under the following headings :-
* Hematite - Magnetite iriterphase boundaries
* Micro-porosity
* Micro-cracking
*■ Strains During Reduction
* Duplex Reduction Microstriictures
5.2.2 (b) Hanatite - Magnetite Interphase Boundaries
Below 500°C
For reduction temperatures between 350 C and 500°C the magnetite phase
grew in the form of a transgranular tongiie or flame-shaped morphology (fig. 56)
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Rapid impingement of the hapharzardly oriented flames constrained subsequent 
growth to thickening perpendicular to the flame axis or from existing grain 
boundaries in a pseudo-topochemical fashion. Invariably the mid-rib of the 
flame was delineated by a crack stretching to the grain boundary (fig. 56, 57). 
Close examination of (fig. 57) showed that the interface was composed of 
numerous minute asperities protruding in a random fashion into the. hematite 
matrix. Both random and directional sub-structures were evident in (fig. 56).
500QC-575QC
Above 500°C the flame morphology was replaced by distinct g.b. 
nucleated growth centres progressing into the grain interior via undulating, 
planar and hemispherical fronts.(figs. 48, 58, 59). At an early stage in 
grain reduction complete envelopment of the g.b. had occurred so further 
reduction proceeded in a micro-topochonical fashion although at differing 
growth rates. Growth anisotropy is apparent in (fig. 58) and in particular 
on (fig. 59) where reduction has occurred predominantly in one direction.
The undulating interphase boundary illustrated in (fig. 59) is composed once 
again of a myriad-of cusp-like protrusions giving a roughened appearance.
575°C-630°C
At about 575°C, the curie tenperature of magnetite, a new morphology 
exhibiting a fine needle-like interface was discernible at certain sections 
of the grain surface. The mspn-like protrusions were aligned predominantly 
in one direction as shown in (figs. 60, 61, 63). The lower tenperature porous 
hemispherical and planar morphology remained the dominant mode and rapidly 
engulfed the much slower moving needle growth.
It is noticeable in (fig. 60) that in those grains in which the denser 
oriented needles nforphology had enveloped the hematite to the exclusion of 
the porous growth then the reduction process was. considerably retarded. This 
effect was also apparent at lower temperatures (fig. 58).
Above 630°C the mound-like morphology was gradually supplanted by a 
lamellar magnetite morphology growing in a single preferred direction as
shown in (fig. 63). Two types of lamellar growth were evident, the very
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thin ascicdlar variety which was present at lower tenperatures and a coarser 
lamellar morphology exhibiting smooth flanks. Freqently isolated magnetite 
tongues showing smooth undulating flanks and a mid-rib of discontinuous 
porosity projected far ahead of the main growth front. Once again those 
grains which did not exhibit the porous projections were slow to reduce.
675qC-70QOC
At tenperatures of 675°C and above, very fine unidirectional needle­
like magnetite became the dominant morphology as shown in (figs. 51, 65-67). 
Secondary competitive morphologies possessing both an undulating and spiky 
interface were evident on those sections of the grain boundary which lay at 
right angles to the main growth direction. A distinctive feature here was 
the occurrence of what appeared to be isolated multi-directional magnetite 
lamellae branching ahead of but emanating from the interfacial lamellae as 
shown in (figs. 66, 67). These intragranular markings are considered to 
originate from cleavage cracks which become filled by magnetite. The four 
growth or cleavage directions are visible as a sub-structure within the 
non lamellar layer shown in (fig. 67).
700°C-900QC
For reduction at 700°C the lamellar morphology was in ascendance 
(fig. 52). The tightly bunched needles traversed the grain in a progressive 
manner as shown in (figs. 52, 68, 69). The incidence of intragranular 
cleavage lamellae diminished as the temperature increased, and eventually 
disappeared at 750°C. As the temperature of reduction increased the lamellae 
became broader, fewer in number and protruded further ahead of the bulk 
interface (figs. 54, 70, 71).
S.E.M. examination of fracture surfaces of the fully reduced material 
(figs. 72, 73) substantiated the plate-like nature of the magnetite phase.
Above 900°C the individual tapered lamellae at an early stage in the 
reduction were observed to traverse the full grain diameter. This highly 
anisotropic growth mode illustrated in (figs. 74 & 75) had supplanted the
l • .
lower temperature progressive growth of tightly bunched lamellae.
Considerable broadening as well as lengthening of the lamellae had 
occurred, consequently fewer lamellae were required to reduce any given grain. 
The S.E.M. once again confirmed the plate-like geometry of the broad lamellae 
formed at 950°C (fig. 76).
In (fig. 75) a lamella can be seen to bridge across a grain junction 
into a neighbouring grain. Growth in the second grain at right angles to 
the preferred lamella direction progressed via a totally non lamellar 
facetted interface fanning out from the root of the parent lamella. This 
phenomenon, although a frequent occurrence at 1000°C and above, was not 
observed at lower tenperatures. In contrast, bridging from one grain into 
another of similar orientation enabled the lamellar morphology to be 
maintained (fig. 75).
Above 1000QC
At 1050°C the individual lamellae had broadened considerably. The 
broadening was enhanced by the appearance of parallel lamellae branching 
from the tapering flanks of the main lamella as shown in (fig. 77).
Penetration of lamellae across a grain boundary and the associated 
change to a nodular growth interface is again demonstrated in (fig. 78).
This type of blocky, nodular growth was characteristic of a new grain 
boundary nucleated allotriomorph which became existent at 1050°C and above.
The nodules were capable of nucleation at a triple grain junction and 
subsequent propogation into all three neighbouring grains as shown in (fig. 79). 
Bounded, planar and facetted interfaces characterized the nodular interface 
as shown in (figs. 79, 80).
In (fig. 81) the apparent freedom to grow in any direction is illustrated 
by remarkably large nodular areas which appear able to progress across a 
grain unimpeded by the change in orientation presented by the hematite twins.
In contrast the thin lamella is arrested at the twin boundary.
Above 1050°C the lamellae diminished in nunber^  reduction occurring 
predominantly via the nodular growth. For reduction by decomposition in 
Ng between 1200°C and 1400°C the lamellae were entirely superceded by the 
nodular morphology present over a very wide reduction front.
5.2.2 (c) The Generation of Microporosity
Tenperatures below 630°C
The granular magnetite phase formed by reduction at 600°C or below 
appeared by conventional microscopy to be composed of a speckled array of 
micro-pores or fissures outlining the boundaries of a ground mass of 
crystallites of the order of 3000 8 in size as shown in (figs. 57 , 59 and 
61, 62).
This interpretation was verified by S.E.M. examination of fracture 
surfaces of the magnetite phase which revealed lineal and random interconnected 
patterns of micro-voidage, some 500-1500 2 in size (figs. 82, 83). The 
crystallite domains fell into the range 2000-4000 8 and thus agreed with the 
optical assessment.
The lineal pattern is evident in the etched magnetite sub-structure of 
(fig. 84) in which the individual crystallites and micro-pores are aligned 
perpendicularly to the grain surface. Frequently within a given grain the 
crystallite/pore sub-structure exhibited both directional and random textures 
as is shown in (figs. 56, 58, 84, 85).
It is noticeable by comparison of (figs. 56 , 58 , 60) and (figs. 57, 59,
61, 62) for reduction at 450°C, 550°C and 600°C respectively that the micro­
pore size increased with increase in temperature. It was possible to detect 
in the porous morphology a narrow zone of lower porosity approximately 1.0- 
3.0 urns, wide located at the interface as shown in (figs. 59, 61).
Inis zone should be distinguished irom the thin dense zones 01 a 
similar size which exhibited minute unidirectional needles (1500-2000 8 
in length) projecting from the interface at certain sections of the grain 
boundary. These slow growing dense layers were quickly engulfed by the 
porous morphology as shown in (fig. 61) at 600°C.
I
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630°C and above
The emergence of a lamellar morphology above 630°C coincided with the 
appearance of discontinuous micro-pores distributed along the interlamellar 
boundaries as shown in (figs. 50, 63, 64). The width between the voids was 
of the order of 7000 8 and spanned many lamellae. In some instances the 
porosity appeared to penetrate to the interface but generally a thin pore 
free zone existed at the lamella tip.
On increasing the temperature the interlamellar porosity began to 
concentrate towards the grain exteriors and on fewer sites (figs. 51, 52, 
and 65-69). To this extent the lineal voids began to resemble parting cracks 
whilst the grain exteriors became cerrated in appearance.
The S.E.M. examination of fracture surfaces of material reduced at 
750°C (figs. 73, 86), revealed that the interlamellar pores were in fact 
rectangular in shape. Moreover the close resemblance and relationship 
between porosity and parting cracks is also evident.
At 750°C the amount of interlamellar porosity in the magnetite phase 
began noticeably to diminish with further increase in temperature as shown 
in (figs. 53-55). For example at 850°C (figs. 70, 71) microporos&ty was 
indistinguishable from the parting cracks whilst at 950°C (fig. 54) porosity 
was virtually absent. At 1000°C a wholly dense magnetite phase was produced 
as shown in (figs. 55, 77, 81). The complete elimination of micro-voidage 
was coincident with the appearance of the nodular morphology and the change 
in growth from a shrinking core topochemical mode to reduction by rapid 
traverse of isolated broad lamellae.
Decomposition of hematite via the nodular growth at 1200°C to 1400°C 
continued to, produce a dense pore free spinel phase.
5.2.2 (d) Reduction Cracking
For convenience the micro-cracking accompanying reduction of hematite 
to magnetite is described under the two headings, transgranular and inter- 
granular cracking:- ,
i) Transgranular Micro-Cracking
Reduction below 500°C produced severe transgranular fracture of the 
hematite grains (fig. 47). This effect sub-divided the grains into 
smaller separate reacting segments (fig. 56). Cracks unfilled by magnetite 
are evident in (fig. 87 and 56). Similarly, in close examination of (fig. 57) 
a hair line defect is detectable along the axis of the transgranular flame 
growth. The presence of a mid-rib crack within each of the reacting flames 
suggests indirectly that the staggered array of magnetite lathes shown in 
(fig. 87) also have their origin in cleavage cracks.
Cracks within the magnetites phase occurred along the line of 
impingement of various growth fronts as shown in (fig. 56 , 57 , 88).
Above 500°C with the disappearance of the flame morphology the severe 
grain fragmentation disappeared. Transgranular cracking became less intense 
(fig. 48) and was confined mainly to fracture in the magnetite phase at 
the juncture of impinging competitive grew centres as shown in (figs. 58 , 88). 
Symmetrical impingement cracking at grain comers occasionally produced a 
crucifoim-like crack pattern as illustrated in (fig. 89).
At low reduction tenperatures below 600°C significant transgranular 
failure was observed ahead of the main reaction interface at very low degrees 
of reduction (fig. 90).
The advent of the lamellar magnetite moiphology at 600°C was coincident 
with the appearance of parallel interlamellar parting cracks (figs. 60, 61). 
These wedge shaped cracks (figs. 72 , 86) usually did not penetrate to the 
hematite-magnetite interface (figs. 63, 66, 68, 71).
By comparison of (figs 51-53) with (figs. 65, 69. 70) and (figs. 66, 68, 
71) it is clear that the parting cracks became wider, longer and stepped in 
appearance with increase in temperature up to 900°C.
As mentioned previously tne intra-granuiar criss-crossea neetu-es 
evident in the hematite core of (figs. 66, 67) are considered to have their 
origin in small cleavage cracks emanating from the encroaching interface.
For example, a clearly defined cleavage crack can be seen in (fig. 68) 
issuing perpendicularly to the lamellae direction and acting as a nucleation 
site for secondary lamellae. \
Above 900°C parting cracks lessened considerably in number and size 
(fig. 54) and at 1000°C became localized at the lamellae root (fig. 75). 
Eventually at about 1050°C (fig. 55, 76) the parting crack had virtually 
disappeared resulting in dense grains which persisted for reduction by 
decomposition at 1200°C and above.
ii) Intergranular Micro-Cracking
Intergranular micro-cracking was observed throughout the entire 
tenperature range investigated as shown in (figs. 47-55).
In the lower tenperature region below 700°C every grain appeared to 
have severed from its neighbour either by a wide grain boundary cleavage 
crack or by a hair line defect (figs. 48-51).
At 550°C (fig. 90) extensive intergranular as well as transgranular 
cracking was observed ahead of the main reduction front despite the fact that 
only incipient reduction at a few isolated points had occurred.
The degree of grain separation due to cracking remained comparatively 
constant up to about 750°C as shown in (figs, 47-52) and was fairly uniform. 
Above this tenperature, however, a dramatic increase in grain separation 
occurred reaching a maximum at 900°C (figs. 53-55). A distinguishing feature 
here was the obvious directional character of the cracking. The crack width 
between grain boundaries lying parallel to the interface was considerably 
greater than for grain. boundaries oriented peipendicular to it. This 
inequality produced long fracture laminations about 1 to 2 grains in width.
Above 1000°C grain separation due to cracking began to lessen. This 
effect coincided with:
(a) the new capability of the lamellae to bridge across into a neighbouring
grain and maintain structural continuity (figs. 75, 78).
(b) the appearance of the nodular morphology (figs. 79-81).
In both cases whilst severance of hematite-hematite grain boundary . . 
bonds had occurred the adjacent magnetites bridging areas remained intact. 
Despite an apparent volume expansion of 5% to 10%, reduction by decomposition 
in Ng between 1200°C and 1400°C produced neglibible grain boundary cracking.
5.2.2 (e) Evidence of Strains During Reduction
In addition to the general phenomenon of reduction cracking further 
metallographic evidence of the involvement of stresses and strains during 
reduction are cited below :-
i) Twin Generation: Lenticular twins traversing the hematite were
• frequently observed at all reduction temperatures up to about 900°C, 
(figs. 91-93). The twins shown in (figs. 92, 93) were apparently 
trapped within the grain and prevention from propagation to a free 
surface. The shear strain associated with a mechanical twin is 
visible as a step at the grain boundary in (fig. 93). Cracks were 
apparent along the twin interface (fig. 91) and at the point of 
impingement of the lamellae against the twin boundary.
Once again the twin boundary forms a barrier to further growth as 
shown in (figs. 91, 93),
ii) Surface Dilation: For reduction from 950°C up to 1050°C lamellae
were frequently observed to overhang the fractured grain boundary 
as shown in (figs. 80, 94). The nodular areas (figs. 78-80) were 
in a similar fashion able to bridge across fractured grain boundaries. 
Similar surface projections were apparent in (fig. 89) showing the 
S.E.M. surface topography of a fractured grain reduced at 950°C.
In order to eliminate the possibility that the metallographic preparation 
subsequent to reduction was introducing artefacts a series of samples 
were micro-polished prior to reduction. In consequence, the prepolished 
sample reduced at 850°C (fig. 94) showed a tightly bunched array of 
parallel ridges corresponding to the lamellar growth observed in the 
conventionally prepared sample. At 950°C the prepolished samples 
(figs. 95-98) showed lamellae jutting out beyond the fracture grain
boundary. Furthermore, the lamellae appeared raised above the 
surrounding surface level (figs. 95, 97) and in many instances 
exhibited a pronounced facetted sub-structure (figs. 96-98).
Surface dilations were also detected at 550°G as shown by the lumpy 
magnetite crystallites projecting out from the fractured g.b.'s in 
(figs. 99, 100). In (fig. 101) the crystallite mass appears to be 
elevated above the level of the adjacent unreduced hematite.
5.2.2 (f) Duplex Reduction Microstructures
To conclude the metallographic survey, several samples were partially 
reduced to magnetite at two consecutive tenperatures in order to contrast 
the mode of growth of the high and low temperature morphologies.
In (figs. 102 and 103) partial reduction at 1050°C produced the 
familiar dense unidirectional lamellae traversing the hematite grain.
Subsequent reduction at 550°C via the low temperature porous multi-crystallite 
morphology spread from the unreduced grain boundary sites.
Significantly the dense lamellae appeared to act as a barrier to the 
inward growth of the porous morphology. Moreover the previously described 
preference of the latter morphology for growth in a direction perpendicular 
to the lamellar direction is well illustrated in (figs. 102 and 103). Notably 
growth parallel to-the lamellae was slow, the low tenperature interface in 
this instance was composed of fine aligned cusps with a thin dense magnetite 
layer at the interface (fig. 103).
In (figs. 104 and 105) the primary reduction was performed at 547°C 
followed by the secondary at 950°C. Again despite the initial reduction 
occurring at the low temperature there is a definite tendency for the porous 
morphology to grow perpendicular to the lamellar morphology and to avoid 
grain surfaces lying perpendicular to the lamellae direction.
Significantly the dense lamellae for secondary reduction at 950°C were 
fewer in number, thinner and shorter than for. primary reduction at 950°C.
The scarcity of lamellae is reflected in (fig. 105). Growth in this instance 
occurred from the existing porous undulating interfaces by formation of a dense 
smooth magnetite layer.
This series of photographs conveniently sunmarises many of the important 
microstructural features of the reduction process described in the earlier 
sections namely:-
i) the occurrence of the high temperature undirectional dense
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lamellae and the low temperature porous agglomerate (figs. 102-105)',
ii) The phenomenon of projecting lamellae (fig; 103).
iii) The presence of both random and oriented sub-structures in the 
porous morphology.
iv) The development of parallel transgranular parting cracks within 
the fully reduced magnetite (fig. 104)..
v) The occurrence of transgranular cracks at the junction of neighbouring 
porous mounds particularly at grain comers (fig. 104).
5.2.2 (g) Individual Grain Expansion on Reduction to Magnetite
Polycrystalline henatite samples were prepolished to a 1 micron finish 
and photographed at 80 X magnification before and after .reduction to 
magnetite at 900°C. This enabled the linear expansion of certain individual 
grains to be measured parallel to and at right angles to the lamella trace.
An example of this technique is shown in (figs. 106 and 107). The 
fiducial mark acted as a grid reference for ease of location.
The apparent linear expansion parallel to the lamellae trace ranged 
from 0 to 2.’3% with an average of 1.6%. A larger linear expansion was 
measured perpendicular to the trace ranging from 0 to 4% with an average of 
3.8%.
5.2.2 (h) The Width of the Micaceous Hematite-Magrietite Macro-Reduction Zone
The macro-hematite-magnetite reduction boundary was invariably not a 
discrete interface but a zone with a finite width which varied with reduction 
temperature.
For the purpose of measurement the reduction zone was defined as the 
distance in rrras. ^ between the fully reduced layer and the limit of the reduction 
front. The latter was abitrarily set at the point at which the magnetite was 
absent as a continuous g.b. phase easily recognizeable at 100 X magnification. 
At elevated temperatures the highly anisotropic growth mode of the lamellar 
and ^ nodular morphology introduced a certain degree of subjectivity into the 
measurement.
A very broad reduction zone was evident at low reduction temperatures 
for the 11.63% porous samples stretching throughout the sample after only 
30-40% reduction (figs. 108, 109). The photomacrograph (fig. 110 ) illustrates 
the diffused nature of the zone at 550°G and also the retention of the 
original cylindrical specimen shape.
With increase in reduction tenperature the zone decreased sharply to 
a minimum at 850°C-950°C (fig. 108). This trend coincided with the appearance 
and consolidation of the cooling tower shape. The magnetite behind the 
reduction front had cracked at g.b. 's to form laminations which at 900°C- 
950°C were approximately one to two grains wide lying parallel to the inter­
face (figs. 53, 54). At 900°C (figs. Ill a,b,c,) the growth of the topo- 
chemical macro-reduction front and the development of the cooling tower 
profile and cruciform crack pattern as the compact expands are well illustrated.
A reversal in the trend occurred at temperatures in excess of 1000°C, 
the reduction front again began to broaden considerably as shown in (figs. •
112 and 79). Moreover , above 1000°C the laminated cracking and cooling 
tower shape became less pronounced and had disappeared for reduction by 
decomposition at 1200QC.
A noticeable feature above 1G00°C was the appearance of the nodular 
morphology ahead of the lamellar zone of (figs. 79 and 112). Once again in 
common with the lower reduction temperatures the reduction zone showed random 
intergranular separation.
-HgO reduction zone width (fig. 108) was in general wider than 
the corresponding OO-OO^ zone width with a minimum at 950 C-1000 C. On 
reduction of a (50/50), 12.2% porous sample by OO-OOg the reaction had spread 
throughout the sample after only 10-20% reduction at 1000°C.
The Hg
Lowering the as-sintered porosity to 7% produced much narrower 
reduction zones especially at the low tenperatures. At 900°C the interface 
was virtually discrete, moreover, the lamellae were considerably shorter 
and thinner than for reduction of the more porous samples (fig. 113). Ihis 
close-knit progressive growth of the lamellae was similar, to that for reduction 
of the 11.6% porous, samples at the much lower tenperature of 750°C.
5.2.3 Reduction to Wustite and Iron
Reduction to wustite produced micro-structural features virtually 
identical to the preceding hematite to magnetite change with the added 
qualification that porosity and parting cracks were more numerous and were 
present at all reduction tenperatures. In (fig. 114) wustite produced at 
1050°C showed grain edge porosity and parting cracks in contrast to the 
pore-free magnetite formed at the same tenperature , (fig. 55).
Various stages in the foimation of wustite at 1050°C are illustrated 
in (fig. 115). Initial attack occurred along previously formed interlamellar 
magnetite boundaries followed bv linking up and coalescence (fig. 116). The 
residual magnetite in a grain often appeared as short pointed lamellae 
oriented in at least three directions (fig. 117).
Close examination of (figs. 115, 117) revealed a faint boundary or 
halo in the wustite phase associated with a slight change in contrast.
The foimation of iron at elevated tenperatures occurred by the topo- 
chemical advance of a dense skin which enveloped the wustite grain (fig. 118). 
The pore structure of the iron agglomerate was derived from the interlamellar 
and intergranular voidage created by the preceding reduction to magnetite and 
wustite. Considerable shrinkage in densification of the iron network was 
evident during the reduction process (figs. 119, 120). At low reduction 
tenperatures an intermediate boundary layer was observed between the wustite 
and iron (fig. 121). In (figs.. 122, 123) the initial topochemical reduction 
path and subsequent generation of open porosity are shown.
5.3 X-Ray Line Broadening of Magnetite
The broadening of powder X-ray- diffraction lines for magnetite 
prepared by 00-CJ02 reduction of sintered pure micaceous hematite increased 
as the reduction temperature was layered (figs. 124-126).
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Broadening was barely perceptible in the range 1050°C to 800°C v but
rapidly increased below 650°C-7CX)oC. The diffraction peaks became very diffuse
for reduction at 550°C, and at 350°C the peak to background ratio of the
X-ray signal was sufficiently low to prohibit accurate measurement by the
graphical method.
In (figs. 127, 128) the lattice strain £ and crystallite size t along
various crystalline directions were calculated from the slope and intercept
2 2respectively of the integral breadth - reciprocal lattice plot (B*) vs. (d*) 
for three orders of reflection. These results in table 5.3.1 show a decrease 
in domain size and an increase in strain with fall in reduction temperature.
In addition, an average isotropic strain and particle size were calculated 
from (fig. .129) by applying a least mean squares analysis. The values were 
close to those derived fran the order analysis. In particular, (fig. 129) 
shows a rapid acceleration in the average residual lattice strain £ below 500°C.
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750 . - 1.37 1.12 2041 0.82 : - 1.19
900 - ' - ’ . -• - . - ■ - ’ 0.62
1050 - - . - - - . ■ 6000 0.23
Table 5.3.1 Showing crystallite size and strain as function of reduction
temperature and lattice direction for magnetite.
reduction Jt&D AJLU
: :Temp °c ::. :. (220):: •(400)..
350 5.96 26.5
450 4.8 6.36
550 3.6 6.18
672 3.49 4.62
750 3.2 3.2
900 2.98 2.98
. .1050. . . . .. . 2.55 : i .
Table 5.3.2 Showing breadth B at half peak intensity 1/2 for 2 magnetite 
reflections.
Green state pellets which had been reduced at 550°C and 950°C 
broadened to the same extent as the sintered compacts.
It is noticeable in (figs. 125, 126) that the (444) reflection 
(d*)^  = 0.68 broadened to a lesser degree (from 750°C to 450°C) compared 
with the other lines. Also the strain in the ^ 11^ was approximately 10% 
to 30% lower than in the <joo> and <no> (see table 5.3.1).
The more expedient peak breadth at half the peak height as a measure 
of broadening. B (1/2) is shown in (fig. 131) and table 5.3.2 for the (220) 
and (400) reflections. Although less pronounced the same acceleration in 
broadening was evident at 750°C. Numerical values of the integral breadth 
are tabulated in appendix (6.0).
5.4 Theimal Expansion of Micaceous Hematite arid Magnetite
The measured percentage linear expansion and the coefficient of 
linear expansion^ are listed in table (5.4.1) for the sintered micaceous
hematite and magnetite compacts in the temperature range R.t to 1100°C.
1 • '
All hematite expansion determinations were carried out in air. Initially 
the expansion of the magnetite which had been sintered in argon and thus in 
equilibrium with argon was measured in a flowing atmosphere of the same gas.
The magnetite was subsequently equilibriated at 1000°C in OO/CD^ atmospheres 
containing 2% and 5% CD respectively and the expansion re-deteirained. Ihe 
three variants produced negligible difference in the measured traces.
A change in the slope of the expansion - temperature plots was 
discernible at the Neel and Curie, temperatures .of hematite and magnetite 
respectively (fig. 131). It was noteworthy that the magnetite expansion 
coefficient was considerably larger than that of hematite, the difference 
amounting to seme 25% at 1CD0°C.
Using the measured linear expansion data table (5.4.1) and the 
measured R.t. lattice parameters of the micaceous hematite (aQ 5.038 8,
CQ 13.738 8) and magnetite (aQ 8.396 8) the volume change A  V on transfoiming 
stoichicmetrica JLly from hematite to magnetite by oxygen removal was calculated 
(table 5.4.2) and (fig. 132). Incorporated in (fig. 132) are the theoretical 
A v  of the H-M transformation calculated from expansion data for the oxides 
published by various workers (16, 200, 201) (appendix 7.0).
Ihe salient features of the curves in (fig. 132) are as follows:
(a) For stoichiometric reduction of hematite to magnetite up to 1100°C 
an overall theoretical contraction is predicted.
(b) The calculated volume contraction Av decreased gradually and 
substantially with rise in temperature with the exception of a trough 
or plateau effect in the range 600°C-700°C. The latter was attributable 
to the interaction of the second order magnetic transitions.
Temp
..Hematite
A-C % P<o10
-6
.Magnetite .
OC .610
-6
-Av
20
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700
725
750
775
800
900
1000
1100
0.174
0.291
0.404
0.464
0.521
0.554
0.587
0.619
0.652
0.685
0.739
0.769
0.802
0.834
0.865
0.897
0.926
1.049
1.161
1.273
9.67
10.39
10.63
10.79
10.85 
10.97 
11.08 
11.15 
11.24 
11.32
11.73
11.74 
11.8 ■
11.79
11.85 
11.88 
11.87 
11.92
11.85
11.79
0.031
0.075
0.129
0.192
0.254
0.322
0.395
0.473
0.559
0.653
0.707
0.768
0.832
0.894
0.938
0.985
1.025
1.065
1.101
1.143
1.177.
1.213
1.336
1.446
1.544
10.37
9.38
9.92
10.65 
11.04 
11.50 
11.97 
12.46
13.00 
13.60
14.00
14.49
15.00 
15.41
15.50 
15.63
15.65 
; 15.66
15.62
15.66 
15.59 
15.55 
15.18 
14.76 
14.30
1.999
1.95
1.91
1.80
1.72
1.71
1.56
1.48
1.38
1.30
1.27
1.29
1.26
1.24
1.23 
1.20 
1.20 
1.18 
1.18 
1.19
1.23
Table 5.4.1 Linear theimal expansion A /  % and average coefficient of 
expans ion cK for hematite and magnetite; -av % the 
calculated contraction in volume in transfoiming H/M.
0.0 Meaner ion xo Magnetite ox uiamuany prepaxeu nemaxixe
Two types were chosen, namely spectroscopically pure hematite and 
laboratory grade hematite.
‘ ' - s ■ - ' '
Pressing defects in the sintered specimen removed any possibility of 
a quantitative survey of swelling. Consequently this section is concerned 
primarily with the morphological characteristics of reduction to magnetite 
and the subsequent comparison with the other ores in the investigation. 
Nevertheless certain expansion figures selected from sound samples are quoted 
for reduction at either end of the temperature range.
5.5.1 Spectroscopically 'Pure Hematite
The sintered samples showed equi-axe hematite grains (fig. 29) with 
a tendency for non-unifoimity in pore distribution. No impurity phases were 
detected. Moreover, the high Neel - temperature 689°C confirmed the purity of 
these samples.
Reduced Structures
Reduction to magnetite by GO-OOg at 550°C occurred by g.b. attack 
which spread over a wide reduction zone resulting in wholesale intergranular 
cracking (fig. 133). The magnetite appeared to be a conglomerate of micro­
crystallites showing intercrystallite porosity and fissuring similar to that 
of the micaceous ore (figs. 134-136). The porosity level appeared to be less 
than for the micaceous ore and. also the crystallites larger in size. An 
unusual feature at 550°C was the presence of residual hematite as light 
areas within the reduced magnetite (fig. . 134). Transgranular impingement 
cracking of the magnetite was seldom seen.
Surface dilation was again evident on prepolished samples in accord 
with the findings for the micaceous ores. Typical volume expansions at 550°C 
fell into the range 20%-25% for sintered samples whilst for a green state 
sample an expansion of 19.6% was recorded. In contrast to the micaceous ore, 
no particular magnetite growth type dominated at low temperatures. In 
general, a variety of different g.b. allotriomorphs developed (fig. 137) so 
that a variable magnetite structure resulted (figs. 135, 136, 138). Coarse 
irregular sub-structures were evident at 600°C.
At intermediate temperatures a foim of lamellar growth predominated 
(fig. 139). The lamellae, however, were broad, few in number and showed a 
curved rake or chisel edge profile (figs. 140, 141). Very little of the 
hematite-magnetite interface within a grain existed parallel to the growth 
direction unlike the micaceous ore where the majority of the interface
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constituted the long lamellae surfaces which were parallel to the growth 
direction, unlike the micaceous ore where the majority of the interface 
constituted the long lamellae surfaces which were parallel to the growth 
direction. Grain boundary cracking and interlamellar parting cracks were 
evident, the porosity mainly resident at grain surfaces. The various 
competitive g.b. allotriomorphs are shown in (fig. 141) for reduction at 695°C.
At 850°C the magnetite was dense; the porosity manifested itself only
at grain surfaces (figs. 142, 143). No parting cracks were evident. The
magnetite, although propagating mainly via. the modified lamellar morphology,
exhibited a predominantly smooth but undulating interface (fig. 144). The
topochemical layer which foimed showed evidence of aligpnent of some of the
grains parallel to the macro growth direction. Raising the reduction
otemperature to 1000 C brought about a dramatic change in microstructure to one 
of a fully aligned classic columnar growth pattern (figs. 145-147). The 
individual dense, magnetite grains were approximately the same width as the 
consumed hematite grains but several hematite grains in length. The magnetite 
advanced by way of a discrete interface. Pores at or ahead of the interface 
appeared to have no influence on the steady advance of the magnetite front 
(fig. 148). A limited amount of intergranular cracking of the magnetite did 
occur. The expansion of 25-30 volume % was probably exaggerated by the 
disturbing influence of sintered defects within the samples.
In (fig. 149) the transformation in reduction zone width from a broad 
diffuse reduction volume to a sharp interface as the temperature increased 
was similar to that of the micaceous ore.
5.5.2 Laboratory Grade Hematite
The sintered structure (fig. 30) consisted of equi-axed rounded grains 
of hematite with an intergranular mineral binder phase (see section4-2. ).
The majority of the porosity was closed. Pressing defects introduced non- 
hcmogeneous areas of variable binder content (fig. 31).
Reduced Structures •
The reduction of sintered lab. grade hematite to magnetite at low 
temperatures was slow and required high reduction potentials to initiate 
and sustain the reaction.
Reduction at all temperatures up to 1050°C proceeded in. a distinctly 
topochemicai fashion to give true shrinking core reaction geometry (figs.
150, 151). At 550°C virtually all of the cracking was intergranular; the 
cracks occurring only in the magnetite layer and not ahead of the interface.
The intergranular cracks often linked up to produce a layered effect parallel 
to the interface. The magnetite in cqnmon with the other ores at 550°C gave 
a porous appearance which was consistent.with the fissured and porous crystallite 
fabric of the phase (fig. 151). In certain areas of the compact which were low 
in mineral binder phase the magnetite was able to nucleate around the grain 
boundary similar to that of the micaceous ore and grow .from a variety of 
morphologies (fig. 152). Moreover in (fig. 152) a slow growing dense jagged 
(lamellar) morphology can be seen aligned perpendicular to the dominant porous 
morphology. The volume expansion of the sintered sample at 550°G was 25-27% 
and the sample showed signs of a cooling tower profile. A green state sample 
gave an expansion of 15%.
At intermediate temperatures the magnetite morphology changed, the 
magnetite growing as small elongated crystallites or filaments oriented in 
one specific direction within a grain (fig. 153). Moreover, a distinct 
orientation of the individual filaments parallel to the growth direction was 
observed (fig. 154). In (fig. 155) the elongated crystallites can be seen 
to emerge from a pore free interfacial' layer seme 1.5 to 2.0 um thick.
Subsequent development of porosity or micro-cracking at crystallite boundaries 
behind this dense layer delineated the crystallites (fig. 155). Thin. ascicular 
or lamellar and rounded crystallite were evident at the reduction front.
As the temperature of reduction increased the macro-alignment of the 
magnetite grain orientation became more complete (fig. 156). At 850°C-950°C 
the magnetite was pore free and the structure suffered minimal intergranular 
failure. The almost columnar characteristic of the magnetite layer at 950°C 
is demonstrated by the surface relief detected by Noimarski Interference 
Contrast photography'(fig. 157).
At l(XX)oC-1050oC severe intergranular cracking and grain separation 
occurred in a layered.manner parallel to the reduction front, (fig. 158).
The binding integrity of the intergranular mineral phase appeared to have 
been destroyed.. Although the pore free magnetite advanced via a smooth 
undulating sharp interface, conventional broad lamellae were observed at 
those areas showing sintering defects (fig. 158) and also where grains had 
fractured ahead of the interface.
Expansions of 53 volume % were found at 1050°C associated with the 
familiar cooling tower profile. The sample tended to degradate by flaking. 
The green state sample expanded by 27% at 1050°C.
The presence of a discrete interface at all reduction temperatures is 
shown graphically in (fig. 149).
5.6 Reduction of Single Crystals of Fe^O  ^to Fe^O^
Much of the previous work on single crystal reduction concentrated on 
the determination of crystallographic orientations and neglected the micro- 
structural aspects of phase, morphology, porosity and micro-cracking which are 
of importance in interpreting the reduction of polycrystalline hematites. ( 
Consequently this study has examined each of the above features for the 
reduction of both natural and synthetic hematite crystals at 550°C and 1000°C.
(a) Morphology and Crystallographic Indexing of the Single Crystals
The two Clarendon oi ~ F^Og crystals took the form of a truncated 
rhombohedron (fig. 15). In (figs. 159 and 160) the Laue pattern of faces 
(1) and (2) is oriented with the film horizontal, parallel to the crystal 
edge BC and CB respectively (fig. 161). From symmetry considerations and 
by reference to standard projections these faces were readily identified as 
the basal (0001) and the (0112) with directions BC and CD corresponding to 
[2110] and [0221] respectively. The cleaved Elba facet produced a Laue pattern 
identical to the (0112) of (fig. 160). Again, from the selected micaceous 
hematite grains, the plate face corresponded to the expected trigonal basal 
plane pattern.
(b) Reduction to Magnetite
The {0112} planes of the rhcmbohedra and the Elba crystals were 
polished to an 0.05 micron surface finish prior to reduction to assist in 
subsequent metallography. This was not possible for the tiny triangular 
basal facet of one of the rhomibohedra, nor for the micaceous plate-lets.
Each of the faces of the two rhombohedral crystals were photographed at 30X 
before and after reduction so that an estimate of linear expansion could be 
made. Partial reduction to magnetite was carried out at 1000°C and 550°C to 
explore the orientation of the high and low temperature magnetite morphologies. 
For the rhaiibohedral crystal the basal plane was substantially more reactive 
at 550°C than at 1000°C. Exposure at 550°C for the (0001) facet resulted 
in measurable reduction in OO-OO^ after approximately 5 minutes as detected 
by weight loss and diffraction. Whilst at 1000°C 15 minutes exposure was 
necessary to induce magnetite formation. No difficulties in initiating 
reaction were observed for the (0112) facet.
(b) (i) Basal Plane (1000QC)
Partial reduction of the rhombohedron at 1000°C resulted in the appear­
ance of Debye-Scherrer arcs corresponding to the {844}jj (*P> “d {662>m (KcO 
reflections of magnetite superimposed on the discrete basal plane Laue spots, 
thus signifying the existence ofa crystallographic preferred orientation.
In (fig. 162) the X-ray beam was parallel to the ^ XXDl^. An identical 
pattern was obtained for the micaceous Fe^O^ plate as shown in (fig. 163) for 
reduction to magnetite at 1000°C.
The fairly obvious trigonal synmetry of the magnetite arcs superimposed 
on that of the host- crystal coupled with the observed angular relationship of 
the -^844^ and {662^ with respect to the basal plane were sufficient to 
recognise and confirm the existence of a typical {ill} preferred orientation.
In (fig. 164) the orientation relationship is presented schematically 
and corresponds to the classic close packed match: - 
(111 )M parallel (0001)R
[l0l]M parallel [lOiq)
The surface topography of the basal plane after reduction (fig. 165) 
showed a close knit multi-facetted triangular growth morphology with the 
equilateral sides lying parallel to the spinel <^ 11CJ>. It should be pointed 
out that the surface topography showed identical though less facetted 
triangular growths. Micro-cracks can be seen running parallel to and between 
the triangular facets. Moreover, the apexes of the triangular basal plane 
of the crystal were bisected by macro-cracks penetrating for a short distance 
into the face and thus following the C.P. <no> directions.
Measurement of the basal faces before and after reduction indicated 
a linear expansion in the range 2-8%.
Basal Plane 550°C
Low intensity broadened arcs identical to the high temperature trigonal 
pattern were produced by partial reduction of the basal plane of the 
rhombohedral crystal at 550°C (fig. 166). On further reduction, the 
preferred orientation persisted but at the same time the faint {7513 m arcs 
merged into a complete Debye-Scherrer ring indicating a randomness in
orientation (fig. 167). The magnetite appeared to nucleate and grow as 
isolated patches on the surface of the basal plane producing severe cracking 
after very small amounts of reduction. At high magnification, the S.E.M. 
revealed the magnetite areas to consist of a multitude of interconnected 
rounded crystallites of the order of 1200-1500 8 in size (fig. 168). Between 
the crystallites considerable 'open' porosity exists in the form of rounded 
pores and channels. In (figs. 169, 170) the transition from the rough 
triangular dense surface of hematite to the spongelike crystallite mass is 
associated with a raised, expansive surface relief effect.
The diffraction pattern for the micaceous platelet reduced at 550°C 
(fig. 171) showed continuous but diffuse {751)m and {844^ rings. Certain 
higher intensity arcs of the {75lj-, ^840^ and {822} reflections were related 
very tenuously to a (320)^ pole figure, with the {320}m 11 {0001}H . However,
this was not proven. The trigonal {ill}/{000]} matching orientation was 
not detected. The lack of a distinct P.O. was consistent with the non- 
crystallographic mound-like appearance of the magnetite particle morphology 
as revealed by the S.E.M. (fig. 172). The randomness in orientation persisted 
for reduction of the micaceous plate at 630°C (fig. 173).
(b) (ii) {0112} Plane
The back reflection pattern of the {0112} face of the rhaiibohedral and 
Elba crystal after reduction at 550°C and 1000°C exhibited very similar 
preferred orientations. In each of the patterns shown in (figs. 174-177) 
the emergent line of the basal plane AC was parallel to the film horizontal 
with the incident beam normal to the (0112).' The predominant Debye-Scherrer 
rings for magnetite were indexed, as shown in (fig. 178a).
hkl *dr Spacing 8
{840} 0.9394
. {662} 0.9614
{751} 0.9731
By rotation of the (0112) plane with respect to the incident beam the 
co-ordinates of the {jS4o} = {210} reflection maxima were measured and 
transposed using a Greninger 3 cm. chart and 12” Wulf-net (178) into stereo- 
graphic form (fig. 178). This projection did not correspond with any of the
standard pole figures for the cubic system (188). However, by inspection of 
the symnetry of (figs. 174-177) it was realized that a mirror image or 
duplication of poles existed by reflection in a plane parallel to the vertical 
edge of the film and passing through the centre of the projection. On 
recognition of this fact the angular positions of the £21o}M reflections of 
one half of the pattern were consistent with a (311)^ plane at the centre 
of the projection, the mirror image arising by reflection in the (112) or 
(112) planes (fig. 178b).
The following matching relationship was found:
(0112 )„ parallel (131).. -
[ll2C)]jj parallel (112)M i }
By rotation of the (111)^ pole in (fig. 178) to the centre of the 
projection, the above orientation (2) was shown to be coincident with the 
previously established close-packed matching of the (0001)H'with (111)^ 
orientation (1).
For the high temperature reduction in CO-CO^ the magnetite growth on 
the (0112) face of the rhombohedral crystal showed a lamellar morphology the 
lamellae lying parallel to the emergent line CD of the basal plane (fig. 179). 
In (fig. 180) at the junction of two (0112) faces the platelike nature of 
the magnetite lamellae was revealed.
The measured linear expansion of the rhombohedral crystal on reduction 
was not biaised in any one direction and fell in the range 2-12%.
On the broad cleaved (0112) facet of the Elba crystal, reduction at 
950°C produced magnetite lamellae or needles again aligned parallel to the 
[112(51 Hie needles appeared to be proud of the matrix surface (fig. 181).
For reduction at 550°C, the same preferred orientation predominated 
for the rhombohedral and Elba crystal (figs. 176, 177), although other orient­
ations also intruded. A general scanning electron microscope view of the 
partially reduced (0112) face of the rhombohedral crystal showed discontinuous 
patchy magnetite growths associated with a network of cracks (fig. 182). The 
larger macro-cracks appeared to have propagated parallel to the Ql2(3H/[ll5}M.
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was present as small inclined rectangular shaped interconnected crystallites
seme 800-1200 2 in length oriented predominantly with-the major-axis parallel__
to the emergent basal plane direction, i.e. |112<3H or [112]M (fig. 183).
The transition zone between the hematite and fully reduced magnetite is 
illustrated in (fig. 184). .Distinctive crystallite boundaries appear to be , 
emerging from the previously smooth (0112) facet.
On the other hand for the natural Elba crystal the magnetite crystallites 
(fig. 185) tended to be rounded with no distinct geometrical orientation. 
Intercrystallite micro-cracks were present.
Disintegration of the rhombohedral crystal on reduction at 550°C 
prevented quantitative measurement of the ensuing expansion.
The calculated volume expansion of the rhombohedral crystal reduced 
at 1000°C using the linear measured dilations was approximately 25%.
6.0 DISCUSSION
6.1''' Dimensional Changes on Reduction of Micaceous Hematite to Magnetite
1 Before embarking on the discussion of dimensional changes arising from 
02 - removal it is appropriate to eliminate certain factors not directly 
associated with reduction but which could conceivably produce changes in bulk 
dimensions of the oxide. compact.
Crouch and Pascoe (124) reported swellings of 15% for hot-pressed 95% 
dense polycrystalline FegO^ by simply heating in air at 1000°C-1200°C.
In contrast the porous polycrystalline micaceous ores used in this 
investigation were totally unaffected by reheating in air or nitrogen at 
900°C or 1100°C for durations of up to 12 hours. The difference in 
behaviour can be adequately explained by differences in consolidation 
technique, and oxide purity.
The slow rate of shrinkage of the traditional solid state sinter 
route compared with the rapid compaction of the hot-press technique (257) 
should favour gas escapement and equilibrium conditions at the pore closure 
stage. The mechanism of closed pore enlargement demands a certain oxide 
deformation capability which in turn is dependant on the purity of the oxide.
For the naturally occuring micaceous ore the impurity content is approximately 
two orders of magnitude greater than the 10 p.p.m. cited by Crouch et al (124). 
Consequently it is expected that the ability to plastically deform is 
conmensurately lower.
The reheat temperature range 1000°C-1200°C for the hot-pressed oxide 
to produce expansions was coincident or above the primary compact ion temperature. 
However, for the micaceous ore this temperature range is considerably below, 
the sintering temperature of 1400°C and is therefore unlikely to influence 
the previously established pore equilibria.
White (202) has discussed the possibility of internal micro-cracking 
of single phased polycrvstalline ceramics by thermal stresses caused by 
different coefficients of expansion along various crystallographic directions.
tore lie, ior example ) witn an expansion differential of 1.55 was found 
to be extensively cracked on cooling from the firing teiperature. Alumina 
with a much lower differential of 1.08 but with a relative coarse grain size 
also showed severe grain boundary cracking (202).
For hematite the theimal expansion parallel to the basal plane is
\
significantly greater than along the CQ axis (15) resulting in a difference 
ratio of 1.20. Despite this anisotropy, no cracking of the compacts was 
observed even when subjected to several thermal cycles from RT . to the 
sintering temperature of 1400°C.
Nevertheless it is possible the residual strain energy due to 
differential thermal contraction within a polycrystalline oxide could influence 
expansion during subsequent reduction. To determine the effect of this, if 
any, the sintered high temperature diffusion g.b. bond was substituted by a 
mechanically keyed bond of a purely tactile nature by the use of stress 
relieved green state compacts.
With reference to (figs. 36, 40) and (table 5.1.1) the reduction of 
a green state and sintered sample of similar pore volume (23%) at low reduction 
tenperatures where sintering is absent produced almost identical expansions. 
Clearly theimal stresses have had little effect. It may be argued that at 
such high pore volumes the grain boundary - strain effect is too small to be 
measured. However, it would, be expected that for denser sintered pellets as 
the reduction temperature increases the strain effect should diminish and 
therefore the contribution to expansion decrease. In fact, the measured 
apparent expansion increases rapidly with rise in temperature (figs. 32, 33) 
inferring that the theimal stress factor is having no overriding influence 
and that the expansion is due to other effects.
However, the green state reduction experiment demonstrates decisively 
that a definite spacial rearrangement of the individual grains must occur to 
account for a real expansion on reduction. In the absence of grain boundary 
constraints these movements may be embodied by such inflationary processes 
as grain cracking and pore foimation or by an alteration in grain shape.
Following from the above it is now expedient to discuss the various 
swelling curves. No attempt will be made at this stage to justify or quantify 
expansion instead, for convenience, it is assumed that the individual grains 
increase in apparent volume on reduction. In this way an explanation will
be offered to account for the shape of the expansion curves by interelating 
the physico-chemical effects of compact porosity, reduction rate, reduction 
zone7-width, and sample shape.
A detailed discussion of swelling mechanisms and magnetite morphology 
will emerge in a later section.
6.1.1 'Expansion Curves (1163% & 12.'2% Porous Samples)
The expansion - temperature profile of the 11-12% porous compacts as 
measured by the micrometer and mercury displacement technique (figs. 32, 33) 
is characterised by a low temperature plateau or minimum, the swelling rising 
shaiply at 800°C to a peak at 9CX)oC-950OC (60%) and then falling precipitously 
to the low temperature level again. This swelling profile has not been 
reported in entirety for reduction to magnetite.
However, there have been reports of expansion peaks (105, 134, 130, 135), 
linear profiles (114, 129), and expansion minima (76, 105). Seldom has any 
attempt been made to explain the expansion behaviour.
The magnitude of the swelling in the range 15-60% is. typical of the 
values recorded by other workers for reduction to magnetite (72, 76, 105-107, 114)
It is clear from a consideration of the series of photomicrographs of 
the reduced 11.63% porous ore (figs. 47-55) that the volume expansion is the 
outcome of at least three structurally damaging events, which participate in 
varying degrees according to the reduction temperature:-
i) Intergranular and transgranular fracture of the hematite,
ii) Intergranular fracture or fissuring of the magnetite product.
iii) i Generation of internal micro-porosity or voidage within the
magnetite.
Despite the complication of the superinposed transition in magnetite 
morphology the variation in the degree of grain boundary separation with 
reduction temperature as revealed in (figs. 47-55) can be seen to follow the 
same trend as the expansion curve (fig. 32). The maximum grain separation is 
consistent with the expansion (maximum at 900°C) (figs. 53, 54) with minimum 
separation at 550°C and 1050°C (figs. 47, 48, 55) respectively.
ay comparing (.tigs. 34) with (tig. 108) it is clear that the 
variation in' swelling with reduction temperature is intimately linked to 
the very distinctive transition in sample shape and reduction zone width. 
Certain coincidental facts emerge:-
i) The acceleration in expansion at 800°C-850°C coincides with a 
divergence in the apparent volume of the sample as measured by 
the micrometer and the mercury displacement technique (figs.
32, 33, 35).
ii) This divergence in turn is accompanied by the development of a 
cooling tower sample shape which is most pronounced with respect 
to curvature and cracking at the peak expansion temperature of 
900°C (figs. 34, 111),
iii) Above 950°C (figs. 32, 33) the disparity between the expansion 
values lessens. This corresponds to a lowering in expansion 
level which is consistent with a less pronounced cooling tower 
profile (fig. 34). Consequently the sample shape for a given 
expansion is very similar on each side of the peak.
iv) The change in reduction zone or interface width (with temperature) 
conforms to a similar pattern (fig. 108), The broad interfacial
zone at low reduction temperatures (figs. 109, 110) drops steeply
to foim a discrete minimum at the peak expansion temperature 900°C 
(fig. Ill) then broadens once more at higher temperatures (fig. 49).
With these coincidental facts as a basis it is convenient to discuss 
the factors governing the width of the reduction interface and then to
relate them to the resultant expansion curve and sample shape.
6.1.'2 A Kinetic Interpretation of Deduction Zone Width
Transitions in reaction interface type with rise in temperature are 
common for gas-solid reactions in porous bodies (84, 93-95, 114, 204, 205).
Hitherto little connection has been drawn between reaction zones and 
volume expansion during reduction of iron oxides (84, 93).
two phased .reaction, .contiguous and ahead of a fully reduced porous
product layer is definite evidence of a mixed control regime in which both 
sub-processes of gaseous diffusion and phase-rboundary reaction have comparable 
rate constants (204). The extent of the reaction zone Z will depend on the 
relative rate of gas supply by diffusion J to the reaction site via inter-
- - i
connected voidage versus the rate of gas consumption by the interface of 
phase boundary reaction R. This relativity will determine the fall off in 
reduction potential of the gas by virtue of COg dilution. Furtheimore it is 
presumed that the phase boundary reaction can also be influenced by a solid 
state diffusion step involved in the conversion of hematite to magnetite.
For mass-transport by diffusion into the interior of a porous compact 
the accepted egression for the gas flux J (204-206) :-
J = -4rrr2 D?£ d(£P)
 -------  (6.1.2.a.)
. RT dr
For the phase boundary reaction the reaction rate R can be expressed:-
B = F. k. A P  (6.1.2.b.)
Therefore for a compact of radius r, during reduction to magnetite at 
temperature T and gas pressure gradient A P  the extent of the binary phase 
reduction zone Z will depend on the ratio of the corresponding coefficients 
of porous diffusion (Dif 6 ) and the rate of the phase boundary reaction 
(i;F):-
z (6.I.2.C.)
RT kF
where D is the binary gaseous diffusion coefficient, the pore volume fraction 
of the compact and &  the labyrinth factor; k is the specific rate constant of 
the chenical reaction and F the available surface area. It is obvious from
the above equation that the microstructural factors X 6/F will be influenced 
by the pore volume and pore structure in the initial compact and by the 
extent of fissuring and voidage created in the expanded product layer.
(a) Low Reduction Temperatures
At 550°C the very diffuse reaction zone (figs. 109, 110) in agreement 
with many other workers (84, 93-95) falls between a type 2 and 3 type interface 
as described by Schenk et al (89) and thus fits a situation where the dominant 
slow partner , in the mixed-control situation is the gas-solid phase boundary 
reaction. A very low value of k the specific reaction rate in equation (6.1.2.c) 
will clearly infer large Z values.
The reactant gas CD-OCL is able to diffuse via inter-connected voidage aneaa 
of the fully reduced layer at a sufficiently fast rate to maintain the 
reduction potential above the equilibrium and hence satisfy the needs of 
the slower phase boundary reaction over an extended depth. The same temperature 
effect would apply to any lattice diffusion involvement in the reduction 
reaction since this would also be slower at these low temperatures.
/
The envisaged shallow partial pressure gradient A  P of the reactant 
gas mixture through the sample is illustrated schematically in (fig. 186 (a)) 
for reduction at 550°C (figs. 109, 110).
As shown in (figs. 43, 44) for reduction at 700°C and below the expansion 
vs. time and reduction %/time curves were characteristically sigmoidal in 
shape. The three sections comprising the sigmoidal curve can be explained 
with reference to the formation and movement of the reduction interface :-
i) The initial acceleration in expansion and reduction rate up to 20% 
reduction (figs. 43, 44) corresponds to the development of the 
broad reduction zone. Penetration of the gaseous reductant is aided 
by grain boundary and transgranular fracture which short circuits 
diffusion and creates an increasing amount of nascent oxide surface 
ripe for reduction (figs. 89, 90). Hence a transient increase in 
reduction rate and expansion occurs. This type of uniform attack 
has been reported by other workers for reduction below 600°C (76,
81, 82, 84 “ 93, 95).
ii) The secondary linear stage from 20-6C% reduction corresponds to the 
steady-state migration of the diffuse zone through the sample, the 
fragmented and detatched grains within the reaction volume undergo 
unifoim micro-topochemical reduction to produce a linear expansion.
iii) . The tertiary decelerating stage heralds the inevitable overlap of 
the encroaching magnetite reduction zone boundaries in the core of 
the sample. Completion of the reduction step must occur at a 
diminishing rate as the available hematite disappears. At this 
stage (50-60% reduction) total g.b. severance has already occurred 
(fig. 48).
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On raising the reduction temperature, the molecular diffusion coefficient 
D of the gas mixture will increase according to a straight power relationship 
(207):-
D eX T° (6.1.2.d. )
where n varies from approximately 1.5 to 1.75. This compares with an 
Arrhenius inverse exponential dependence of the specific reaction rate 
constant k:-
k cxT exp. (-Q/RT) A(6.1.2.e.^ )
Therefore assuming an activation energy Q for the phase boundary reaction 
in the range 20-30 K cals/mol. (74, 131, 205) equation (6.1.2.e.) predicts 
a 50-200 fold increase in the rate constant k on raising the reduction 
temperature from 550°C to 900°C. This compares with a mere 2-3 fold increase 
in diffusion coefficient D over the same range. In a mixed control situation 
due to this inequality between k and D, gas supply to the reaction site 
will progressively fall short of demand. Gas starvation will prevail, and 
thus in accordance with equation (6.I.2.C.) and (fig. 108) the reduction zone 
Z will contract until at 900°C a relatively discrete interface exists (fig. 123). 
At this point as illustrated in (fig. 190 (b)) the reduction is considered to
be predominantly controlled by gas transport through the porous product layer.
Sharp interfaces of this type have been observed by other investigators. from 
reduction of hematite to magnetite at temperatures 800°C (84) and 850°C (93).
On substituting for k and D from equations (6.1.2.d.) and (6.1.2.e.)
into equation (6.I.2.C.).
r r P * 7 5 y ' A
1 (6.1.2.f.)
Re"%T.F
it is clear that the exponential teim;will dictate the temperature dependance 
of Z. Using values of 20 and 30 K cals/mol. for Q and inserting the known 
volume expansion values of X  into equation (6.1.2.f.) the temperature 
dependance in arbitrary units varies as shown in (fig. 187). For the purposes 
of this approximate treatment the factor 6 /F is considered to be self- 
compensating. The close similarity of (fig. 187) with the measured temperature 
dependance of the reduction zone width would appear to support the proposed 
kinetic picture and indicate the overriding influence of the phase boundary 
reaction.
However, equation (6.1.2.f.) predicts a relatively smaller reduction
zone width on increasing the temperature from 550°C to 900°C than actually
occurs in practice. Therefore, higher experimental Z values probably
reflect an increase in the unknown factor 6 /F. Certainly the labyrinth
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or tortuosity factor £  which is a measure of the peimeability of the porous 
body is likely to rise with reduction temperature due to the increasingly 
open nature of the product layer (figs. 52-54).
The initially high sustained reduction and expansion rates at the peak 
swelling temperature 900°C (figs. 43, 44) also indicate the influence of 
a rapid phase boundary reaction which quickly establishes a steep gas 
concentration profile (fig. 186b) and creates a heavily cracked open 
product layer (figs. 53, 54). The progress of the resultant shrinking 
core reduction geometry shown in (fig. Ill) provides an explanation for 
the uniform expansion rate and the decrease in reduction rate throughout 
the reaction. ^
Further evidence of gaseous diffusion contribution at elevated 
temperatures is manifest by the distinct curvature of the reduction interface 
at the sample corner (fig. 111b) coupled with the sharpness of the zone.
In contrast at low reduction temperatures, although the diffusional 
element is once again revealed by the curvature of the encroaching interface 
(fig. 110), the reduction zone is broad and indicative of phase boundary 
reaction interference (fig. 109).
Above 950°C the unexpected widening of the reduction zone can be 
attributed to structural and morphological changes in the magnetite which 
will be considered in a later section. This widening continues such that 
at 1300°C-1400°C decomposition of hematite to magnetite in Ng occurs over 
a very diffuse zone approaching conditions of type 3 interface.
6.1.3' ~ Sample Shape arid Expansion
Having established a kinetic basis for the. change in reduction zone 
width with temperature it is now possible to relate this phenomenon to the 
accompanying rapid increase in volume expansion and the transition to a 
cooling tower sample shape which commences at 800°C (figs. 32-34).
For reduction of hematite pellets in Hg-H^O atmospheres Pepper et al 
(105) reported an identical cooling tower profile showing the conical end 
fracture and longitudinal cracks. Although this effect was acknowledged 
to arise from the reduction process, no explanation was'offered. In 
contrast Strangway et al (138) attributed this effect and in particular 
t|ie conical end fracture to inherent defects arising from pressing pressure 
cones. This possibility was explored in two ways. Firstly, a cylindrical 
hematite sample was pressed approximately twice the usual length and then 
cut transversely into two halves so that one end of each half was devoid 
of a pressure cone. Secondly., a cylindrical sample was prepared free of 
pressure cones by isostatic pressing using a silicone rubber gel. In each 
case, after reduction to magnetite at 900°C a uniform cooling tower profile 
resulted, thus proving that for this investigation this shape change and 
cracking were not associated with the technique of sample preparation.
It is noteworthy that the classic crucifoim or Maltese cross shape 
(figs. 34, 111).is frequently reported for the oxidation of cylindrical and 
rectangular samples of various metals and alloys (208-211).
Mackowiak et al (212) observed the same reaction geometry for the 
interaction of molten aluminium with solid titanium. The criteria for 
crucifoim foimation was interpreted :-
i) The product phase should be larger in volume than the parent.
ii) The reaction and resultant expansion should occur at the inner 
parent/product interface by diffusion through a porous or dense 
product layer.
iii) The interface should be sharp, i.e. a thin interaction layer.
It is quite clear that for reduction to magnetite at temperatures 
in excess of 800°C the above three conditions are met. In this instance 
expansion is occurring at a discrete interface by gaseous diffusion through 
a porous product layer. The following scheme is proposed for crucifoim 
formation at 900°C.
Assuming a unifoim volume expansion per grain then in the early stages 
of reduction the cumulative dilation parallel to the interface will be some 
40 to 50 times greater than noimal to the interface. This assumes a pellet
diameter of about 0.9 cms. and reduction zone Z of 200 microns. In 
consequence severe tension and shear stresses are generated in this ‘ 
direction resulting in wholesale g.b. failure; the grain boundary cracking 
propogates parallel to the interface and links up to the foim detached 
macro-laminations approximating to the thickness of the reduction zone 
(figs. 53 , 54). This lateral dilation shown schematically in (fig 1 188) 
causes impingement of material at the comer junction of the interfaces.
The resultant material pile-up drives a wedge into the cracked layer above 
to initiate the crucifoim comer crack. Progressive expansion of subsequent 
zonal layers widens the crack as indicated in (fig. 188) and induces macro­
curvature. The circumferential component of expansion will produce at least 
one longitudinal crack due to the same pile-up mechanism (figs. 34, 189). 
Dilation perpendicular to the interface contributes to general loosening 
and occasional radial separation of the cracked grains.
It is the ratio of the width of the reduction zone Z to the interface 
length L which dictates geometrically the degree of anisotropy in cumulative 
strain noimal and parallel to the interface and therefore the likelihood 
of crucifoim formation. Consequently according to the above reasoning 
the effect of increasing Z is:-
i) Reduction is spread over' an. increased reaction volume so that for 
a given reduction rate the expansion rate per grain will be lower.
ii) The stress gradient will become shallower.
iii) The anisotropy in dilation L/Z will decrease so that strains 
become directionally less co-ordinated.
Therefore, it is anticipated that above and below 900°C-950°C, i.e. 
at wider Z values, the apparent volume expansion will decrease and the 
crucifoim pattern become less pronounced. This sequence of events in fact 
does occur (figs. 32-34).
Below 800°C the reduction width of 600-700 microns is too wide to 
induce lamination cracking and shape change (L/Z = 12). However, the 
following two factors will have undoubtedly contributed to this cut-off 
point.
1) The grain boundary versus grain body strength of hematite;
2) The transition in magnetite morphology with temperature.
For example Brill-Edwards (76).reported a transition in cracking 
characteristics for sintered hematite compacts tested under compression.
At elevated temperatures grain boundaries were much weaker than the grain 
body and consequently failure occurred entirely by intergranular fracture.
At lower temperatures the g.b. strength was comparable to the cleavage 
strength of hematite thus failure occurred, by propogation of both trans 
and intergranular cracks.
Relating this to the reduction process in which the expansive 
transformation strains are manifest by wholesale micro-cracking it is 
proposed that the weak g.b. situation at elevated temperatures is an 
additional and prerequisite condition for cruciform formation. The oxide 
is able to relieve the intense shear stresses parallel to the interface by 
an orderly co-operative severance of g.b.s to product long range laminations 
which at 900°C are sane 2-3 grains thick (figs. 53, 54). Therefore many of 
the grain boundaries within the partially reduced detached lamination which 
are oriented perpendicular to the interface remain intact so that the 
lateral strain is efficiently transmitted to the sample corners. In contrast, 
at 550°C and below the disorderly propagation of transgranular cleavage 
cracks into the unreduced hematite (figs. 90, 109) combined with the preferred 
grain boundary irncro-topochemical attack results in total g.b. severance 
(figs. 47. 48). This clearly enhances reduction over a wide zone. v
Consequently grain dilation occurs in a relatively unco-ordinated fashion; 
strains become dissipated, no shape change and a lower expansion result.
The rate of reduction of an individual grain will vary inversely with 
the width of the reduction zone Z. Consequently as the zone narrows the 
reduction rate increases,' implying a faster generation of stress or strain 
and therefore intuitively a larger expans ion/grain.
Above 900°C-950°C the behaviour is consistent in that as the reduction 
zone widens for morphological reasons, a progressing less pronounced cooling 
tower shape and lower expansion result until at temperatures of 1050°C and 
above the cruciform shape and associated lamination cracking has disappeared 
altogether. For transformation of hematite to magnetite by decomposition 
in Ng at 1300°C and 1400°C the trend to lower expansion continues (10% at 
1400°C) with no associated distortion of the sample. It is likely that at
temperatures in excess of 1000^0 concomitant resintering or stress relaxation 
by diffusional creep or plastic deformation is occurring which will moderate 
the expansion effects. Certainly the camera dilatometer revealed evidence 
of slight contraction at the end of the hematite to magnetite reduction step 
at 1000°C and 105Q°C as shown in.(fig. 43).
• • I
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Using the above proposed scheme, the unusual observations by Walker 
et al (79) of circumferential cracks (equivalent to laminations) during 
reduction to magnetite in CD-GC^ atmospheres at 900°C-960°C and the absence 
of these lamination cracks at lower and higher temperatures, 840 C and 
1020°C respectively, can be adequately explained in teims of the variation 
in Z, magnetite morphology and micro-cracking. Walker however considers 
that the shear and tensile forces which cause cracking are derived from 
the fact that the specific volume of magnetite is lower than hematite so 
that contractional forces develop. On the contrary the basis for the 
generation of the circumferential and radial cracks described above is an 
expansive event occurring at the hematite-magnetite interface; subsequent 
contractional events merely loosen the structure.
To conclude this section it has been shown that the variation in 
interface width Z with reduction temperature is controlled by the kinetic 
interplay between gas diffusion rate and interface reaction rate. These 
factors in turn 'are influenced by the microstructure of the initial 
sintered compact by subsequent expansion and cracking and by other morphologic* 
considerations.
The foimation of the cooling tower shape is controlled by the width of 
the reduction zone Z. A mechanism of shape change and cracking has been 
proposed associated with the strains developed in a narrow reduction zone 
less than 700 pms wide, the oxide being highly susceptible to grain 
boundary cracking.
6.1.4 Hq-H^O Reduction
-H^O reduction of the 11.63% porous 
(30/70) compacts is the significantly wider reduction zone width and the 
lower expansion peak, compared with OO-OOg reduction (figs. 35^  108). For
The distinguishing feature for the Hg
example, at 900^0950^0 Z is approximately 3 times wider than for the 
corresponding OO-CO^ value whilst the peak volume expansion has approximately 
halved in value. Steaming from this are the following observations.
(a) The apparent volume expansion-temperature characteristics are 
the same for both H^ -lIgO and OO-OOg indicating that no basic 
change in expansion behaviour is occurring.
(b) A less pronounced crucifoim shape is associated with the lowered 
expansion.
(c) The threshold temperature for crucifoim foimation is raised 
by 50°C to 850°C.
(d) The high torperature retention of a cylindrical shape occurs 
earlier at 1000°C.
Clearly items (a) -(d) agree completely with the expected effects of 
a wider reduction zone. According to Wiberg (71) E^ reduces iron oxides 
faster than 00 by virtue of a larger gaseous diffusivity. Calculations 
(92) have predicted a factor of 4 to 5 times for the enhanced binary 
molecular diffusivity of compared with GO-COg throughout the range
500°C-1100°C. Accordingly under conditions of mixed control tending toward 
gaseous diffusion control an increase in diffusivity of this order is 
likely to have a~significant effect on enlarging the reduction zone width 
Z (equation 6.I.2.C.) for the same overall reaction rate. #
It is noteworthy that the apparent volume expansion of a few select 
samples of the 12.2% porous (50/50) hematite samples shown as (-©-) in 
(fig. 35) is considerably lower at elevated temperatures than the 11.63% 
(30/70) samples. The 950°C sample showed a less pronounced cooling tower 
shape and only 32% expansion, whilst at 550°C the noimal cylindrical shape 
was evident. This behaviour is somewhat different from the CO-COg system 
where volume expansions were virtually identical for the two porosities ; 
(figs. 32j 33) with the exception that the high temperature shape reversal 
occurred at a slightly lower temperature 1000°C compared with 1050°C and 
the associated expansion level was approximately halved (12% c.p.w. 22%).
At this point it is pertinent to compare these results with that of
compacts under conditions very similar to this investigation. The expansion 
-temperature response which showed a shallow minimum (fig. 33) was totally 
different from the peaks observed in this investigation (figs. 32-34). 
Moreover reduction occurred simultaneously throughout the sample in a 
micro-topochemical fashion (type 3 interface). Since no reference was 
made to sample shape it is assumed that negligible distortion occurred. 
Although Brill-Edwards1 observations agree entirely with the predicted 
effects postulated here, for a very wide reduction zone (Z^ r), the 
question arises as to why these compacts with a similar pore volume of 
12.3% should differ so radically in reduction behaviour.
On examination of the microstructural and stereological features of 
the three compacts listed in (table 6.1.4.a.) below and in (table 4.2.1) 
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Oxide Pore Vol. . Porosity Grain Size Pore Size
y .: .: :%(S .GO Mir/rnn^ Microns. . . .   . . . .  .
(1) 30/70 12.2 ; 11.63 : 43.8 : : 13.0 i
(2) 50/50 14.8 . ; .12.20 : 59.3 : : 18.3
. .(3) . .Brill-Edwards . . . .*r . . :i2.30..:. . . . .60.0 ..: . . 30.0
Table 6.1.4.a.
It is proposed that the combined effect of the much larger grain and 
pore size in oxide (3) will undoubtedly increase the peimeability factor
e
■(■£■)' and decrease the surface area (F) .available for reaction per unit 
volume so that a much wider Z value can be supported (Z or £/F). As 
indicated in (fig. 108) a Z value of 1000 microns and above will suppress 
cruciform formation (i.e. Z/L^O.l).
An additional factor not considered by previous investigators when 
dealing with fairly dense ores (76 , 79 , 93, 105) is the relative amount of 
open to closed porosity in the sintered ore body. The significance of this 
factor will be discussed in more detail in the next section. It is sufficient 
to state at this stage that the amount of closed pores in a sintered body 
increases very steeply as the total sintered pore volume falls below (10%- 
15%) (124, 213-216). Thus small changes in porosity in this transition 
range can drastically effect the degree of openness of the pore structure.
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to possess a more gas permeable structure than the other two with the 
30/70*oxide (1) offering the most resistance to diffusion. Therefore the 
trend in volume expansion behaviour shown schematically in (fig. 190) is a 
natural progression reflecting the permeability of the compacts to H^ -HgO.
The OO-COg system would appear to be less discriminating because of the 
levelling effects of the lower diffusivity.
In conclusion it is proposed that under the conditions of constant 
reaction rate in a mixed control or diffusion controlled situation reduction 
by Hg-HgO will produce lower expansions than by CO-COg for the same sintered 
oxide, due essentially to the wider reduction zone width (schematically 
fig. 191).
Other considerations such as the acknowledged greater resintering (217) 
activity of oxides in atmospheres at elevated temperatures ( ^ -900°C) 
and the reported ductility of the magnetite layer foimed by oxidation in 
Hg-HgO atmospheres (194) will also contribute to lower expansions. Certain 
morphological differences in magnetite produced by H^-H^O compared with 
OO-COg influence expansion and will be discussed in a later section.
In reality the Brill-Edwards expansion-temperature curve above 800°C 
(fig. 33) is representative of a uniform reduction process free of the 
added complications due to the distortion of the sample shape. Consequently 
it is considered-that a slight but gradual increase in expansion with 
temperature above 800°C is a true reflection of the actual temperature 
dependance of expansion of the oxide during the transformation to magnetite. 
Moreover Brill-Edwards attributed the shallow decrease in expansion between 
500°C and. 800°C to the effects of a transition in magnetite morphology rather 
than to any intrinsic decrease in ’expansion’. Therefore in a later section 
the mechanism of expansion will be related to this simpler concept of an 
intrinsic and gradual increase in expansion with reduction temperature.
6.1:5. The effect of Compact Porosity ori Expansion
The effect of the porosity of the as sintered compact on volume expansion 
during reduction to magnetite by CO-CO^ is shown in (figs. 32, 33, 36, 37) 
and summarized for three isotheims in (figs. 38, 39).
The expansion of the 23% porous compacts shows little dependance on 
temperature (fig. 36). A cylindrical sample is retained for all reduction 
temperatures which is indicative of the anticipated wide reduction zone Z 
stenming from the high porosity. The lower expansion reflects the, low 
grain boundary contiguity Cg shown in table (4;2.1) and (fig. 28); in 
essence there is less Fe^O^/unit volume of the compact. It is consistent 
therefore that the green state compacts with an almost identical porosity 
level, i.e. 23% should show the same expansion characteristics (fig. 40).
For the 7% porous compacts a much higher expansion of up to 30% was 
measured at low reduction temperatures compared with the 11-12% porous 
samples (fig. 37). This is attributed to the higher g.b. contact Cg 
(table 4.1.2.) (fig. 24). Once again the preference for grain boundary 
growth of the low temperature porous magnetite morphology results in the 
complete detachment of grains from one another by g.b. fracture. This 
occurs at an early stage in the reduction of the grain within the
I
reaction volume Z. Consequently although the two phased reduction zone 
width is relatively narrow at 550°C (fig. 108) the loss of structural 
integrity due to early g.b. severance and transgranular cleavage effectively 
dissipates strains so that the co-ordinated expansion necessary for 
cruciform foimation is absent.
tJp to 750°C an approximately linear relationship exists between porosity 
and expansion as shown in (figs. 38, 39) therefore the denser the compact 
the greater the expansion/unit volume.
However, on increasing the reduction temperature further this statement 
no longer holds since for the 7% porous samples the volume expansion actually 
decreases in a continuous manner below the 550°C level despite the transition 
to a cooling tower shape. Ibis unexpected trend produces a peak in the 
porosity-expansion isotherm at 900°C (fig. 38).
To provide an explanation for this phenomenon a deeper appreciation 
of the nature of the grain and pore structure in the as-sintered compact is 
required. Inspection of such stereological factors as grain contiguity Cg, 
grain and pore interfacial areas Ag and Ap respectively for varying pore 
volume fractions (fig. 28) shows continuous smooth functions (195) which 
clearly do not explain the observed peak.
Measurement of the percentage of isolated or closed pores within the 
as-sintered body, however, revealed striking differences between the oxides.
This measurement using the CCl^ displacement technique was performed on the 
series of micaceous oxides of varying porosities. As is shown in (fig. 192) 
the amount of closed pores in the oxide expressed as percentage of the total 
porosity was relatively invariant above a pore volume of 15%. On decreasing 
the porosity a dramatic increase in closed pores began in the range 10-15% 
so that almost 100% closed pores were present- at 5% total porosity.
Ihese measurements are in good agreement with published data. According 
to Budworth (214) using Cobles (216) truncated octahedral model of 3-D grain 
geometry the theoretical pinch point signifying total pore closure was 8.4%. 
Whilst using a surface energy model a value of 9.2% was calculated. In real 
systems the transition from open to closed pore structures has been variously 
reported in the porosity range 15-4% with the majority citing 9-11% (213-211). 
It is clear from (fig. 192) and the published data that the porosity range 
of 11-12% used as a standard for this investigation and others (76, 105) 
lies within this transition range so that small changes In total porosity 
reflect significant movement in % closed porosity.
According to Jeschar (218) for gaseous flow through packed granular 
beds the pressure drop A  P which reflects the resistance to flow is related 
to the void fraction or porosity of the bed Y  and to the granule diameter 
Dg: -
p cx (1 - r  ) H ( 6.1.5)
*
•vdiere H is the height of the bed and 0 a shape factor. This type of relation­
ship also holds for flow through a porous solid (219). A plot of the -
3 »#
variable (1—  Y  )/ ^ D against $ using D of 32 jum and assuming H/0
8 8 
is unity., serves to indicate the variation in resistance to gas flow with
porosity (fig. 193) (upper curve) and to highlight the close similarity
in behaviour to the closed pore - porosity relationship shown in (fig. 192).
Adjustment to allow for the variation in grain size Dg by normalizing to a .
grain size of 32 p^ms. at Y  equals 0.194 (table 4.2.1) does not alter the
shape of the curve (fig. 193 lower plot). Thus small changes in porosity
in the transition region also mean large changes in permeability. Referring
again to the combination of grain size and porosities in (table. 6.1.4.a.)
it is clear from equation (6.1.5) that an increase in permeability is
predicted from oxide (!) to (3) thus supporting the previous assertions.
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permeability of the oxide is drastically reduced compared with the 11-12%
porous samples. This is due to the fundamental mutation in pore structure
%
from a predominantly interconnected voidage network to one in which 60% of 
the pores are isolated from each other (fig. 24).
The immediate effect of this is the much narrower reduction zone which 
at 900°C (fig. 108) is virtually discrete (fig. 113). This superficially 
should maximize the interfacial stress gradient and thus promote the cooling 
tower shape and large expansions. However, by denying ready access for 
the gas around the grains at the reduction interface the magnetite 
morphology is substantially modified. It is appairent from a comparison of 
(figs. 113 and 72) that the magnetite lamellae formed at 900°C for. the 
dense oxide are much finer, more closely knit and much shorter than the 
lamellae in the 11.63% porous compact. Instead of traversing the grains 
in a singularly anisotropic and rapid fashion the lamellae progress in a 
more uniform manner so that the transformation strains emerge at a slower 
rate. The direct result of this is that the laminations are rarely disrupted 
bv transverse g.b. fracture (fig. 113). Since the pores are unconnected 
then the. reduction is again constrained to grow by the slower macro-topo- 
chemical advance of a sharp interface. Thus the effects are additive. More 
time is therefore available for stress relieving processes such as 
diffusional creep to occur. Moreover the greater grain contiguity will 
assist in any re-sintering activity. Therefore, although laminations 
approximately, one-grain in width are formed the magnetite morphology. at 
900°C is more akin to that of the 11.63% porous compacts at 750°C and as 
a result of this and the factors described above less grain boundary 
separation occurs and a lower apparent expansion value is obtained.
In conclusion it is proposed that any changes in sintered porosity which 
also, embody transitions in pore structure will under conditions of 
mixed control modify the high temperature magnetite morphology and 
thus affect the resintering activity and expansion.
Consequently at elevated temperatures (^750°C) volume expansion on 
reduction of pure hematite is directly related and will proportionately 
increase as the sintered porosity falls to the 10% level. Thereafter at 
porosities below the pinch point the transition in pore type is likely to 
decrease the lamellae thickness and length and lower the expansive effect.
On the other hand at low reduction temperatures, i.e. <^ 750 C under conditions 
of phase boundary control the expansion on formation of magnetite varies 
inversely with the sintered pore volume.
6,1.6' Ihe effect of Reduction Rate on Expansion
In view of the possible counter influence of such time dependant processes 
as diffusional creep and sintering on expansion during the 6 hours reduction 
step, the time for reduction to magnetite was varied from 100 minutes to 
450 minutes at the extremes of the expansion - temperature range.
As is shown in (fig. 41) the expansion of the 11.63% porous hematite 
on reduction to magnetite at 550°C is independant of the speed of reduction. 
Clearly at this low temperature bulk diffusion is sluggish. Therefore the 
rate of generation of the strain is unimportant.
However, this is not so at 950°C since the expansion increased initially 
very steeply with increase in reduction rate (zone 1) and then at a much 
slower pace (zone 2). The standard 6 hours reduction step previously set 
up by Brill-Edwards (76) and followed by Pepper (105) falls into zone 2.
It is expected that at temperatures above 950°C the transition from zone 1 
to 2 will occur at increasingly shorter durations so that the standard 
reduction time will then fall jnto the rate sensitive zone l. Therefore 
the previously mentioned stress-relieving processes will contribute in part 
to the downward trend in expansion shown in (fig. 32). The slight contraction 
observed by the camera dilatometer at the end of the reduction step at; 1000°C 
and 1050°C (fig. 43) supports this supposition.
A single experiment performed at 1050°C at approximately twice the 
standard reduction rate (170 minutes) produced an increase in expansion 
from the standard 22.5% to 27%. Clearly adjustments of this order and that 
shown in (fig. 41) to allow for the rate dependance will not alter the 
basic shape of the expansion - temperature curve. By the same reasoning, 
as the reduction zone width decreases with rise in teiperature (fig. 108) 
the reduction rate/grain will increase proportionately. Therefore a 
reduction rate effect is unavoidably incorporated in the standard 6 hour 
reduction step as the reduction temperature is varied. However, once again 
making an allowance for this fact will not unduly distort the original shape 
of the expansion temperature curve.
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acknowledged the increased expansion brought about by an increase in reduction 
rate but no distinction was made between the high and low temperature 
behaviour, nor was the possible influence of a variable reduction zone 
width on the intrinsic rate of reduction/grain recognized.
6.2 Microstnictural Changes associated with the reduction of micaceous
hematite to.magnetite.
Initially it is proposed to discuss the variety of microstructural 
features accompanying the reduction to magnetite in relation to previous 
work. \
In subsequent sections an explanation is sought for the appearance and 
stability of the various morphologies based on such considerations as 
reactivity, ionic diffusion and interphase boundary structures.
Alternative expansion mechanisms are explored from an atomistic view 
point. Based upon the proposed mechanism of magnetite formation an explanation 
for the formation of pores and cracks is sought which in turn is related 
to the influence of non-stoichiometry in magnetite.
6.2.1' Magnetite Morphology
At least 6 different magnetite microstructures were observed in the 
temperature range under investigation. They are sumnarized:-
i) Below 500°C an intrusive transgranular flame shaped magnetite 
growth .associated with grain splitting.
ii) Fran 450°C-630°C a porous granular magnetite propogating via 
hemispherical, planar and undulating interfaces.
iii) Fran 575°C-950°C a bunched unidirectional multilamellar growth.
iv) In the range 650°C-800°C, very fine intra-granular side plates 
oriented in 3 main directions.
v) From 950°C-1100°C single unidirectional lamellae which maintained 
individuality whilst traversing a grain.
vi) Above 1000°C a triple point or grain boundary nucleated nodular 
growth.
The characteristics of the above listed morphologies. and the associated 
porosity and micro-cracking are now discussed as a function of the reduction 
temperature.
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As illustrated in (figs. 47, 56 , 57 , 87) the intragranular flame shaped 
growth evident at 500°C and below produced severe grain fragmentation. This 
morphology appears identical to that reported by several workers for reduction 
of single crystals below 700°C (72) and for ores below 600°C (75) and 450°C 
(80, 83).
Curiously in the comprehensive work of Brill-Edwards (76, 81) this 
phenomenon was not observed for
The more orderly grain boundary nucleation and progressive growth of 
the porous magnetite apparent at 550°C (figs. 58 , 59 , 88, 109) though 
differing in growth pattern appears by comparison of the substructures in 
(figs. 57, 87, 59, 89) identical in internal make-up to the lower temperature 
flame growth. The granular morphology which was previously described as 
being approximately hemispherical in shape and containing spherical pores 
(81) has now been shown in agreement with Swann et al (98, 99) to be an 
. aggregate mass of interconnected crystallites of random or directional 
orientation, bounded by irregular micro-pores or fissures (figs. 82, 85).
Broadly interpreted, this composite structure agrees with the single 
crystal reduction product shown in (figs. 158, 159, 161, 172, 174, 175) 
and for the spec, pure oxide (fig. 135). The detailed differences in crystallite 
size and shape between the various hematites are probably related to the 
effect on nucleation and growth of the differing surface topography (220) 
and impurity levels of the starting oxides (221).
Baro (115, 116) postulated that the reduced magnetite should consist 
of an array of prism shaped crystallites up to 100 8 in size delineated by 
micro-pores or fissures. This hypothetical description closely resembles 
the physical evidence here for the low tenperature granular morphology, but 
was deemed to apply to all reduction temperatures up to 1200°C. In view of 
the contrasting metalJographic evidence at high temperatures this scheme 
would appear to be partially correct.
The crystallite size, at 550°C as determined by conventional microscopy 
(figs. 59 , 84 , 85) and the S.E.M. (figs. 82, 83) fell into the range 2,000- 
4,000 8 and reassuringly supported the X-ray line broadening size (table
-ELO reduction atr 500 C.
5.3.1) and the E.M. replica work of Beaulieu (117). The latter described 
magnetite showing a curvilinear pattern of micro-fissures of net size 
250-1000 8.
It is clear from the surface relief observed on the prepolished samples 
(figs. 99, 101) and on the', single crystal facets (figs. 169, 170) that a 
physical surface dilation of the growing crystallite mass has been positively 
identified. The cumulative volume of the crystallites plus void space is 
demonstratively greater than the parent hematite and therefore supports 
earlier work (76, 81, 98, 99).
On the basis of this 3-d dilation it is now possible to formulate a 
phenomenological explanation for reduction cracking associated with the . 
granular morphology.
Reduction was observed to initiate at higher energy grain boundaries 
rather than on equilibriated pore surfaces.' The chemical reduction at 
these sites then undermined the g.b. hematite bond and the accompanying 
dilation of the magnetite product resulted in grain boundary fracture (fig. 12).
The wide diffuse reaction zone at 550°C (figs. 108, 109) ensured 
wholesale grain boundary severance and some transgranular fracture at a 
low degree of reduction (figs. 58 , 90, 109). Subsequent micro-topochemical 
advance of the reduction front within each of the separated grains produced 
further upheaval which was then transmitted to the grain exterior via the 
interconnected crystallite mass. In this way a smooth expansion vs. time 
characteristic is produced (fig. 43).
The impingement or corner cracks evident in the porous magnetite (figs.
48 , 57 , 85 , 87-89) were also observed by Brill-Edwards (76, 81) at low 
reduction temperatures. It was suggested that these cracks were produced 
by shear stress arising from the impingenent of the expanding growth mound. 
Brill-Edwards considered that the porous magnetite layer compressed the 
hematite pore and therefore prevented penetration of the corner crack into 
the core.
In the current investigation although impingement cracks were frequently 
observed at 500°C and 550°C in the partially reduced grains they were 
noticeably absent in the fully reduced structure (figs. 62, 63). Consequently
it is considered more liKeiy tnat xnese cracKs arise iron opposing tnermai 
contraction stresses during cooling (fig. 194). . The greater thermal 
contraction of the magnetite will induce a contractional stress in the 
hematite core which in turn induces tensile stresses in the magnetite 
causing it to tear along the junction zone of the various growth centres. 
Clearly the varying outward expansion of the competing growth sectors wall 
produce a weakened defective zone along the line of impingement.
In contrast to the stress situation envisaged by Brill-Edwards, the 
above mechanism of expansion suggests that the expanding and therefore 
compressed magnetite crystallite mass if sufficiently adherent and cohesive 
at the interface will transfer an equal but opposite tensile force on to . 
the hematite core. In fact, close examination of (figs. 58, 61, 62) 
reveals a denser magnetite zone adjacent to the hematite interface.
Since no crack penetration into the. core was observed at 550°C and 
above then clearly the cleavage strength of. the hematite was greater than 
that of the interfacial zone of the newly foimed magnetite.
However, at 450°C and below, the incidence of transgranular fracture 
of the hematite is very high. To account for this severe fragmentation it 
is proposed that the cleavage or parting strength of the micaceous hematite 
at temperatures below 500°C is considerably lower than the grain boundary 
hematite bond strength. This state of affairs is not unusual for Ceramic 
materials and in-fact Brill-Edwards (76) reported that the transition to 
weak grain boundaries did not take place until about 700°C.
Consequently it is envisaged that the strain arising from the initial 
attack at random grain boundaries induces extensive primary transgranular 
crack propagation in a haphazard manner. The nascent crack surfaces are 
rapidly converted to magnetite with thickening occurring perpendicular to 
the crack walls (fig. 195). Furthermore the relatively low specific 
reaction rate at 450°C permits deep penetration of the reducing gais into 
the bulk sample with minimum dilution in reduction potential.' This in 
turn allows reduction to proceed simultaneously throughout the wide 
reduction zone, thus creating a chain reaction of cracking events with almost 
explosive effect.
In addition it is proposed that the tensile forces generated within 
the hematite by the compressed interfacial magnetite zone can in turn aid 
secondary transgranular fragmentation issuing from the irregular primary 
magnetite front (fig. 195).
mis explanation wouia account ior tne non-topocnemicai stringer 
reduction reported by Edstrom (72) for reduction of large single crystals 
of'Swedish hematite. According to Deer et al (204) hematite fails by 
parting on the (0001) and (1031) planes. This fact may account for the 
directional nature of the cracks described by Edstrcm (72) and the parallel
cracking frequently seen at 450°C (fig. 47).
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In a weak grain situation it is to be expected that variations in 
grain boundary contiguity will influence the intensity of transgranular 
failure. Henderson (80, 83) observed at 550°C a non-topochemical reduction 
path due to a flame type growth in crystal agglomerates prepared by sintering 
for 20 hours. The puzzling absence of this phenomenon at short preparation 
times of 2 hours can be adequately explained by the anticipated lower grain 
boundary contiguity and grain size of the latter treatment. A similar 
reasoning can be applied to the absence of this growth in Brill-Edwards 
investigation at 500°C since as previously discussed (6.1.4), the sintered 
micaceous oxide possessed a more open pore structure, larger pores, and 
a lower grain contiguity compared with this investigation.
Furthermore it is anticipated that those factors which are known to 
affect the relative grain to grain boundary strength such as impurity level 
or solid solution content of the oxide are also likely to influence the 
tendency to fragment. It is feasible therefpre that contiguity and impurity 
level will combine to vary the temperature range in which the flame growth 
form is dominant-and so provide an explanation for the variety of reported 
temperatures based-on subtle changes in the chemistry and structure of the 
oxide.
Influence pri Kinetics of Reduction
At low reduction temperatures the reduction kinetics are mainly under 
interface reaction control and consequently the transgranular fragmentation 
process will clearly increase the available reaction area and might therefore 
noticeably increase the reaction rate.
In fact Hansen et al (84) whilst reducing a laboratory,grade sintered 
hematite to magnetite in CO-OOg atmospheres reported a sharp change in 
activation energy in the range 440°C to 475 C, dependant on grain size and 
porosity. The microstructures for reduction at 427°C and 452°C appear to
show transgranular fragmentation cracking. Consequently, it is interesting 
to speculate that the sudden increase in reaction rate associated with the 
change in activation energy was directly related to the occurrence of flame 
fragmentation.
6.2.3 Transition Zone Characteristics
Comparison of (figs. 58-65) confirms the existence of a transition in 
morphology. The porous granular magnetite is gradually supplanted by 
lamellar growth over the approximate temperature range 500°C-640°C. The 
low temperature boundary is in fact ill-defined. This temperature range •: 
is in good agreement with Brill-Edwards who reported a similar transition 
in morphology for the reduction between 600°C and 700°C.
At 550°C (figs. 58, 84, 85) preferential nucleation of a thin dense 
layer of undirectional lamellae, can be seen in isolated segments of the 
grain surface. In general these grain boundary allotriomorphs lost their 
identity as the faster growing porous granular morphology consumed the 
hematite grain. Further examples of the ccrapetitive growth situation are 
illustrated in (figs. 60, 61) at 600°C.
Comparing the interaction of these 2 morphologies certain deductions 
can be made regarding the respective growth mechanisms: -
(a) The lamellar growth appears to act as a physical barrier to further 
growth via the granular moiphology and compels the porous phase
to grow into the grain from other directions (figs. 60, 61). Grains 
in which the porous morphology has failed to nucleate are very slow 
to reduce (fig. 60). These features suggest that growth of the 
lamellae occurs by ionic diffusion through the dense layer at a 
diminishing rate, and therefore is virtually self-stifling at 
low temperatures.
(b) In contrast it is envisaged that the speedier growth of . the porous 
morphology is maintained by the short-circuiting action of gas transport 
from the crystal exterior through interconnected pores and micro­
fissures to the reaction site. The latter is situated at or close
to the hematite-magnetite interface (figs. 82-85, 135, 136, 168-170). 
Swann et al (98, 99) has provided evidence of a regular system of 
channel pores in magnetite which apparently extend to the hematite- 
magnetite interface. For the micaceous oxide the magnetite interface 
appeared to advance by projection of individual crystallite domains 
into the hematite. The resultant inteiphase boundary was therefore 
very irregular (figs. 57, 59, 85, 87, 89). Since the solid state 
diffusion involvement in the reduction process is therefore confined
to a thin layer or zone close to or at the interface then a 
very steep diffusion gradient is sustained which enables rapid 
ionic transport to occur. Under these circumstances the reduction 
Is considered to be under chemical reaction control.
(c) Ihere is a definite preference for the two morphdlogies to grow in 
certain crystal directions. This anisotropy in reduction of a grain 
is clearly visible in (figs. 58, 59) at 550°C for the low temperature 
morphology and is highlighted further by the presence of the dense- 
needle growth at higher temperatures (figs. 60, 61).
(d.) Below 630°C the cracking and expansion characteristics of the poly­
crystalline hematite appear to be dictated by the dominant granular 
morphology. To this extent the spherical dilation of the grains 
wdll tend on average to produce non directional expansion and cracking. 
On a macro-scale aided by the non-directional reduction environment 
of a broad reaction zone Z (fig. 109) these two effects account for 
the retention of the cylindrical sample shape.
Consequently, the volume expansion as shown in (fig. 32) would.be 
expected within the accuracy of the measuring technique to remain 
fairly constant. On the other hand an abrasion test might well 
indicate a large difference in cohesion above and below 500°C 
because of the; shattering effect of the flame shaped growth.
The small increase in volume expansion between 450°C and 630°C 
(fig. 32) is probably related to the small decrease in reduction 
zone width over the same range (fig. 108) and to the observed 
increase in crystallite size. The latter having the effect of 
intensifying the expansion stresses within the crystal mass.
Fran the kinetic standpoint it is predictable that with increase in 
temperature above 500°C the dense slower growing, phase will gradually 
encapsulate more grain boundary area and thereby diminish the reaction 
rate. Ibis fact coupled with the decrease in transgranular fragmentation 
could offer an additional explanation for. the sudden decrease in reaction 
rate above 475°C and the subsequent rate minimum at 600°C and 700°C 
experienced by Hansen (84) for reduction of polycrystalline hematite to 
magnetite.
Hybrid Growth
On raising the temperature to 630°C the porous granular morphology was 
not supplanted by the conventional dense needle like lamellae but by a curious 
hybrid lamellar morphology (figs. 50. 63. 64). The unidirectional hybrid 
lamellae usually exhibited a mid-rib of discontinuous porosity or fissures 
and occasionally projected as stringers ahead of the bulk interface.
It is clear that this morphology differs considerably from the 
very thin wisp-like dense lamellae present on certain sections of the 
grain boundary at 600°C (fig. 61) and at lower temperatures (fig. 84, 85).
In view of the close resemblance of this hybrid morphology to the 
lower temperature flame growth it is considered that the mechanism of 
formation is similar. It is proposed that prorogation is facilitated- by 
the existence of a mid-line of fissures terminating at or very close to 
the flame tip (fig. 196). This defective path allows gas to penetrate 
to the flame tip so that propagation and thickening to form a dense magnetite 
occurs at right angles to the fissured zone and not parallel to it. In 
this respect it is similar to the flame projections and therefore is 
really a derivative of the low temperature, granular morphology.
The fact that the totally unidirectional growth habit of the hybrid 
• coincided with the conventional thin dense lamellae suggests that the 
latter morphology ~is in some way instrumental in activating the hybrid 
growth.
It is possible that with the increase in temperature above 600°C the . 
faster rate of formation of the needle growth will produce an increase in 
the rate of generation of transformation stresses at the needle tip.
Stress intensification at the tip of the wedge-shape lamellae coupled with 
the tendency for hematite to part parallel to the (0001)^ could result in 
the nucleation of a fissure parallel to the growth plane and emanating from 
the lamellae tip. Once formed the fissure will tend to be self-perpetuating 
by virtue of the lateral growth of the magnetite and the associated expansion 
forces of the transformation.
Porter et al have shown similar microstructures present in the range 
683°C to 800°C (99) where growth appeared to occur at right-angles to the 
mid-rib of the lamella.,
\ 6.2.4 High Temperature Characteristics
At 675°C the Neel temperature of micaceous hematite, the hybrid lamellar 
phase, had disappeared. The conventional dense unidirectional lamellae 
which had evolved to dominate the scene (figs. 65-67) were once again in 
competition with the grain boundary \ nucleated secondary morphology aligned 
perpendicularly to them. In contrast with the lower temperature 600°C, 
however, the competitive growth foims were essentially dense.
Eventually at 750°C grain reduction occurred entirely via the 
undirectional lamellae as shown in (figs. 68, 69). From 750°C to 900°C 
the parallel lamellae were tightly bunched and traversed the grains in a 
pseudo-topochemical fashion, the lamellae becoming more protrusive and 
thicker with temperature increase as shown in (figs. 53, 70, 71).
This growth mode appears to be identical to the jagged morphology 
originally described by Edstrom (66) and subsequently corroborated by 
many other workers (76 , 79, 105, 107, 103).
At 950°C and above the progressive multilamellar reduction mode was 
replaced by growth via a few individual isolated lamellae which sped across 
the entire grain diameter at low overall % reduction (figs. 74-80). The 
transition to singular broad lamellae and the observed increase in lamellae 
length and thickness with rise in reduction temperature fits the trend
HgO. Since then
the. presence of broad isolated lamellae at elevated temperatures has been 
frequently reported for both 00 and Hg reduction (79, 83^  101, 103, 105,
106, 120).
The increase in lamella size and width and decrease in number is a 
growth trend which is mirrored in many reaction systems (219, 220) and can 
be adequately explained in terms of the conflicting requirements for 
nucleation and growth.
At 700°C the relatively low specific reaction/diffusion rate enables 
the gaseous reduction potential (effectively the degree of supersaturation) 
to be maintained sufficiently high over the exposed grain surfaces to 
initiate nuclei at many sites. The effectiveness of the gas concentration 
profile is reflected in the wider reduction zone Z (fig. 108).
previously described by Brill-Edwards, for reduction by HU-
On the other hand at high temperatures the exponential increase in the 
thermally activated processes of bulk diffusion and reaction rate produce 
extremely rapid growth of a relatively few. primary nuclei. In effect the 
equally rapid generation of the reaction bye-product OOg dilutes the gaseous 
reduction potential in the near vicinity of the growing lamella thus 
inhibiting further nucleation. \ '
The appearance above 1000°C of the omnidirectional nodular morphology 
possessing a polyhedral shape with both curved and straight interfaces 
(figs. 78-81) was not reported by Brill-Edwards (81). Walker et al (79) 
described isolated grains of magnetite which were similar if not identical 
to the nodular morphology. These grains had apparently.formed at 1020°C 
ahead of the bulk interface of a dense laboratory grade oxide. A similar 
morphology was reported by Swann (98). At temperatures of 1200°C and above 
where reduction by decomposition was possible magnetite grew entirely by 
the nodular morphology.
An explanation for the transitions in magnetite morphology will be 
discussed in a later section.
6.2.4; (a). Porosity arid Iritefgfariulaf Cracking above 7Q0°C
The interlamellar void space characteristic of the higher temperature 
undirectional morphology has been variously described as elongated porosity 
(72. 101, 83) and-as parting cracks (120). Both points of view are 
reconcileable as shown bv the S.E.M. (figs. 72, 73, 86) at 700°C which 
reveal the rectangular shape of the individual pores and the merger of pores 
to form a continuous elongated fissure.
According to Brill-Edwards (76) the elongated magnetite pores decreased 
in number with rise in temperature until at 1000°C porosity was absent. In 
the present investigation because of the changing character of the porosity 
from many discontinuous lineal voids at 700°C (fig. 52) to fewer but larger 
parting fissures at elevated temperatures (figs. 68-71) it is unclear whether 
or not the void space does in fact decrease up to 900°C.
It is considered that in this work porosity and fissures are distinguishable 
in that as the temperature increases the interlamellar porosity recedes and 
concentrates more towards the grain surface to produce a cerrated contour
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although influenced by the pore forming reaction are really manifestations 
of the stresses arising during reduction. Furthermore on cooling down from 
increasingly higher reduction temperatures there will be a tendency for 
the magnetite which possesses a higher coefficient of thermal expansion 
than hematite to open up existing lineal voids and therefore exaggerate 
and shaipen the appearance of fissures (fig. 71).
Above 900°C coincident with the formation of isolated lamellae and 
the nodular morphology the cerrated grain boundary porosity had disappeared; 
the incidence of parting fissures decreased sharply and finally disappeared 
entirely at 1050°C (figs. 54, 55). The formation of dense magnetite above 
1000°C is in broad agreement with Brill-Edwards’ findings for the Hg-H^O 
reduction system (76).
A notable feature however is the anomalous increase in interlamellar 
porosity at 700°C (fig. 52) compared with the lower temperature of 675°C 
(figs. 51, 65) which is essentially against the trend discussed above.
This feature and the probable mechanism of fissure and pore formation will 
be discussed in a later section.
6.2.4 (b) Morphology and Expansion above 7QQ°C
It is proposed in this section to offer a general explanation for the 
volume expansion-related to the two main high temperature morphologies and 
then in a subsequent section to examine in detail an atomistic mechanism 
of expansion.
As shown in (figs. 51-55) the degree of grain boundary separation or 
cracking increased with tanperature, reached a maximum at 900°C and then 
decreased again to 1050°C in accord with the volume expansion - temperature 
characteristics shown in (figs. 32, 34). Similarly the transgranular 
parting fissure first noted at 65(Pc was most severe at 850°C to 900°C 
(figs. 53, 70, 71) in coincidence with the expansion peak.
Clearly the metallographically derived variation in structural 
degradation with temperature matches qualitatively the volume expansion 
curve and therefore provides a basis for the understanding of the expansive 
act.
Furthermore the abundance of metallographic evidence in (figs. 74 , 76, 
80, 94-98) of a localised surface relief or dilation associated with each 
lamellae provides a basis for a phenomenological explanation for grain 
boundary severance. Brill-Edwards showed examples of lamellae at 1000°C 
protruding over the grain boundary, the protrusions were deemed to push 
the grains apart. I
Intuitively it is anticipated that as the lamella length and width 
increases with increase of reduction temperature the intrinsic dilation will 
also increase and promote larger expansions.; Similarly as previously 
described in section (6.1.6 ) the observed decrease in reduction zone 
width Z at a constant average reduction rate will effectively increase 
the specific reaction rate for any given grain. Consequently it is 
anticipated that as the temperature rises the faster generation of transfor­
mation strains will cause a larger dilation in opposition to the 
increasing tendency to stress relieve by sintering or plastic deformation.
It is predictable therefore that a maximum in swelling will occur when 
the following conditions are met:
(a) When the type 2 reduction zone width is a minimum, i.e. 
theoretically one grain wide (fig. 8b) so that the specific 
reaction rate is maximized, and grain dilation is directed 
outward and laterally in a co-ordinated fashion (see section 
6.1.3). Moreover under these conditions the stress gradient 
is maximized.
(b) When reduction occurs by the highly anisotropic rapid movement 
of singular large lamella across the full grain diameter.
Both conditions are approximated between 9CO°C and 950°C at the 
expansion peak (figs. 108 , 74). An explanation to account for the formation 
of lamination cracks and the influence of sample shape has been discussed 
in section (6.1.3).
It is pertinent at this point to refer to the dense (7% porous) hematite 
samples and compare the microstructure and expansion at 900°C with the above 
more porous (11. 6%) hematite. It is clear from (fig. 113) that the presence 
of a discrete reduction zone satisfies item (a). Item (b) however is not 
met since the progressive growth of very thin bunched lamellae corresponds 
with a slow generation of transformation strain of low magnitude. The
competitive re-sintering activity which will diminish expansion is more 
effective under these circumstances particularly since the ore body is 
denser. Consequently the observed but unexpectedly low expansion of the 
dense oxide is consistent with the above hypothesis.
Fortuitously the above comparison offers an insight into the 
mechanism of lamella foimation. it is proposed that the .7% porous sintered 
structure which possesses a predominantly closed pore structure (figs. 24,
82) will hinder access of gas around the grain surface and therefore 
inhibit the formation of large lamellae. In effect the gaseous reduction 
potential is maintained high despite the intrinsically high specific reaction 
rate of 900°C. Therefore the necessary supersaturation condition for 
nucleation of fine lamellae is achieved. In fact lamellar growth has been 
supressed to a size and structure more akin to that at 675°C to 700°C for 
reduction of the 11.6% porous oxide,(fig. 65).
. It is suggested that the closed pore barrier enforces reduction parallel 
to the direction of mass flow through an increasingly thick lamellar layer 
until the grain is consumed. The gas is then able to penetrate to the 
next layer of grains so that reduction and cracking propagate in an orderly 
but staccato fashion, the reaction occurring at a 2-phase boundary, i.e. 
reactant gas-magnetite and magnetite-hematite interfaces.
In contrast it is envisaged that the ready access of gas around the 
grain surface of "the predominantly open pore structure of the 116% and 12.2% 
porous bodies (figs. 25, 26) short circuits the diffusion requirements.
This peimits rapid propagation of the lamella which in turn maximises 
cracking and expansion.
In effect initial reduction occurs at a 3-phase boundary namely the 
reactant gas-hematite-magnetite interfaces.
This comparison has shown that the stereological nature of the sintered 
body has a direct influence on the morphology of the magnetite phase and the 
mechanism of reduction. Moreover it is proposed that the maximum swelling 
is likely to occur at porosity levels above the so called ’’pinch, point”
(214, 216) so that an optimum balance is struck between the requirement 
for ease of gas access around the grains and the conflicting effects of 
sintering and expansion.
Above 95CTC the drop in volume expansion coincided with a sudden increase 
in reduction zone width (figs. 108, 112) and the novel appearance of the 
nodular morphology. The latter phase predominated in the extended reaction 
zone (fig. 79) ahead of the lamellar zone (fig. 112).
From the previous discussion (section 6.1.2) it was established that 
an increase in the reduction zone width Z will decrease the volume 
expansion of the compact by disippating the grain dilation in an unco­
ordinated manner. Therefore the fall off in expansion above 950°C is to be 
expected. The issue therefore centres on the reason for the increase in 
reduction zone width.
Undoubtedly, it is the capability of the nodular growth and the 
bridging lamellae to key adjoining grains which diminishes the overall 
specimen expansion (figs. 75, 78-81). Since the number of severed g.b.s 
is less then the permeability of the reaction zone also falls. This may 
in turn decrease the specific reaction rate and extend the zone width.
However, as shown in (fig. 112) the associated g.b. cracking is still 
sufficient to allow gas to surround the grain. Consequently lamellae 
will continue to form very rapidly at 1050°C and produce a gas transport 
controlled situation which should restrain the reduction zone width.
Therefore an alternative explanation must be sought to account for the 
zone widening.
Since the extended zone is composed almost, entirely of g.b. nucleated 
nodular areas (fig. 79) then this problem is coincidental with the need 
to account for the equally sudden appearance of the nodular growth.
The entire question of morphological stability is discussed in the 
next section.
At 1200°C decomposition occurs entirely via the nodular morphology with 
the reduction zone spanning the entire sample width thus producing very 
low expansions in the range 5-10%. In this case and for decomposition at 
1300°C and 1400°C the virtual absence of cracking and the retained cylinder 
sample shape are readily accounted for by the very diffuse nodular reduction 
zone and the concomitant increase in the thermally activated processes of 
sintering, diffusional creep and recrystallisation which must prevail at 
temperatures close to the primary sintering temperature.
6.2.5 Morphological Stability
It is proposed in this section to discuss in more detail the factors 
contributing to the transition from one morphology to. another with rise in 
temperature and also to elaborate on possible interphase boundary structures 
based upon conventional morphological theory for solid state reactions.
As a basis for discussion it is assumed that the present X-ray back 
reflection results for the natural and artificial single crystals have 
established for this investigation and as a general rule the following 
matching relationship between hematite and the unidirectional lamellar 
magnetite morphology:-
(111) [101] Fe304 // (0001) [1010] Fe^g
In addition the basal plane of the hematite has been positively 
identified as the habit plane upon which the broad octahedral face of the 
lamella grows.
For the low temperature crystallite morphology the same erystallographic 
relationship was again found to hold but not in isolation since in agreement 
with Keeling and Wicke (197) and Baro (152, 153) secondary orientations 
were observed but not identified. More importantly, however, the presence 
of diffuse continuous diffraction rings is indicative of the absence of a 
specific orientation of the magnetite crystallites in relation to the 
hematite matrix (fig. 166, 167, 177).
Significance of the Duplex Reduction Experiments
In order to clarify the competitive interaction of the lamellar and 
porous moiphologies which was evident in the transition temperature range 
575°C to 700°C, two consecutive partial reductions were carried out at the 
temperature extremes of the respective morphologies namely 550°C and 950/ 
1050°C, (figs. 102-105).
From these photo-micrographs it is clear that: -
i) the high temperature lamellar and nodular moiphologies are dense
and act as physical barriers to growth of the granular morphology,
(figs. 102, 103) thus confirming the findings for the transition
temperature range and the preliminary deductions on growth mechanisms.
ii) the granular morphology appears to have great difficulty in propagating 
in a direction parallel to the basal trace (figs. 102^  103) and will in 
fact tend to avoid nucleating on those crystal surfaces which lie 
perpendicular to the basal trace (figs. 104, 105). Attempts to grow
in this direction produce a denser layer (figs. 115^ , 116) which
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effectively stiflfes further reaction.
Ihese observations strongly suggest that growth in a direction parallel 
to the basal trace will always produce a dense phase whether at a high or 
low temperature. Whilst reduction at an angle to the basal trace and more 
particular at right-angles to it will at temperatures from 500°C to 630°C 
produce a porous fissured multi-crystallite phase.
These assertions are supported by appearance in the transition range 
of tiny lamellae which are able to sprout from those segments of the granular 
interface which lie at or close to 90° to the basal trace (figs. 61, 62).
Notably with the inevitable change in interface curvature of the hemispherical 
mounds (fig,..62) the interface boundary orientation becomes increasingly 
unfavourable for lamellae nucleation so that eventually they disappear. 
Consequently those boundary segments which lie parallel to the basal direction 
always display the noimal roughened granular appearance.
The. collective observations above provide strong evidence that growth 
via the granular morphology is preferable (or faster) along directions 
which are not parallel to the basal plane, and in particular along the Co -axis 
at low temperatures.
It is predictable from the absence of lamellae below 500°C coupled With 
the suggested preference for low temperature growth along the C-axis that a 
situation might arise in which certain crystal facets would remain substantially 
unreacted. This behaviour was reported for the OO-OO^ reduction of natural 
Lac Jeanine single crystals at 375°C, although the inert facets were not 
identified (117).
The rate of dissolution of the basal plane of a Malmarget hematite 
crystal (141) in HC1 at 90°C was an order of magnitude greater than the 
following planes in descending order (1010)^ (1120)^ (1011)^ > (2243).
This behaviour was identical for oC -quartz (222) in which basal dissolution 
was 2 orders of magnitude greater than any other plane whilst for c<- alumina 
(223) the basal dissolved 40 times faster than the (1120) prism planes.
With this additional evidence it would therefore seem warranted to 
conclude that the basal plane of natural hematite crystals is likely to bfe 
the most reactive at low temperatures below 600°C.
On the contrary, however, above 700°C and up to 1000°C, growth occurs 
by propagation of lamellae parallel to the basal plane (figs. 81, 84,
87 , 88) inferring that reaction via non-basal planes is faster. In effect 
a reversal in reduction anisotropy has occurred.
Certainly from the moiphological stand-point reduction via lamellae 
is the rule rather than the exception for sintered ores and single crystals 
in the range 700°C to 1000°C (15-18 , 28-30). Moreover Ottow et al (28) 
has demonstrated metallographically that the growth rate of magnetite parallel 
to the basal plane is at least 4 to 5 times faster than in the CQ direction.
iii) the many linear and radial substructures evident in the low temperature 
granular morphology (fig. 104) bear no directional relationship to the 
basal trace. Instead they appear to lie perpendicular to the surface 
of. nucleation. The growth textures or patterns therefore reflect the 
most direct route, for mass transport to and from the reacting core 
(figs. 102,~I03). Further examples of this effect are shown in 
(figs. 84, 85).
iv) It is apparent that a primary surface overlay of granular magnetite
severely inhibits the subsequent formation of lamellae (figs. 104, 105). 
This behaviour again strengthens the earlier proposal that a prerequisite 
for the anisotropic rapid growth of lamellae is the unobstructed access 
of the lamellae periphery to the grain surface and the reactant gas.
The overlay of fissured magnetite in a gas transport controlled situation 
stifles the gas supply and also directionalises it in line with the 
substructure pattern. Therefore the ensuing slower growth constrained 
by the porous texture to propagate parallel to the direction of mass— 
fiow forms an orderly dense layer following, the contour of the granular 
morphology and akin in appearance to the nodular morphology (figs. 79, 81).
It is interesting that under these conditions the rate of growth of 
the dense layer is uniform showing no exceptional crystallographic 
preference (fig. 105).
The dense layer however is still faithfull to the .(0001)/(111)
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oriehtation relationship since the few thin parallel lamellae which 
form are able to issue from or unite with the layer with no obvious 
boundary join.
6.2.6 Nucleation/Growth and Diffusion Considerations 'in the Transition
from Granular to Lamellar Morphologies
Large differences in the reactivity, as a function of crystallographic 
orientation, are widely reported in metal Oxidation systems particularly 
at low temperatures (281). Some attempts have been made to relate the growth 
anisotropy to the primary ion absorption step, but nevertheless no simple 
relationship has emerged. In particular, the anticipated dependance on 
atonic packing density has not been established (282).
Consequently, for iron oxide reduction at 500°C & below the reasons for 
the imperceptibly slow rate of nucleation of the lamellar morphology in a 
direction parallel to the basal plane are obscure.
It is clear however that .the comparatively rapid rate of nucleation 
of multicrystallite morphology soon smothers the grain surface and prevents 
the eventual emergence of the lamellae (figs. 71-73, 97, 98). In explanation 
it could be argued that at low reduction temperatures a more favourable 
diffusion path for penetration of cations into the hematite lattice to foim 
a nucleus is the CQ-axis octahedral chimney (see section 2.2a). The latter 
facilitates diffusion via the larger octahedral voids whilst diffusion 
parallel to the basal plane must involve the smaller tetrahedral hole (116).
At 600°C (fig. 60) nucleation of the dense lamellar phase has increased 
significantly, to cover more than 60% of the available grain boundary area 
(fig. 61). Nevertheless bulk reduction of the grain progressed entirely 
via the granular morphology.
It is clear therefore that in this temperature range it is now only 
the superior growth rate of the porous morphology which is the significant 
factor.
Clearly at lew temperatures as suggested by Charming et al (88) 
for the vacuum reduction of hematite, that the cations will seek structure 
sensitive, short circuitous paths such as dislocation lines and sub-structure 
boundaries.
On this theme, therefore, it is proposed that the superior growth rate 
of the granular phase is based upon the presence of high diffusivity paths 
inherent in the morphological structure.
It is argued that the foimation of magnetite at low temperatures by 
penetration of a reaction front through consecutive basal planes is a more 
disruptive process compared with passage of a front along the basal plane.
In the. latter instance, the integrity of the plane of best match, i.e. 
the habit plane is maintained as the lamella front'is extended in an orderly 
fashion whilst for the foimer case the habit plane is continuously recon­
stituted. This disruptive process is assumed to create conditions in 
which a porous, fissured crystallite morphology prospers. Gas is thus 
short-circuited to the inner reaction zone followed by short range cation 
diffusion via sub-grain boundaries.
With increase in temperature the porous morphology mutates to a dense 
form at 675°C (figs. 65-67) and finally disappears above 700°C. It is 
considered that the shift to lamellar dominance is brought about by the 
increased solid state diffusion rate above the Tanrnan temperature which 
will according to~ Porter et al (99) produce shallower bulk diffusion 
gradients and therefore less dependance on short-circuitous diffusion 
paths in satisfying the reaction rate. Consequently pores coarsen and 
decrease in quantity. Fissuring will also diminish as transfoimation stresses 
are more readily accomodated at higher temperatures. Eventually in the 
absence of interconnected porosity the new dense non-lamellar morphology 
must grow by long range diffusion and therefore compete .on the same footing 
as the lamellae. In addition there appears to be an enhanced capability 
of the lamellar phase to nucleate on all available grain surfaces. For 
example the lamella is able to nucleate from the existing competitive 
growth front at 600°C (figs. 61, 62). Ihis capability is strengthened 
at 675°C (figs. 66, 67) and eventually stifles the secondary morphology 
above 700°C (figs. 68, 69) by virtue of total grain coverage.
4n support 01 tne above proposals the sudden decrease m  X-ray line 
broadening on increasing the reduction temperature into the range 700°C- 
750°C signified a low residual lattice strain (see section 6.4). Therefore 
based upon the above reasoning it is concluded that the emergence of 
lamellae as the dominant morphology above 700°C is synonymous with an 
increased bulk diffusion rate. This dpnfiims the view that the mechanism 
of propogation of lamellae is dependant upon long range diffusion.
On the other hand, the porous, granular morphology dominates at low 
and intermediate temperatures because of a superior growth rate sustained 
by the formation of a gas permeable structure possessing high diffusivity 
paths, for cation migration. When the temperature is raised above the 
structure sensitive diffusion regime, i.e. above the Tamnan temperature 
these advantages are lost.
6.2.7 The Transition frcm Lamellar to Nodular Morphologies
6.2.7 (a) Widmanstatten Morphologies
It is quite clear that the tapered plate-like shape of the lamellar 
magnetite is metallographically very similar to the classic Widmanstatten 
moiphology which is common to many alloy precipitation systems (98).
The definitive Widmanstatten precipitate characteristically forms 
as a thin plate on matrix planes of low indices with a precise orientation 
between parent and precipitate lattices (186, 220, 224).
For magnetite the metallographic evidence previously presented 
clearly demonstrates the plate-like nature of the lamella (figs. 12, 76,
179, 180) whilst the single crystal orientation study has revealed a definite 
low indice matching orientation between the broad octahedral face of the 
magnetite plate and the (0001) habit plane.- Moreover with very few 
exceptions the matching planes for solid state systems in which the H.C.P. 
Widmanstatten plate precipitate from an F.C.C. parent phase are identical 
to those in the hematite-magnetite situation namely the (0001) and (111) 
planes respectively. These similarities suggest therefore that the magnetite 
lamellar growrth qualifies for classification as a Widmanstatten type 
morphology.
Before concluding this fact, however, a comparison of the characteristics 
of the magnetite lamellar growth with the well known Widmanstatten 
•precipitate, pro-autectoid alpha ferrite will serve to substantiate the 
a similarities. Pro-entectoid ferrite forms by decomposition of F.C.C. ) 
austenite in hypo-esatectoid steels.
(a) At the low temperature of 550°C in medium carbon steels o<- ferrite 
precipitates as very thin bunched unidirectional plates issuing from 
grain boundaries. These plates are referred to as Widmanstatten 
secondary side plates and. form under conditions of rapid nucleation 
and slow growrth commensurate with a high degree of supersaturation 
and a low temperature of formation.
On raising the temperature the degree of . solid solution saturation 
diminishes and the side plates become thicker longer and fewer in 
number. At 750°C (225) this situation would represent a condition 
of rapid growth and suppressed nucleation.
Clearly this behaviour parallels the experiences for the hematite- 
magnetite system.
. It is interesting to note that a similar temperature response was 
reported for the oxidation of magnetite in the range 500°C to 
! 850°C. Paidassi et al (225) described the hematite intergrowth
• . i
as Widmanstatten in appearance. Moreover the hematite plates 
which were fine at low temperature became thicker. and more 
protrusive as the temperature increased.
(b) Penetration of a ferrite plate into a neighbouring grain of differing 
orientation often results in a loss of plate morphology and the
foimation of a polyhedral interface similar to that shown in (fig. 75).
(c) A X - twin boundary may act as a barrier to the growing ferrite • 
plate in common with the experiences for magnetite (figs. 91-93).
(d) Ferrite plates exhibit surface relief at free surfaces similar in 
appearance to that observed for magnetite lamellae on the prepolished 
hematite samples (figs. 94-98).
(e) At elevated temperatures the ferrite plate growth is displaced by
a planar or spherical f ronted grain-boundary nucleated allotriomorph. 
This appears similar to the nodular magnetite growth present at 
1050°C (figs. 79-81). The latter usually nucleates at grain boundaries 
and avoided pore surfaces.
It is proposed that, the above similarities in orientation relationship, 
habit and morphological behaviour between magnetite and ferrite lamellae 
are sufficiently close to justify classification of the magnetite lamella 
as a Widmanstatten type growth.
In consequence it is argued that the broadly accepted explanation for 
Widmanstatten morphologies and the associated interphase boundary structures 
should apply equally well to magnetite lamellae.
6.2.7 (b) Interphase Boundary Structure of the Widmanstatten and
Nodular Morphologies
The morphology of a precipitate in a solid state reaction is 
dictated primarily by interfacial energy considerations at the interphase 
boundary rather than by the volume strain energy within and surrounding 
the precipitate (220).
Moreover it is the structure of the interphase boundary which 
determines the modus operandi for migration of the boundary, i.e. the 
growth mechanism and therefore the shape of the crystal. The phase will 
invariably seek to minimize its interfacial energy by adoption of the most 
energetically stable structure (276).
Referring to the Widmanstatten precipitate the broad tapered surface 
of the plate is reputedly composed of a series of flat octahedral surfaces 
(220) arranged in a terraced fashion as shown in (fig. 197). The octahedral 
surface fulfills the minimum energy criterion since it is arrayed parallel 
to the best fit (0001) plane and consists of large islands of coherent 
boundary surface enclosed by a dislocation network. The dislocations 
emerging at the terraced ledges represent high energy disordered areas.
Since the burgers sector b of. the dislocations lies parallel to the 
basal (0001) plane, thickening of the plate in the pOOOlJg or M m  
directions can only occur by wholesale diffusional climb of the large 
ions and is therefore slow. It is understood, however, that rapid growth 
parallel to the lamellae and to the burgers vector is feasible by 
invoking a mechanism of co-ordinated lateral propulsion of the ledge 
dislocations. According to Bliefuss (107) the flux of small cations, 
diffusing through the magnetite lamellae via the oxygen lattice interstices 
provides a coulombic driving force to extend the lamella front by a 
pressurization of the hematite lattice. .
The envisaged mechanism of lamella propagation by a combination of 
dislocation glide and interstitial diffusion once again resembles very 
closely the accepted concept for Widmanstatten plate formation in X ~~ austenite.
At 1000°C and above the lamellae acquired a new capability to penetrate 
across a grain or twin boundary. In doing so the lamella base transformed 
to a polyhedral shape (figs. 75, 79-81). This change is readily understood
since the unique basal (0001) plane switches direction in crossing the 
boundary and therefore continuity of habit is impossible.
The fact that the polyhedral interface is at 1000°C straight sided 
and therefore semicoherent is significant since this suggests that a 
reasonable latticelmatch is possible at orientations other than the (0001)^ / 
(lll)j^ . Ibis deduction directly supports the early single crystal X-ray 
work (115^  142, 153) which identified the existence of various close-packed 
orientation relationships between hematite/magnetite dependant upon temperature 
of reduction and exposed facet.
Although Brill-Edwards (76, 81) reported the penetration of lamellae 
across grain boundaries at 1000°C the new interface was described as 
incoherent and therefore differed in detail from the above.
At 1050°C the emerging grain boundary nucleated nodular morphology 
possessed a similar slow growing polyhedral;planar boundary (figs. 79, 80).
At a later stage in grain reduction but more particularly at higher 
reduction temperatures the nodular interface assumed a more rounded incoherent 
shape (fig. 81).
It is generally accepted that growth via a curved incoherent interface 
takes place by the unco-ordinated diffusional transfer of matrix atoms along 
or across a highly disordered boundary with no crystallographic relation­
ship between parent and new phase. This observation is significant since 
it implies that at 1020°C to 1050°C rapid short range diffusion of the
large oxygen anion is now possible. Below this temperature range it has
2-been assumed that the cation is the diffusing species with small 0 shifts 
occurring by a co-ordinated movement of dislocations.
These deductions are consistent with the tracer diffusion studies on 
hematite which revealed that iron was the dominant diffusing species at lower 
temperatures (47) below 1000°C whilst at higher temperatures the rate of 
diffusion of both ions was stated to be of a similar magnitude (49).
The lack of crystallographic relationship between the matrix and 
precipitate which is characteristic of the incoherent boundary is confirmed 
in (figs. 79, 81). The nodular allotriomorph is seemingly unimpeded by the 
change in orientation presented ;by grain and twin boundaries.
Widening of the Reduction Z£>ne
The surprising increase in reduction zone width above 950°C (fig. 108),
. coincided with the appearance of the nodular morphology as previously 
explained. The important point however was the fact that the nodules 
foimed exclusively at g.b.s (fig. 92) ahead of the main lamellar zone 
(fig. 124).
It is proposed that this behaviour can be explained by reference to 
the growth characteristics of an incoherent boundary and by due cogniscance 
of the high temperature ductility of the magnetite phase.
An incoherent curved boundary can propagate most competitively under 
conditions of low supersaturation or reduction potential when temperatures 
are sufficiently high to allow rapid diffusion of the matrix atoms across 
or along the disordered boundary region (224) .
It is argued that for the 11. 6% porous compacts although the reaction 
is under gas transport control at 1000°C to 1050°C a low partial pressure 
of reducing gas exists ahead of the lamellar interface (fig. 198). The 
reduction potential there is insufficient to nucleate and sustain lamellar 
growth but is deemed capable of supporting the nucleation of the nodular 
morphology at higher energy sites such as grain boundaries.
In accord with solid-state precipitation systems at low degrees of 
undercool, i.e. high reaction temperatures the nodular magnetite is 
assumed to nucleate preferentially at the hematite grain boundary to form 
a coherent or semi coherent slow growing interphase boundary within the 
parent grain. Subsequent prorogation of this nodule into the adjacent 
hematite grain of differing orientation produces the disordered curved 
boundary (figs. 79, 81).. This would suggest that at 1050°C the mobility 
of the oxygen ion is sufficiently high for the disordered boundary to grow 
to an appreciable size before being overwhelmed by the succeeding lamellar 
morphology.
Although the above facts account for the formation of a mobile incoherent 
boundary they do not explain the somewhat startling ability of the nodular 
morphology to bridge across adjacent hematite grains maintaining continuity 
in the face of localised grain boundary fracture and the associated upheavals 
(figs. 78-81). It is fairly obvious that without this ability early grain
boundary fracturing would occur which might suppress the secondary formation 
of the incoherent boundary and the emergence of the nodular morphology. 
Therefore an explanation for this phenomenon is essential to the understanding 
of the stability of the nodular morphology.
It is suggested that as the temperature of reduction is raised above 
1000°C the magnetite phase is able to partially disippate the transformation 
strains by a process of stress relaxation which of necessity must be 
diffusional based.
Clearly to be effective the rate of stress relaxation must be of the 
same order of magnitude as the rate of generation of the stress. This 
situation is facilitated by the fact that the nodular magnetite is foimed 
ahead of the main reduction front in an extended reaction zone (figs. 79.,
112) and therefore according to the theory of zone widening the specific 
reduction rate will be much slower than that experienced by the lamellar 
morphology.
Evidence of stress relaxation at 1050°C is manifested in the slight 
downward turn in the volume expansion - time curve towards completion of 
the reaction, i.e. a resintering effect (fig. 43) also the diminishing 
expansion experienced at lower reduction rates (fig. 41) i
The probability that magnetite can plastically deform above 1000°C 
can be gauged from the reported homologous temperature range of 0.6 to 0.8 
T^ . °K for the onset of plastic defoimation in spinels (226,227). For 
pure magnetite melting at 1597°C this corresponds to the range 850°C to 950°C. 
Therefore it is reasonable to presume that at temperatures in excess of 
1000°C the impure magnetite of the present investigation will possess a 
small but definite capability for stress relaxation involving such diffusion 
based processes as Herring-Nabarro creep and dislocation climb. The 
coincidental appearance of resintering and the incoherent nodular interphase 
boundary above 1000°C lends added support to the possibility of plasticity 
since each of these phenomena are dependant for their existence upon 
diffusion of the large anion.
Fran the above discussion the occurrence of the dense incoherent growth is 
dependant upon the partial pressure gradient or reduction potential within 
the compact and the ability of the oxide to relieve the transformation stresses.
These factors are directly controlled by the origins and microstructure 
of the oxide, its susceptibility to reduction cracking and the gaseous 
reduction conditions surrounding the oxide. Therefore it is clear that 
the temperature for the onset of the incoherent growth will vary from oxide
to oxide and with the OO/OOg ratio and velocity of the bulk gas stream.
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On this basis it is consistent that below 1000°C although a low partial 
pressure gradient exists ahead of the lamellar inter facial zone the 
temperature is too low to peimit a rapid diffusional transfer of the (? ions. 
This factor and the lack of ductility in the spinel promotes wholesale 
intergranular fracture and prevents the foimation of bridging lamellae and 
the polyhedral nodular areas.
Similarly for a very porous compact (porosity 2C%) exposed to the 
same bulk CO/OOg potential at 1050°C it is predictable that conditions of 
transport control will not arise. Consequently the reduction potential 
around the grain surface should remain sufficiently high to sustain rapid 
lamellae formation. In addition, the grain boundary area is less thus 
decreasing the site potential for nodular formation. Microstructural 
examination of the 23% porous sample partially reduced to magnetite at 1050°C 
confirmed the absence of the nodular areas and the existence of large lamellae.
On the other hand for dense compacts (porosity 7'%) as previously 
outlined in sections (6.1.5 and 6.2.4.b) the lack of peimeability prevents 
foimation of individual long lamellae dig. 113). The resultant decrease 
in cracking intensity may induce a, phase boundary controlled situation at 
higher temperatures. . These factors and the ensuing slower reduction 
velocity would be expected to favour the formation of a sharp reduction 
front possessing a continuous undulating incoherent boundary at high e r; 
temperatures.
The above reasoning would account for the reported disappearance of 
lamellae at high temperatures for the reduction of a dense laboratory grade 
hematite. According to Walker (79) magnetite lamellae were present at 840°C, 
900°C and 950°C but disappeared at 1020°C, whilst for a highly porous oxide 
lamellae were present at all reduction temperatures. This unexplained 
behaviour was linked to the presence of isolated magnetite grains in the 
dense oxide ahead of the main reduction front and also to an increase in 
intergranular cracking which occurred in the same zone.
It is suggested that the isolated magnetite areas described by Walker 
are synonymous with the polyhedral nodular growth found in the present 
investigation. Moreover the zone of intergranular separation containing 
the magnetite areas ahead of the main interface equates to the low super­
saturation zone reported here.
i
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It is proposed that the zone of intergranular separation is essentially 
an aggregate of grains which are partially keyed at triple grain junctions 
by the bridging nodules. The cementing action of the nodules restrains 
the subsequent expansion associated with the main front. Large segments of 
grain boundary surface which are keyed by resident nodules are excluded 
from gas contact whilst general gas transport will be hindered by the 
narrower intergranular crack width. The overall effect of this is to create 
conditions which are unfavourable for lamellae foimation.
The transition to a totally nodular reduction morphology for decom­
position at 1200°C and above and the continued increase in zone width 
would appear to be consistent with the temperature - reduction potential 
criteria. It is to be expected that with increasing temperature and 
hence with faster bulk diffusion rates the disordered boundary will become 
intrinsically more stable and therefore capable of foimation and propagation 
at weaker reduction potentials. Furthermore the increasing ability of the 
oxide to stress relieve by plastic defoimation will further restrain 
intergranular cracking and deny the necessary gas access to form lamellae.
In essence the progression from a semi-coherent Widmanstatten interface, 
to a polyhedral mixed interface and finally to an incoherent one with rise 
in temperature is in good agreement with, the trend for o< - ferrite formation 
from^- austenite (220, 224).
It is worthwhile therefore to discuss the interphase boundary structure 
experienced in metallic systems at lower temperatures so as to embrace the 
multi-crystallite morphology.
As solid state reaction temperatures decrease and bulk diffusion rates 
fall it is generally accepted that the microstructure of the precipitating 
phase becomes finer. Moreover for a precipitate less than 1000 8 in size 
and with an interfacial mismatch below 5% the interphase boundary is 
frequently coherent (224).
decomposition of hexagonal brucite to cubic periclase at 300°C (230). In 
this system the periclase (MgO) forms as a coherent crystallite with the 
(111) plane parallel to the (0001) basal plane of the brucite. Interfacial 
mismatch along the (0001) habit plane is 4.5%. After a critical but very 
small amount of reaction has occur led it was suggested that the accumulated 
volume and surface strain energy caused rupture of the crystallite from the 
matrix with consequent loss of coherency and a cessation of reaction.
There are obvious ciystallographic similarities between the hematite/ 
magnetite and Brucite/pereclase systems. However, the mismatch in the 
hematite-magnetite system varies from 2.1% in the basal plane to 5.9% along 
£000l] axis with crystallite sizes up to 3500S. Consequently in the 
absence of detailed evidence of the hematite-magnetite boundary structure it 
is conjectured that the granular magnetite may initially form as coherent 
nuclei. Under the influence of accumulating volume strain energy the inter­
phase boundary of the nucleus then degenerates into a totally incoherent 
structure. This transition to a mobile disordered interface will occur 
most readily in those segments of the boundary which do not lie along the 
(0001)(111) plane of best match. The single crystal X-ray diffraction work 
has demonstrated the lack of an unique orientation relationship for the 
porous magnetite at low temperatures (^ >00°C). This fact supports the 
suggestion of an incoherent interface since the growth of magnetite under 
these circumstances is essentially freed from ciystallographic constraints 
and is therefore able to assume a variety of orientations with the matrix. 
Further growth by''cation injection at the interface will result in increased 
volume strain, and eventual fracture of the crystallite colony. Repeated 
nucleation and fracture produces a micro-fissured product as shown in (figs. 
59, 82-85, 168, 183, 184). Clearly with the decrease in temperature the 
capability of the magnetite to acconmodate the mismatch strains will 
diminish so that breakaway occurs sooner resulting in smaller crystallites 
possessing higher residual strains. This concept is compatible with the 
measured trends in crystallite size and lattice strain derived from the 
X-ray line broadening study (section 6.4)..
This view is in agreement with the evidence of Swann et al (98) who 
maintains that the interphase boundary of the porous morphology is incoherent. 
Growth was considered to occur by an eutectoidal precipitation mode in which 
with the channel porosity acted as one of the duplex phases, the other 
phase being the magnetite. Faint parallel lines resembling tunnel or 
channel porosity are discernible in (figs. 82-85).
summary
Three principle magnetite morphologies have been identified namely a 
low tenperature multi-crystallite agglomerate, an intermediate and high 
tenperature dense lamellar phase and a high tenperature dense nodular phase.
The latter phase has not been previously reported in depth.
No sharp morphological demarcation prevails as a function of tenperature, 
instead extensive overlapping of the morphologies occurs in the so called 
transition zones. For example, although the granular phase predominates 
below 620°C very thin lamellae have been observed for reduction as low as 
500°C.
The low tenperature dominance of multi-crystallite phase has been 
directly related to the anisotropic characteristics of reduction and to 
the inherent microstructure • ,
It has been shown that the multi-crystallite moiphology prefers to 
grow along crystallographic directions other than parallel to the basal 
plane. In the extreme situation when the exposed facet trace lies parallel 
to the basal plane, the growth rate along the CQ axis is greatest. Therefore 
it would appear that the basal plane is most reactive at low temeperatures.
In contrast, however, the lamellar phase grows alost exclusively 
along the basal plane with minimal thickening in the Cq direction. In 
effect a reversal in reduction anisotropy or reactivity has been established 
as a function of temeperature, i.e. the basal plane being least reactive at 
high temperatures above 700°C; this change being associated with the 
transition in moiphology.
In search for an explanation of the morphologies and the morphological 
transitions, parallellisms were drawn between the hematite magnetite 
transformation and solid state transformations in metallic systems. It 
was argued that the growth dominance of the low tenperature multicrystallite 
morphology for preferred reduction along a non-basal direction was due to 
the generation of a mobile incoherent interface arising from mismatch strains. 
It was proposed that the • accumulating volume strain energy accompanying the 
transformation would produce micro-fissuring and resultant crystallites.
The defective product layer would therefore. allow ready passage of gas' to 
and from the inner barrier layer reaction site thus short-circuiting the 
’bulk ionic diffusion Ibnifcations of the low reduction .temperature.
The ascendance of the ordered dense lamellar morphology and the demise 
of the multi-crystallite phase has been directly related to the increase 
in ionic diffusion rate with increase in temperature. An additional factor 
was the anticipated increase in the stress-accommodating capacity of the 
magnetite with increase in tenperature thus inhibiting fissuring.
I * *\ " 
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By conparison with pro-e utectoid - ferrite precipitation; ;f ran 
- austenite it has been confirmed that the lamellar growth can be 
categorized as a Widmanstatten type morphology (98). This classification 
is consistent with the proposed mechanism of formation of lamellae by 
diffusion assisted dislocation movement. Furthermore it has been reaffirmed 
that the nodular morphology has been shown to be similar in growth 
characteristics to the high tenperature blocky grain boundary allotricmorphs 
of - ferrite.
On the same comparitive basis the shape of the lamella and nodular 
interfaces have been interpreted in terms of the interphase boundary 
structure theory expounded for metallic precipitation systems. In particular 
the stability of the various morphologies and the transition from lamellae 
to nodules have been explained by reference to the inteiplay between 
temperature, supersaturation and oxide plasticity. This interplay also 
offered an explanation for the anomalous widening of the reduction zone 
width above 950°C.
A general explanation of the volume expansion - temeprature curve for 
reduction of hematite to magnetite was provided based upon the evidence of 
surface relief associated with the emergent moiphologies. This explanation 
complemented the previous discussion dealing with the effect of reduction 
zone width but also provided a rationale for the decrease in expansion 
above 950°C.
6.3 Expansion Mechanisms for the Reduction of Honatite to Magnetite
In the previous discussion the swelling and structural breakdown 
accompanying the reduction of hematite has been related to a physical
dilation of the emerging magnetite phase.
• \
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This localised dilation was revealed by the S.E.M. as surface relief 
on partially reduced prepolished samples and on fracture surfaces (figs.
76 , 94-101). In addition individual magnetite lamellae and nodules were 
frequently observed by conventional metallography to extend beyond the 
periphery of the parent grain; in effect pushing the adjoining grain to 
cause fracture (figs. 74, 75^, 79-81).
It is appropriate therefore to examine from an atomistic stand point 
those reduction processes which could conceivably generate expansion and 
surface relief. The examination is an extension of the critical review 
of swelling theories presented in section 2.4. On that basis the 
previously discussed triad distortion theory, the effect of sintering near 
the honatite decomposition point, the influence of carbon deposition and 
the so-called gas- pressure cracking mechanism will not be considered further.
6.3.1 (a) Edstrom-Ottow Diffusion Concept
It is proposed to expand the diffusion-lattice transformation theory 
of Edstrom (72) and Ottow (106> 129):-
Eor the simplistic situation in which a dense stoichiometric magnetite 
layer encapsulates a hematite grain thus presenting a diffusion barrier, it 
is to be expected that reduction will be perpetuated by a Wagner ionic 
diffusion based mechanism (fig. 199). Hie micro-topochemical reduction 
pattern evident in the temperature range 675°C to 950°C (figs. 54 , 65-71) 
fits this description. It is assumed in view of the cation deficient 
characteristics of the P-type inverse spinel that the diffusing species 
will be the much smaller cation migrating via interstitial point defects 
through the various iron sub-lattices sites. .
In the following treatment the stoichiometric reduction process is 
interpreted in terms of a defect equation applied to both the hematite- 
magnetite interface and the magnet it e-gas interface.
i) Reduction at the 2-phase spinel-gas interface
400 + Fe304 + 2 Fe3+Q  + Fe2+Q  — * 4C02 + 8e (6.3.1. )
It is envisaged that 00 molecules chemisorbed on the spinel surface 
strip off 02 ions to foim OOg. The released cations diffuse via 
the respective ferrous and ferric interstitial vacancies FI to the 
inner spinel-hematite interface.
The material effect of reaction 6.3.1 is to remove 1 molecule of 
Fe^ O^ . Using the lattice parameter of 8.396 2 (6) this represents 
a decrease of 1/8 of a unit cell which equates to a volume decrease 
of 73.985 (8)3.
ii) Reaction at the Inner 2-phase spinel-hematite interface:-
12 Fe203 + 8e — 9 Fe304 + 2 Fe3+[U + Fe2+D  (6.3.2.)
Penetration of the cation flux into the honatite lattice creates 
magnetite and the necessary cation vacancies for continuation of the 
diffusion process. Using unit cell parameters for honatite of aQ 
5.038 and CQ 13.738 8 the following volumetric relationship emerges.
12 Fe203 — 9 Fe304 
2 Unit cells— 9/8 Unit cells 
603.28 (8)3 — ►- 665.865 (8)3
Expressed in terms of the volume of the hematite used up, the generation 
of magnetite by equation 6.3.1 produces a transient expansion in 
volume of 10.4% whilst the loss of magnetite by equation 6.3.2 causes 
a simultaneous decrease in volume of 12.3%. Consequently the net 
result is the expected theoretical contraction of 1.9%.
It is tempting to conclude that the predicted expansion of 3.35% linear 
at the hematite-magnetite interface is sufficient cause for swelling and 
disruption of the hematite polycrystalline sample. In simplistic terms 
if could be argued that although a uniform expansion perpendicular to the
interface (fig. 200) can be acconmodated at the free surface which is 
simultaneously undergoing contraction, the lateral expansion parallel to 
the inner interface will interact with other sections of the g.b. to 
cause a permanent expansion and cracking.
Furthermore if the exterior volume contraction appears non-uniformly
i
as a localised pore or fissure as indicated in (fig. 201) then it could be 
argued that a permanent apparent volume expansion of at least 10.4% is 
possible (100).
However, by applying the same treatment to the reduction of magnetite 
to wustite the predicted expansions are very similar in magnitude to the 
hematite to magnetite transformation. This is illustrated below for the 
extremes of stoichiometry of the wustite phase Fe^_yO using the following 
lattice parameters
aQ 4.31 8, y 0.05 and aQ 4.28 8, y 0.12: (59, 60)
i) Reaction at the Wustite-Gas Interface:
(1 - 4y) (1 - 4y)
  00 + -----  Fe, 0 + (1
(1 - y ) (1 - y ) 1 y
» (1 - 4y)
-----  Co9 + 2(1 - 4y) e
(1 - y ) 2
For y = 0.05 Contraction = 22.8% Volume .
For y = 0.12 Contraction = 15.7% Volume
ii) Reaction at the Inner Wustite-Magnetite Interface:
Fe304 + 2(1 + 4y)e
— 4 F e ^ O  + (1 + 4y) Fe2+0  (6.3.4 )
For y = 0.05. Volume Expansion = 8.2%
For y = 0.12, Volume Expansion = 6.0%
- 4y) Fe2+a
(6.3.3)
Since the expansion levels above correspond closely to the hematite- 
magnetite values it might be expected that the same quantitative relationship 
would hold in practice for noimal gaseous reduction of magnetite to wustite.
In reality small expansions occur. For example Brill-Edwards (76, 81) 
cited expansions for a standard 6 hours reduction cycle of 18% for hematite 
to magnetite, via the lamellar morphology and only 6% for reduction of 
magnetite to wustite. The as-sintered oxides were of similar porosity.
It is clear therefore that the diffusion concept in isolation does not 
account quantitatively for the large differences in swelling where reduction 
is occurring via the lamellar morphology, i.e. via a semicoherent interphase 
boundary. Its value would seem to lie in a qualitative statement of the 
nature of the ionic diffusion path during reduction and the probable site 
for expansion and contraction particularly when reduction is occurring via 
incoherent interphase boundary. Since in this instance the matrix atoms 
can be restacked by a process of ad hoc diffusional transfer alone.
Although it is acknowledged that the greater plasticity of the FeO phase 
compared with magnetite will facilitate acccranodation of stresses and 
therefore moderate the predicted expansion level, it is argued that an 
equally important factor is the very close similarity in crystal structure 
between magnetite and wustite.
This similarity is illustrated in (fig. 202) in which the interplanar 
spacing of the (111) planes of the various cubic iron oxides is related 
to the oxygen-ion spacing within the octahedral plane, table 6.3.1.
A common straight-line relationship emerges indicative of the fact that 
the reduction of-magnetite to wustite involves no fundamental restructuring 
of the oxygen framework. As oxygen is removed the cubic lattice spacing 
merely enlarges isotropically by 3.4%.
It is interesting and'somewhat surprising that the interplanar spacing 
and. iron ion spacing for F.C.C. X - iron and B.C.C. c< - iron also coincide 
with the isomorphic line. The implication is that for reduction beyond 
wustite total lattice collapse occurs as the remaining oxygen is progressively 
removed; the resultant axial contraction occurring uniformly along the 
isomorphic line.
Significantly, however, hematite does not fall on the isomorphic 
line. Consequently using the above reasoning it follows that reduction to 
cubic magnetite must involve a fundamentally different structural rearrange­
ment process for conversion of the obverse-rhombohedral lattice; in effect 
a lattice shape change is occurring. The resultant anisotropic stretching
of the hematite lattice to match the cubic spinel is manifested by an 
increase of 5.85% in the basal plane spacing whilst the close-packed oxygen 
ion spacing within the plane grows by only 2.1% (fig. 202).
, It is argued that these differences in structure are all important.
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Furthermore it should be noted tha!t the general diffusion concept divorced 
from the detail of the participating lattice structures does not provide 
a suitable explanation for the observed surface tilt that is associated 
with the lamellar morphology. Intuitively it is considered thar a likely 
solution to the problem lies in an examination of the relevant crystal 
structures.
(8) ao ~
1a 1c
Fe2°3
y -Fe203
Fe3°4
Fe.95°
Fe.88°
5.038
8.338
8.396
4.310
4.280
2.908 (0001) 
2.948 (111) 
2.968 (111) 
3.048 (111) 
3.026 (111)
2.290 <p00£>
2.407 <iii>: 
2.424 <11p  
2.488 4 1]£>
2.407 4 n >
K- Fe 
oC- Fe
3.648
2.866
2.580 (111) 
2.482 (110)
2.106 4 ^  
2.027 4 10/
Table 6.3.1 Unit cell data from ref. 6,34; oi - Feo0Q C is 13.738 8£ o O
On the other hand for 1 normal1 reduction of cubic magnetite to cubic 
wustite, i.e. isomorphouslv, the Edstrom diffusion mechanisn may be adequate 
in describing the dynamic expansion and contraction processes (equations 
6.3.3; 6.3.4). Accepting this premise then it may be valid to state that 
for normal homogeneous reduction of isomorphous oxides by a wholly diffusional 
mechanism that the expansion level will be characterised by a lower value 
and influenced strongly by the relative plasticity of the oxides, e.g. the 
reduction of magnetite to wustite (76) and in circumstances where a totally 
disordered interphase boundary is foimed. .
In sumnary the above comparisons of the cubic iron oxides points to 
the diverse crystal structures of the hematite and spinel oxides and 
the mutual lack of ductility as the prime factors responsible for the large 
swelling on reduction of hematite to magnetite.
Consequently it is now timely to develop a mechanism, of expansion . 
involving the atom movements which are embodied in the crystallographic 
transformation of hematite to magnetite.
6.3.2 Crystallographic Considerations
Referring to the previously described hematite and spinel structures 
(section 2.1) it is clear that the structural transition from one to another 
must involve a restacking of the layer sequence of the C.P. oxygen lattice 
framework from an ABAB to an ABCABC pattern.
From considerations of the structure of the iron sub-lattices of 
hematite and magnetite it is clear that a simple homogenous lattice shear 
alone cannot achieve the transition from the honeycomb pattern to the Kagome 
and mixed trigonal array. A diffusional element is therefore essential to 
the reaction. Restated in teims of the reduction process the transformation 
of hematite to magnetite must involve a compositional adjustment namely the 
loss of oxygen and of necessity the diffusional redistribution of the 
released iron as described in Edstrom’s theory. Consequently a totally 
diffusionless reaction can be discounted as a possible mechanism.
In previous discussion the lamellar morphology was classified as 
Widmanstatten, consequently it is considered that the accepted diffusional- 
shear mechanism for Widmanstatten plate foimation’is also applicable to 
lamellae formation (220, 224).
Such a suggestion is not without precedent since in 1957 Bernal et al 
(3) working on oriented transformations in iron oxides and hydroxides 
acknowledged that-these changes took place not by a de nova recrystallisation 
of the oxide but rather bv a shifting and restacking of the pre-existing 
crystal structure. Moreover when steric conditions permit the restacking 
proceeded by a minimum rearrangement of the single crystal structure 
involving little more than the mechanism of dislocation glide.
At the same time Kronberg (13) introduced a dislocation based mechanism 
of synchro-shear to account for the observed basal slip and twinning in 
corundum. The synchroshear mechanism involved a co-ordinated shear of 
anions and cations via. quarter partial dislocations gliding on the basal 
plane.
Subsequently Stone et al (53) and Schmalzreid (54) suggested in a 
general way that the Kronberg synchroshear concept could be applicable to 
the restacking of the oxygen ions during the formation of a spinel from
hematite and a monoxide. It was envisaged that in preference to a process 
of bulk diffusion of the large oxygen ions a correlated movement of bundles 
of partial dislocations could occur along the (131)/(0001) glide planes.
This mechanism which minimized the movement of the large oxygen ions clearly 
resentoles the dislocation glide process involved in Widmanstatten plate 
formation. 1
More importantly, however, Kachi et al (229) had previously combined 
Kronberg's synchroshear concept with Christians (230) shear mechanism for 
the allotropic transformation of F.C.C. to C.P.H. cobalt to provide a 
detailed atomistic model for the transition of Y - FegO^ to c<-
Since the Y - to oC - hematite transition is structurally the reversal 
of the hematite to magnetite transformation it is considered appropriate to 
use this model to develop an atomistic transfoimation and swelling mechanism 
which is compatible with the growth characteristics of the Widmanstatten 
lamellae.
For the nodular morphology at elevated temperatures the incoherent 
interface suggests that the restacking process can occur by the ad hoc 
diffusional transfer of the oxygen atoms and therefore the Edstrom 
diffusion concept is applicable.
The techniques used in this investigation did not reveal the likely 
nature of the interphase boundary of the low temperature porous morphology. 
However, Swann using T.E.M. described the interface as incoherent.
6.3.2 (a) Oxygen Lattice Shear for the Hexagonal to Face Centre Cubic
Transformation via the Lamellar Morphology
In (fig. 203) plan view of the oxygen atom framework of the (1100) 
plane of hematite is presented with the vertical ABAB stacking sequence of 
the basal planes clearly shown by open circles. For simplicity the oxygen 
spacial distortion and the honeycorrb iron sub-lattice sandwiched between 
the basal layers are omitted.
If an oxygen atom situated in an A position in the basal plane is 
pushed in the [1120] by aQ/g it will move over the saddle point between the 
2 adjacent B atoms underneath and fall into a C position giving a localised 
stacking sequence ABC. If shearing of this type occurs in a co-ordinated 
cumulative fashion between alternate pairs of basal planes, i.e. between
2 & 3, 4 & 5, etc. then a regular ABCABC spinel packing sequence will 
evolve as denoted by the filled circles.
The calculated shear angle allowing for lattice parameter changes is 
approximately 19£°. Consequently the shear displacement S will vary directly 
with the transformed crystal thickness h in the QXX)1]
S = h tan © = 0.36 h (6.3.5 )
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Iron Sub-lattices
(a) Mixed Trigonal: The effect of the Oxygen atom shearing over the
3+honeycomb network of octahedral Fe ions is to produce a co-planar 
tetrahedral dale pattern of 2nd nearest neighbour interstitial iron 
. atoms which is similar but not identical to the mixed trigonal net.
In order to produce the correct mixed trigonal pattern of 3rd nearest 
neighbour hill and dale tetrahedral sites (figs. 2a, 4b) additional 
synchronised shearing and/or diffusion of the cations must occur in 
unison with the oxygen movements.
Several alternatives exist
If as previously mentioned a cation remains in situ 
during oxygen shear the octahedral site converts to 
a tetrahedral dale site.
If the cation moves with the oxygen ion in the same
direction bv a /0 it will finish up in a tetrahedral • o'3 ^
hill interstice.
If the cation moves synchronously at 60° to the 
oxygen shift, i.e. in the [JL210J it will move into 
an octahedral site.
These alternatives are embodied in (fig. 204) which shows the 
interfacial transition zone between the already sheared mixed 
trigonal iron sub-lattices of magnetite and the honeycomb octahedral 
iron sub-lattice of hematite. Ihe arrows indicate synchronised motion 
of the cations.
ii)
iii)
It is clear that certain filled and unfilled cation sites of 
the honeycomb sub-lattice coincide with the filled cation sites 
in the mixed trigonal lattice. These cations remain static during 
oxygen shear and therefore evolve on to tetrahedral dale interstices. 
The remaining cations in filled octahedral sites synchroshear to 
take up residence in the tetrahedral hill and octahedral positions.
Insufficient cations exist in the hematite sub-lattice to fill 
the normally occupied sites in the mixed trigonal lattice. This 
situation is represented in (fig. 204) by open circle vacancies 
(1.5/Unit Cell) resident on tetrahedral dale sites. It is 
envisaged according to equation 6.3.2 that the vacancies are 
generated by cations which migrate into high energy tetrahedral sites 
in the hematite to be replaced by further cations diffusing down 
the iron activity gradient in magnetite and therefore pressurising . 
the hematite lattice. The cation flux; which acts as the thriving 
force for interface advance also produces a volume increase at this 
site.
Kagome Sub-lattice: Since alternate pairs of basal planes
synchroshear together then no relative motion occurs between 
the individual planes comprising .the pair. Consequently the inter­
leaved honeycomb sub-lattice remains spaciallv unchanged. Ibis 
situation is consistent with the shear model since as previously 
described in section 2.1 the honeycomb sub-lattice is equivalent 
to a cat ion- def f icient kagome net. Both sub-lattices are Co-planar 
nets of octahedral sites, the former filling 3 nearest neighbour 
sites out of a possible 6 whilst the denser kagome fills 4 out of 
6 sites.
In (fig. 205) the honeycomb lattice of hematite simply merges into 
the kagome pattern with the majority of sites being coincident.
To complete the pattern certain cations are required to diffuse 
synchronously via tetrahedral sites in a zig-zag manner along 
vectors aQ/g [ll20] and aQ/g p210] to equilibrium octahedral sites.
The open circles again represent the iron deficiency as vacant cation 
sites which became filled by cations diffusing through magnetite.
These sites are normally unoccupied in the hematite honeycomb pattern 
(fig. 202) and therefore force the redistribution of the sub-lattice.
The pattern of movements illustrated in (figs. 203-205) have 
demonstrated that the structural hexagonal hematite lattice can 
be geometrically converted to the cubic spinel lattice by an 
ordered process of co-operative shear of the anion framework 
accompanied by synchronised diffusion of the interstitial cations.
6.3.2 (b) Development of a Dislocation Model
In (fig. 206) Kronberg’s (13) representation of a single quarter partial 
screw dislocation on the basal plane of sapphire has been adapted to the 
hematite-magnetite system to accomplish the a /„ [1120] restacking shear.
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The interfacial zone between the hematite and the spinel corresponds to a 
quarter partial screw dislocation spiralling out over a stacking fault 
width of 6 oxygen diameters. The upper oxygen, atoms (filled circles) 
are gradually displaced in the plane of the paper over the width of the 
stacking fault by the vector aQ/g [jL12C)J into C positions. The cation 
movement associated with the foimation of the mixed trigonal sub-lattice 
is also shown.
If a quarter partial screw dislocation of the same type is inserted 
between each pair of oxygen basal layers then the co-ordinated motion of 
these dislocations parallel to the basal plane in the l^lOOj will produce 
the hexagonal to F.C.C. transformation and a 194° macro-shear displacement 
visible on the crystal surface.
Furthermore it is conjectured that one or more of these dislocations 
might constitute the terraced inter-phase boundary ledges hypothesized in 
the growth mechanism for Widmanstatten c>< - ferrite (fig. 197) where the 
ledge height is nC /„.
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Clearly if each of the partial screw dislocations present across the 
thickness of the lamellae are of the same sign, e.g. right-handed then the 
shear will emerge as a single surface tilt (fig. 207 a.) An example of this 
is illustrated in (fig. 77).
Alternatively if the upper half of the lamella is composed of a 
leading edge of screw dislocations of the opposite sign to the lower half 
i.e. right hand vs. left hand screw then the resultant shear displacement 
may emerge as an arrow-head surface protrusion or intrusion (figs. 80, 207b).
In this case the shear distance S will'be approximately halved. It is 
possible that the arrowhead profile is the result of a pair of lamellae 
shearing in the same direction. Co-operative growth of this type has 
been reported by Porter (99). However, no longitudinal boundary was
observed within the lamella.
. \
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The proposed schematic model of a magnetite lamella at elevated 
temperatures is shown in (figs. 208, 209).
For the sinpler case of a single surface tilt, the growth dislocations 
of screw type and of the same sign are located on the upper surface only 
whilst the lower planar surface merely requires the generation of interphase 
boundary misfit dislocations (fig-. 208 sl. ).
On the other hand for the double shear situation, basal screw dis­
locations of opposing sign are resident at the upper and lower terraced 
inteiphase boundary ledges so that a roof-top or arrow-head shape emerges 
(figs. 209 a & b).
The tilted surfaces are the {112} spinel planes with inclined markings 
representing the traces of emergent {ill} planes (figs. 73, 97, 98, 180).
It is anticipated that metallographically a sectional view of the 
single tilt lamella will appear as a slender elongated chisel profile 
(fig. 208.c) inncoimon with the thin lower tenperature bunched lamellae (fig 
68,71); Whilst for the- arrow-head lamella a'more synmentrical .profile is 
envisaged (fig 209b)in common with the high temeperature broad single lamellae, 
(figs. 74, 76, 80, 103, 112).
The above dislocation model therefore is consistent with the observed 
surface dilation and magnetite morphology. It incorporates the processes 
of synchroshear and diffusion to explain the structural transformation from 
hematite to magnetite via a lamellar or Widmanstatten morphology.
Clearly the above model does not take into account the possibility of 
some accommodation occurring as a result of plastic deformation. Nor is 
the chemical reactions involving cation injection and oxygen removal 
considered. Furthermore the observation of a surface tilt is not definite 
proof that a shear mechanism is occurring (230). Interface fringe measure­
ment of the angle of tilt is necessary to substantiate the shear theory.
Unal (100) suggests that the projection of single lamellae outside the 
grain boundary is brought about by a reduction process in which the oxygen 
removal reaction occurs at the hematite surface remote from the lamella. 
Subsequent surface diffusion of the released cations followed by injection 
into the lamella results in a 10 to 11% volume expansion. Thus the effect 
may be due entirely to a physical volume increase by interstitial diffusion
i
alone with no shear involvement. Swann however contends that the speed of 
formation of the lamellae is indicative of a shear reaction at least in 
the nucleation and early stages of growth (98).
6.3.2 (c) Grain Dilation and Cracking Predictions for Lamellar Magnetite
On the basis of this model the shear displacement S is directly 
proportional to the lamellae thickness h. Therefore as the lamellae thick­
ness increases with reduction temperature (figs. 65-71, 74-78) the intrinsic 
expansion should also rise. This statement corroborates the earlier 
discussion sections (6.1 & 6.1.3; 6.1.4).
A net change in the shape of the grain is expected as a result of 
the random shearing action of different lamellae along any of the 6 available 
[ll2Cf] directions and the anisotropic stretching of the hematite lattice on 
conversion to magnetite.
As previously discussed the interplanar spacing of the basal plane of 
hematite increases by 5.85% on conversion to the spinel (111) configuration 
whilst the oxygen ion spacing within the basal plane grows by only 2 .06% 
in the Ql320j direction. Consequently for an equi-axed grain, of diameter 
’d' the linear expansion A  due to the lattice parameter changes is:-
A  CQ = 0.059 x d <£oo£>
^ ao = °*021 x d <^ .l20j>
It is clear from equations (6.3.5-7) that for the 44 micron hematite 
grain size the lattice parameter increase of 5.85% [oOOl] is the major 
contribution to grain swelling for lamellae thicknesses h up to 
approximately 2.5 microns. Hence it is predicted that for reduction 
temperatures below 1000°C-950°C the major dilation will appear in the CQ 
[pOOl] direction. This prediction agrees with the measured expansions of 
individual grains on the surface of the polycrystalline samples which had 
been polished prior to reduction at 900°C (figs. 106, 107):-
( 6.3.6 ) 
( 6.3.7 )
* Average linear expansion perpendicular to the (0001) trace + 3.8%.
* Average linear expansion parallel to the (0001) trace + 1.6%.
Using the shear model (equations 6.3.5-7) the theoretical apparent 
volume expansion and linear expansion were calculated for lamellae of 2 and 
4 micron thicknesses, table (6.3.2). For simplicity the grain shape was 
represented as a hexagonal cell of basal axis 22 microns and height 44 
microns with the shear occurring along the 6 [1120] directions. Again for 
simplicity the net theoretical volume contraction required for the hematite 
to.magnetite transformation was temporarily ignored by assuming that all 
of this compensatory contraction may be manifested as intragranular voidage 
as shown in (figs. 69-76 , 201) for the multilamellar reduct ionj or by 
removal of oxygen from hematite renote from the singular lamella as 
suggested by Unal (100). The calculation assumes that the chemical 
conversion of hematite to magnetite is achieved by cation injection as 
detailed in equation 6.3.2.
Hence within the framework of these assumptions, table (6.3.2) 
demonstrates that the simple diffusional shear model will in fact predict 
apparent volume expansions Av for single crystals which correspond 
closely to the reported value of 25% (72).
Furthermore the calculated linear expansion values for the 2 micron 
thick lamellae agree satisfactorily with the measured grain dilation for 
the prepolished-polycrystalline samples reduced at 90Q°C (lamellae thickness 
2-2.5 urns).table (6.3.2).
Calculated Expansion % Measured Expansion %
2 urns 4 urns 2/2.5 urns
A I  <xxn> 5.85% 5.85% 3*8%
/ \ t  4 120> 3.7 - 5.3% 5.3 - 8.6% 1.6%
Av 13.8 - 19.3% 19.3-24.9% . - ..................................................
Table 6.3.2 Calculated linear/\£ and apparent volume/\v expansions 
for single and double shear lamellae; and measured linear 
expansions of individual grains reduced at 900°C.
This concept therefore draws together a tripartite relationship 
between expansion, lamellae thickness and grain size which is in quantitative 
agreement with the observations and embodied in equations 6.3.5-7.
rurtneint)re. tne characteristic comoination 01 liner microstructures 
and lower expansions for reduction caipared with 00 reduction (101) can 
be accounted for using the above model. Since the lamellae are reputedly 
thinner for reduction then the shear model predicts that the basal shear 
strain will be proportionately smaller which should therefore contribute to
a lessening in swelling in agreement with the facts. , 1
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6.3.2 (d.) Cracking Predictions
It is clear that the basal shear displacement which emerges at the 
grain surface as soon as lamellae formation begins may in turn cause 
immediate g.b. fracture and expansion (figs. 74 , 80Y.
Regarding the bunched thin lamellae growing in a pseudo-topochemical 
manner below 950°C (figs. 68, 69, 71, 92) it is probable that the leading 
portion of the lamella which extends ahead into the hematite core is under 
compression. The 5.9% dilation in the direction will be resisted
by the hematite which in turn is equally compressed between the lamellae 
so that in this inter lamellar zone no net dilation results (fig. 210).
A side, effect of the compressive force at the lamellae front is 
the generation of a tensile reaction in the magnetite away from the lamellae 
tip and reaching a maximum at the grain exterior. This oriented tensile 
force in the direction is therefore one of the factors which,
coupled to the void producing reactions described by equation 6.3.2, can 
give rise to a lineal void or parting fissure initiating at the grain 
exterior and running between the lamellae (figs. 211, 68-71, 92). This 
lends support to the assumption made in the previous section to compensate 
for net contraction by the insertion of lineal voidage for lamellae below 
900°C.
Penetration of the inter lamellar fissure to the magnet it e-hemat it e 
interface is considered unlikely at temperature because of the presence 
of the compressive stress in that region. However, thermal contractional 
stresses generated on cooling to room temperature clearly offer an 
explanation for Brill-Edwards report of cracks which extended to the 
hematite-magnetite. interface.
The crack forming tensile force will also augment the linear expansion 
measured in the ^ XX)^ direction compared with the previous calculated 
values and cause the magnetite lamellae to splay out. Severe splayed parting 
fissures have been previously reported by Bliefuss (107) for the reduction 
of very large single grains of hematite to magnetite at i000oC (fig. 14). 
Clearly this effect will increase with larger grain sizes since the 
constrained pseudo-topochemical,multi-lamellar reduction pattern will then 
be extended to higher temperatures. Also the greater coefficient of thermal' 
expansion of magnetite will enlarge the parting crack width on cooling to 
room temperature. In addition to the aforementioned transgranular and 
intergranular cracking effects, a remarkable proof of the existence of 
stresses during reduction was. revealed by presence of lenticular shaped 
twins in hematite (figs. 91-93). Twins of this shape are assuredly 
mechanical in origin and therefore support the basal shear and CQ axis 
dilation theory which would predictably induce both shear and tensile 
stress components in adjoining grains. The possibility that these twins 
were thermally generated was eliminated by cycling the as sintered 
hematite compact several times between R.T. and 900°C and 1100°C. No 
twins were observed.
The frequent occurrence of tiny secondary lamellae emanating from 
the primary lamellae interface (figs. 65-68) is attributed to the formation 
of cleavage cracks in hematite. It is envisaged that the sharp compressed 
tip of the magnetite lamella will induce an intense localised tensile stress 
in the neighbouring hematite lattice sufficient to nucleate parting cracks. 
These are quickly arrested and stabilised within the grain by the instant­
aneous formation of magnetite on the nascent crack surfaces (fig. 66). In 
support of this Porter (99) has reported dislocation tangles in hematite 
issuing from the lamella tip during growth at 915°C. Frcm this it was 
deduced that plastic deformation of hematite plays a role in the reduction 
mechanism. Presumably as the reduction temperature increases above 800°C 
the hematite is able to wdthstand or relieve the stress concentration 
by dislocation formation and therefore the intragranular cleavage failure 
disappears.
For singular lamellae which are evident above 950°C the 5.9% Cq axis 
dilation will be constrained bv the surrounding hematite (figs. 74-78, 80,
112) until the lamella has traversed the grain. According to McCarthy et 
al (231) magnetite growing as a film on mild steel at 573°C can wdthstand 
up to 1% compressive strain before failure. Therefore it is likely that at 
1000°C some accommodation of the stress occurs by.plastic deformation.
It is important to note that the emergence of the singular isolated 
lamellae above 1000°C coincides with the disappearance of transgranular 
voidage such as fissures, parting cracks and porosity (figs. 53-55). 
Therefore the evidence for the theoretical compensatory contraction 
observable at 1000°C and below (figs, 69-71) is apparently absent at 1050°C 
and above. This is discussed further in the next section.
6.3.2 (e) Nodular Morphology above 1000°C
For the omnidirectional nodular morphology growing via a curved
incoherent interphase boundary (figs. 79, 81) no shear dilation is expected
since the restacking process is assumed to occur by a diffusional transfer 
2-of the large o ions. This would appear to be the case since in practice 
no obvious signs of surface tilt were detected.
The absence of the anisotropic shear dilation should therefore herald 
a drop in the apparent volume expansion of the polycrystal. This in fact 
does occur as shown in (figs. 32, 33) although as previously discussed in 
section 6.1.3 a contributory factor is the extension of the reduction zone 
width Z (figs. 108, 112).
If it is assumed that the high tenperature reduction process occurring 
via the nodular morphology is entirely diffusional and reconstructive in 
nature then it is feasible that the expanded Edstrom diffusion concept can 
be applied (section 6.3.1 a). This invokes a volume expansion at the inner 
hematite-magnetite interphase boundary and a compensatory contraction in 
the region of the 3 phase hemat it e-magnet it e-gas boundary based purely on 
diffusional considerations (fig. 211). Clearly the expansion due to 
cation injection at the inner hematite-magnetite interface (equation 6.3.2) 
•would induce a tensile stress at the g.b. and therefore would contribute 
to grain severance.. However, some restraint to continued expansion in 
adjacent grains will also be offered by the keying effect of the bridging 
nodules. A further consideration is the possibility at higher temperatures 
of a contribution to reduction by anion diffusion which would clearly lead 
to a lower expansion. A notable feature is the lack of evidence of the 
oxygen removal reaction since in common with the lamellae at 1050°C, dense 
fissure-free nodules were observed. It is considered that the small crack 
resident at the inter-granular boundary of the nodule (figs. 78-80 , 211) is 
due to differential thermal contraction stresses on cooling.
Significantly the triple point nodules are able to bridge across 
fractured hematite grain boundaries maintaining continuity despite the 
associated upheaval. This suggests in line with the earlier discussion of 
the reduction of magnetite to wustite by a purely diffusional mechanism that 
the nodular morphology and bridging lamellae are capable of a finite amount 
of plastic strain or stress relaxation at temperatures above 1000°C.
Clearly material redistribution by simultaneous resintering-or creep may 
remove evidence of porosity at the magnetite-gas interface of the lamellae 
and nodule and lower the expansion level.
In a subsequent section the mechanism of pore or fissure foimation will 
be related to the participating ionic species and to the stoichiometry of 
the magnetite phase.
6.3.2 (f) Low temperature Crystallite Morphology
In consideration of an atomistic mechanism of formation of the low 
temperature porous magnetite the following facts have been established.
i) the reducing gas is able to diffuse via fissures and interconnected 
porosity to the inner reaction site.
ii) a definite surface swelling accompanies the formation of the 
crystallite colonies.
iii) the single crystal study has shown that no unique orientation 
relationship holds; the crystallite colonies probably vary in 
orientation relative to the hematite matrix.
These observations are in broad agreement with the discontinuous 
cellular precipitation model magnetite foimation put forward by Swann (98). 
The porous magnetite phase was considered analogous to the duplex 
eutectoidal phase pearlite in steels. The pores in the form of long 
parallel tunnels represented the discontinuous phase and the magnetite 
between the tunnels the other phase (fig. 212). Formation of magnetite 
and pore extension occurred in a co-operative manner at the inner incoherent 
interface according to equations 6.3.1 & 2. Removal of oxygen from the 
tunnel wall and at the hematite interface released cations which surface 
diffused a very short distance into the hematite between the tunnels
i
resulting in a volume expansion. The exact value of the expansion was 
determined by the relative amounts of oxygen removed from the tunnel walls 
to that removed from the hematite at the tunnel base.
From previous discussion the observed preference for the crystallite 
phase to grow at an angle to the unique basal plane is compatible with the 
concept of a mobile incoherent interphase boundary, since the mismatch
between lattices is likely to be greater. According to Hillert, critical 
orientations which enable coherent sessile interfaces to be formed must be 
avoided. Ibis would appear to be the case since as shown in (figs. 102,
103) attempts to grow in a direction parallel to the best fit basal plane 
caused cessation of growth and a densification of the phase.
. i
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If the interface is totally disordered then restacking of the hematite 
lattice must occur by wholesale diffusional rearrangement of the large 
oxygen atoms under the driving influence of the injected cations: this
would seem to be a difficult process to undertake at very low reaction 
temperatures, e.g. 400°C. The difficulty presumably manifests itself in 
extreme faulting of the magnetite lattice (99) and severe X-ray line 
broadening indicative of residual strain.
Furthermore it is envisaged, that the localized volume expansion of 
11% caused by iron injection at the interface will eventually result in 
fissuring of the magnetite colonies and repeated nucleation of fresh 
colonies with differing orientation relationships, to the matrix.
Summary
It has been demonstrated on an atomistic basis that the crystallographic 
transformation of hematite to magnetite assuming cation injection can be 
accomplished theoretically by a Widmanstatten diffusional-shear mechanism 
which accounts for the surface tilt observed on the lamellar morphology.
The shear component of the mechanism augments the diffusional theory of 
Edstrom. Calculated linear and volume expansions for the reduction of 
hematite to magnetite based on a [1120] shear were shown to agree with the 
measured grain expansions and the reported expansions for single crystals.
The shear transformation concept enabled a correlation to be drawn between 
expansion, lamellae thickness and hematite grain size.
The observed cracking in lamellar magnetite and in the hematite core 
was related to the anticipated stress system developed from the shear 
transformation involving cation injection.
At high temperatures^>1000°C the growth mechanism for the nodular 
morphology was accounted for in terms of the established incoherent inter­
phase boundary. From an atomistic viewpoint the phase change was assumed
to occur by ad-hoc diffusional transfer of matrix atoms across the 
disordered boundary. The lack of crystallographic constraint enabled the 
Edstrom diffusion theory of expansion to be applied. The development 
of bridging growth in the lamellae and the nodular morphology was related 
to an increased capability of the magnetite to stress relief by plastic 
deformation and to the mobility of the incoherent interface.
The microstruct e and growth behaviour of the low temperature 
crystallite morphology was found to be compatible with the discontinuous 
cellular mechanism of formation proposed by Swann (99).
b.a.a M.icro-Pore ana iissure Formation
(1) Lamellar Magnetite Morphology
The foimation of interlamellar microporos ity or fissuring has been 
attributed by previous investigators to:-
i * i
(a) The generation of high concentrations of lattice inperfections 
as a result of a reputedly disordered transformation (72) of 
the hexagonal to cubic oxides during reduction.
(b) The condensation of vacancies as a result of either a difference 
in partial ionic diffusivity in the lattice or during atonic 
rearrangement of the interface (76).
(c) The interplay between the rate of generation of the vacancies
and the rate of diffusion i.e. tenperature and path length
(15, 121).
On the basis of the shear model postulated in the earlier discussion 
it is argued that the hexagonal to cubic transformation via the lamellar 
morphology is in fact an ordered process and not one likely to produce a 
superfluity of lattice Imperfections at elevated temperature..
This model -involves no solid state diffusion of the large oxygen atom.
Instead a minimum co-ordinated shift of the oxygen atoms occurs via a
dislocation mechanism with the diffusion role being played by the inter­
stitial cations migrating via cationic vacancies.
Since only one ionic species is involved in the diffusion process 
(equations 6.3.1; 6.3.2) then the assertion that vacancy generation may 
arise from differences in partial ionic diffusivities within the lattice 
is unfounded.
Much of the confusion arises from the fact that in the past the pore 
forming role of . specific ions and the associated defect has not been 
considered in detail (15> 16, 123). Furthermore the primary condition 
for pore formation to occur namely the requirement for a material dei ficiency 
in both the anion and cation species has seldom been stated.
Following from this realization are certain important facts. . It is 
clear from equations 6.3.1 & 2 and (fig. 199) that in the case of a micro-, 
topochemical reduction front a pore can only form at the 2-phase magnetite- 
gas interface and/or for non-topochemical lamellae at the 3-phase magnetite- 
hematite-gas interfaces. Since only.at these sites can both anion and 
cation.vacancies carbine simultaneously to foim a pore. This statement 
accepted then the so-called interlamellar porosity must be interconnected 
with a pathway to the grain exterior to allow gas penetration.
In, addition this argument and the ordered nature of the transformation 
excludes the possibility of isolated pores forming within the magnetite.
This in turn excludes the possibility of product gas entrapment and gas- 
pressure build-up as a contributory factor to swelling. These predictions 
are supported by the CCl^ displacement measurements which confirmed that 
the micro-porosity was interconnected, (fig. 56). Furthermore, an attempt 
to close the pores by prolonged sintering was found to have no effect (76).
(la) Scheme for Micropore Formation
As shown in (fig. 199) and equations 6.3.1 & 2 under micro-topochemical 
reduction conditions the removal of oxygen at the magnetite-gas interface 
is coincident with the arrival of cation vacancies, the resultant annihilation 
of Fe^O^ and the creation of a void. If the cation flux and Og removal 
sequence occurs uniformly over the magnetite surface then the individual 
micro-voids will"coalesce laterally resulting in no visible microscopic 
evidence of pore foimation.
However, in real systems, preferred vacancy condensation sinks will 
exist at the magnetite-gas interface in the form of intrusive surface 
roughnesses and emergent sub-grain boundaries. These sites may act as 
focal points for sequential void coalescence by enhancing the diffusion 
gradient and providing minimum resistance diffusion paths. Once preferential 
vacancy condensation commences the steepening cation diffusion gradient 
perpetuates the burrowing mechanism to produce cerrations or elongated 
fissures.(fig. 201).
According to Brill-Edwards (76) and Walker (121) the major factor 
controlling the foimation of pores is the imbalance between the rates of 
vacancy generation and diffusion. This was considered to deteimine the 
excess over the equilibrium number of vacancies, i.e. the degree of super­
saturation and therefore the tendency to precipitate pores.
Although the present results are broadly in agreement with this, idea 
the interpretation is different. It is suggested that when the rate 
determining step for reduction in a topochemical situation is the gaseous 
reaction at the magnetite-gas interface then cation vacancies are able to 
diffuse through the magnetite overlay, emerge at the magnetite-gas interface 
and diffuse uniformly over the surface before coalescence with ^nion 
vacancies to form a void, i.e* (fig. 199).
However, if the cation vacancy migration step is slow vacancy coalescence 
is likely to occur at the point of emergence of the cation vacancy (fig. 201), 
i.e. at the high energy interlamellar boundaries, because of the influence 
of the much faster gas reaction. The system in a sense is seeking to 
conpensate for the slow diffusion by causing surface intrusions to fora 
which steepen the vacancy concentration gradient in the magnetite layer. 
Therefore it is proposed that the key factors governing pore formation are:-
i) the local cation vacancy diffusion gradient;
ii) the relative rates of the gas-boundary reaction and vacancy
diffusion coefficient;
iii) the heed for topochemical growth.
In addition as previously discussed in section 6.3.2 (c & d) a tensile 
stress exists perpendicular to the lamellae surface, i.e. in the QoOOlJj^ 
or £llljl^ direction. This stress which is a reaction to the compressive 
stress within the lamella tip is maximum at the grain exterior and wall 
therefore foster the creation of isolated interlamellar lamination or 
fissures (fig. 210). It is obvious that as soon as a tear or parting 
fissure is initiated at the magnetite-gas 2-phase interface the vacancy 
excavation process will preferentially enlarge it under the favourable 
influence of the tensile stress. A factor offsetting this is the ability 
of magnetite to plastically deform and therefore resist fracture.
(lb) The effect of Temperature and Reduction Rate
For reduction at 700°C, where significant stress relaxation is unlikely, 
the diffusion of cation vacancies will be the slow step. Consequently 
surface intrusions are likely to appear as soon as a contiguous covering 
layer of magnetite has foraed. Therefore the porosity will extend through­
out the reduced grain (fig. 52). As the temperature increases the vacancy
diffusion coefficient increases exponentially. Consequently the magnetite 
layer will thicken appreciably before the continuously diminishing vacancy 
diffusion gradient and therefore rate becomes rate determining. Therefore 
pore foimation will not occur inmediately but only after a definite 
thickness of magnetite has formed.
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Clearly the effect of the exponential increase in cation vacancy 
diffusion rates with rise in temperature adequately explains the observed 
transition from wholesale interlamellar porosity at 700°C to grain edge 
cerrations at 750°C and finally to a dense magnetite above 1000°C. This 
reasoning also accounts for the report by Edstrom (72) of a delayed 
appearance of elongated porosity in magnetite after an 85 pms. thick 
layer had formed on reduction of hematite at 1000°C. The large 4000 pms. 
size single crystals employed produced the multilamellar topochemical growth 
pattern which is necessary for intrusive pore foimation. This contrasts 
with the non-topochemical single lamella foimation prevalent in the current 
investigation (40 jams, grain size) at 1000°C. It is apparent therefore 
that an alteration in grain size will affect pore formation by influencing 
the magnetite growth. Rirthermore, the larger the grain size the greater 
will be the magnitude of the interlamellar tensile stress at lamellae ends 
and therefore the more pronounced will be the isolated parting fissures.
Brill-Edwards induced porosity in a noimally dense magnetite foimed 
at 1000°C by simply increasing the reduction rate (76). This effect is 
predictable on the basis of the pore foiming mechanism since an increase 
in the gaseous reduction potential at a constant temperature will increase 
the oxygen removal reaction whilst leaving the vacancy diffusion rate 
virtually unaltered. Under these conditions, vacancy diffusion may become 
rate determining and allow pores to emerge or simply to increase the 
existing pore level.
The reduction rate effect offers a satisfactory explanation for the 
apparent increase in interlamellar porosity at 700°C (fig. 52) compared 
with a lower temperature (fig. 51). In this temperature range the reduction 
zone width Z decreased very rapidly (fig. 108 ). Consequently the reduction 
rate/grain would be expected to increase proportionately and generate more 
favourable conditions for extended porosity. Above 700°C, however, the 
exponential temperature dependance of the vacancy diffusion coefficient 
more than compensates for reduction in Z up to 950°C and therefore the 
porosity recedes to the grain surfaces.
{Z) single Lamellae ana JNoauiar Morpnoiogies
For single lamellae and nodules which formed a dense magnetite the 
reduction reaction must occur at a 3-phase boundary, i.e. hematite- 
magnetite-gas. Consequently in line.with earlier discussion, it is possible 
that the 0o removal reaction may take place at sites on the hematite surface
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which are remote from the nucleus (fig. 213) (100):-
3 00 + Fe203 — ^  2 Fe2+ + 3 002 + 4e (6.3.8 )
The interstitial cations may then diffuse along the respective 
hemat it e-magnetite interfaces to cause reduction of hematite within the 
grain:-
8 Fe203 + 2 Fe2+ + 4e —  6 FegC>4 (6.3.9 )
The outcome of this would be a 10.4% volume expansion of the magnetite. 
Under these circumstances the lamella or nodule would be compressed and 
therefore the conditions for pore formation are unfavourable and a dense 
magnetite results.
Additional factors contributing to the absence of pores and fissures 
at temperatures 1000°C are the previously discussed capability of the 
lamellae and nodules to plastically deform and therefore cause pore collapse^  
and a possible deviation from stoichiometry of the magnetite phase. Ihe 
reduction zone width increases above 1000°C and will therefore decrease the 
reduction rate/grain which again favours dense magnetite.
(3) Porous Crystallite Morphology
Since the temperature of foimation of the porous crystallite morphology 
i.e. <^00°C is below the Tamman temperature the cation vacancy diffusion 
coefficient is low. Therefore the above model predicts that porosity will 
form immediately at the magnetite-gas interface in order to sustain a 
steep diffusion gradient across a thin magnetite interfacial zone (fig. 212). 
Furthermore, the porosity will be interconnected in agreement with the facts.
6.3.4 Crystallographic Reversibility
It is appropriate to refer to the swelling behaviour of compacts 
which were reduced to magnetite and subsequently re-oxidised to the 
sesquioxide. The reversal in swelling, i.e. a shrinkage experienced on
reoxidation, tame suggests strongly tnat tne mecnanism 01
transformation of hematite to magnetite is essentially reversible for 
both the crystallite and lamellar morphologies.
A pseudo-crystallographic reversibility has previously been suggested 
by Heizmann et al(232) for the reduction of natural single crystals of 
hematite although no explanation was offered.
.It is suggested here that the primary ionic diffusion paths and the 
oxygen removal reaction for reduction equations (6.3.1 & 2) are simply 
reversed during re-oxidation. Therefore a contraction is experienced at 
the inner magnetite-hematite interface and a pore-filling expansion at the 
gas-hematite interface.
The crystallographic reversibility is understandable at elevated 
temperatures in view' of the highly oriented nature of the lamellar 
morphology. It is therefore feasible that each of the lamellae will act 
as an oriented nuclei for conversion of the grain to the original basal 
orientation.
(j.3.5 m e  isiiects 01 variaoie Magnet ire sroicmometry -
As reviewed in section 2.2 magnetite can foim a cation defficient 
lattice at elevated temperatures. According to Darken (31) et al 
deviation from stoichiometry begins as low as 800°C but is substantial 
above 1000°C. \
No direct evidence of non-stoichiometry in magnetite was found in 
the present investigation using the Debye-Scherrer back reflection technique 
for both fully and partially reduced samples. However, the reduction 
apparatus was not amenable to the fast quenches necessary to preserve the 
high temperature. stoichiometry. Nevertheless it is a useful exercise 
to calculate the theoretical volume changes for the transformation of 
hematite to magnetite assuming various degrees of non-stoichiometry in the 
magnetite phase.
Assembled in table (6.3.3) are the published lattice parameters and 
chemical compositions of magnetites of variable stoichiometry. Also included 
is the series of spinel solid solutions which span between and
stoichiometric Fe^O^ (see section 2.2 (b)).
Assuming a stoichiometric FegO^ (38), the volume change at the inner 
hematite-magnetite and outer magnetite-gas interfaces were calculated using 
the respective lattice parameters and in accordance with equations (6.3.10 
& 11). These values along with the net volume change are listed in table
(6.3.4) and (fig. 214).
i) Reaction at 2-phase Nonstoichiometric Spinel-Gas interface:-
6 (1 - 3y) 00 + 3 (1 - 3y) Pteg_04 + 3 (1 - 3y) Fecf+
(3 - y ) (3 - y )
 ■- 6 (1 - 3y) 002 + ne ( 6.3.10 )'
(3 - y )
ii) Reaction at inner 2-phase Nbhstoichibmetric Spinel-Stoichiometric
Hematite interface:-
12 Fe203 + ne ------9 Fe3_y04 + 3(1 - 3y) Fe j~j +
( 6.3.11 )
where 8y = No of cation vacancies Fe| 1 per unit cell of magnetite
Fe24_gyC>32. E.g. from table (6.3.3) Fef~~j /unit cell = 0.64 then
y = 0.08. Consequently 0.781 molecules of Fe„ 0. are removed aty 4
the spinel-gas interface. This is equivalent to 0.0976 of a unit 
cell or 57.54 82 which represents a contraction of approximately 
9.56%, table (6.3.4). The conversion of 2 unit cells of EegO^ to 
9/8 of a unit cell of non-stoichiometric spinel at the inner 
interface equation (6,3.12) produces a 9.82% expansion. The net 
volume change is an expansion of 0.26%, table (6.3.4).
Magnetites
Ref. Treatment . Mol % Cation Vacant Cell A v %
Fe2°3 FeO ;% Fe2+ Cation
Sites/
Unit
Cell
Const.
ao
; (*) Furnace Cool 
1400°C 02
50 50 33.33 0 8.3960 -1.98
(237) Quench 1400°C 51.2 48.8 32.30 0.18 8.3925 -1.73
(35) Quench 1390°C 58.6 41.4 26.10 0.64 8.385 -HD.26
(61) Low Temp Oxidation 64.29 35.71 22.0 1 8.370 +1.32
(61) Low Temp Oxidation 83.30 16.7 9.0 2 8.350 +5.16
(61) Low Temp Oxidation 100.0 0 0 2 2/3 8.338 +7.98
Table 6.3.3 Published Chemical Composition and Lattice Parameters of 
Various Spinels (* - this investigation).
Vacant
Cation Sites 
Per Unit 
Cell
Theoretical Volume Chanere %
•Fe2°3/Fe3°4
Interface
Fe304/Gas
Interface
Net
0
0.18
0.64
1.0
2.0
2.66
+ 10.25 
+ 10.11 
+ 9.82 
+ 9.23 
+ 8.45 
+ 7.98
- 12.26
- 11.84
- 9.56
- 7.91
- 3.29
o
- 1.98
- 1.73 
+ 0.26 
+ 1.32 
+ 5.16 
+ 7.98
Table 6.3.4 Theoretical Volume Change on Transforming Stoichiometric
Table (6.3.4) demonstrates that as the spinel phase becomes increas­
ingly cation de.ficient the volume expansion at both interfaces decreases, 
but at unequal rates. Consequently the effect of this trend is a transition 
from a net theoretical volume contraction to a net expansion situation at 
a cationic vacancy level of 0.6 per unit cell (fig..214).
\
Table (6.3.5) lists from published equilibrium diagram studies the 
chemical analysis of further non-stoichiometric magnetite samples quenched 
from above 1000°C. In the absence of supporting lattice parameter or 
specific gravity measurements (fig. .214) was used as a reference curve to 
relate the measured deviation in stoichiometry to a calculated volume 
change. These results are listed in table (6.3.5) and clearly support the 
earlier prediction of a theoretical volume expansion situation on trans- 
foimation of hematite to magnetite at temperatures above about 1370°C; 
the volume expansion rising to 1% at 1550°C.
The non-stoichiometric spinel quenched from 1081°C lies closest to
the temperatures used in the present study. Consequently in order to
relate to conditions at temperature a correction for the differential
thermal expansions c<o of hematite and magnetite was applied to the 1081°C
volume contraction. Four variations in spinel c< were used as determinedo
from data in (fig. 131) and appendix ( 7.1 to 7.4).
Non-Stoichiometric Magnetites
Ref. Temp °C N Fe304 Cation
Vacancies
Predicted
Volume
Per Unit 
Cell
Change %
(56) 1081 0.882 0.24 - 1.20
(56) 1179 0.842 0.33 - 0.90
(39) 1300 0.800 0.42 - 0.60
(35) 1390 0.710 0.64 + 0.20
(234) 1393 0.700 0.65 + 0.25
(39) 1400 0.650 0.77 + 0.60
(56) 1457 0.620 0.85 + 0.85
(38) 1551 0.602. .: . 0.88 : + 1.00 .
Table 6.3.5 Predicted net volume change % in reducing stoichiometric 
Fe203 to magnetites with the above chemical analysis.
4.1^0. • o~H 
X 10
H
%
~ H
%
c< o^M
xio • %
M
%
rtvaj uzd ucu.
Av %
(+) 11.85 1.161 3.52 14.76 1.446 4.4Q1 - 0.36
(200) - . - 3.72 - 1.635 4.986 0
(16)
(200)
- 3.528 - 1.635 4.986 + 0.19
(201) - • - ■ 3.60 - - 4.81 - 0.05
(35)
*
11.85 1.623 4.95 14.76 2.022 6.189 ;+ 1.4
*
Table 6.3.6 Coefficients of thermal expansion of hematite and magnetite
used to adjust the calculated volume change/VV % on reduction 
of hematite to magnetite at 1000°C. The 1081°C spinel 
composition was used, table (6.3.5); * Whites non-stoichicmetric 
magnetite adjusted for thermal expansion at 1390°C and re­
calculated for hematite to magnetite dissociation, table
(6.3.5); where: c>( Q = Linear Coefficient of thermal
expansion
A J L  % = Linear thermal expansion %
ZX'ir % - Volume thermal expansion %
(+) = This investigation
In all cases the allowance for thermal expansion of the unit cells at 
temperature caused the net volume contraction to decrease in line with 
(fig. 132) and in one instance a positive expansion value emerged, table 
(6.3.6).
Therefore, under the non-equilibrium conditions of the reduction process 
particularly at tenperatures in excess of 1000°C, the initially formed spinel 
phase at the reduction front may be sufficiently cation de3 ficient to cause 
a theoretical expansion to occur, a factor which would obviously contribute 
to the formation of dense magnetite.
6.3.6. Thermal Decomposition of Hematite to Magnetite
The importance of the deviation in stoichiometry of magnetite is more 
readily apparent for reduction by deconposition at high temperatures where 
resintering and plastic deformation are possible. Under these circumstances, 
and since reduction occurs via an incoherent interface, it is therefore to 
seme extent divorced from crystallographic constraints.
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hematite to magnetite in air at 1390-1395°C is accompanied by an expansion 
in volume whilst re-oxidation to hematite results in shrinkage; the 
situation being the reverse of what was expected. This was corroborated 
by Harback and Ford (125) who cited a. linear expansion of 1.75% on de­
composition of hematite and on re-oxidation a linear shrinkage of 0.7-0.8%. 
Repeated dissociation and re-oxidation produced a net growth of the 
refractory. The expansion was tentatively attributed to an increased 
internal porosity due to oxygen evolution. No sintered densities were 
quoted for the polycrystalline sanples, however, in view of the relatively 
lew sintering temperature of 1200°C and implied short sintering times it 
is probable that the sintered porosity was interconnected. Consequently 
it is argued that oxygen evolved during decomposition will be able to 
diffuse unhindered from the sample.
The point to be made here is that if the non-stoichiometry of the 
spinel at 1390°C is taken into account and an adjustment is made for thermal 
expansion differences at temperature then the calculated volume change, 
table (6.3.6) predicts a volume expansion of 1.4%. The reversal of the 
process, i.e. re-oxidation will therefore intuitively produce a shrinkage.
These deductions are supported by observations of hematite lamellae 
formed during the oxidation of magnetite grains present in a Workington 
iron ore sinter. According; to Harbord and Goldring (235) oxidation 
proceeded along-a. few select octahedral planes to form broad hematite 
lathes which exhibited interlamellar fissuring and porosity. The presence 
of previously molten silicates within the fissures proved that the void 
formation occurred at temperature (approx. 1200°C-1300°C). Therefore 
despite the addition of oxygen, the resultant hematite lamellae were smaller 
in volume than the consumed magnetite, the contraction occurring in the 
<^000^ Cq direction which is consistent with the direction of maximum 
contraction of the lattice parameters, i.e. the reversal of the reduction 
process.
The above evidence therefore suggests that the expansion of hematite 
on dissociation at very high temperatures followed by shrinkage on re­
oxidation is an expected behaviour based upon the relative specific 
volumes of the phases at temperature.
Sunmary
A mechanism for micro-pore foimation in a 2-phased reaction system has 
been developed for the reduction of hematite via the topochemical multi- 
lamellar morphology. The important variables affecting pore formation are
the rate of removal of oxygen from the magnetite surface, the rate of
\
cation vacancy diffusion and the cation diffusion gradient. The mechanism 
accounts for the preferred site for pore foimation and for the reported 
effects of reduction temperature, reduction rate and hematite grain size.
The stresses within the lamellae have been shown to augment pore foimation 
at lamellae ends and suppress it at the lamellae tips.
Reduction at a 3-phase boundary for the singular lamellae and the 
nodular morphology has been shown to produce a dense phase in agreement 
with the microstructural observations.
At low temperatures the same rules for pore formation were shown to 
apply to the crystallite morphology.
Using published lattice parameters and chemical compositions of non- 
stoichiometric magnetites and allowing for differential thermal expansion 
at temperature calculations have demonstrated that the noimally accepted 
theoretical contraction on homogeneous conversion of hematite to magnetite 
may in fact become an expansion. Consequently at elevated temperatures 
and fast reduction rates, .i.e. non-equilibrium conditions it has been 
suggested that the magnetite present at the reduction front may be 
sufficiently cation defficient to produce a very small theoretical expansion.
\
6.4 X-Ray Lane Broadening of Magnetite foimed by Reduction of Hematite
The contribution of crystallite size to broadening is weak and therefore 
the accuracy of the technique is poor for mean particle sizes above the range 
2000-3000 8(178,186). , ,
Referring to table (5.3.1), crystallite sizes in excess of 2000 8 
were calculated for reduction temperatures above 650°C. Consequently the 
mild broadening observed in the higher tenperature lamellar magnetite range 
700°C-1050°C is almost totally attributable to slight residual lattice 
strains. This conclusion is in agreement with Edstrcm (72) who used the 
presence of line broadening as evidence of lattice defects arising from the 
hematite-magnetite transition at 1000°C.
Ihe trend to smaller calculated crystallite sizes in table (5.3.1) 
with fall in reduction tenperature is confirmed by the metallographic 
evidence. Lamellae become thinner, shorter and eventually degenerate into 
wisp-like needles (figs. 74, 71, 66, 61) whilst the granular morphology 
assumes a finer and denser appearance (figs. 57 , 59). As indicated in 
table (6.4.1) for reduction at 550°C the particle size determined by optical 
microscopy and S.E.M. were of the same order of magnitude as the X-ray 
crystallite size calculations. Also included for comparison are the 
S.E.M. crystallite size of magnetite prepared by reduction of the rhom- 
bohedral.FegOg single crystals at 550°C. Swann (98) reported the size of 
the magnetite between the tunnel pores as 350 8 for reduction at 400°C 
which agrees well with the calculated crystallite size t of 452-582 8 for 
a tenperature of 450°C (table 5.3.1).
The increase in strain and particle size broadening with fall in 
temperature (figs. 125, 129) concurs with the accepted trends occurring 
in other pseudomorphic and reconstructive transfoimations.
Micaceous 
Fe3°4 ....
Crystallite Sizes (8)
. X-Ray ■ Optical - • -S.E.M. •
800 - 
1300 8
3000 - 
4000 8
2000 -
4000 8 .....
Single
Crystal
.'Fe3°4....
- • - 800 - 
1500 8
Table 6.4.1 Comparison of CyrstaJLlites sizes measured by X-ray & fraction 
conventional microscopy & S.E.M. for magnetite prepared 
by reduction at 55CPC. .
juuumsuy ) utiiiita-Lueu llihl a*> a. it^ui l ui fcsurucLurajL xransioraiaLiuiis in 
which the parent and new lattices are crystallographically related, distortions 
frequently persisted until sufficient thermal energy is provided to perfect 
the new lattice.
For the hematite-magnetite system Rooksby.’s general approach is 
considered valid in that the main effect of an increase in tenperature is 
to hasten diffusion. This in turn accelerates such diffusion dependant 
processes as interphase boundary migration (grain grcwth., larger crystallites) 
and the probability of dislocation generation and annihilation (lattice 
perfection, less strain).
The expected response to tenperature is therefore likely to be a
thermally activated exponential one. Certainly the fall off in broadening
and average strain shown in (figs. 125, 129) respectively reflects this
behaviour. Significantly the knee of the combined broadening curve at
700°C (fig. 125) and the separated strain curve at 500°C (fig. 129)
coincides with the tenperature range for the transition in magnetite
moiphology from a lamellar to granular structure. This evidence suggests
2 othat initially the increase in (B*) below 700 C is mainly due to particle 
size broadening on appearance of the fine multi-ciystallite morphology 
followed by both strain and particle size contributions below 500°C.
Furthermore, according to Gray (236) a discontinuity in the Arrhenius plot
\
for diffusion is a frequent occurrence in the proximity of the Tanman 
tenperature (0.5T?K) and invariably identifies the point at which mass 
transport via inpurity centres and line inperfections gives way to bulk 
diffusion. For magnetite melting at 1595°C, the Tanman temperature is 
660°C which coincides with the emergence of a predominantly lamellar 
moiphology (figs. 66, 67).
These correlations therefore support the earlier proposals that for 
reduction temperatures below 600°C the high strain and snail crystallite 
size corresponds with low lattice diffusion rates; a structure sensitive 
regime in which the mechanism of foimation is likely to short-circuit 
diffusion requirements; the solid state diffusion element being restricted 
to migration via surfaces, dislocation lines and interphase boundaries. 
Conversely the transition to lamellae corresponds with an increase in bulk 
diffusion inferring that the mechanism of formation is dependant on long 
range diffusion, i.e. 675°C-700°C (98, 99).
ine eiiect; 01 sxrain is eviaenx in xne nigniy iissurea - lnrergranuiar 
sub-structure of magnetite foimed at 500°C-550°C (figs. 84 , 85) whilst 
the severe faulting of the magnetite lattice reported by Porter and Swann 
(99) is evidence of residual strain.
According to Toomver (156) a strain free magnetite will exhibit a 
low coercivity when subjected to a magnetization cycle. This in turn 
minimizes the tendency for crushed aggregates to cluster on removal of the 
magnetic field during magnetic ore benefication operations. Consequently 
from the industrial view-point a magnetising roast should be carried out 
economically at the lowest reduction tenperature corrmensurate with a low 
strain value and therefore a high concentrate yield.
For micaceous hematite the present results suggest that the optimum 
range is 650°C to 700°C (figs. 125, 129) thus ensuring a reasonable reaction 
rate and a minimum tendency to reagglomerate due to sintering.
Toomver (156) measured the X-ray peak width at half the peak height 
for the reduction of hematite to magnetite. The results for this inves­
tigation treated in the same fashion are shown in (fig. 139) and agree 
favourably with Toomver. Toomver, however, in the absence of supporting 
metallographic infoimation, attributed the broadening to strain alone in 
the range 500°C to 1000°C. It is new clear that below 700°C a proportion 
of- this is due to particle size broadening related to the appearance of the 
multi-crystallite-magnetite moiphology.
Finally, the fact that green state samples when reduced to magnetite 
at 550°C and 900°C produced identical broadening responses to the sintered 
oxides demonstrates in agreement with earlier proposal concerning volume 
expansion that the g.b. bond and the possible presence of internal sintering 
stresses do not influence the strain level or particle size of the magnetite.
Surimary
The trends in strain and particle size broadening with tenperature 
corresponded with the observed microstructural features of reduction and * 
the transition in phase moiphology.
b.o j^eaucuion 01 omgxe crystals 01 Je2 3 3 1
Many features of the single crystal reduction behaviour are cannon 
to and therefore support directly the reduction experiences of the poly-
crystalline hematite:-
\\ '
(a) The occurrence of a volume expansion (25% at 1000°C).
(b) The presence of intragranular cracks at both high and low reduction 
temperatures (figs. 165, 182).
(c) The same morphological transition from the high tenperature uni­
directional lamellar phase (figs. 179-181) to the low temperature 
multi-crystallite porous phase (figs. 168-170, 172, 182-185).
(d) An apparent surface relief effect associated with the lamellae 
(fig. 181) and the crystallite ground mass (figs. 169-172).
(e) Neglible X-ray broadening at 1000°C (figs. 162, 174, 175) 
becoming substantial at 550°C (figs. 166, 167, 176, 177).
1) Reduction at 1QQ0°C
(a) Orientation
The classic hexagonal-cubic close-packed orientation was for 
reduction of all 3 crystals on the basal and (0112) facets:-
(111) [101] Fe304 11 (0001) [loioj Fe20
This relationship confirms the earlier X-ray work (153, 154, 142).
In (figs. 162, 163, 174, 175) the extra magnetite diffraction spots 
for reduction of the (0ll2) plane were recognized as a mirror image 
of the standard (311) stereographic projection produced by reflection 
in the (112) (fig. 178). On rotation of the (111) plane to the pole 
position the extra (210) spots could be superimposed on the standard 
projection by simply rotating the pattern by 180° about the Clll] pole. 
According to Barret (186) this synmetry operation is consistent with 
a twin orientation of type I, the twinned lattice being related to 
the parent by a 180° rotation about the pole of the twin plane.
mis is -cypicai ox xne x.u.u. sxruccures in wnicn m e  1^11;
would correspond to the twin plane and the ^ Ll^ the twin direction.
A schematic representation of this relationship and the packing fault 
is shown in (fig. 215). .The (112) and (111) spinel planes lie 
parallel to the (1120) and (0001) hematite planes respectively.
Phase Morphology
The fact that the now familiar unidirectional spinel phase cannon 
to each of the single crystals grew parallel to the trace of the 
emerging basal plane (figs. 179, 181) and maintained trace 
continuity across the 2 intersecting {01123* planes (fig. 180) 
substantiates the unique (0001) plane as the habit plane for the 
high temperature growth and illustrates well the true plate-like 
or lamellar nature of the magnetite.
These findings agree in principle with the metallographic work of 
Ottow (129).
Furtheimore it can safely be assumed that for the unidirectional 
magnetite lamellae formed at elevated temperatures by the reduction 
of the sintered polycrystalline hematites the same orientation and 
habit plane relationship has been validated.
Collectively-the observed volume expansion, lamellar surface relief 
effects and the intragranular cracking support the idea of transient 
reduction stresses generated by virtue of the transfoimation which 
result in bodily movements of the participating phases.
The apparent swelling of the individual lamellae observed on the 
Elba crystal (fig. 181) and on the prepolished plycrystalline hematites 
(figs. 94-98) were not readily distinguishable for the rhontoohedral 
.crystal. This is thought to be due in part to the complex surface 
cerrations produced by the emergence of overlapping octahedral 
triangular facets (figs. 179, 180). Nevertheless the tilted facets 
are similar to those observed on the surface lamellae of the pre­
polished hematite sanples. The parallel surface grooves shown in *
(fig. 179) are similar to those described by Porter as the sessile 
interface of the lamella from which the oxygen is preferentially 
removed (99).
jNOxaDiy xne majonxy 01 xne lnxragranuiar cracKS occurring on xne 
transformed basal plane of the ihorrbohedral sample ([llo[ spinel 
directions) coincide with the original stepped triangular facet 
boundaries (fig. 165). These crystal growth ledges from the reduction 
point of view are akin to grain. junctions so that this unexpected 
\ transgranular cracking which is absent for the polycrystalline
hematite at 1000°C can be accounted for as a form of "intergranular” 
failure. Consequently it is fortuitous that the measured volume 
expansion of 25% for the reduction of the rhontoohedral crystal to 
magnetite corresponds with Edstrom’s single crystal values (72).
The shaxply defined spinel diffraction spots which are characteristic 
of the high temperature reduction patterns (figs. 162, 163, 174, 175) 
indicate that at 1000°C the atonic mobility is sufficiently high to 
perfect the transformed lattice, anneal any transitory internal strains 
and support large crystal sizes. These observations agree with the 
line broadening studies for the micaceous polycrystalline hematite 
and with the isolated measurements of Edstrom (72).
2) Reduction at 550°C
For each of the single crystals reduced at 550°C the S.E.M. has 
revealed that the magnetite phase forms as a mass of interconnected micro- 
crystallites with intercrystalline void space (figs. 168-170, 172, 182-185).
In general terms this structure corresponds closely to the low 
temperature porous granular morphology of the polycrystalline hematites 
(figs. 84 , 85) and confirms the conformity in microstructure for reduction 
of both single and poly crystalline hematites of diverse origins in this and 
other investigations (76, 105).
Furthermore, the observed transition in morphology from lamellae to 
crystallites again conforms to the behaviour of the polycrystalline materials 
and reinforces the universiality in reduction characteristics for the various 
hematites (76, 98-100).
Specifically, however, the low tenperature morphology on the basal 
and (0112) facets differed in detail from one other and from crystal to 
crystal. For example the magnetite on the basal plane of the rhcmbohedral 
crystal is conposed of rounded uneven crystallites in a variety of 
orientations but with an underlying trigonal pattern (figs. 168-170).
the appearance on partial reduction of a diffuse but nevertheless familiar 
(0001)/(111) matching X-ray diffraction pattern (fig. 166). On completion 
of the reduction to magnetite additional Debye rings indicative of randomness 
or disorder appeared (fig. 167).
i
. \ _
In contrast the more distinct X-ray pattern of the (0112) facet (figs. 
176, 177) corresponded with a more regular geometric arrangement of inclined 
rectangular crystallites and channel pores evident in (fig. 183).
However, for the naturally occurring micaceous basal and Elba. (0112) 
crystal facets the magnetite crystallites were rounded and distinctly 
non-crystallographic in disposition (figs. 172, 185). The crystallographic 
randomness is reflected in the appearance of Debye rings and the extension 
of the remaining arcs (figs. 171, 173, 177). The geometric difference 
may be due to the effect on nucleation and growth of a higher level of 
inpurities than is present in the synthetic rhorrbohedral crystal.
Although once again the close-packed (0001)H/( 111 )M orientation 
relationship was detected for reduction of both the basal and (0112) planes 
other unidentified orientations were present at the same time. The existence 
of conpetitive orientations is not unusual since Keeling and Wicke (197) 
and Baro (150) detected two closely packed hematite-magnetite orientations 
occurring on the basal plane for reduction at 657°C and 700°C respectively. 
For the fonner tenperature (197) it is possible in the absence of 
corroborative metallographic evidence that both the high and low tenperature 
noiphologies were present.
Strictly speaking the orientations detected in this investigation for 
the 550°C reduction are valid only for the situation of exposed basal and 
(0112) facets. Other facet combinations may produce different preferred 
orientations (115). This assertion is supported by the fact that for the 
squat corundum cell (c/a = 0o/ga = 1.574) planes other than the basal 
offer an equivalent or denser °close-packing opportunity.
Consequently for a polycrystalline porous body reduced at low 
tenperatures it is to be expected that one or more orientations may co­
exist. . The variety of micro-structural textures detected in the magnetite 
reduced from the natural micaceous hematite at 500°C (figs. 84, 85) and for 
the spec, pure oxide (figs. 134T138) support this idea.
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mechanism for the porous morphology (section 6.2.7.).
In (figs. 169, 170, 172) there is clear microstructural evidence of 
surface dilation associated with the. emergence of the spinel crystallites 
and the formation of micro-void space. Surface upheaval is also visible on 
the micaceous platelet (fig. 177).
The X-ray patterns particularly of the basal plane displayed low 
intensity broadened arcs synonymous with the expected increase in residual 
strain and decrease in magnetite domain size. Severe cracking occurred 
at 550°C (fig. 182) in similar fashion to the catastrophic failure observed 
for the polycrystalline micaceous hematite reduced at 500°C and below 
(figs. 56, 57). It is possible in this case that the bodily disintegration 
of the crystal at a later stage in reduction will disturb the integrity of 
the preferred orientation and contribute to the appearance of continuous 
diffraction rings.
‘ Siirimary
The single crystal study further consolidates the remarkable conformity 
in both morphological and swelling behaviour for the reduction of single 
and polycrystalline hematites to magnetite whether they are of natural 
or synthetic origin .
Furthermore the conjoined microstructural and X-ray work have confirmed 
that the magnetite lamellae form as plates along the basal plane, the 
habit plane and adhere to the classic hexagonal-cubic orientation relation­
ship with hematite. No unique orientation relationship was found for 
the low tenperature porous morphology.
b.b m e  swelling ana Microsxrucxurai Aspects or the Reduction of Micaceous
Hematite to Wustite arid Iron
In order to confirm for this work that the processes of swelling and 
structural degradation have their origin in the hematite to magnetite 
reduction step it was necessary to briefly consider the OO/OOg reduction 
of hematite to wustite and iron.
6.6.1 Wustite Fe-, 0 ' ----------
The volume expansion-temperature characteristics for the normal 
reduction of polycrystalline micaceous hematite to wustite followed very 
closely the behaviour of the primary hematite to magnetite step (figs. 32, 
42, 43) resulting in samples with an identical cooling tower shape and 
very similar expansion levels and microstructures. Therefore, in agreement 
with other studies on reduction to wustite (72, 76, 81) it is clear that 
the catastrophic structural breakdown actually takes place during the 
primary hematite to magnetite transformation step. The latter therefore 
governs the degree of expansion for reduction through to wustite.
Since there is approximately three times as much oxygen to be removed 
on reduction to wustite then it might by expected that the ensuing faster 
reduction rate of hematite to magnetite en route to wustite should affect 
the apparent volume expansion. An increase in expansion has been reported 
for Hg-HgO reduction of hematite to wustite compared with reduction to 
magnetite (76, 81, 105, 114). In the current investigation, however, 
reduction to wustite showed a decrease in expansion (figs. 32, 42). This 
contrary result can be explained by the fact that the reduction rate- 
expansion response for reduction to magnetite has flattened out for short 
reduction times below 360 minutes (fig. 41). In effect the small increase 
in volume expansion of approximately 7% predicted by (fig. 41) is more than 
compensated for by contraction during formation of the deformable wustite 
phase.
The fully reduced wustite samples exhibited the same microstructural 
features as the magnetite phase differing only in the magnitude of the 
internal parting cracks and porosity. This is illustrated in (fig. 114) 
in which the wustite formed at 1050°C displays the familiar parting cracks 
whilst the magnetite phase at the same tenperature was dense (fig. 55).
larger theoretical net contraction and the faster reduction rate which, 
accompanies this reduction step table (2.3.2).
The voidage occurs preferentially and expectedly at the previously 
formed magnetite interlamellar boundaries. These boundaries short circuit 
diffusion and therefore provide a ready nucleation site for wustite (fig.
115). It is possible that the rippled concave profile of the wustite-magnetite 
boundary (figs. 115, 116) is indicative of the high concentration of cation 
vacancies predicted at this site in accordance with equation 6.3.4. The 
oriented colonies of residual magnetite in (fig. 117) have previously been 
reported by Brill-Edwards for E^-I^O reduction (76). For CO-OOg reduction 
they appear confined to those grains which formed magnetite by the isotropic 
nodular morphology. Growth of wustite from magnetite lamellae occurred by 
interlamellar nucleation followed by coalescence (figs. 115, 116).
Etching revealed a faint but definite boundary or halo which divided 
the advancing wustite front into two layers (figs. 115, 117). Although 
these layers have not been identified and have not previously been 
reported for reduction it is possible that they correspond to two of the 
three non-stoichiometric wustite phases detected during oxidation of pure 
iron (237) and mild steel (238). According to Goldschmidt (237) the wustite 
intergrowth adjacent to magnetite during oxidation at 1000°C was at the 
extremity of cation defficiency and gave a lattice parameter of 4.275 8.
The second wustite phase present as a sub-layer was less cation defficient 
with a lattice parameter of 4.282 2.
For the current investigation the lattice parameter of the non-stoichio- 
metric wustite produced by complete step reduction at 1050°C (GO 62%) was 
4.300 8 (see appendix 1.3 ). This parameter agrees well with the quoted 
values for wustite equilibriated in the centre of the phase stability region 
with an approximate Fe/0 ratio of 0.93. This situation was chosen deliberately 
since the wustite is then less prone to eutectoidal decomposition (34) on 
cooling below 570°C. ;
6.6.2 Iron
The swelling maximum at 900/950°C (fig. 42) and the associated cooling 
tower sample shape on 00 reduction of hematite to iron underlines the 
governing influence of the primary haratite to magnetite step.
Hie uis^inguisning leature 01 reauction tnrough to iron is the dramatic 
shrinkage which initiates at the end of the wustite stage Fe^ ^ ^0 (28 .'5% 
reduction)(fig. 46). This behaviour can be explained by an initial and 
gradual volume expansion during which the cooling tower sample shape evolves. 
This stage corresponds to the hematite to magnetite reduction step; the 
parallel reduction to wustite having little effect (figs. 42, 43). After 
approximately 28.5% reduction the appearance of iron heralds an immediate 
contraction which on complete reduction results in a net shrinkage at both 
high and low temperatures (fig. 42).
From the microstructural viewpoint the dense shrinking core reaction 
mode at 1050°C (figs. 118, 119) is typical for normal reduction to iron at 
highx temperatures (72, 76). Vestiges of the original unidirectional magnetite 
lamellae and associated fissures can be seen in (figs. 118, 119) thus 
confirming the origin of the initial swelling event. The predicted shrinkage 
as the wustite lattice collapses isomrxrphously to foim iron is clearly 
demonstrated in (figs. 119, 120) and supports the dilatometer plot (fig. 46).
Simultaneous sintering of the nascent ductile iron augments the 
shrinkage process resulting in the familiar rounded interconnected 
filiamentary structure of sintered porous iron (72, 76, 78).
The microstructure at 800°C (figs. 121-123) reveals a similar reduction 
behaviour in that a dense skin of iron envelopes the wustite phase resulting 
in shrinkage and-Vioid production. Finer iron structures with finer inter­
connected porosity are produced which reflect the thin lamellae and inter­
lamellar fissures of the primary magnetite. In contrast to reduction at 
1050°C, the slower rate of solid state sintering at 800°C allows the 
original outline of the parent grains to be maintained.
An interesting feature at low reduction temperatures was the 
appearance on etching of a thin grey layer of non metallic appearance 
sandwiched between the wustite core and the iron skin of partially reduced 
grains (fig. 121). The exact nature of this phase is unclear but it may 
relate to a non-stoichiometric, iron-saturated wustite of the type 
reported by Goldschmidt (237) .for the oxidation of iron.
In the present investigation the lattice parameter of the iron produced 
by complete reduction at 950°C was 2.864 8 which is in good agreement with 
the published value of 2.866 8 for pureo<- iron (200).
6.7 Reduction of Chemically Prepared Hematites to Magnetite
In order to place the morphological study into a wider contest it 
was considered essential to compare the microstructural aspects of the 
OO/OOg reduction of the micaceous natural oxide with that of a spectro­
scopically pure hematite and a hematite of laboratory grade purity. \
6.7.1 Specti’bscOpically Pure 'Hematite
At the low reduction temperatures of 600°C and below the spec, pure 
oxide behaved in a very similar fashion to the micaceous ore and single 
crystals in the following respects.
i) Grain reduction took place by the micro-topochemical advance of a 
continuous g.b. nucleated magnetite phase which consisted of an 
aggregate of crystallites with interconnected porosity and 
fissuring (figs. 133-137).
ii) The reduction zone width Z was very diffuse (fig. 149) and in 
cannon with the micaceous ore was associated with wholesale 
intergranular cracking at low degrees of reduction; compare 
(figs. 133 and 107).
iii) Intercrystallite cracking was observed; compare (figs. 135,
136 and figs-; 82, 83). Apparent volume expansions at 550°C 
of 20-25% were of similar magnitude.
. These features correspond closely with the micaceous oxide and corroborate 
the proposed dilation theory of expansion-cracking at low temperatures. The 
major difference in the microstructure was the diminished tendency for 
directional mass-flow oriented growth; the crystallites appeared to be 
more randomly arrayed (fig. 134-138) with the initial g.b. nuclei displaying 
a variety of orientations (fig. 137).
Again in common with the micaceous ore the familiar unidirectional 
lamellar morphology was dominant at intermediate temperatures of 650°C and 
above. There were essential differences, however, in that the spec, pure 
magnetite lamellae between 650°C and 700°C were less protrusive, fewer in 
number and wider than the micaceous counterparts; compare (figs. 139-141
with figs. 65-67). The structures displayed less interlamellar porosity 
or fissuring. Moreover in sharp contrast to the micaceous magnetite the 
microstructure above 700°C was fissure free, compare (figs. 142, 143 with 
figs. 53, 70, 71). The extraordinary width of the lamellae at 850°C 
(fig. 143) is comparable with the micaceous magnetite at 1050°C (figs. 77-80).
The comnunality in behaviour between spec, pure and micaceous oxides 
was again demonstrated by the decrease in reduction zone width with 
increase in tenperature (fig. 149) resulting in a narrow front at 850°C.
At this tenperature important microstructural differences began to emerge.
The interface displayed in certain areas a smooth, curved profile which 
was very similar in appearance to that of the nodular morphology (figs.
142, 143). In addition to the somewhat prenature appearance of a nodular 
type interface the associated grains displayed a growth texture which was 
oriented parallel to the direction of mass-flow (fig. 144). On increasing 
the tenperature to 1000°C the directionality intensified to such an extent 
that the microstructure assumed a remarkable columnar grain appearance 
(figs. 145-147).
It is generally accepted that the reaction conditions for promotion of 
columnar growth in oxides are:-
i) A mass-flow controlled reaction regime, i.e. gas or solid state 
diffusion controlled which will favour a discretely sharp 
reaction front.
ii) The existence of an incoherent interphase boundary to allow growth 
continuity across grain boundaries.
iii) Sufficient ductility within the oxide to relieve reaction stresses 
and prevent structural cracking.
It is clear that condition (i) is satisfied since the reduction zone 
has contracted to a uniquely sharp boundary which is curvilinear in shape 
(figs. 145, 148). The early emergence of the diffusion controlled regime 
with rise in tenperature is aided by the predominantly closed pore structure 
of the as-sintered oxide (fig. 29).
It is assumed that the smooth curved hematite-magnetite boundary which 
was present at 850°C and fully developed at 1000°C (fig. 148) is equivalent 
to the incoherent boundary of the micaceous nodular morphology. Consequently 
in line with the properties of an incoherent boundary it is able to propagate 
into neighbouring dissimilarly oriented grains by the short-range diffusional 
transfer of oxygen ions across the disordered boundary.
Since the diffusion gradient is oriented in the direction of the macro- 
mass-flow then the growth direction of the incoherent boundary will be 
similarly aligned. In comparison to the micaceous oxide wholesale inter- 
granular cracking was absent, thus fulfilling condition (iii). It is 
likely therefore that in accord with the proposal for the nodular morphology, 
reduction will occur by bulk diffusion of cations through an overlay of 
magnetite followed by injection into hematite at the incoherent boundary.
The oxygen removal reaction will take place at a separate magnetite-gas 
interface.
Undoubtedly the most poignant question surrounding the morphology of 
the spec, pure oxide system is the presence of relatively large magnetite 
grains possessing incoherent growth boundaries at temperatures as low as 
850°C, i.e. some 150°C to 200°C below that observed for the micaceous oxide.
Based upon the previously discussed growth mechanism and requirements 
of an incoherent boundary this low tenperature appearance is most certainly 
indicative of ait-increase in the bulk diffusion rate and stress relieving 
capacity of the spec, pure oxide.
Accordingly it is proposed that the increased lattice mobility, i.e. 
diffusion and diffusional creep, is attributable to the very low impurity 
level of the spec, pure oxide compared with the micaceous ore. This 
proposal is substantiated by the report that during the oxidation of iron 
at 950°C (194) the plasticity of the imagnetite scale increased with purity. 
Only in the case of the purest magnetite did sufficient plastic deformation 
occur to prevent cracking.
In the current investigation the cationic impurity level of the oxides 
as measured by spectrographic analysis was conveniently reflected in the 
temperature of the second order magnetic transformations T^ and Tc of the 
respective sesquioxide and spinel table (4.2.2) and (fig. 216). The very 
high T & Tc for the spec, pure oxide are indicative of the virtual absence 
of soluble impurities (99.99% pure).
it is ouvious irom i^igs. i) mat tne columnar grains are
relatively short. This curtailment is attributed in part to the 
disturbing effect of a small number of defective areas within the sintered 
oxide which allowed occasional carpetitive nucleation to occur just ahead 
of the main reduction front (fig. 147). More importantly, however, is the 
isolated occurrence of intergranular cracks in the magnetite. This 
indicates that the oxide does not possess sufficient ductility at 1000°C
to fully absorb the accumulating transformation stresses as the columnar
*>
grain extends. These disruptive features probably account for the lack 
of a preferred orientation, a fact which was established by the application 
of X-ray microbeam techniques (186) and etch-pit analysis (243) to polished 
sections of the partially reduced oxide.
An additional factor worth considering is the mineralogical origins 
of the oxide. The distinctly platy moiphology of the micaceous Sierre Leone 
concentrate suggests a built-in anisotropy due to preferential deposition 
of impurities on the basal plane (240). This factor would be absent for 
the homogeneously prepared spectroscopically pure hematite particles.
It is probable that the increased ductility/ionic mobility of the 
spec, pure magnetite and the chemically more homogeneous nature of the 
hematite will together account for the broader less protrusive lamellae 
and the absence of interlamellar porosity when compared with the micaceous 
oxide system.
Although there are no previous reports of a columnar magnetite structure 
formed by the gaseous reduction of hematite, the emergence of such a 
growth would appear to be the normal behaviour for other pure metal oxide 
reaction .systems in which the product layer acts as a dense diffusion 
barrier. For example, in the high tenperature oxidation of metals, the oxide 
scale frequently exhibits a columnar growth pattern but invariably at 
temperatures above 0.5 to 0.6° Tj^_ (208, 225, 241). Of more importance 
however is the pronounced columnar growrth in ferrite layers produced by 
the interaction of MeO/FegO^ diffusion couples at temperatures usually, 
in excess of 1200°C (242). The ferrite columnar grains frequently displayed 
strain lines indicating the involvement of plastic flow at elevated 
temperatures. This fact is supported by Hales (243) who maintained that 
the preferred orientation of columnar grains in NiO formed by the oxidation , 
of Ni at 1000°C was governed by a deformation process akin to recovery 
creep.
The above evidence from alternative reaction systems further subs­
tantiates the previously stated dependance of the continued growth of an 
incoherent boundary and the development of a columnar grain pattern upon 
the ability of the oxide to relief transformation stresses by plastic flow.
\
Stannary '
In summary it is clear that the salient morphological features of the 
reduction, of micaceous hematite to magnetite are emulated in the spectro­
scopically pure, chemically prepared oxide. The major differences namely 
the less pronounced reduction anisotropy and the emergence of a columnar 
grain structure have been attributed to the homogeneous origins and the 
high purity of the spec, oxide. Both factors endow the magnetite with 
more ductility resulting in the virtual absence of high temperature 
fissuring and intergranular cracking.
6.7.2 Laboratory Grade Hematite
The reduction characteristics of the lab. grade oxide were dominated 
by the presence of an intergranular mineral binder phase which was slow to 
reduce at temperatures below 1000°C.
The mineral impurity a calcium iron silicate effectively cemented 
the hematite grains (figs. 30, 31). It therefore acted as a physical 
barrier to gas flow to produce a type 1 sharp reduction front at all 
temperatures (fig. 149).
Despite these constraints the morphology of the magnetite phase formed 
at 650°C and below was essentially identical to the micaceous and spec, 
pure hematites, i.e. an aggregate of randomly arrayed micro-crystallites 
(figs. 150-152). The diminished intergranular cracking (fig. 150) is 
attributed in part to the binding action of the silicate and to the 
comnensurately slower generation of transformation strain (76, 105). Since 
the magnetite front (fig. 151) lies perpendicular to the direction of mass- 
flow it is expected in agreement with the mechanism of foimation of the 
crystallite colonies that the interphase boundary is essentially incoherent. 
If by chance the grain is oriented so as to produce a coherent semi-coherent 
interface (fig. 152) the dense growth will be stifled. The grain will then 
be consumed laterally.
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hematites and therefore substantiates the universality of the proposed 
mechanism of expansion, i.e. a random unco-ordinated dilation of the micro­
crystallites. The amount of expansion under these circumstances will be 
little altered by differences in porosity and grain contiguity from oxide 
to oxide.
An oriented filamentary growth or texture was observed in the magnetite 
at 675°C (figs. 153-155). This is again consistent with the predicted 
effect of a rigorously directionalized growth at temperatures corresponding 
to the Tamman temperature. Notably the diameter of the magnetite filaments 
is a small fraction of the hematite grain Size. Consequently it is 
envisaged that multiple nucleation occurs at grain surfaces which are 
perpendicular to the mass-flow. Subsequent growth occurs very slowly via 
both partially coherent and incoherent interphase boundaries, depending 
upon the relative orientation of the nucleus to the parent grain. It is 
clear from (figs. 153, 154) that between 675°C to 750°C the filaments do 
not extend across a complete grain width. Fresh nucleation is initiated 
within the grain and therefore this texture cannot be classified as 
columnar.
At 850°C, however, the magnetite areas were observed to propagate 
across grain boundaries (fig. 156). Continuity of growth extended on 
occasion to a maximum of 3 grain widths at 950°C (fig. 157). In these 
instances the interphase boundary was a curved incoherent one and therefore 
columnar. Magnetite areas which extended via the conventional lamellar 
morphology were halted at the grain boundary.
Grain boundary cracking in the presence of this columnar growth texture 
was minimal in agreement with the spec, pure oxide. It is important to note 
that incoherent interfaces were observed in the micaceous hematite subjected 
to a duplex reduction treatment. The overlay of low temperature multi­
crystallite morphology shown in (figs. 104, 105) has acted as a diffusion 
barrier in an identical manner to the silicate binder. On secondary 
reduction at 1050°C gas was unable to surround the hematite surface and 
form lamellae. Instead, slow growth ensued via a curviplanar incoherent 
interface.
since above 1000°C the cementing action of the mineral phase broke down 
resulting in severe intergranular cracking and exfoliation of the magnetite 
(fig. 158). Under these circumstances penetration of the gas around the 
grains was possible and therefore conventional wide single lamellae were 
observed at the interface. Again in agreement with the spec, pure and 
micaceous oxides the magnetite at 1050 C was pore and fissure free.
Despite the interfering effects of the mineral binder it is clear that 
the lab. grade hematite is behaving in a similar fashion to the spec, pure 
oxide. If the Neel and Curie points of the lab-grade oxides are plotted on 
(fig. 216) then a solid solution impurity level can be estimated which 
falls mid-way between the micaceous and spec, pure oxides. This suggests 
therefore that an impurity content in the .Lab. grade oxide of approximately
0.4 cation percent confers increased lattice mobility and an increased 
stress relaxation capability sufficient to support columnar, growth.
In conclusion the principle magnetite morphologies of the micaceous 
oxide system are recognizeable for reduction of mineral bonded lab-grade 
hematite. The main difference being the highly directionalized influence 
of the mineral bond which produced discrete macro-reduction fronts at all 
temperatures. This coupled with the inferred higher purity and homogeneous 
nature of the oxide resulted in columnar grain growth via an incoherent 
interface at relatively low reduction temperatures, i.e. 850°C to 950°C.
6.7.3 Morphological Generalities
Summarized in table (6.7.1) are the observed variation in magnetite 
morphology, with temperature and the proposed interphase boundary 
structure and transformation mechanism for the pure and impure hematites 
used in this investigation. Hie impurities referred to are in solid 
solution.
With few exceptions this morphological scheme is considered to be a 
valid one for the reduction of most hematites to magnetite in CO/COg and 
Bg/HgO atmospheres.
Variations can arise since the morphological transitions occur over 
a temperature range. Furthermore, dependant upon porosity, grain size and 
purity of the oxide, certain onmissions can occur in the morphological 
spectrum.. For example, in relatively pure compacts of high porosity (20- 
25%) as commonly used in iron-making the nodular phase is likely to be 
absent (121) at elevated temperatures 1000°C-1020°C. Alternatively, if the 
grains are surrounded by a mineral binder which presents a gaseous diffusion 
barrier then a curviplanar incoherent interface will be promoted at lower 
temperatures.
Hie shift in emphasis frcm a lower temperature micro-cellular trans­
formation to a diffusional-shear and finally to a macro-diffusional 
transformation at high temperatures is in basic agreement with the normal 
behaviour in solid state transformation systems. A correlation of this 
nature has been previously suggested by Swann (98) and Porter (99) and is 
further enlarged here by encompassing columnar growth for gaseous reduction 
of hematite to magnetite.
Hie evental emergence of a columnar type growth pattern synonymous 
with a sharp incoherent macro-interface has been shown to be a normal 
growth feature, commonly found in the oxidation of pure metals and in the 
formation of ferrite spinels by diffusion at very high temperatures.
\
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7.U Sumnary ana conclusions 
General
1) For the GO/OC^ reduction of porous polycrystalline natural hematite, 
laboratory grade hematite and a spectroscopically pure hematite it ~ 
was confirmed that the major structural damage and volume expansion 
occurred during the primary hematite to magnetite reduction step 
throughout the tenperature range 350°C-1100°C.
2) Four basic magnetite morphologies were observed in partially reduced 
grains in the temperature range 350°C-1350°C.
(a) A low temperature multicrystallite morphology showing 
interconnected intercrystallite porosity and fissures 
in the range 350°C to 600°C.
(b) An intermediate and high tenperature unidirectional
characteristics and interface shape were considered to parallel 
precipitation behaviour in conventional metallurgical solid state 
transformations, in particular the decomposition of the austenite 
phase in plain carbon steels.
4) Evidence was presented of a substantial surface dilation or surface 
relief of the magnetite phase on prepolished and fractured surfaces 
which was indicative of a physical swelling of the grains during the 
reduction process.
5) The swelling which occurred during the reduction of hematite to 
magnetite was not caused by gas evolution or entrappment since the
. magnetite product was heavily cracked and/or porous and was therefore 
permeable to gases.
lamellar morphology at tenperature above 675°C.
(c) A high tenperature dense nodular morphology for micaceous 
magnetite above 1000°C.
(d) A dense columnar grain structure present only in the 
laboratory and spectroscopically pure magnetites at
3) Ihe evolution of the various magnetite morphologies, their growth
b; ror tne ±ame±±ar magnetite structure tne expansion ana associatea g.D. 
fracture were attributed to an anisotropic change in the shape of the 
grain arising from the crystallographic constraints of a diffusional- 
shear transformation. Hie lamella was considered to be analogous to 
a Widmanstatten plate for which, the movement of partial dislocations 
between alternate pairs of basal planes produced the required anion 
restacking for the hexagonal to cubic lattice change and the observed 
surface tilt. Whilst the long range diffusional element of the reaction 
identified as cation injection resulted in a physical volume expansion 
at the hemat it e-magnet ite interface the oxygen removal reaction was 
assumed to occur at a site removed from the inner hematite-magnetite 
interface.
7) For the low tenperature porous morphology the microstructural evidence 
supported the discontinuous cellular mechanism of reduction in which 
swelling occurred by iron injection at an incoherent hematite-magnetite 
interface, the reaction preceding by a totally diffusional mechanism.
8) The high tenperature nodular morphology was assumed to form by a 
totally diffusional mechanism via an incoherent interphase boundary
and was therefore analogous to the high tenperature blocky grain boundary 
allotriomorph of c<- ferrite. Swelling and the associated grain boundary 
fracture was again attributed to the Edstrem cation injection mechanism 
with the oxygen removal reaction occurring at a remote site.
9) The columnar grain structure was regarded as an extension of the 
nodular morphology growing by the same reconstructive diffusional 
mechanism, but under conditions in which the magnetite was capable
of relieving the transformation stresses by deformation and therefore 
ensuring continuity of growth.
Pellet Expansion Characteristics
1) For the reduction to magnetite of the 11-12% porous micaceous hematites 
the apparent volume expansion rose from a value of — 20% at tenperatures
<^600°C to a peak of 60% at 900/950°C before falling again to 10-20% 
at 1050°C.
2) For the micaceous compacts of 11-12% porosity a definite type 2 
reduction zone was formed for reduction to magnetite at all reduction 
tenperatures. This was attributed to the existence of a mixed control
reaction regime in wnicn xne suo-processes 01 gaseous cuiiusion to 
and from the reaction zone and the chemical or phase boundary reaction 
within the zone carpeted. At low reduction tenperatures <^ 600°C the 
reaction was considered to be controlled more by the phase boundary 
reaction and was therefore very wide (Z = 2-3 nms.). Above 700°C the 
reaction became increasingly under gas transport control resulting in
i  •  -
a narrowing of the reduction zone width.
The width Z of the reduction zone directly influenced the magnetite 
swelling by controlling the resultant shape of the reduced compact 
and the specific reaction rate at the reduction front.
The narrowing of the reduction zone width with increase in tenperature 
resulted in a steep increase in apparent volume expansion associated 
with the emergence of a cooling tower sample shape.
The maximum swelling at 900/950°C coincided with the narrowest reduction 
zone ( Z^0.2 nms.) whilst the lower swelling at 600°C and below and 
at 1050°C corresponded with the widest reduction zone of 2-3 nms.
The tendency to form a cooling tower or crucifom sanple shape on 
reduction to magnetite was related to the foimation of parallel lamination 
cracks and to the relative anisotropy in expansion parallel and perpend­
icular to the reduction interface. A convenient measure of this was the 
ratio of the-interface length L to the reduction zone width Z. A model 
was proposed which demonstrated that an L/Z value of 40 to 50 at 
900°C produced severe lamination cracks, the necessary co-ordinated 
expansion and therefore a pronounced cooling tower shape. For L/Z 
^12 at tenperatures ^800°C and ^ 1000°C sample distortion was absent.
The subsequent decrease in expansion above 950°C which coincided with 
widening of the reduction zone width was attributed to the appearance 
of the grain keying nodular phase and to the increasing influence of 
sintering and plastic deformation processes.
For a constant reaction time for completion of the step reduction to 
magnetite the effect of a diminishing reduction zone width with rise 
in tenperature was to proportionately increase the specific reaction 
rate by a factor of 10 at 900°C thus contributing to the observed 
increase in apparent volume expansion.
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This was attributed to the greater diffusivity of hydrogen gas. In 
consequence at tenperatures 800°C a lower expansion and less pron­
ounced cooling tower shapes occurred conpared with the OO-OO^ system. 
Below 700°C the expansion level, for the two gaseous systems were very 
similar because of the levelling effect of the diffuse reduction zone.
10) At low tenperature ^750°C the apparent volume expansion varied 
inversely and linearly with increase in the as-sintered porosity of the 
polycrystalline hematite. In essence the greater the degree of grain 
contact the laiger the expansion.
11) At 950°C a peak in the expansion-porosity relationship was observed •
at the 10-12% porosity level falling off at lower and higher densities.
The unexpected decrease in expansion for porosities less than 10% was 
attributed to a transition in the sintered pore structure from a 
predominantly open to a closed pore situation. The ensuing decrease 
in permeability and exposed grain surface under conditions of mixed 
control, lowered the reaction rate, decreased the lamellar thickness, 
increased the resintering activity and therefore produced a lowering 
in expansion. Consequently transitions in pore structure under conditions 
of mixed control are likely to modify the magnetite morphology and reactio 
rate and thus affect the volume expansion.
12) The difference in expansion behaviour between Brill-Edwards investigation 
and this work for H^-I^O reduction of hematite to magnetite was attrib­
uted to differences in grain size and pore size of the respective 
sintered oxides for total porosities in the critical 12% region. The 
rapid change in pore structure in the porosity range 15-10% particularly 
where a variable pore and grain size are involved produces large changes 
in permeability. The Brill-Edwards compacts were considered to be
more permeable and therefore likely to produce a type 3 reduction zone 
and a lower expansion.
13) The reduction rate of the hematite to magnetite reaction did not 
influence the apparent volume expansion at low reduction tenperatures
< 6^00°C. At elevated temperatures longer reduction times than the 
standard 6 hours caused a decrease in expansion due to the increasing 
influence of the thermally activated processes of resintering and 
diffusional creep.
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1) Wholesale intergranular fracture was observed at low tenperatures
^600°C as a result of the wide diffuse reduction zone and the 
unco-ordinated swelling events.. At elevated tenperatures ^  700°C 
macro intergranular lamination cracks foimed parallel to the reduction 
front, the thickness of the laminations being approximately equal to 
the narrow reduction zone width.
2) Severe grain fragmentation recognized by a flame-shaped morphology 
with a mid-rib crack was observed at reduction tenperatures below 
500°C. The flame growth was considered to be identical to the porous 
crystallite —  morphology with growth occurring perpendicularly to 
the mid-rib crack. Fragmentation was attributed to the ccnbined 
affects of a low parting strength of hematite compared with the
grain boundary strength at tenperatures below 500°C, and to the effects 
of a very slow specific reaction rate. The latter enabled the gas to 
penetrate into the sanple to initiate expansion simultaneously and 
explosively throughout the cross-section.
3) The effective superiority of the hematite grain boundary bond strength 
over the cleavage strength is dependant upon such stereological factors 
as grain size, pore size and porosity as well as upon tenperature and 
the purity of the oxide. These factors combine to provide an explanation 
for the variety of reported tenperatures for grain fragmentation based 
upon subtle changes in the purity or origin of the oxide and also its 
microstructure. Consequently the absence of flame-fragmentation in 
Brill-Edwards work was attributed to the more open sintered structure 
afforded by a larger grain and pore size distribution.
4) Reduction of the natural micaceous grains to magnetite was highly 
directional and varied with tenperature and therefore magnetite moiphology. 
For exanple the low tenperature porous crystallite morphology preferred
to grow along directions which did not lie parallel to the basal plane. 
Furthermore growth appeared to be faster perpendicular to the basal 
trace. Attempts to grow parallel to the basal trace caused densification 
of the magnetite and a cessation of growth. This behaviour is in 
agreement with a mechanism of growth which is dependant upon the prop­
agation of an incoherent interface sustained by a steep cation diffusion 
gradient. Growth along non basal directions will foster incoherency
because atomic match across the interlace is not ideal.- The prediction 
of a more reactive basal plane at low tenperatures is in agreement with 
acid dissolution studies on natural ores.
In sharp contrast above 675°C growth via lamellae occurred preferentially 
parallel to the basal plane, the non basal planes being effectively 
more reactive.
In broad agreement with previous work a transition from the low 
tenperature crystallite morphology to the high tenperature lamella 
structure was observed over the tenperature range 550°C-675°C. Below 
600°C both the nucleation and growth rate of the porous crystallite 
morphology exceeded that of the lamellae. From 600°C to 650°C the 
lamellae nucleation rate became faster, however the growth rate 
remained slow and so the crystallite morphology prevailed. Above 650°C 
both the nucleation and growth rate of the lamellae exceeded that of 
the crystallite morphology.
The faster growth rate of the crystallite morphology at low tenperatures 
was attributed to the presence of interconnected microporosity and 
fissures which enabled the gas to penetrate to the inner incoherent 
henatite-magnetite interface thus short circuiting diffusion distances 
and maintaining a steep diffusion gradient across the reaction zone.
The incoherent interface allowed propogation to occur unhindered by 
crystallographic constraints with the exception of growth in the basal 
trace direction. As previously stated attenpts to grow parallel to the 
basal trace resulted in densification and the formation of small 
lamellae, i.e. the generation of a morphology dependant upon long range 
diffusion. Hence growth ceased. The lamellae were considered to 
propagate by the lateral movement of disordered growth ledges parallel 
to the basal plane under the driving force of long range cation diffusion. 
The octahedral surfaces of the lamellae were considered to be large 
areas of coherent interface linked by dislocation networks and therefore 
incapable of growth perpendicular to the surface.
In agreement with previous work the transition from the porous crystallite 
morphology to a dense hybrid structure and finally to lamellae was 
attributed to the normal exponential increase in bulk diffusion of the 
cation at temperatures approximating to the Tariman tenperature 0.51^ 
(660°C for magnetite); at this tenperature diffusion via line inper­
fections and surfaces gives way to faster bulk diffusion, tolerating 
shallower diffusion gradients at the interface and therefore fewer
pores, ine increase in dillk aiiiusion rate was substantiated by the 
absence of X-ray line broadening of magnetite at temperatures ^  700°C.
The conventional interaction in alloy upstems between the degree of 
supersaturation, tenperature and precipitate size found application in 
explaining the alteration in lamellae size with tenperatures. On this 
basis at 700°C the moderately wide reduction zone width for the 11-12% 
porous compacts inplied a high reduction potential (degree of super­
saturation) of the gas at the interface. This coupled with the low 
reduction taiperature and therefore low specific growth rate resulted 
in many nuclei and the emergence of tightly bunched thin lamellae.
At 900°C the narrow reduction zone equated to a gas starvation situation,
i.e. low reduction potential. Consequently the nucleation rate was 
slew whilst the growth rate was fast resulting in fewer, broader 
lamellae per grain.
On this basis therefore the lamellar morphology will be modified at any 
given temperature and bulk gas concentration if the sintered micro­
structure is significantly altered so as to affect the partial pressure 
gradient through the magnetite layer and the phase boundary reaction 
rate. The formation of singular long lamellae required high tenperatures 
( ^  900°C) and a ready access of gas around the grain surface.
Lowering the compact porosity to 7% produced a closed pore situation 
which restricted gas access and was considered to have lowered the 
chemical reaction rate to a greater degree than the gaseous diffusion 
rate, resulting in the promotion of thin bunched lamellae. Under these 
circumstances the reaction at the discrete interface may be under phase 
boundary control.
The emergence of a slow growing grain boundary nucleated dense 
nodular morphology ahead of the main lamellar reduction zone at 
tenperatures above 1000°C was consistent with the growth characteristics 
of an incoherent interphase boundary formed under conditions of low 
supersaturation and high temperature. The ability of the nodule to 
propagate across grain boundaries and twinned hematite without 
deviation or loss of continuity was proof of the presence of the 
disordered interphase boundary and the existence of a modicum of 
ductility in the magnetite. The major affect of the bridging nodules 
was to decrease the severity of the intergranular fracture and thus 
restrict gas access to the grain surface with resultant lowering of
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factors decreased the apparent volume expansion and induced conditions 
'which were unfavourable for lamellae formation. Consequently at 
higher temperatures the enhanced grain boundary nucleation of the 
nodular phase eventually prevented lamellae formation by denying gas 
access to the grain surface. \
Expansion Mechanisms
1) The diffusional-shear transformation model for conversion of micaceous
hematite to lamellar magnetite indicated a tripartite relationship
between volume expansion, grain size and lamella thickness which was
quantitatively in agreement with measurements on single grains and
qualitatively in agreement with the polycrystalline results. On this
basis the model showed that the expansion increased with grain size
and lamella thickness with the major dilation occurring along the
C direction, o
2) The mechanism also accounted for the fact that the traditionally
reduction were associated
with lower apparent volume expansions..
3) Ihe diffusional-shear model provided a mechanism of grain boundary 
cracking based upon an anisotropic expansion of the grain by approx- . 
imately 5.7%rin the ^ 0001^ ^ and 2.1% along the ^)ll^ H coupled with 
a 19.5° basal shear.
4) The model predicted • for the multilamellar morphology a compressive 
stress within the lamella tip and a tensile reaction at the lamella 
end. Ibis stress system accounted for the presence of interlamellar 
fissures in the region of tensile stress at the lamellae end and the 
absence of a crack in the compression zone at the lamella tip.
Furthermore the compressive stress at the lamella tip induced a 
tensile component in the hematite which produced cleavage cracks 
emanating from the lamella tip.
5) A homogeneous expansion of the nodular morphology was equated to the 
Edstrom theory of cation injection at the hematite-magnetite interface 
(10.4% volume expansion) with the removal reaction (12.2% contraction) 
occurring at the hematite surface. No surface tilt was observed.
Ihe possibility of anion diffusion was considered for reduction via
the nodular phase at high temperatures y  1050°C.
finer lamellar structures produced by lu
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1) The low tenperature magnetite morphology was conposed of an aggregate 
of crystallites showing intercrystallite porosity or fissures.
Between 650°C and 750°C extended interlamellar porosity was evident. 
Above this tenperature the porosity appeared as cerrations at lamellae 
ends. Isolated interlamellar fissures were present at all tenperatures 
from 650°C to 1000°C. These fissures became fewer and wider with 
increase in tenperature. Above 1000oC in agreement with other workers 
the magnetite was dense.
2) For the topochemical reduction of the micaceous hematite grains it 
was proposed that the foimation of a micro-pore is confined to the
gas interface since only at this site can both anion and cation species 
conbine simultaneously. This statement therefore predicted that in 
the case of the interlamellar and micro-crystallite morphologies the 
porosity should be interconnected with a pathway to the grain exterior 
to enable gas penetration. The microstructural evidence supported 
this assertion.
3) The key factors affecting pore foimation in magnetite were considered 
to be:-
(a) The local cation vacancy diffusion gradient in the magnetite 
layer-.—
(b) The relative magnitude of the gas-boundary reaction rate and 
the cation vacancy diffusion coefficient.
(c) The magnetite morphology.
(d) The plasticity of the magnetite.
(e) The stoichiometry of the magnetite.
4) The decrease in porosity with rise in tenperature has, been accounted 
for in terms of the relative increase in the cation vacancy diffusion 
rate compared with the oxygen removal rate. Consequently at very low 
tenperatures \700°C the necessary diffusion rate to satisfy the reaction
can onxy ut; acnxtrvtru. uy xtJt> Liie uj.xxus.luli paui xt?iigtii su as
to sustain a steep diffusion gradient. In practice this is achieved 
by the creation of interconnected porosity which extends throughout 
the grain. As the temperature is raised the diffusion coefficient
increases exponentially and the porosity recedes to the grain boundaries.
\
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5) On that basis increasing the grain size of the hematite will tend to
promote porosity and fissuring of the lamellar morphology by maintaining
or inducing a topochordeal growth pattern and by decreasing the 
vacancy diffusion gradient through the magnetite.
6) The formation of interlamellar fissures was attributed primarily to 
the stresses arising from the transformation. Nevertheless the vacancy 
diffusion mechanism and contractional strain during cooling were 
presumed to augment the fissure width.
7) For the formation of the dense singular broad lamellae and the dense
nodular phase at a 3-phase boundary a net volume expansion was postulated
within the magnetite. This factor coupled with the proposed ability
of the bridging lamellae and nodules to plastically deform by 
diffusional creep produced conditions which were unfavourable for 
pore formation.
8) Using published lattice parameter and chemical composition data for 
non-stoichiemetric magnetites and making allowance for the differential 
theimal expansion at temperature calculations have indicated that 
under non-equilibrium conditions the noimally accepted theoretical 
volume contraction on conversion of hematite to magnetite may become
a very small expansion when the cation defficiency in the magnetite 
is taken into account.
9) For the decomposition of hematite to magnetite via the incoherent 
nodular phase at temperatures ^  1300°C published deviations from 
stoichiometry in the magnetite are pronounced. Consequently the 
reported volume expansions may be interpreted in terms of a theoretical 
homogeneous expansion as predicted from the calculations for cation 
defficient spinels in which the differential thermal expansion of 
hematite and magnetite taken into account. Furthermore on the basis
of these calculations the reported volume shrinkage on reoxidation of 
magnetite to hematite is to be expected.
Micaceous conpacis wnicn expanaea on reduction to magnetite at oout 
and 900°C were observed to contract appreciably on reoxidation. This 
behaviour suggested that the ionic movements and the oxygen removal 
reaction of the primary reduction step are simply reversed on re­
oxidation.
X-Ray Line Broadening of Magnetite
1) The decrease in strain and particle size broadening in magnetite 
with rise in temperature corresponded with the observed micro- 
structural features of reduction and in particular with the morph­
ological transition.
2) Broadening became appreciable below 700°C. This was attributed in 
the main to the sharp decrease in lamella thickness and to the 
appearance of the porous crystallite morphology. The rapid increase 
in broadening below 500°C was attributed to both an increase in 
residual lattice strain and a decrease in crystallite size 500 2 
at 450°C).
3) The virtual absence of broadening above 700°C signified the point 
at which there was sufficient thermal energy available to perfect 
the lattice and sustain appreciable lamellae sizes. This temperature 
coincided with the completion of the morphological transition to a 
fully lamellar structure and therefore substantiated the proposed 
dependancy of lamella formation on long range bulk diffusion.
4) The crystallite size calculated by the Wagner-Aqua Integral Breadth 
method was in reasonable agreement with the S.E.M. measurements and 
with published work for the low temperature porous morphology.
Single Crystal Reduction to Magnetite
1) The single crystals, two of natural and one of synthetic origin 
foimed the familiar crystallite magnetite morphology at 550°C and 
the thin lamellar structure at 1000°C in accord with the polycrystalline 
reduction study. Both morphologies exhibited cracking, volume 
expansion and surface relief effects in conmon with the reduction of 
the polycrystalline micaceous oxide.
Z) m e  classic nexagonai-cuDic relationship was confirmed ior the
formation of the lamellar morphology in both natural and synthetic 
hematite crystals reduced by OO-OOg at 1000°C:- 
(111) [ToiJ Fe304 11 (0001) [loio] Fe203
3) The habit plane of the lamella was the (0001) with the magnetite phase 
foiming as distinct plates.
4) No unique orientation relationship was found for porous morphology 
formed at 550°C. This degree of randomness in orientation was in 
agreement with the anticipated behaviour of a phase growing via an 
incoherent interphase boundary.
Reduction of Spectroscopically Pure Folycrystalline Hematite to Magnetite
1) The conventional porous, fissured crystallite morphology and the 
lamellar morphology were observed for the reduction of the spectro­
scopically pure oxide. Expansions of the same order of magnitude as 
for the micaceous oxide were measured for reduction at 550°C and 1050°C.
2) The major differences between spec, pure and the natural micaceous 
oxide were the absence of a pronounced anisotropy in reduction of the 
individual grains; the general coarsening of the magnetite morphologies 
at any given temperature and the emergence of a dense columnar grain 
structure for reduction above 850°C.
3) The columnar layer showed no evidence of a crystallographic preferred 
orientation or texture.
4) The development of a columnar grain structure and the absence of 
parting fissures and porosity above 850°C were directly attributed 
to the high purity of the oxide which enhanced the ability , of the 
spinel phase to plastically deform and therefore relieve the 
transformation stresses and so maintain growth continuity. The 
columnar foimation was also aided by the lower sintered porosity of 
the hematite which reduced the permeability of the structure and 
induced a shaip reduction front probably under solid state diffusion 
control.
5) The columnar magnetite formation was considered to be a natural 
extension of the nodular morphology of the micaceous oxide. .Therefore 
growth was assumed to occur by diffusion of cations through the 
dense overlay of magnetite to the incoherent interphase boundary 
according to the Edstrom mechanism.
i
\
6) The difference in reduction behaviour between the micaceous concentrate 
and the pure synthetic oxide was attributed to purity and to the 
differing origins of the oxides. It was concluded that a naturally 
occurring oxide was likely to possess a built-in anisotropy in reactivity
j.which would be perpetuated in the sintered, structure.
Reduction of Laboratory Grade Polycrystalline Hematite to Magnetite
1) Once again the porous crystallite and lamellar magnetite morphologies 
were present for the reduction of the lab. grade oxide. Expansions 
were of a similar magnitude to the micaceous oxide.
2) A classic shrinking core reduction pattern and a sharp planar interface 
were observed for reduction at all temperatures up to 1000°C. This 
growth pattern was attributed to the presence of an extensive inter- 
granular silicate phase which acted as ;a chemically resistant barrier.
The impermeable barrier constrained growth parallel to the direction
of mass flow and produced an oriented filament sub-structure at 
intermediate temperatures.
3) In agreement with the spec, pure oxide a columnar grain structure 
developed above 850°C. This was again attributed to the high solid 
solution purity of the sintered oxide and to the enforced topochemical 
growth pattern. Reduction occurred at an incoherent interface by 
diffusion of the cation according to the Edstrom mechanism.
4) Above 1000°C the chemical reduction of the silicate phase allowed the 
reducing gas to penetrate around the grains resulting in the appearance 
of conventional wide lamellae and severe grain boundary lamination 
cracking.
Reduction to Wustite and Iron
1) The expansion behaviour on reduction to wustite and iron and the 
resultant microstructures were dictated by the primary hematite to 
magnetite reduction step.
j?or reauction to reu ana re an intermeaiate pnase was detectea 
between the magnetite and wustite and between wustite and iron 
respectively. It was suggested that this phase was a non-stoi- 
chiometric wustite of the type previously found for the high 
tenperature oxidation of steels.
APPENDICES
Appendix 1.0 Lattice Parameter Measurements
1.1 Hematites: 'd* spacings (?)
hkl Micaceous . Spec, pure Lab-grade
1 3 10 0.90798 0.90801 0.908041
0 4 8 0.92019 0.92052 0.92146
4 1 3 0.93146 0.93147 0,93161
1 4 0 0.95120 0.95136 0.95122
3 2 4 0.96024 0.96020 0.95877
2 3 2 0.98864 0.98873 0.98896
a 5.0384? 5.0390? 5.0410?
cQo 13.7375? 13.7435? 13.7535?
1.2 Magnetite: 1.3 Wustite:
(Micaceous reduced at 1050 C) (Micaceous reduced at 1050°C)
hkl d ao hkl d ao
111 4.840 8.383 420 0.9612 4.2985
220 2.967 8.392 331 0.9860 4.2977
222 2.423 8.393 400 1.0739 4.2596
400 2.099 8.394 111 2.4797 4.295
440 1.484 8.395 200 2.1475 4.295
444 1.212 8.396 220 1.5189 4.2961
800 1.050 8.396
Corrected a 8.3962 Corrected a 4.300?o o
1.4 Iron:
(Micaceous reduced at 950°C)
hkl d ao
110 2.022 2.860
200 1.432 2.863
211 1.169 2.864
220 1.013 2.863
Corrected a 2.864?
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porous micaceous hematite to magnetite.
Reduction
Time
550°C 950°C
Mic % Hg % Mic % Hg%
80 — — 67.1. 39.0
100 23.6 20.1 - -
250 - - 61.8 40.5
300 23.5 21.8 ■ - -
360 24.8 23.7 56.7 39.3
450 22.5 21.3 - -
460 - - •33.0 29.0
3.1 Camera dilatometer apparent volume expansion (%) vs reduction time 
(mins) for micaceous hematite to magnetite (6 hrs).
550°C 750°C 900°C 1000°C 1050°C
Time % Time % Time %
16 2.1 16 1.6 16 2.8
32 6.7 32 2.7 32 6.8
48 9.6 48 4.9 •48 8.3
64 16.8 64 7.6 SO 13.8
112 24.5 96 12.8 112 15.6
128 28.6 128 22.9 148 17.1
144 32.9 160 23.4 176 20.3
160 35.9 192 28.2 224 20.7
176 42.1 224 30.9 256 20.9
192 45..6 256 31.7 320 20.8
208 52.7 288 33.6 360 20.3
224 55.8 320 33.8
240 59.1 360 33.5
256 58.9
272 60.5
288 59.4
304 59.8
320 59.8
Time %
16 1.5
48 3.5
80' 9.9
112 15.3
144 17.8
176 21.2
208 23.3
.240 25.0
272 25.8
304 26.0
336 26.1
360 26.0
Time %
16 1.5
32 2.2
64 8.9
96 12.1
128 15.6
160 18.9
192 21.3
224 22.8
256 23.6
272 23.8
304 23.8
360 24.0
.2 Camera Dilatometer apparent volume expansion (%) vs. reduction time 
for OO/OCL reduction of micaceous hematite to FeO and Fe.
750% Green state 
1 Fe3°4
800°C FeO 850 C Fe 1050°C Fe
Time
8
16
24;
32;
40;
48;
56;
64.
72
80
104
128
160
208
3.9
9.2
13.4
15.3 
17.7
18.5
19.1
20.2
20.4 
21.0 
22.0 
22.3
22.5 
22.0
Tine
16
32
48
64
80
96
112
128
144
160
192
224
256
288
320
8.0
10.6
15.6
19.3
24.8
26.5
33.9
34.6 
37.2
37.4
37.7 
38.0 
38.6
38.8
38.8
Time
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
76
92
108
124
140
172
212
5.0
11.8
17.6
23.1
29.7
34.3
36.1
37.3
41.5
40.0
39.4
39.1 
38.9
37.3
35.6
34.4
32.5
30.8
27.2
24.2
23.3 
23.0
Time
4
8
12
id
20
24
2d
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
76
92
108
124
140
172
188
204
220
236
252
268
284
300
%
9.2
18.9
21.7
24.1 
23.4
25.3
23.6
24.4
23.7
21.4
21.5
20.4
19.4 
18.3
16.2 
10.2
.7.4
4.5
- 0.8
-5.1
-5.8
-6.3
-7.7
- 6.6
-7.7
-7.1
- 8.2
-7.1
-7.6
Appendix 4 Reduction % vs. Reduction time (mins) for reduction of
11.6% porosity micaceous hematite.
550°C Fe304
Time % R
5 0.50
10 1.5
20 2.1
30 4.2
;40 6.3
50 8.4
|60 12.1
70 14.8
;80 19.0
;90 22.1
100 26.3
120 35.3
130 40.5
150 49.5
160 53.2
170 58.0
200 69.0
240 81.6
260 86.8
300 94.3
320 90.8
340 97.8
360 99.5
370 100.0
950°C Fe304 850°C Fe
% R % R
4.0 7.3
6.9 14.4
12.9 25.8
18.3 34.8
23.3 41.3
28.7
32.2 51.9
36.7 56.0
40.6 59.5
44.6 62.6
47.5 65.1
56.9 70.0
; 65.8 72.8
— 75.8
- 83 2 78.8
91.1 81.5
96.0 —
- 83.8
- -
1050°C Fe
'% R
13.5 
20.8 
26.9
40.5 
47.8
55.1
61.7
67.3
72.3
76.4 
80.0
86.2
91.0
94.1
95.8
96.8
97.5
Appendix 5 Reduction zone width Z ( rims) vs Reduction temperature 
for reduction to magnetite.
OO/OOg 11.6% Porosity YL^ /E^ O 11.6% Porosity
Temp.
°c
Max.
ran
Min.
mm
Aver.
mm
550 3.05 2.28 2.66
650 3.30 2.03 2.41
768 0.89 0.74 0.81
867 0.23 0.20 0.22 .
957 0.36 0.20 0.28
1050 1,75 1,25 1,40
Tgnp.
c
Max. 
irm
Min.
nm
Aver.
nm
550 3.55 3.15 3.26
650 3.3 2.88 3.13
800 1.65 1.20 1.4
897 0.63 0.63 0.63
1000 0.51 0.51 0.51
DO/OOg 7% Porosity OO/CD^ Spec pure + Lab. grade
Temp.
oc
Max.
nm
Min.
nm
Aver.
nm
550 0.762 0.64 0.699
620 - - 0.48
900 - - 0.11
Temp.
°c
Spec.- 
pure
Lab. - 
grade
550 Thro’ out 0.044
600 ti it 0.046
675 0.39 Sharp
750 0.088 ti
850 0.088 ti
950 - 0.013
1050 Sharp 0.044
Append ix 6 Quadratic integral breadth B* for magnetite X-ray line 
broadening vs reduction temperature.
hkl 20 d* a 
(A°) 1
B* radians xlO
450°C 550°C 672°C 750°C 900°C 1050°C
HI 21°18' 0.206 20.0 15.83 8.62 4.36 3.13 2.08
220 35°55’ 0.337 23.48 19.84 9.14 6.91 3.09 -
222 43°201 0.412 25.00 21.59 12.39 9.71 5.97 3.48
400 50°27* 0.476 30.67 24.60 15.75 10.32 6.80 -
440 .
00
0
0.674 36.50 33.28 19.46 14.5 10.21 3.14
444 95° 8\ 0.825 37.71 34.71 20.46 13.93 11.75 0.57
800 116°561 0.953 47.85 46.9 30.62 26.77 14.89 . . 5.82
Appendix 7 Expansion Data:
The theoretical volume change in transforming stoichiometrically 
from H to M was calculated from the available thermal expansion data and. the 
published lattice parameters
6Fe2°3 4Fe3°4 + °2
* 1 unit hexagonal — \ spinel cubic cell
• •
Volume of hexagonal cell = 0.866 a ^  CQ (8)^
Volume of Spinel cell = a^ (8)^
Appendix 7.1
For this investigation the measuredA^% was converted to volume 
expansion % and applied to the R.t. volume of the micaceous hematite 
and magnetite unit cells as above using the measured parameters
Temp 2 3 
unit 
Cell Vol
3 4 
i unit 
Cell Vol,
-AV%
H—
R.t.
200
300
400
450
500
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700
725
750
775
800
900
1000
1100
301.97 
303.54 
304.60 
305.63
306.17 
306.69
306.98 
307.28 
307.57 
307.87
308.17 
308.66 
308.93 
309.23 
309.52 
309.80 
310.09 
310.35
311.47
312.48 
313.50
295.93
297.63
298.79 
300.13 
300.89 
301.73 
302.24 
302.75 
303.32 
303.87 
304.26 
304.67 
305.03
305.38
305.70 
306.08
306.38
306.70
307.79 
308.77
309.64
2.00
1.95
1.91
1.80
1.72
1.71
1.56
1.48
1.38
1.30
1.27
1.29
1.26
1.24
1.23 
1.20 
1.20 
1.18 
1.18 
1.19
1.23
Expansion data from other sources
A.T. Gorton, G. Bitzianes, T.L. Joseph, Trans. Met. Soc. A.I.M.E., 1965, 
233, 1519-25.
Temp
°C
^ Hematite Magnetite -  Av%a.
;(§j (§).
Unit Cel 
Vol.
L ~o
(a)
%AL KUnit 
Cell Vol ) H-^M
25 5.0314 13.756 301.57 8.3963 0 295.96 1.86
200 5.0422 13.778 303.35 8.4135 0.205 297.78 1.84
400 5.055 13.802L 305.43 8.4374 0.490 300.33 1.67
500 5.061 13.818 306.50 8.4520 0.663 301.89 1.51
525 5.0629 13.822 306.82 8.4556 0.706 302.28 1.48
550 5.0649 13.826 307.15 8.4625 0.788 303.02 1.35
575 5.0668 13.829 307.45 8.4658 0.828 303.37 1.33
600 5.0687 13.833 307.77 8.4724 0.906 304.08 1.20
625 5.0705 13.837 308.08 8.4746 0.933 304.32 1.22
650 5.0724 13.841 308.40 8.4783 0.977 304.72 1.19
675 5.0742 13.844 308.68 8.4804 1.002 304.94 1.21
700 5.076 13.848 308.99 8.4821 1.022 305.13 1.25
800 5.0837 13.863 310.27 8.4956 1.183 306.59 1.19
900 5.0910 13.882 311.59 8.5130 1.390 308.47 1.00
1000 5.0983 13.896 312.79 8.5336 1.635 310.72 0.66
Appendix 7.3
Tatsuo Saito Bull. Chem. Soc. Jap. 1965, 38, 2008.
Expansion data for laboratory and naturally occurring hematite. To 
calculate -AV (H-Hl) Gortons magnetic data were used.
Temp,
°C
% Aa.Q 4
(8)
sAco Co
(S)
Unit Cell 
Vol
Fe2°3
- A v
%
200 0.187 : 5.0408 0.150 13.777 303.15 1.771
400 0.417 5.0524 0.370 13.807 305.22 1.602
500 0.610 : 5.0621 0.460 13.819 306.67 1.558
550 0.687 : 5.066 0.523 13.828 307.33 1.404
600 0.780 5.0706 0.577 13.835 308.05 1.290
650 0.880 5.0757 0.617 13.841 308.80 1.321
700 0.973 5.0804 0.670 13.848 309.53 1.423
800 1.088 5.0862 0.823 13.869 310.71 1.328
900 1.207 5.0921 0.957 13.888 311.85 1.081
1000 1.330 5.0983 1.120 13.910 313.11 0.764
1100 1.500 5.1060 1.287 13.933 314.69 -
/lpjJClH-ULA. 1.1
Rigby G.R; G.H.B. Lovell, A.T. Green, Trans Brit. Cer. Soc. 1946, 45; 137-148.
The -AV% H —*-M was calculated using Rigby's S.G. values of 5.2 and 5.1 
grms/cc for Fe^O^ and Fe^O^ respectively.
Temp. °C Wean Volume Expansion % -AV%
H-*-MHematite
(1)
Magnetite
(2)
200 0.60 0.60 1.44
300 0.96 0.99 1.41
400 1.29 1.44 1.29
500 1.65 1.95 1.15
600 2.04 2.73 0.77
700 2.49 3.60 0.38
800 2.91 4.02 0.38
900 3.24 4.41 0.33
1000 3.60 4.81 9.21
1100 4.02 - -
1200 4.41 - - .
Appendix 8
Closed pores vs. total porosity (%) for sintered micaceous hematites.
* Lab grade 
oxide.
Appendix 9
Reduction width factor X T ® * ^ /Re”^ /^ vs. temperature for Q 20 Kcal 
and 30 Kcal.
Tenp
°C
Q 20 
10°
Q 30 
10°
550 3.92 17.1
600 2.04 . 6.3
700 0.68 1.2
800 0.29 0.3
900 0.17 0.1
950 0.13 0.08
Total Porosity % Closed Pores % % porosity closed
*5
7
11.6
12.2
15.5
23.0
4.8
4.2
1.2 
1.13 
0.15 
0.5
98.0
60.0 
10.5
9.25
3.2
2.2
APPENDIX 9 (Continued)
Temp.°C AV
Hg Y
550 0.237 0.28
600 0.240 0.29
700 0.240 0.29
800 0.241 0.29
900 0.338 0.34
950 0.393 0.36
where r - av + POR
Hg S.G.
AV
i +AV
Hg 
Hg = Apparent volume expansion of the
compact on reduction to magnetite 
as measured by mercury displacement
POR = Porosity of sintered hematite compact
S.G. (0.1163)
Pore volume fraction of reduced 
compact
n.b. all figures expressed as fractions
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(b) Structure of the hematite (1120) plane
. The corundum structure of oi- hematite represented by 
the structural hexagonal cell (11).
/ \ 3+ '(a) Honeycomb Fe sub-lattice; cations located
on 2/3 available octahedral sites. Intersections
of net represent filled cation sites.
(b) Chain of 6 face sharing octahedra incorporating 
c-axis cation pairs.
Fig.2 Honeyccmbcation sub-lattice of hematite and the C-axis 
anion octahedral chimney
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Fig.3(a) Mixed trigonal cation sub-lattice sandwiched between
anion basal layers for the spinel structure (hexagonal 
representation) (12).
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Kagome cation sub-lattice sandwiched between anion 
basal layers for the spinel (hexagonal representation) 
(12)
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View of the (1120) plane of the spinel structure show­
ing alternate kagome and mixed trigonal cation layers 
within the close-packed anion framework (12)
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2+ 3+(a) Kagome octahedral B net of Fe and Fe ions*
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(b) Mixed trigonal sub-lattice; circles are 
tetrahedral A sites; crosses octahedral 
B sites; RATIO 2:1
Fig. 4 Kagome and mixed trigonal cation sub-latices lying 
parallel to the octahedral plane of the spinel 
structure
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Fig.5 Microstructural representation of various reaction 
interfaces (79)
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Fig.6 Volume expansion vs. temperature for the reduction
of poly-crystalline hematite to magnetite (76)
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Fig.7 Typical expansion-reduction characteristics for gaseous 
reduction of hematite ores
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Fig.8 Topochemical reduction of a dense hematite cube to 
magnetite showing an. 11% interfacial expansion and 
cracking (140)
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Fig.9 Preferential reduction perpendicular to the C hematite 
axis causes shearing at g.b. (106)
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Fig. 10 A maximum in expansion and cracking caused by single 
magnetite lamellae extending in length parallel to 
basal plane (76)
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Fig. 11 A minimum in expansion at intermediate temperatures 
due to the ccopensating effects of a contraction 
perpendicular to the multi-lamellar magnetite growth 
(76)
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DILATION AND CRACKING
Fig. 12 Expansion and g.b.-cracking during the formation of 
the low temperature porous magnetite (76)
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Fig. 13. Geometrical expansion produced by the passage of a 
cation through an oxygen triad in hematite. (107).
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Fig.14. Section of a large hematite grain partially reduced to 
magnetite and showing dilation and severe parting 
fissures associated with lamellae formation. (107).
Fig.15. Flux-grown rhcmbohedral single crystals of hematite (Mag. x 8).
Fig.16. Thermal balance for reduction by CO-CC^
Fig. 17. Furnace and specimen support stem for (XWX^thermal balance
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Fig. 18 Sectional view of furnace tube of CO-CO^ balance in the 
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Fig.20. Mercury displacement apparatus for apparent volume measurement
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Fig.21. Carbon tetrachloride volume displacement apparatus.
Fig.22. Camera dilatcmeter alligned along the axis of the furnace tube
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Fig.23 Schematic representation of the camera dilatcmeter
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Fig. 27 Sintered micaceous hematite; 23.0% porosity.
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Fig.32 Apparent volume expansion vs. temperature for reduction 
of the 11.63% porous hematite to magnetite by CO-COg,’ 
standard 6 hours reduction time
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Fig.33 Apparent volume expansion vs. temperature for reduction 
of the 12.2% porous micaceous hematite to magnetite by 
00-00 * standard 6 hours reduction time
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Fig. 34. Volume expansion and alteration in sample shape of the
11.63% porous micaceous hematite for reduction to magnetite 
at various temperatures; standard 6 hours reduction time.
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Fig.35. Apparent volume expansion vs. temperature for reduction 
of 11.63% porosity hematite to magnetite by H^-H^O.
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Fig.36. Apparent volume expansion vs. temperature for reduction
of 23.0% porous micaceous hematite to magnetite by CO-COg
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Fig.37 Apparent volume expansion vs. temperature for reduction 
of 7% porous micaceous hematite to magnetite by CD-OO^
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Fig.38 Apparent volume expansion vs. micaceous hegatite singered 
porosity for reduction to magnetite at 900 C and 550 C
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Fig.39 Apparent volume expansion vs. micaceous hematite q 
sintered porosity for reduction to magnetite at 750 C
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Fig.40 Apparent volume expansion vs-, temperature for reduction 
of greenstate micaceous hematite to magnetite
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Fig. 41 ■ Apparent volume expansion vs. time for complete 
reduction to magnetite at 550°C and 950°C
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Fig.42 Apparent volume expansion vs. temperature for reduction of 
11.63% porous micaceous hematite to wustite
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Fig.43 Apparent volume expansion vs. reduction time for the
reduction of micaceous hematite to magnetite using the 
camera dilatometer (-e- reduction to wustite)
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of the 11.63% lporous micaceous hematite to magnetite at 
550°C and 950°C
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Fig.46 Apparent volume expansion vs. reduction time for reduction 
of the 11.63% porous micaceous hematite to iron at 850 C 
and 1050 C using the camera dilatometer
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Fig. 108 Variation in reduction zone width (Z) with temperature 
for the reduction of micaceous hematite to magnetite 
by 00-00 and H -0 atmospheres
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i 1  0 . 5  p m
F i g .  9 9 .  M a g n e t i t e  c r y s t a l l i t e s  a t  f r a c t u r e  o f  
h e m a t i t e  g r a i n  b o u n d a r y ,  5 5 0 ° C .
S.E.M. Prepolished
surface
1- - - - - - 1  0 . 5  p m
F i g .  1 0 0 .  M a g n e t i t e  c r y s t a l l i t e s  g r o j e c t i n g  a t  
t h e  g r a i n  b o u n d a r y ,  5 5 0  C .
S.E.M. Prepo1ished
surface
•— —• 0.5 pm
F i g .  1 0 1 .  S u r f a c e  r e l i e f  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  m a g n e t i t e  
c r y s t a l l i t e  f o r m a t i o n  a t  5 5 0 ° C .
E t c h e d
I  1  5  p m s
F i g .  1 0 2 .  D u p l e x  r e d u c t i o n  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C  a n d  5 5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  
l a m e l l a r  a n d  p o r o u s  m a g n e t i t e  m o r p h o l o g i e s .
E t c h e d
I  1  5  p m s
F i g .  1 0 3 .  D u p l e x  r e d u c t i o n  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C  a n d  5 5 0 ° C .
Unetched
20 p m s
a n d  9 5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  d e n s
a n d  d i r e c t i o n a l  p o r o s i t y .
F i g .  1 0 4 .  D u p l e x  r e d u c t i o n  a t  5 4 7 ° C  e n s e  l a m e l l a e
U n e t c h e d
1 • 5 jjms
F i g .  1 0 5 .  D u p l e x  r e d u c t i o n  a t  5 4 7 ° C  a n d  1 0 5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  d e n s e  
m a g n e t i t e  l a y e r  g r o w i n g  f r o m  p o r o u s  m o r p h o l o g y .
Polarized light
I 1 20 jams
F i g .  1 0 6 .  P r e p o l i s h e d  h e m a t i t e  s i n t e r e d  s t r u c t u r e  s h o w i n g  a  
f i d u c i a l  m a r k .
P r e p o l i s h e d  
s u r f a c e  u n e t c h e d .
2 0  / j j m s
F i g .  1 0 7 .  I n t e r g r a n u l a r  c r a c k i n g ,  s u r f a c e  u p h e a v a l  a n d  p a r t i n g  
f i s s u r e s  i n  m a g n e t i t e  a t  9 5 0  C .
Etched
9 0  p n s
F i g .  1 0 9 .  D i f f u s e  m a g n e t i t e  r e d u c t i o n  z o n e  a t  5 5 0 ° C
E t c h e d
F i g .  1 1 0 .  L o n g t i t u d i n a l  s e c t i o n  o f  a  c o m p a c t  s h o w i n g  v e r y  
w i d e  m a g n e t i t e  z o n e  a t  5 5 0 ° C .  ( 5 0 %  r e d u c t i o n )
1 0 %  R e d u c t i o n
4 0 %  R e d u c t i o n
9 8 %  R e d u c t i o n
F i g .  1 1 1 .  L o n g i t u d i n a l  s e c t i o n  o f  c o m p a c t s  a t  v a r i o u s  s t a g e s  o f
r e d u c t i o n  t o  m a g n e t i t e  a t  9 5 0  C  i l l u s t r a t i n g  t h e  n a r r o w  
r e d u c t i o n  z o n e  a n d  t h e  e m e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  c r u c i f o r m  s a m p l e  
s h a p e .
I  1  4 5  y u m s
F i g .  1 1 2 .  D i f f u s e  m a g n e t i t e  r e d u c t i o n  z o n e  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C
F i g .  1 1 3 .  D i s c r e t e  m a g n e t i t e  r e d u c t i o n  i n t e r f a c e  f o r  t h e  
7 %  p o r o u s  h e m a t i t e  a t  9 0 0 ° C .
E t c h e d
E t c h e d
E t c h e d
| - - - - - - - - - 1  4 5  j i i m s
F i g .  1 1 4 .  W u s t i t e  f o r m e d  b y  r e d u c t i o n  o f  h e m a t i t e  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C
Etched
5  / i m s
5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g
b o u n d a r y  w i t h i n  w u s t i t e  a r e a s .
F i g .  1 1 5 .  D a r k  g r e y  w u s t i t e  f o r m e d  a t  1 0  i n t e r m e d i a t e
E t c h e d
i  1  5  j a m s
F i g .  1 1 6 .  C o a l e s c e n c e  o f  t h e  w u s t i t e  a t  a  l a t e r  s t a g e  i n  
r e d u c t i o n ,  i n t e r m e d i a t e  b o u n d a r y  e v i d e n t .
Etched
I  1  5  ^ u m s
F i g .  1 1 7 .  R e s i d u a l  m a g n e t i t e  i n  w u s t i t e  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  t h e  
i n t e r m e d i a t e  b o u n d a r y  w i t h i n  t h e  w u s t i t e .
• - - - - - - 1  5  / u m s
F i g .  1 1 8 .  T o p o c h e m i c a l  f o r m a t i o n  o f  i r o n  o n  w u s t i t e  a t  1 0 5 0  C .
4
I  1  4 5  ^ p m s
F i g .  1 1 9 .  P r o g r e s s i v e  s h r i n k a g e  o f  t h e  i r o n  l a y e r  f o r  p a r t i a l  
r e d u c t i o n  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C .
4 5  j u m s
F i g .  1 2 0 .  F u l l y  r e d u c e d  t o  i r o n  a t  1 0 5 0  C .
Unetched
U n e t c h e d
Unetched
5  j j m s
F i g .  1 2 1 .  T o p o c h e m i c a l  f o r m a t i o n  o f  i r o n  a t  8 0 0 ° C  s h o w i n g
i n t e r m e d i a t e  p h a s e  b e t w e e n  t h e  i r o n  a n d  t h e  w u s t i t e  
c o r e .
I  1  4 5  ^ n m s
F i g .  1 2 2 .  P a r t i a l  r e d u c t i o n  t o  i r o n  a t  8 0 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  p o r e  
f o r m a t i o n  i n  w u s t i t e .
F i g .  1 2 3 .  A t  a  l a t e r  s t a g e  i n  r e d u c t i o n  t o  i r o n  s h o w i n g  
e x t e n s i v e  p o r o s i t y  a n d  a  f i n e r  s t r u c t u r e .
Ftched
U n e t c h e d
Unetched
5 5 0 ° C
3 5 0 ° C
F i g . 1 2 4 .  D e b y e - S c h e r r e r  x - r a y  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n s  o f  m a g n e t i t e  
s h o w i n g  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  l i n e  b r o a d e n i n g  w i t h  f a l l  
i n  r e d u c t i o n  t e m p e r a t u r e .
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125 Quadratic integral breadth p vs. reduction tenperature 
for various magnetite crystallographic planes.
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Fig. 126 Quadratic*integral breadth p vs. reciprocal lattice 
spacing d for reduction of micaceous hematite to 
magnetite at various reduction temperatures
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Fig.127 Quadratic*integral breadth B vs. reciprocal lattice
spacing d for three orderg of reflection of magnetite 
formed by reduction at 450 C
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Fig.128 Quadratic+ integral breadth J3 vs. reciprocal lattice
spacing d for three orders of reflection of magnetite 
foimed by reduction at 550°C and 672°C
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•Fig. 129 Average lattice strain £ of magnetite formed by 
reduction of hematite at various temperatures
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Fig. 130 X-ray line breadth at half the peak height for magnetite 
formed by reduction of hematite at various temperatures; 
(400) and (200) reflections only
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Fig. 131 Variation in linear-thermal expansion of sintered hematite 
and magnetite with tennperature
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Fig. 132 Calculated volume change AVon stoichiometrically 
reducing Fe203 to Fe304 by oxygen removal, using
measured and published linear thermal expansion data 
for the respective oxides.
F i g .  1 3 3 .
F i g .  1 3 4 .
BSKs> >
I 1 2 p^ms
F i g .  1 3 5 .  I n t e r c r y s t a l l i t e  p o r o s i t y  a n d  f i s s u r e s  
i n  s p e c - p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  f o r m e d  a t  5 5 0  C .
S.E.M. Fracture
surface.
i  1 4 5  j u m s
S p e c - p u r e  h e m a t i t e  s h o w i n g  d i f f u s e  m a g n e t i t e  
r e d u c t i o n  z o n e  a t  5 5 0  C .
Etched
U n e t c h e d
5  j u m s
P o r o u s  g r a n u l a r  c r y s t a l l i t e  m o r p h o l o g y  f o r  
r e d u c t i o n  o f  s p e c - p u r e  h e m a t i t e  a t  5 5 0 ° C .
I 1 1 yjm
F i g .  1 3 6 .  S h o w i n g  c r y s t a l l i t e  s u b - s t r u c t u r e  f o r  
s p e c - p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  f o r m e d  a t  5 5 0 ° C .
S.E.M. Fracture
surface.
E t c h e d
I  1  5  j u m s
F i g .  1 3 7 .  V a r i e t y  o f  s p e c - p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  g r a i n  b o u n d a r y  
a l l o t r i o m o r p h s  f o r m e d  a t  5 5 0  C .
Etched
| - - - - - - - - - - 1  2 0 / i m s
F i g .  1 3 8 .  C o a r s e  c r y s t a l l i t e  s u b - s t r u c t u r e  i n  s p e c - p u r e  
m a g n e t i t e  f o r m e d  a t  5 5 0  C .
Etched
i----1 20 jums
F i g .  N o .  1 3 9 .  B r o a d  c h i s e l  l a m e l l a e  a n d  f i s s u r e s  i n  s p e c -  
p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  a t  6 9 5  C .
U n e t c h e d
I  \ 5  j j m s
F i g .  1 4 0 .  D e n s e  b r o a d  c h i s e l  l a m e l l a e  i n  s p e c - p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  
a t  6 9 5 ° C .
E t c h e d
I  1  5  u r n s
F i g .  N o .  1 4 1 .  V a r i e t y  o f  m a g n e t i t e  o r i e n t a t i o n s  f o r m e d  i n  
s p e c - p u r e  h e m a t i t e  a t  6 9 5 ° C .
I 1 20 p^ms
F i g . 1 4 2 .  D e n s e  m a g n e t i t e  f o r m e d  b y  r e d u c t i o n  o f  s p e c - p u r e  
h e m a t i t e  a t  8 5 0 ° C .
F i g .  1 4 3 .
i  1  5  ^ p m s
C h i s e l  s h a p e d  d e n s e  m a g n e t i t e  l a m e l l a e  f o r m e d  a t  8 5 0 (
4 5  j j m s
Unetched
E t c h e d
C .
E t c h e d
F i g .  1 4 4 .  T e n d e n c y  t o  p r e f e r r e d  o r i e n t a t i o n  i n  t h e  s p e c - p u r e  
m a g n e t i t e  l a y e r  f o r m e d  a t  8 5 0  C .
I  1  2 0 0  pros
F i g .  1 4 5 .  D i s t i n c t  c o l u m n a r  g r a i n  g r o w t h  p a t t e r n  i n  s p e c -  
p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  f o r m e d  a t  1 0 5 0  C .
I  1  9 0  j j m s
F i g .  1 4 6 .  C o l u m n a r  g r a i n  p a t t e r n  i n  t h e  m a g n e t i t e  l a y e r  
a t  1 0 5 0 ° C .
I 1 200 jjms
F i g .  1 4 7 .  C o l u m n a r  g r a i n  p a t t e r n  i n  s p e c - p u r e  m a g n e t i t e  
a t  1 0 5 0 ° C .
E t c h e d  a n d  
P o l a r i z e d  l i g h t
E t c h e d
E t c h e d  a n d  
P o l a r i z e d  l i g h t
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5  ^ i m s
F i g . 1 4 8 .  S h a r p  c o l u m n a r  g r a i n  i n t e r f a c e  s h e l v i n g  
m a g n e t i t e  g r a i n  b o u n d a r i e s .
■O SPEC. PUKE OXIDE
X LAB. GKADE OXIDE
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Etched
F i g .  1 4 9 .  R e d u c t i o n  z o n e  w i d t h  ( Z )  r u n s  f o r  r e d u c t i o n  o f  
s p e c - p u r e  a n d  l a b - g r a d e  h e m a t i t e  t o  m a g n e t i t e  
a t  v a r i o u s  t e m p e r a t u r e s .
F i g .  1 5 0 .  L a b - g r a d e  h e m a t i t e  r e d u c e d  t o  m a g n e t i t e  a t  5 5 0  C  
s h o w i n g  s h a r p  i n t e r f a c e  a n d  g . b .  c r a c k i n g .
Wkt /
i
I  1  5  J i m s
F i g .  1 5 1 .  S h a r p  t o p o c h e m i c a l  m a g n e t i t e  i n t e r f a c e  f o r  l a b -  
g r a d e  o x i d e  s h o w i n g  g r a n u l a r  m o r p h o l o g y  a t  5 5 0  C .
•s  . ■ *■ > • .'A ■I** • .v7
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’ ' N  V.•v
E t c h e d
E t c h e d
W r ! v < •
rj-
5  p m s
F i g .  1 5 2 .  V a r i e t y  o f  c r y s t a l l i t e  s u b - s t r u c t u r e s  f o r  l a b -
g r a d e  m a g n e t i t e  f o r m e d  a t  5 5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  p r e f e r e n t i a l  g r o w t h .
I 1 5 jjms
F i g .  1 5 3 .  D i r e c t i o n a l  f i l i m e n t a r y  m a g n e t i t e  g r o w t h  i n  t h e
o x i d e  r e d u c e d  a t  7 5 0 ° C .
E t c h e d
E t c h e d
I  1  5  p m s
F i g .  1 5 5 .  D i s c r e t e  m a g n e t i t e  i n t e r f a c e  a t  7 5 0 ° C  s h o w i n g  f i n e
l a m e l l a e  p r o j e c t i o n s  a n d  d i r e c t i o n a l  s u b - g r a i n  s t r u c t u r e  
i n  l a b - g r a d e  o x i d e .
F i g .  1 5 4 .  D i r e c t i o n a l  s u b - g r a i n  s t r u c t u r e  i n  l a b - g r a d e
m a g n e t i t e  a t  6 7 5  C ;  s h a r p  i n t e r f a c e  a n d  c r a c k i n g .
I 1 45 Jims
F i g .  1 5 6 .  S h a r p  m a g n e t i t e  i n t e r f a c e ^  c o l u m n a r  g r o w t h  p a t t e r n  
i n  l a b - g r a d e  o x i d e  a t  8 5 0  C .
F i g .  1 5 7 .
F i g .  1 5 8 .
E t c h e d  a n d  
N o m a r s k i  i n t e r ­
f e r e n c e  c o n t r a s t
I  1  4 5  p m s
C o l u m n a r  g r a i n  s t r u c t u r e  s h o w n  i n  r e l i e f  i n  l a b - g r a d e  
m a g n e t i t e  a t  9 5 0 ° C .
Etched
I { 20 o^ms
I n t e r g r a n u l a r  l a m i n a t i o n  c r a c k i n g  &  l a m e l l a e  
f o r m a t i o n  i n  d e n s e  l a b - g r a d e  m a g n e t i t e  a t  1 0 5 0 ° C .
[olioj
plloj
A
F i g .  1 5 9 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  b a s a l  
p l a n e  o f  t h e  r h o m b o h e d r a l  h e m a t i t e  s i n g l e  c r y s t a l .
Fig. 160. Laue back reflection diffraction pattern of the (0112)
plane of the rhombohedral hematite single crystal.
(0001) 
II
(0112)
F i g .  1 6 1 .  S c h e m a t i c  d i a g r a m  o f  r h o m b o h e d r a l  s i n g l e  c r y s t a l
[ouj
L2lli
Fig. 162. Laue back reflection diffraction pattern of
rhorrbohedral basal plane on partial reduction
to magnetite at 1000°C.
F i g . 1 6 3 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  
o f  b a s a l  p l a n e  o f  t h e  m i c a c e o u s  p l a t e l e t  o n  p a r t i a l  
r e d u c t i o n  t o  m a g n e t i t e  a t  1 0 0 0  C .
B
A
F i g . 1 6 4 .  M a g n e t i t e  r e f l e c t i o n s  i n  F i g s . 1 6 2  a n d
1 6 3  i n d e x e d  t o  i n d i c a t e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  t r i g o n a l  s y m e t r y .
I 1 10 jjrns
F i g . 1 6 5 .  T r i a n g u l a r  f a c e t s  a n d  c r a c k i n g  o f  r h o m b o h e d r a l  
b a s a l  p l a n e  o n  r e d u c t i o n  t o  m a g n e t i t e  a t  1 0 0 0  C .
F i g . 1 6 6 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  b a s a l  p l a n e  o f  
r h c m b o h e d r a l  c r y s t a l  o n  p a r t i a l  r e d u c t i o n  t o  
m a g n e t i t e  a t  5 5 0  C .
C H
F i g .  1 6 7 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  b a s a l  p l a n e  o f
r h o m b o h e d r a l  c r y s t a l  r e d u c e d  f u r t h e r  t o  m a g n e t i t e  
a t  5 5 0 ° C .
S . E . M .  u n e t c h e d  
s u r f a c e .
I 1 2 jm
F i g .  1 6 8 .  B a s a l  p l a n e  o f  r h o m b o h e d r a l  c r y s t a l  s h o w i n g
p o r o u s  m u l t i - c r y s t a l l i t e  m a g n e t i t e  m o r p h o l o g y  
a t  5 5 0 ° C .
F i g .  1 6 9 .
I  1  0 . 5  ^ a m
F i g .  1 7 0 .  R h o m b o h e d r a l  b a s a l  p l a n e  s h o w i n g  r a i s e d  m u l t i  
c r y s t a l l i t e  m a g n e t i t e  g r o w t h  f o r m e d  a t  5 5 0  C .
I 1 0.5 t^m
R h o m b o h e d r a l  b a s a l  p l a n e  s h o w i n g  
s u r f a c e  d i l a t i o n  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  
m a g n e t i t e  c r y s t a l l i t e  g r o w t h  a t  
5 5 0 ° C .
!.M. unetched
surface.
C . M .  u n e t c h e d  
s u r f a c e .
F i g .  1 7 1  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  
m i c a c e o u s  b a s a l  p l a t e l e t  r e d u c e d  t o  m a g n e t i t e  
a t  5 5 0 ° C .
S . E . M .  u n e t c h e d  
s u r f a c e .
>----1 1 jum
F i g .  1 7 2 .  R o u n d e d  m a g n e t i t e  c r y s t a l l i t e s  a n d  s u r f a c e  
u p h e a v a l  f o r  p a r t i a l  r e d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  
m i c a c e o u s  b a s a l  p l a t e l e t  a t  5 5 0 ° C .
F i g . 1 7 3 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  f o r  t h e  
m i c a c e o u s  b a s a l  p l a t e l e t  r e d u c e d  t o  m a g n e t i t e  
a t  6 3 0  C .
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Fig.174. Laue back reflection diffraction pattern of theQ(0112)
rhombohedral plane reduced to magnetite at 1000 C.
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F i g . 1 7 5 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  
( 0 1 1 2 )  c l e a v e d  f a c e t Q o f  t h e  E l b a  c r y s t a l  r e d u c e d  
t o  m a g n e t i t e  a t  1 0 0 0  C .
[o'n^
Fig.176. Laue back reflection diffraction pattern of the (0112)
plane of the rhombohedral crystal reduced to magnetite
at 550 C.
F i g . 1 7 7 .  L a u e  b a c k  r e f l e c t i o n  d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  ( 0 1 1 2 )  
c l e a v e d  f a c e t  o f  t h e  E l b a  c r y s t a l  p a r t i a l l y  r e d u c e d  
t o  m a g n e t i t e  a t  5 5 0 ° C .
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F i g . 1 7 8 ( a ) . Laue back reflection diffraction pattern of the
rhombohedral (0112) facet indexed for reduction
to magnetite at 550 C.
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Fig.178(b) Stereographic projection of (210) magnetite
reflections for reduction of the (0112) facet 
at 550 C; (311) pole.
S.E.M. unetched 
surface
I  1  5  ^ i m s
.Fig.179. Rhcmbohedral (0112) facet showing Q 
magnetite lamellae formation at 1000 C.
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F i g .  1 8 0 .  J u n c t i o n  o f  t w o  r h o m b o h e d r a l  ( 0 1 1 2 )
f a c e s  s h o w i n g  t h e  p l a t e - l i k e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  
m a g n e t i t e  l a m e l l a e  f o r m e d  a t  1 0 0 0  C .
•— I 2 j^ms
F i g .  1 8 1 .  T h e  ( 0 1 1 2 )  c l e a v e d  f a c e t  o f  t h e  E l b a
c r y s t a l  s h o w i n g  r a i s e d  m a g n e t i t e  l a m e l l a e  
a t  9 5 0 ° C .
I  1  9 0  j a m s
F i g .  1 8 2 .  S e v e r e  c r a c k i n g  o f  t h e  r h o m b o h e d r a l  ^ 0 1 1 2 )
f a c e t  a f t e r  p a r t i a l  r e d u c t i o n  a t  5 5 0  C  l i g h t  
a r e a s  a r e  m a g n e t i t e .
.E.M. unetched
surface
. E . M .  u n e t c h e d  
s u r f a c e .
E.M. unetched
surface.
I  1  0 . 5  ^ p m s
F i g .  1 8 3 .  M u l t i - c r y s t a l l i t e  m a g n e t i t e  m o r p h o l o g y  
f o r m e d  o n  t h e  r h o m b o h e d r a l  ( 0 1 1 2 )  f a c e t  
a f t e r  r e d u c t i o n  a t  5 5 0 ° C .
I  1  0 . 5  ^ p m s
F i g  1 8 4 .  E m e r g i n g  m a g n e t i t e  c r y s t a l 1 i t e s  o n  p a r t i a l
r e d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  ( 0 1 1 2 )  r h o m b o h e d r a l  f a c e t  a t  
5 5 0 ° C .
S .
|---- 1 1.0 j^ums
F i g .  1 8 5 .  R o u n d e d  m a g n e t i t e  c r y s t a l l i t e s  a n d  f i s s u r e s
o n  r e d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  ( 0 1 1 2 )  E l b a  f a c e t  a t  5 5 0 ° C
E M .  u n e t c h e d  
s u r f a c e
E M .  u n e t c h e d  
s u r f a c e .
EM. unetched
surface.
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1. Fully reacted cracked and expanded outer layer.
2. Partially reacted and cracked reaction zone Z. 
3* Inner unreacted hematite core.
Fig. 186 Schematic representation of the partial pressure
gradient A  P of the reducing gas acrossQthe reacting 
layer for reduction to magnetite at 550 C and 900 C
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Fig. 187 Variation of the theoretical Z function with reduction 
temperature for two activation energies
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Fig. 188 A proposed model for the foimation of a cooling tower 
sample shape showing in longitudinal section the 
lateral impingement due to expansion of the magnetite 
layer (1), followed after further thickening by the 
initiation of a corner crack (2) and the subsequent 
widening to produce lamination cracking and macro­
curvature (3)
(3)
Fig.189 A transverse section of the cylindrical sample in fig.
188 showing the same sequence of expansion to foim the 
major longitudinal crack and macro-curvature
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Fig. 190 The effect of increased compact permeability on the 
volume expansion - temperature response for 
reduction to magnetite
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Fig. 191 The relative volume expansion on reduction of hematite 
to magnetite by OO-OO^ and H^-H^O atmospheres
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Fig. 192 The variation in the magnitude of closed porosity 
expressed as a percentage of the total porosity of 
the sintered compact with increase in total porosity
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Fig.193 The theoretical variation of Jeschars permeability function 
with pore volume fraction of the sintered oxide (218)
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Fig. 194 Weakened zones produced by differential .expansion -
contraction of the porous multi-crystallite magnetite 
growth centres at 550 C
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Fig.195 Schematic representation of the growth characteristics 
of the magnetite flame morphology at temperatures of 
500 C and below
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Fig. 196 Schematic representation of the hybrid magnetite lamellae 
showing tfye mid-rib porosity and tensile reaction
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Fig. 197 Terraced arrangement of the flat octahedral surfaces 
of the Widmanstatten plate (220)
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1. Fully reacted magnetite; wholsesale intergranular cracking
2. Partially reacted lamellar/nodular zone; partial cracking
3. Partially reacted nodular zone; slight g.h. cracking
4. Unreacted hematite core
Fig. 198 Schematic representation of the partial pressure gradient 
through the nodular and lamellar magnetite reaction zones 
at 1050 C
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Cation vacancy diffusion mechanism for foimation of 
magnetite (72)
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Schematic representation of the 3.35% linear expansion 
of the magnetite at the inteface resulting in impingement 
and cracking at grain coiners
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Preferential condensation of vacancies at sub-grain 
boundaries produces elongated porosity or fissures 
.within the magnetite
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NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ION SPACING WITHIN C.P. PLANE
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f
Fig.202 Interplanar spacing c of the C.P. planes and the 
corresponding nearest neighbour ionic spacing a* 
within the C.P. planes for the iron oxides and for 
iron
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Fig.203 Shear of the oxygen ions by a /3 £ 112oJ between
alternate basal planes produces the ABAB to ABC 
stacking change and a 19% tilt.
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Fig.204 An illustration of the synchronized shearing or 
diffusion of the cations in the Fe^O^ honeycomb 
sub-lattice which is required in unison with the 
oxygen shear to produce the mixed trigonal cation 
sub-lattice of Fe^O^ . The oxygen basal layers
above and below this sub-lattice are not illustrated 
but correspond to layers 2 and 3 or 4 and 5 in 
fig. 203.
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Fig.205 The arrows indicate the required diffusion of cations 
which are necessary to transform the octahedral honey- 
cooto sub-lattice of Fe„0„ to the octahedral kagcme 
cation sub-lattice of ^e3®4 ; the oxygen basal
layer above and below the cation sub-lattice e.g. layers 
1 and 2 or 3 and 4 in fig.203 experience no relative 
movement.
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Fig.206 Diffusional-shear of the o< - hematite 
hexagonal structure to the magnetite 
cubic structure via a partial screw 
dislocation mechanism
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Fig.207 Schematic representation of the proposed single and 
double shear of the hematite lattice to produce the 
19h tilt and the arrow head profile respectively of 
the lamellae.
(a) Single tilt lamella form.
SCREW DISLOCATION MOVEMENT
jnooj
TILT SHEAR DISPLACEMENT[llaq]
(b) Plan view of baaal plane through the hematite grain shoving
the magnetite lamella or plate progressing across the grain vith 
associated shear - tilt.
(c) Chisel profile of lamellae represented in (a).
Fig.208 Interpretation of the growth ledges of the single shear 
lamella, the emergence of the surface tilt and 
corresponding lamella shape
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(a) Double shear lamella fora.
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(b) Arrow-head profile of lamella represented above.
Fig.209 Schematic.representation of the double-shear lamella 
showing interfacial growth ledges and the emergence 
of the arrow-head relief
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Fig.210 Schematic representation of the multi-lamellar magnetite 
morphology showing the development of interlamellar 
fissures and the associated stress sytem
Fig.211
' Fig.212
Fig.213
Cracking and expansion associated with the formation 
of the nodular magnetite morphology at the hematite 
grain boundary
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Low temperature porous micro-crystallite morphology 
showing penetration of reducing gas to the hematite 
interface via tunnel porosity (98)
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NODULELAMELLA
Reduction of hematite at areas adjacent to the nodular 
or lamellar nucleus followed by surface diffusion and 
injection of released cations into the magnetite to 
produce expansion
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•Fig.214 The net theoretical volume change on conversion of
stoichicmetric hematite to nonstoichianetric magnetite 
(Feg^ as calculated from published data
(ill) twin plane
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Fig.215 Schematic representation of the type 1 twin and
stacking fault for lamellar magnetite foimed at 1000 C
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Fig.216 Depression of the Neel and Curie temperatures of
hematite and magnetite respectively with increase in 
solid solution impurity level
